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PREFACE. 

Although entitled “ Oranges and Lemons,” this work 
treats of all the varieties of Citrus. 

I originally commenced it with a commercial object, 
that is, to show the numerous varieties of oranges, 
lemons, &c, now to be found in India, and their 
economic value. If not for export, at least there is 
room for an extended internal trade in these fruits, 
and for the development of certain industries from 
them in India. Besides the fresh fruit, the preserves 
made from it might be largely supplied in India in¬ 
stead of importing them. Then, essential oils arid 
citric acid might, in due course, be also manufactured. 
The fact, however, was that the more researches I 
made, the more interesting the whole subject became, 
and as I found that not much of a satisfactory nature 
had been recorded regarding the cultivated citrus of 
India, I was tempted to extend my researches by ask¬ 
ing friends to send me samples of citrus from various 
parts, which I had not any opportunity of visiting. I 
take this occasion to cordially thank all those who have 
helped me with specimens, drawings, books, and by 
their correspondence, and with statistics of trade in 
India connected with oranges and lemons. In the 
course of these investigations, one thing led to another, 
facts led to this and that speculation, and the present 
work, whatever may be its worth, has been the result. 
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With the exception of those courteously contributed 
by Mr. McLeod from Assam, and Mr. Stevenson from 
Sylhet, and those borrowed from other works, all the 
outline drawings in the accompanying Atlas were 
made by myself from the samples I obtained. 

I need not say that the illustrations arc very poor, 
and no doubt there is a certain amount of audacity in 
presenting such a collection of rough drawings to the 
public, when it is accustomed to highly-finished and 
artistic illustrations. The question, however, in this 
case, was not one between poverty and richness, but 
whether the illustrations were to be such as they are, 
or none at all. There are probably few who will not 
admit that an outline drawing, however rough, is better 
than nothing. It goes without saying that the draw¬ 
ings of the accompanying Atlas were not intended as 
works of art, but simply as a help to understand the 
text; and to intelligent persons, a rough outline of 
anything is often as good as the most elaborately- 
coloured picture, and far less expensive. Moreover, 
as I had the opportunity of seeing and handling a 
large number of forms of this most important genus 
to man (many of which are not known, and have 
never been seen out of the localities where they are 
grown), I thought it of some importance to preserve 
a record of them, however rough, for the benefit of 
any future student of this interesting genus. At this 
time of day it cannot any longer be said that cultivated 
forms of fruit are of no significance to botanists. 
There is, I believe, more science to be got out of 
cultivated forms of plants, than was once suspected. 

The drawings were all made of natural size, but 
owing to the expense of getting them printed of that 
size, they had to be much reduced. I hope, however, 
that the scale of inches given in each plate will enable 
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the reader to form an idea of "what the different kinds 
may be like. 

The reader will understand that the grouping’ of 
these citrus, is in some cases rather arbitrary, for want 
of sufficient knowledge of the different varieties. 1 his 
is the case especially with the lemon group. I he 
smaller varieties resembling the limes proper would 
form an interesting study for anyone with leisure, and 
a garden in which he might grow them both from 
seed, and in other ways. 

The chapter on morphology is entirely speculative, 
and may possibly be found of little value. In investi¬ 
gating anything, new ideas seem to be called up in 
one's mind beyond what is immediately visible. These 
have sometimes led to new standpoints for further 
investigations. It does not, however, follow that these 
new ideas always turn out true, or that it is wise to 
record them. In connection with these speculations 
about the citrus, I have entered upon some explana¬ 
tions, according to my views, on three allied genera— 
the QEgle, the Feronia, and the Limonia. Outlines of 
these will be found among the miscellaneous drawings 
at the end of the Atlas. 

Some specimens arrived after I had arranged and 
numbered the plates; I have placed these at the end 
of each group. For similar reasons, and also because 
I don’t know much about these varieties, I have placed 
Mr. McLeod’s interesting drawings of Assam citrus, 
and those sent by Mr. Stevenson of Sylhet, all to¬ 
gether in the miscellaneous part of the Atlas. 

Some repetition has occurred in the various chapters, 
but this could not well have been avoided. I thought 
it preferable to repeat a few sentences here and there 
than to refer back the reader to what I said before. 

The Appendix may be thought too big. In my 
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researches, however, I found a great deal that was in¬ 
teresting regarding the citrus, both from scientific and 
economic points of view. As this information was 
scattered in different books and journals, I thought 

that by putting it all in the Appendix it might be use¬ 
ful to some future investigator of the citrus family, and 
also to planters, &c. Moreover, in looking over the 
“ Flora of Amboyna ” of Rumphius, I found, as I 
thought, that his chapters on the citrus threw consider¬ 
able light on the origin of some varieties of citrus now 
very common in India, I made a translation of these 
chapters for my own use. The more I looked into 
them the more interesting I found them, and as I am 
not aware that any translation of Rumphius’s “ Flora” 
has ever been made, I thought it might lx: useful to in¬ 
clude these chapters in the Appendix. I trust the tran¬ 
slations will be found sufficientlyacc u rate for all practical 
purposes. I have in addition given tracings in the 
Atlas of all the citrus delineated by Rumphius but as 
they are not made to any scale, it is often difficult to 
judge of their sizes. In describing them, however, he 
gave rough dimensions, which will help the tetter 
understanding of his drawings. For the opportunity 
of making these translations, I am indebted to 1 )r. G. 
King, the director of the Royal Botanic (larden at 
Seebpore, who very kindly lent me the copy of Rum¬ 
phius in the botanical library. That copy has the 
additional advantage of having notes at the back of 
each plate, made by Hamilton Buchanan's own hand. 
The Appendix contains other information, which 1 
trust may be found of some value. 

The notes, wherever found, and not otherwise stated, 
are mine. 

I have added a Glossary to help the general reader in 

understanding the terms which are not in common use. 
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In the Appendix, I have quoted figures, wherever I 
could find them, to show what is being done. Orange 
growers in India and Ceylon, with their command of 
cheap labour, might, I think, advantageously compete 

in the London markets with the growers of Florida 
and their dear labour. An English or American 
labourer is paid 5s. 3d. per day, and skilled gar¬ 
deners get higher wages; that is, about ten times 
the wages of an Indian m&li; calculating that a 
good orange grower in India might probably be 
obtained for four annas a day, or eight rupees a 
month, or even less, if a commission were allowed 
him on the profits. It should be remembered that 
a sufficiently good orange grower, if he has the right 
soil, requires very little knowledge beyond that neces¬ 
sary for raising seedlings, budding them, and manur¬ 
ing and watering the trees at the proper times, all 
which he might learn in a month. If garden labour 
in India is ten times cheaper than that of Florida, it 
would require that the carriage from Florida to 
London should be ten times cheaper than that from 
Bombay and Karachi to London, to enable the former 
to compete on equal terms with the latter. It will be 
seen, moreover, that in Florida, as stated in Appen¬ 
dix, No. 31, frosts are occasionally so severe as to turn 
all the orange crop into ice-balls, and ruin it, besides 
killing all the young stock in the nurseries, if it do not 
also injure the adult trees. There is, perhaps, no part 
of India, where oranges are grown extensively, which 
is subject to destructive frost, such as that which is 
said to have occurred in Florida in 1885-6.* Another 
object of some parts of the Appendix is not only to show 
planters in India what is being done in this line, out of 

* Recently a book has been published called “Florida the Orange 
Statd.?7 
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India, and how important in many respects tlic citrus 
tree is, but also to warn them what to avoid, jiinl how 
to turn this industry to the best account. y\s a rule, 
when an industry in India succeeds, and yi<.*Icls a fair 

profit, many rush in to spoil it by competition. hew 
ever attempt to strike out a new line for thc;msdves. 
The first one who succeeds in any new line has usually 

an .advantage, especially where trees require; some 
time to come into full bearing, which it would be 
difficult for others afterwards to keep up will*. 

In the accompanying Atlas I have described as fully 

as I could all the specimens that came under my 
notice. I have given so many drawings of tine same 
type, in order to show them from different climates 
and soils, as some kinds of citrus are much affected by 
changes in their surroundings. Moreover, I thought 

it would be of some value to leave records of any dis¬ 
tinctions that may be made out by the senses, of one 
and the same person, as the same colour, s<cc;nt, and 
taste might be differently interpreted by r//fferent 

persons. 
There may be some varieties which I may n ot have 

met with or heard of. If so, they must lie left for 
some other investigator to discover and describe.* 

As this work is intended mostly for India, I have 

entered fully on the cultivation of oranges and lemons 
in that country. This has made that chapter rather 
voluminous. I hope, however, that this m;ty be a 
defect on the right side. 

The list of dates in the Appendix might peril ups be 
considered unconnected with the subject of this work. 
But their aim is to elucidate the antiquity and fre- 

* The observations on the leaves of young seedlings! are frag¬ 
mentary ; but as I had so many varieties of them, I thought some 
record of them might be useful. 
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quency of trade with the places mentioned, and the 
opportunities there were of disseminating this useful 
tree. The remarks of Renaud are especially interest¬ 

ing, as they show that trade between Western Asia, 
India, the Malay Archipelago, and China, dates from 
the time of the Phoenicians, Greeks, and Romans. 

There ought properly to have been added a chapter 
on the insects which are inimical to the citrus tree. 
Some of these may, however, be of use to it, although 
they feed on its leaves. Researches in Entomology, 
however important, would have made this volume 
interminable, and might have possibly put off its pub¬ 
lication for ever.* 

Wherever there is a want of fulness of description 
in the text, it may be found supplemented on the back 
of the plates of the Atlas. 

In some plates I have not been able to give draw¬ 
ings of typical leaves. It is difficult in corresponding 
with persons in various parts of India to impress them 
with the necessity of sending typical leaves. I have, 
therefore, been often obliged to give only the outlines 
of those that came with the specimens. These leaves, 
however, have often, I think, a morphological interest 
of their own. By typical leaves I mean the fully 
developed ones of the adult tree or adult branch, and 
such as give the character to the tree. This defect 
in some of the plates will, however, be found gene¬ 
rally supplemented by typical leaves of the same 
variety in other plates. 

I have always thought that a good Index to a book 
is one of its most useful parts; and so I have endea¬ 
voured to make one as full as I could. Through the 

* Recently an illustrated work has been published by the Italian 
Government, entitled “ Studi sugli Agrumi,” and the author is said 
to be Penzig. 
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Index, the information given in the Appendix will be 
easily got at. 

In the Conclusions, I have mentioned what, accord¬ 
ing to my view, appear some of the more prominent 
results of this investigation. 



iNTRof>rrno\\ 

What is the tiifferom !<«•?su-m .m »*;- ,{?<| ,, 

lemon ? Various < x.in ]•!> '-«■-* ■*, v ? i- 1 »*<, )>.,* ,i.>{'* <*, 
either with the pojwtl.tr d-'brj?•• i M ut.uy, ,in«i 
lemons, or with that givm by 1 •>; .»»•',? |on \« ,j 
the kkaita .citrus of India fm-. \<-4t 

orange exterior, an oralry >>e ft'ini j<, 
prominently ntaimtiillate, ;u»«I it * (Jo*. r K dm ,f j ,ur}4e. 
Again, the at-i<lh*v» <hro,, i5.- ns.*4.j , , 
lemon-yellow exterior, a white j.v.i;, m.d it (n,Sfl!JMjj 

late; its leaves art; like thrr,<‘ *4 * % omo, y\ nv fh.tv, r, 
are pure white. Titc/Win .* * . , Jj*^. 

leaves, the flowersare slightly l;a?/•. 1 wait j.urpk t||r. 
pulp, varies from whit*-to j,.aV y":- . ■« ^r.tny, ,wj 
the fru it is in«tin milk it**, ono o i tv. * > i > to i ■# ^ ^ 1f i j 41^ 
either of an orange <ulr>ur, nr »-j ; b r! y, 
possibly also of a fawn rojonr.* 

Then are liiesi- ifit»rtsr-!i it< ; cr, th.- r, %ttk of 
natural crossing ? Within h.o.4.,,.,, 1tuj 

careful cxiieriment „ J. .mo ,1 • ,y -v , u.t Uy.nVthy 

of the ora ago ari»! lemon, !,$ t ,0,y, r-.v-u/zii^/r 
All my observations,and tJj- r.j, «.4 „*h,. |jm', 
me to the eondimimi tLtS tJ.» Am> i ,4 
citrus do not nadify m,J.*, v f f i,()U5 
however, are said to vary wh,rv,.J 
without crowing. T|,. n , 

* Viie pi 259, fw 4 Mill rtlutZ r^;t 
orange and ctiftMt in jftwt, #j 



orange, and the true lim** h.»w r.ijvSy, if «-r, },,»•. j: 
raised in India in any <>j};»-r ] y • i, 
from being grown together. .in ! .;j ;!?.• ■, 
time, there must haw le-ri i*t *yi . j. 

centuries, for naturaln<to 1: ■. > >* . 3 • *, u . 
could easily happen ; yet in jh < . -■* de ^ 

the fruit, the flower, or in tie- ler..] !.,;Vf ■ *1 jti-■ t3, , . 

have I noticed the slii'Jitr 4 e :■ <u *.» ■ ’• * ' . 
which could Ik* attributed to 1 rov.ing. 

It will he seen fh.it IJ .* •}'<* .1 r* * l’.vo ‘ d*. 1 j 

swetoranges, viz., tie* »1». •• V-v « , I'< u •. 
and the loose-skinned ..v/.-.M/W > 'a!-;,'* - I 1 
Their trees are ejuitr »H-,ti:e *, Tie- *..«,■ ...,n , 
comparatively n*eenf b.jj-> V, d..» ia J y, 3mT j) . 
latter must have e\i !< •: 4 1 
on the Hastern Honk r, hi 1 • . '1 ,{ 
was hardly known indv jf. T «.» I; ; ... 

Roxburgh's time it upp* ,ir. i-< h.e. •• 4.„* p.ip 
progress. Now, l;ow< 1 «-v, si i. ♦ . v.u>it.-. 
forms, all over India and < «yT;: i.*s i;,n3,. n,- 

Rumphius it was well so t!..- Al.,;,lV .As• In 
pelago, under the name ,1 hr-.s . : Ah;.,.,.,,), 
from its prevalence im fV I , Vu, ! d . h, 4 
wild state, it might He dec; ,],• ... , ]n<y4i 

my researches pomt t« 1 ii. ! » e* * 4 j *< (-j. , jpdu, 
either directly from Hot bin < h» ,p. 

border, or by way ofth- M.d.»y At- Hiy,. <, ; .dth.yh 
now, and for a very Imp; ; n 1 , .* } . j(( 
naturalized. Some I'utur- Vui ,p, \.t *,.., jp,,, t„ 

languages, and ancient wni ne,t* »j j.'-jhaj,, -,otr c*,l 
m throwing new light on t3r. j.oiw.f 

It may he I>ov.:!»:y P,yr,4 il.u *e. ; ?< ; o M.,, 
originally smg-tara, 

» ■ -e fame* .4 
oranges, Btt-cam and 
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All citrus will change features to some extent, 1 >y 
change of climate, soil, and culture, and if grown from 

seed, under changed circumstances, probably further 
changes might be obtained by selection, 1 he '.mouth 
ness or wartiness, the thinness or thickness of skin, the 
sweetness or sourness, the dryness or juiciness, and the 
size of the fruit are particularly liable to change, and 
therefore all the characters of the tree, Jlmver, fruit, 
and seed, should be considered, in grouping the 
various forms of citrus. In inv researches 1 have 

met with no evidence tending to show that any oj the 
sweet oranges are direct descendants of the bitter, or 
Seville orange. 

At the end of the lemon group, I have delineated 
specimens of double lemons. I have given these 

because I believe that this doubling of the rime, 
fruit, that is the fusion of two ovaries, and not the 
addition of carpels in the same ovary, has played a 
considerable part in the production of the (urge kinds 
of citrus. First these double citrus may have attracted 

attention, as curious novelties, and then by repetition 
and selection through the seed, a more perfect, and 
large variety may have been established. These twin 
fruits are monrover interesting on account of their 
connection with the game of >• Philippine," which the 

natives of India call fatrunn>\h fride Appendix 
No. 2 1). 

Fortunately, I have been able to ermine a large 

number of citrus with "my own " eye*,, olfactory and 
gustatory nerves, which circumstances, J think,* ha\e 
great advantages. Probably no two persons would 
see things in the same way, or detect the same shade , 

of taste and scent It is fry these means that I have 
been able sometimes to make out varieties of the -„»ur 
groups, such as the Seville and Portugal orange *. 
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The balance of evidence at present * 'bi.tin.ib3f- h 

not, I think, in favour of the true lime bring ,i variety 

of the Citrus mediea proper. 
There are many varieties of time, in India, th.u 

might without much difficulty, he i> jrrre.] to th»- 
C. mediea; but in the Malay Archipelago, in the j j,u#* 
of Rumphius, there was a whole gotup <>i < uhivate* 1 

citrus, referable with more probability to tie- ritru'* 
hystrix, which is said to he fount! in a wild state in 
Burma, not improbably the true lime ijmj b'-hnig to till * 

group. The facilities for its being Iran .ported f» 

India at some remote period appear to have been 
great. I believe that the Malay An hip* logo, with it s 
numerous islands, its temperature and moisture, j};, 

played an important part in giving birth to m-vv 
varieties of citrus. I further believe that those 
numerous islands have acted as a sort of half way house 

for the dissemination of the Chinese varieties ,,f ndrti*. 
to India, Africa, Western Asia, and |\ur«*pe. 
each place, new varieties resulted from tie* sowing ttf 
the seed, under different conditions of climate, soil. Wa 

In the following chapters I have entered fully into 
all that concerns each group of citrus. That on tlu; 

Pummelo may.be found interesting to Botanists, n«4 
hitherto they have considered it a separate specie?.. 
For reasons given, I do not think it so, 

It is, I think, of some importance to have established 
by these researches that cine of the first jiiiitutirliifi Ju 
the world, is to be found in Bombay in December 

— a red thin-skinned juicy fruit, as large as a 
mans head; that Ianjore possesses the best Portugal 
orange m all India; that Butwai cm tbe Wrier* of 

Nepal, north of Gorruckpore and Gomh, grows in 

a semi-wild state, perhaps the sweetest orange to t*. 
had in any part of the world ; that Gtijramv'ila in the 
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Punjab can grow a blood orange, equal to, it not 
superior to, that of Malta. That I )rlhi can grow in 
the shade of trees, one of the finest orange, to be 
found in India; that Ahnora possesses a citron front 
which a candied peel can be made superior to that of 
Leghorn; that tint Malta, Portugal or Sic ilian lemon, 
identical with that of the Kurdish shops, can be gr«mu 

all over India, from the Himalayas to ( ape Comorin, 
and Ceylon, and that sliced and boiled in a certain 
way, it is a very efficient remedy for intermittent fever 
and enlarged spleen, the two real and always present 
plagues of the rural population of Hindustan, 

Many of these important points were not kitmui 

before, beyond the immediate neighbourhood where 

the different kinds were grown, 'bin's work gives in 
detail, not only the history of the citrus in India, as far 
as it can be made out, and its mode of cultivation in 
different places, but also outline drawings of ever) 
variety of orange, lemon, citron, lime, pmnmelo, 

to be found in India, with the places at which they can 
be procured. 



ORANGES AND LEMONS OF INDIA. 

CHAPTER I. 

THE SEVILLE ORANGES. 

The Emperor Baber, in his memoirs, mentions the 
“ naranj ” as one of the kinds of Citrus he found in 
India. I don’t, however, believe that he meant by 
this name the bitter or Seville orange.* He says little 
about the Indian oranges, but a good deal about those 
of Central Asia, and the N.W. frontier of India. He 
adds that in the latter part it is called ndrank. The 
kinds he alludes to are evidently sweet oranges of 
some sort (vide Baber’s memoirs. Appendix No. i (#))• 

It is more probable that his kirneh\ is the Seville 
orange. He says it is acid. There is, however, 
much confusion in Indian names of Citrus. Kama 
is one of the names given to a true Seville, on the 
western coast. While another totally different kind 
—the khatta, of most places—is, by some, also called 
karna. I am informed that the latter name in 

Sanskrit means “bitter.” 
Risso, in his monograph, gives “ nirandj” as the 

Arabic Synonym of the Citrus Bigaradia, the Seville 
orange, and Alphonse de Candolle credits the Arabs 

* Although Risso gives n&randj as synonymous with Seville orange. 

+ Appendix, No. i (/). 
B 
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"with having transported the bitter orange from 
Western India to Persia, Arabia, Syria, Northern 
Africa, and Spain. The Arab physicians are known to 
have used it in their pharmaceutical preparations. The 
Arab name ndranj may or may not have been derived 
from nagrung, the supposed Sanskrit name for orange. 

Sir J. Hooker, following Brandis, places the bitter 
or Seville orange, as Var. 2, JBigaradia, of Citrus 
aurantium, Linn., and says “petiole usually winged, 
flowers larger, and more strongly scented (than those 
of the sweet orange), rind very aromatic, pulp bitter.” 
And the original of which this is supposed to be 
only a variety, he considers is C. aurantium, Linn. 
“ Arboreus, rarely shrubby, young shoots glabrous, 
greenish white, leaflet elliptic or ovate, acute, obtuse 
or acuminate ; petiole often broadly winged, flowers 
pure white, bisexual, fruit globose, generally oblate, not 
mammillate.” He adds that the wild Citrus aurantium 
is found in the “ Lob valleys, along the foot of the 
Himalaya, from Garwhal eastwards to Sikkim, and in 
the Khasia Mountains—a small slender tree, flowering 
in the rains and fruiting after them, growing where I 
found it, in the very bottoms of valleys, and where it 
did not occur to me to doubt its being indigenous. 
The fruit was somewhat flattened, or nearly globose, 
about two in. diam., high-coloured, and uneatable, 
being (if I remember aright) mawkish and bitter.5’ 

It is not improbable, in my opinion, that the 
description given above of the wild species belongs to- 
one section only of the orange tribe, viz., those which 

* are now semi-cultivated—semi-wild—in various places 
along the foot of the Himalayas. They appear to* 
belong to the shntara and kamala, section. All these 
have “ a slender tree.” As to their flowering in the 
rains, almost all the Citrus flower twice ; some flower 
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all the year round. The main crop of flowers comes 
out in February or March, which corresponds to the 
Indian spring. The fruit of this crop ripens about 
December. The second and much smaller crop of 
flowers comes out in the rains with the rain-foliage. 
The fruit of these, which natives call Dumriz, ripens 
in the ensuing April or thereabouts. 

I must here first observe that, in my opinion, a 
great deal of confusion has arisen in describing 
oranges, by grouping all the sweet ones under the one 

name of sweet oranges. It appears to me that the 
so-called sweet oranges are distinctly divisible into 
two great sections, one, the Malta or Portugal 

orange—the Citrus aurantium sinense of Gallesio, and 
its varieties ; and the other, the simtara orange 

of India, the Citrus aurantium sinense of Rumphius 

and its derivatives. The former is a close skinned 
orange, with a distinct tree, not at all slender, and 
with a distinct, not very aromatic leaf. The latter 
is a loose skinned orange, often baggy. Its tree is 
also distinct and slender, with a distinct aroma in its'* 
leaves. Neither of them is totally sweet. When 
unripe they are sour, and as they ripen the acid 
changes into sugar, and their charm, even when ripe, 
is to possess in their pulp a pleasant mixture of sweet 
and sub-acid flavour. The only true sweet orange I 
know is a variety of the Malta orange, which has an 
acidless pulp from beginning to end, like the sweet 
lemons of India. I have never seen this acidless 
orange in India. Another source of some confusion 
comes from calling the Seville orange bitter. I have 
tasted the pulp of many Sevilles in various parts, and 
rarely have I found the pulp bitter. It is simply sour. 

Sometimes I thought the pulp had a “ soupgon ” of 
bitterness in it, but very rarely. I think the mistake, 

B 2 
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if it be a mistake, has arisen from the way of tasting the 
pulp. If you cut a Seville orange in two transversely, 
and then give the pulp a bite, you will probably say it 
is bitter But in biting the pulp with the upper teeth, 
your lower teeth and lip graze against the rind, which 
is intensely bitter, aromatic and pungent. The 
bitterness of the rind mixing with the juice in the 
mouth makes you think the pulp is bitter-sour. While 
if you use a spoon and scoop out a bit of the pulp 
without touching the rind and taste it, you will 
probably say it is only sour.* 

Wherever I have met with the Seville orange, 
whether smooth or subwarty, whether large or small, 
whether in Upper India, Southern India, or Ceylon, it 
had the same character : rind very aromatic, bitter 
and pungent ; pulp sour (in some cases I thought it 
slightly bitter); leaves of a deep green, always typically 
with a winged petiole, oftener with large wings to their 
petioles, and always with a distinct, and what I consider 
a characteristic, strong and very pleasant aroma in its 
leaves. It is on account of this aroma in the leaves 
that by preference in Europe they are distilled for 
their essential oil, which perfumers call “ petit-grain.” 
I have examined Sevilles from Malta, from Lucknow, 
from Gonda, from Etawah (the latter said to have 
been got from the Punjab), from Mooltan, from Cal¬ 
cutta, from Kandy, and Newra Ellia in Ceylon; all 
with that characteristic scent in the leaf, and all have 
the same charactered fruit—viz., bitter, aromatic and 
pungent rind and sour pulp. The two combined make 
the best marmalade. Wherever I had an oppor¬ 
tunity of examining the flowers they were highly 
scented. It is difficult, owing to the above sources of 

* Possibly the envelopes of the quarters, or carpels, in which the 

juice vesicles are contained, may sometimes be bitter. 
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confusion, to satisfy oneself regarding the wild parent 
of the cultivated Seville orange. De Candolle says 
that the Citrus fusca of Loureiro, is wild in China 
and Cochin China. Loureiro says that his C. fusca 
corresponds with the Aurantium acidum of Rumphius, 
given in plate 33 (not 23 as is stated in De Candolle’s 
book;* the latter is a Tamarind), Vol. II. Flor. 
Amboyn. The figure on that plate is certainly, both 
in leaf, spine, and fruit like the small Seville I saw in 
Newra Ellia. But curiously enough, Loureiro says 
“ the leaves have an unpleasant odor, and the flowers 
ar&not very scented” (sub-odorous). In other respects 
his description corresponds exactly to that of the 
Sdvilles I have seen. With regard to the scent of the 
leaves and flowers, without laying much stress on this 
character, I would observe, that some people see 
green, that which is red ; and others cannot hear 
certain sounds. It is therefore likely that the 
olfactory nerves of all of us do not recognize the same 
shades of odor, so that it is not impossible Loureiro’s 
olfactory nerves were differently impressed by aromas, 
which others might call distinctly and strongly sweet. 
It is not impossible also, that a wild plant might be 
differently scented from a cultivated one. It is, how¬ 
ever, rather strange that the leaves of all the Sdvilles 
I. have seen should retain so persistently and exactly 
the same fine aroma in their leaves. None of them 
could be called cultivated, but rather, not wild. Only 
one — the ndrtun of Tanjore, which I think is a 
Seville—had an unpleasant resinous scent in its leaves. 
Nevertheless, the young seedling of this same 
ndrtun had in its young leaves the characteristic 
aroma of all the others I had met with. The flowers 
of the ndrtun I have not seen. Not improbably 

* Origin of Cultivated Plants—English translation. 
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Loureiro’s C. fusca may have been like the ndrtun of 
Tan j ore. 

The Seville orange, or the Citrus bigaradia of Risso, 
the “ Bigaradier franc ” of the French, the “ Arancio 
forte” of the Italians, and the ndranj of the old Arab 
physicians, is probably not an Indian Citrus, but origin¬ 
ally a Chinese variety, and probably one of the most 
ancient varieties of Citrus. Being used medicinally, 
it may have reached Western India (possibly across 
South India) before any other kind of Citrus, and was 
adopted by the Arab physicians in their pharmacopoeia. 
As alcohol is also an old Arab production, it is not 
impossible that those ancient physicians extracted 
whatever there is of active principle in the ndranj 

peel, by means of alcohol, which was afterwards handed 
down to us as “tincture of orange peel,” and is now 
principally used for disguising the unpleasant flavours 
of other medicines. 

It is not easy to make out whether Sir J. Hooker’s 
wild orange of the Himalayas is this, or some sour 
variety of the simtara type. I incline to the latter 
view, especially as the simtara type of orange is so 
common all along the outer hills of the north-eastern 
Himalayas. That the Seville is found wild in Cochin 
China is pretty clear from the researches of Loureiro, 
where he calls it “citrus fusca,” which in turn corre¬ 
sponds with Rumphius’s aurantiam acidum of Am- 
boyna, which again Miquel asserts is the same as 
citrus vulgaris of Risso—the Seville orange. Being a 
medicinal plant, it is not impossible that from South- 
Eastern Asia it may have found its way to Eastern 
India through the Malay archipelago, and thence 
across South India to the Western Coast, whence it 
was in course of time taken to Europe, via Syria. The 
only place in India where I have heard of its being now 
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wild is in the forests near “ Devikulam" in Southern 

India, from which wild trees Mr. John Payne sent me 

some leaves. In my opinion these are unmistakably 

of the Seville variety; but whether this is indigenous in 

South India, or has become naturalized there, it is 

impossible to say. I have been told that in the Nil- 

ghiris there is a place called the “ Orange Vale," 

where some kind of wild orange grows, but what this 

is I don’t know. I tried to obtain information about 

the “ Orange Vale ’’ trees, but have not succeeded. 

There does not appear to he any indigenous Citrus in 

Ceylon, although the Seville orange is well known ami 

grown there in many places under the name of shnoot 
Dbdan. 

In Europe the Seville orange stands the cold belter 

than other kinds, and that may be the reason why the 

Italians have given it the qualifying name of *' forte.' 

In Florence I have seen it growing in the open, under 

a south wall, while the Portugal or Malta oranges 

cannot be grown at all there without artificial heat, and 

all the lemon trees grown there are protected under 

roofs in winter. 

Another reason why I do not think the Sevill*' 

orange an Indian Citrus is that it has many names, 

most of them being names of other kinds of Citrus. 

In Lucknow it is called naran/ ; in Conda, \u<tu/>k<it; 
in Mooltan, khatia, which simply nvaus sour; in Cal 

cutla, goratemboo, or cowmen Citrus ; in Mangalore and 

Mysore, karna, or kanchikai; in Ceylon, aniaat dtutan 
which means sour and round. 

In my opinion it is hardly possible that this Seville 

orange, or so-called hitter orange, could have bi-rn the 
direct progenitor of one of the -avert oranges, thr 

Malta or. Portugal orange, the Citric an rant mm 
of Gallesio. Had it been so, it would be hard!) possible 
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that the distinctive aroma of the Seville leaf shrm«’; : "!* 

at some subsequent period, reappear in snnu' * •> J?N 

sweet descendant varieties. I have seen '> * r d 

varieties of the Malta or Portugal orango in l:: ' 
and never have I met with the Seville se«-nt in ■' 
leaves. This need not. however, trouble ns s ; •. 

Man, who is supposed to have originated from 

animal with an external tail, »ev»-r now repr* . ’ ■ 
that character except in embryo. '1'he interna/ t-’*d in 
the fully formed man has become so fixed a i hm’-e ’■ f 

that no reversions are ever met with. In th*' 11 

way we never see the horse revertitip to his thn ■*' "t''' " 

progenitor. I may, however, briefly state why i dot 

think, as botanists do, that the bitter orange *■-. iv- 
direct progenitor of the sweet .Malta or f d 

orange (C. aurantium sinense). 

(a.) Gallesio, during an experience of oo yt .irs. f* *ore! 

that on no occasion did seedling*, of the Malta mr .nge 

ever revert to the Seville. 

(A) The counter-statement of Macfadyen that it * 

sometimes revert, is tainted with the suspicion that 

sufficiently accurate records were impossible is* 

West Indies, where negroes worn concerned (if n* • • /1 < 

were then the gardeners). Hven in India, lo re 

natives are supposed to be more intelligent s < .m 

negroes, the people can never be relied on for 
in anything, 

{c.) Wherever I have seen the Seville orange it h.vi 
always had a bitter pungent rind, sour pulp, am*! ,-* 

highly scented leaf, with a very distinet aroma ; ,oi*f 
wherever I have seen the Maltaor Portugal orange (,tud 

of this type there are many varieties in India) it loe; 

always had a characteristic seem, a sour-svveet piMp, 

and a totally different and weak swan in its 

Never have I found in the leaves of the .Malta or.** Mgr 
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type anything approaching the scent of fit1' 

leaf. Had these two been related, as moth* r an*I 

daughter* it is hardly possible that the latter veajM 

never have* rrpnduced some ol tie* rhurart'Ts of t;a' 

former. The two have nothin;,*; in common e\« ept a 

dose skin, orange colour, white ilower, and the yeum al 

characters of thtyyvv///x. 

{({.) The Seville has hern grown for ay/5- in an 

scat, Probably it has never, or very rarely, hem pin 

pagated in any other way. If it ome prod in ed a ur.e/ 

orange, is it likely that this phenomenon would iiroi 

have been produced a second time. Both C halledo and 

Macfaclyen state that they never knew an iustarn e ol 

the Seville! sized producing a Portugal orange. d Imre 

forez I am inclined to think that these two oranyes ,n*r 

no morez related to each other than both an* related to 

the Shut am orange, which also has a red skin and a 

white flower. They an* not improbably two drain* f 

brandies of some: common and much more am lent 

stock. I should, moreover, not wonder tf direct rape 

riment were to prove that they are tint even m;u dde 

hy hybridization, Although the two have been gonvn 

sidet hy side for centuries I can find no evidence that 

they ever crossed and predated ffitenitedtafe ftintis. 

All the varieties of each, whi* h I ha\e %*am, form as 

distinct groups as those of any two spot ?es,# 

In the M Atlas " c Ira win;;, of the Seville oranges are 

given from pi t to pi. iX. 

* Tlu: following appear* m rensi?,* mv tnt.>u.*e 4 
at from ohwrvalion. In the 14 It*.#s hi, c.c,y smbr Ce 
heading of Zitjm t.mc% it b tbif 41 Mr, F,ivn\ lifer, tlw 
bitter orange wall not hybrid;/,r unh tb* mrri, nut ihr 

ieinom with the orange. . . . On ih«o#!iicr fund, I#.ir«n? a r.v. 
and Self-Fertilizing of Hants p. *> * th.u hr hr, 

evidence on the natural coming *4 vnrktto of the At A * u->* 
the authority of Galled# for the fact.** 



IO 

C If A IT MR II. 

TIIK “KUATT.v" < >i: KAtJNA ” olUXttF*. 

The Kmperor Halx-r, in his memoirs, just m»' tmtm% 

the kirnch, and all he says, is that it is " tart, and 
may be about the size of a gtth'jil lime," * 

It is impossible from tin. mention to m **-»■ »«t 

whether Haber’s Knn<h, i. the - ,nr.*-.e. tin AVlvioVi *>r 
karna of moderns. In Man .ytlore, wlrtl 111 * - < til 
karna is a .SV<7//c orange, and 1 have hem tthat 
in Mysore the kunur is tie- same is the Mas.dote 
one. The klni(ti) ot ktrua of !'pp<-r India i » 
different front the Se\ii|e oiam;.*, It is m*i jinj*r< ‘bank* 

that Haber’s kirmh is the um»;in »jo« .lion, IS **, 

he makes no mention of the s/vtlle orange, nt i* 1 the 
latter appears to be the old' a known in V\ * • u m 
India, as it is stated it was from /A// that tire „\j.dis 

introduced it into Syria, and the root* at* 1 h:4 

however may not be at i urate, a* the Arab . tra«R «i 4| «> 
with the Malay atdiipekij.o, and with ( bina, \\ It* me 

the Arabs may have go? it. '1 he tr.m .lators of H„ 1 ?«*-r\ 

memoirs under the h» ,dn;j oj *.,13,* "«r 
Seville orange," 'I his, howe\ m, is only the irate Tutors" 
notion, for surely Haber l oald not have said « »l the 
.SA/z//e orange, that in Lemghanat, Hajotir, and S * -w.ad, 
“it was both plentiful and ;;>.od,’ eon tidering th.*t it* 
popular name is the ** latter ».».iit;;r " and its j<**tp t« 
very sour. Then Haber also states that "the his** of 

• Vide Appctwli^, X‘u, % (#y 
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the oranges of Bajour may lx: alxmt that oi the quince, 
and their juice is more acid than that oi oilin' 
oranges."* He evidently could not have been des 
cribing by these a thoroughly sour orange, but a 
sweetish one, and that it was not so sweet as others he 
knew. He then ends by saying that “ the men of 
Bajour and Siwad call ndraitj, tut rank',' and the 
translators go on to say, “ or perhaps rather mi rang. t 
Unless Baber has mixed up the sweet with the bitter 

orange, it is hardly possible that by ndranj (which is 
given by Risso as the Arabic synomyn of the Seville 
orange) he meant any other than some sweet kind of 
orange. If so, he has left out the: Seville orange 
altogether, unless he has mixed it lip with the khatta 

or karna of moderns. 
There are other names which natives give the 

common khatta. One mail told me that the khatta i • 
thegulgul. Another said that men cal! it khatta, and 
women gulgul, and that in Cawnpore it goes in 

differently, by the name of either gulgul or khatta. 
From Jubbulpore it came under the name of altarra, 
lime, and others have called it common sour lime. 
Major Buller kindly sent me a number of specimens 

of the khatta orange from the Honda district, from 
some of the gardens of the late Mahara ja of Bulrampur. 
Two were somewhat warty, and wa r*: railed paharee 
chakdtra, or hill Pummel**! Other smooth varieties 

were ticketed lima nimlmo, lajora ninilm», luenuj 
nirnboo, karna nimlmo, and ehakotra tursh, or sour 
Pummelo! It is hardly possible that the malts did 
not know that these were all one and the same* thing, 

* Vide Appendix, X**. t (<t). 

+ This h an indication tint in the Jaghatai Tntki there b m <; 
hard as in the I'rnian, and that, a‘j I said in another place, dw 
translators’ kilkil probably means nothing but gutgut, 
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With the exception of karna nimboo, I think all these 
names must have been inventions of the people about 
the late Maharaja, who may have deceived him with 
these new varieties, in order to get bakshish out of him, 
probably under the persuasion that they were sweeping 
the country for novelties for him. All those mentioned 
above, including the warty ones might, however, have 
been taken off one tree. 

This khattd orange is not alluded to in any botanical 
book that I have seen, and Alph. de Candolle in his 
“ Origin of Cultivated Plants ” apparently had not even 
suspected its existence; yet it is a very distinct sour 
orange, and very common, and must not in any way be 
confounded either with the Seville orange, or with the 
citron as some people sometimes call it, including 
probably the translators of Baber’s memoirs. 

Wherever I have seen this khatta orange, it has 
had always the same characters. Probably it has 

, never been raised in any other way than from seed, 
1 as no one would think it worth the trouble of budding, 

or grafting it on other stock. It is largely raised from 
seeds, and used for budding other better kinds on, as 
the seed germinates freely, and the young plants make 
rapid and vigorous growth. In order to prevent any 
further mistakes about it, I shall endeavour to give as 
minute a description of its botanical characters as I 
can. 

It is a strong growing tree, not at all slender, 
spinous, sometimes its spines are formidable. The 
typical leaves are dark green and ovate, rather serrate 
than crenate, from three to four inches long, but larger 
and smaller are also found. Its very young shoots 
and leaves are pale green, only tinged with ochre- 
colour. This is much more pronounced in young 
seedling plants over a year.old. The petiole is slender 
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and usually only margined ; the leaves have scarcely 

any scent. The (lowers are large, usually five-petalled, 
tinged red externally, like those of the lemon ; other¬ 
wise, as in other oranges. The scent of the (lowers is 
weak. The fruit is of two forms ; either smooth, and 
only just rough to the touch, or very warty, as seen in 
pis. 27, 28, and 29. It is mostly mammillate, with 
furrows round the mammilla, leading to its point. 
Sometimes the mammilla is pronounced, at others it 
is flattened ; and some rather rare specimens are oh 
late, as in pi. 20. 

The smooth forms belong to the regular crop, the 
(lowers of which come out in February and March, and 
develop in the hottest and driest weather; while the 
warty forms belong usually to the Dimrez, or after- 
crop, the (lowers of which come out in the rains, and 
develop during the hottest and moistest weather. Pis. 
27, 28, and 29, show to what extent the two forms 
differ. I took the two specimens of pi. 29 off the same 
branch, and Major Fuller got the two specimens of 
pi. 27 off the same tree, and said " it would hardly he 
believed that both came off the same tret!.” That in 
pi. 28 was the first I got from Khoorja. ft came 
under the name of khatta; it was unripe, and very 
warty, and as it came alone, I did not know what to 
make of it, until 1 saw the two forms growing on the 
same branch in Benares. 

It is not impossible that these two forms, so distinct, 
occurring on the same tree: may help to throw some 
light on the bizzarria, anti so-called trifacial oranges, 
although, in these, distinct parts occur in the same 
fruit There is no reason to suppose that the two 
forms of this khatta orange have anything to do with 
hybridism. They belong to two different crops of the 

same tree, and appear to be caused by external 
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nounced mammilla. The skin of the largest is upw.ifd. 

of an inch thick. The pithy part is white, very soft -Did 
spongy, and the pulp of those from Lahore ant] (I* #Ji*!a 
is white, with an imaginary tinge of very indisi 
pale orange, while the pulp of that from Jubbulp*,r* > 
pi. 31, is pale orange-yellow. The seeds in all -*r< 

white, when cut, and the largest was seedless. Af 
Bullcr says that the thick skin of the kathatree 
is the only part which is eaten, the white part 

sweet. 
These citron-like fruits might, from a superfo i-d 

examination, be pronounced Citrons proper, hut th«'«r 
foliage is orange-like, and the pithy part oi the %JT» 
spongy, like that of the pummelo, while the same. |^«tt 
of all true Citrons is hard and of a dense carroty r» *n 
sistence. The kkattA Citrus is very distinct, ;usd 
cannot come under any of the other groups. In it . 
foliage, colour of rind, consistence of skin, ami cad* «asr 
of pulp, it is an orange; in its (lower and mammilla it r. 
a lemon or citron. Botanists say that the (lower of tin* 
true citron and its descendant, the lemon, are tinjg* .! 

purple, and the fruit is mammillate, while the (lower*. **f 
the orange are pure white, and the fruit is generally 
oblate. In the Benares garden I saw a true citri m 
tree, with citron foliage and pure white flaum; ami 1 
have seen an oblate specimen of a Mafia fruit. M * * 4 
of the keonla and naringhi oranges have a flatten**at 
mammilla. The jhambirf a kind of Citrus, 1ms <m«< 

variety with a yellow exterior like a lemon, and anotb* r 
■with a red exterior like an orange ; otherwise they j*r** 
Indistinguishable. The hhattii has had time enough 
to sport and revert, having been, from time immem#*- 
rial, raised from seed, and it must have had infinite 
chances of becoming crossed with other Citrus ; y**t 
its characters are very constant, and, with the excerjj- 
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tion of wartiness and size, which belong to the name 
tree, I have not noticed any other variation, although 
it is the commonest Citrus, and of which I have seen 
innumerable specimens. 

It must be left to some future student of this in¬ 
teresting Citrus to decide whether it is an orange or a 
lemon. As the majority of its characters are those of 
an orange I would propose to call it Citrus auranthun, 
var. khattci. It would appear, however, that there is 
not much difference between the orange and the lemon, 
botanically speaking. We know how easily a white 
flower is born of other coloured flowers in crossing. 

In the morphological development of the Citrus the 
yellow variety probably was anterior to the orange 
variety, both tints being probably no other than those 
which many leaves take in withering, or ripening, viz,, 
the yellow first and the orange or red later on. What 
is more practical, however, and perhaps more im¬ 
portant, is this: I am informed that this khaitii orange: 
makes a good sweet jelly, and also a good marmalade. 
I know the decoction of its fruit is a good febrifuge, 
and also a good splenifuge. It is well known also that 
it makes a good and vigorous stock for budding other 
kinds of Citrus on, whether it makes a very durable 
one I do not know ; and there: is some: suspicion that 
it is not the best stock for buelding the sweet varieties 
of Citrus on. 

I have seen many specimens of this Citrus from 
various place's, but as they all had the same: character, 
differing only in size, I did not think it necessary to 
multiply the drawings any ftirtlmr. 

What exactly causes the extreme; wurtincss e» f the- 
Dumrtiz form 1 do not know, nor do I know whether 
all khattb trees produce this warty form, ft is epm*' 

evident, however, that wartiness and smoothness 

1; 
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cannot be taken as specific characters, since the two 
v opposites can be produced on the same tree. It is not 

improbable that two very distinct races of khattH might 
be raised by selecting the seeds of only the one variety, 
and keeping the trees separate. This might be readily 
ascertained within five or six years in any of the horti¬ 
cultural gardens of India. 

Unless seen on the tree, it would hardly be believed 
that these two forms can be produced on the same tree. 
It only shows how careful one must be not to take a 
single character as indicating a specific distinction, and *T 
how necessary it is to see the fruit on the tree at naI 
different seasons, in order to come to a right con- I * 
elusion. Po 

The two larger specimens on plates 32 and 35 have th** 
their pulp like that of a lemon, or rather paler, with no 
only a slight tinge of orange. These large specimens the 
require to be studied further on the tree, in order to P°* 
determine whether they really belong to the khattH P0: 
group or not. That on pi. 35 was called kathairec ovc 
mniboo, from kathar, or kathal, a jack fruit, as in size in 
and shape it is not unlike one. It is also called rus var 
hanker. Although hunker means the lime nodules of de > 
which roads are made, it also (pronounced differently) ^ 
means a kind of melon, and I am told that kunker, Slv 
hanker, or kankree, all mean kakree, a variety of rup 
melon, and rus kanker is probably meant to indicate ^ 
a juicy melon, the size of many specimens approach- Gal 
ing that of a good-sized melon. ' *ncl; 

The specimens mentioned in this chapter are shown ca.it 
on plates 19 to 39. I 

I’ in 1 



CHAPTER III. 

THE MALTA OR PORTUGAL ORANGES. 

It should be understood that I give the above 
names to this type of oranges, not because all those 
I have seen have been introduced from Malta or 
Portugal, but because these are simple names of 
this variety of orange. In India, moreover, there is 
no indigenous name for this type of orange, as 
there is for those of the simtara type. This would 
point to the notion that oranges of the Malta or 
Portugal type in India are of foreign origin. More¬ 
over, in the time of Risso the blood orange was known 
in Paris as the Orange de Malte, while the bloodless 
variety of the same type was known as the Orange 
de Portugal. 

Tien’s Manual of Colloquial Arabic for Orange 
gives burduq&n or berdqdn, which are evidently cor¬ 
ruptions of Portugdl. 

The Latin name given to this type of orange by 
Gallesio is Citrus aurantium sinense, which would 
indicate that the notion then was that it originally 
came from China. 

I am unable to identify any of the oranges mentioned 
in Baber’s memoirs with this type of. orange,* unless 
it be his naranj, which he compares, as I said in 
another place, with the sweet oranges of Lemghandt, 

* Vide Appendix,' No. i. 

C 2 
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Bajour, and Sewad (Swat ?), where, he says, it is both 
“plentiful and good.” Therefore, I repeat, his ndranjt 
although supposed so by his translators, could not have 
been the n&randj of the Arabs (the Seville orange). 

A. de Candolle, in his “Origin of Cultivated Plants,” 
under the heading of orange (Citrus aurantium of 
Linnaeus) gives the following, which' is hardly appli¬ 

cable to the oranges I know. “ Oranges are distin¬ 
guished from Shaddocks by the complete absence of 
down on the young shoots and [ leaves; by their 
smaller fruit, always spherical, and by a thinner rind. 
They differ from lemons and citrons in their pure 
white flowers ; in the fruit, which is never elongated, 
and without a nipple on the summit ; in the rind 
being smooth, or nearly so, and adhering but lightly to 
the pulp.” 

I shall take these characters seriatim, and show that 
in my opinion they do not at all fit in with the reality. 

(a.)—Not only are the young unexpanded shoots of 
almost all orange trees hairy, but the young leaves 
and shoots of the large at anni orange are as downy 
as those of most Pummelos or Shaddocks. Moreover 
there are undoubted varieties of Pummelos, as I shall 
show further on, which are glabrous (without down). 

(b.)—As to size, the bandir orange of Tanjore, pi. 43, 
and the punckt jambole of Kandy, pi. 56, are as 
large as the Pondicherry Pummelo, and the Shaddock 
of the English market, pi. 92, fig. b. The At 
Annl orange, pi. 112, is much larger than many 
Pummelos, 

(c.)—As to oranges being always spherical, the 
plates will speak for themselves. Many are egg- 
shaped, pyriform, and also flattened. 
« —As to their differing from lemons and citrons 

in having white flowers, no nipple, smooth skin, 
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adhering but lightly to tint pulp, I have set-n what I 
considered an undoubted citron tree, with white 
flowers ; the sweet lemon I have never seen but with 
white flowers ; tilt: kkatta, which has most characters 
of an orange, is usually with a pronounced nipple ; 

almost ail the keonla oranges have a fl.it nipple; the 

kconla of Aurangabad, pi. 125, hip the musshuh 
of Poona, pi. ,pp fig./, and many specimens of' the 
Seville orange, are decidedly warty; and many 
varieties of the Malta orange in the huiglish market 

have their skin so adherent to the pulp that it is next 

to impossible to remove it without nit/tug it with a 

knife. 
The fact is, it is rather puzzling sometimes to have f<» 

deckle which is an orange, which a ptimmelo, and whirls 

a lemon, or citron. I am afraid it has been taken too 

much for granted that the lemon must be yellow, 
elongated, and with a mammilla and red flowers, and 
that the orange must be red, splieri* nl, without a 
mammilla, and with white flowers. There is no good 

natural reason for this. It would appear much like 
Linnams’s classification of plants by the numher of 
stamens. 

The question whether the bitter and the sweet 
orange are merely varieties, one of tin- other, or 
distinct species, has not been satisfactorily answered, 
I would here ask lohioft sweet orange is meant ? The 

Malta or Portugal, and its varieties; »♦** the shutara or 
kibrnla and their varieties ? I have elsewhere shown 
that there are two distinct types of mw/ orange ;, 

which may owe their parentage possibly to distinct 

wild kinds. The attempted replies, however, to 1 Je 

Candolle's question are very unsatisfactory, and he 
considered them contradictory. He quoted from 
Gallesio’s “Traitudti Citrus”;—" I have during a 
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oranges often yield bitter fruit, while according to 

Dr. Ernst, at Caracas they sometimes yield sour, but 
not bitter fruit. The foregoing is all taken from 1 >e 
Candolles recent book on the origin of cultivated 

plants.* 
In my opinion the value of the three latter state¬ 

ments depends a great deal on two circumstances, vv/..: 
(a) whether in Jamaica, Guadaloupe ;und Caracas, they 
had besides sweet orange trees also hitler ones ; (h) 
whether the sowings were made by professional Euro¬ 
pean gardeners or light-hearted negroes. I f in all the: 

places the two varieties existed and the seeds were in¬ 
terfered with by negroes, then the chances are that the 
latter, like the natives of India, never cared whether 
they were doing things accurately or almost so. The 
Indian has a saying: Unnis, bis,—that is, 19 or 20, 
it's all the same / This is the maximum of accuracy he 
ever attempts. Not impossibly, therefore, the "familiar 
and well-attested facts ” may after all only be " popular 
errors.” Let any one ask any Indian mali of the 
plains, " What comes of sowing the seeds of a sweet 
orange?” he will reply, " Without doubt a sour orange 
tree.” The fact is he knows nothing at all about it, as 
in the Khasia hills all the sweet Shntara oranges sup¬ 
plied to the Calcutta market come from trees raise: 

from seed, and in no other way / 
Gallesio, on the contrary, appears to record th 

sowings of professional European gardeners, and 1* 
speaks with no uncertain words. 

When all is said, the fact remains that the Malta < 
Portugal orange, in its unripe state, is sour, and tha 
therefore, it probably originated from some sour wil 

It should be however noted that the writers describe only tl 
flavour of the fruit and give no other characters of the tree, an 
th& flavour may alter very much. 
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parent; but for reasons stated in the chapter on “Seville 
Oranges,” I doubt whether the bitter or Seville orange 
could have been the parent of this “C. auranti u rn 
sinense” of Gallesio. Probably also the Seville anc 1 
the Portugal oranges are more closely allied to each 
other than both are to the suntara type of India.** 
oranges. * 

I know that recently the Malta dr Portugal type of 
orange has been on various occasions introduced into 
India. In Gujranwala, Colonel Clarke introduced the 
Malta blood orange between 1852-56. I introduced 
the same, with other varieties of the Malta oranges, in 

Lucknow in 1863. Mr. Nickels introduced the blood 
orange from England, and the Portugal orange by seed 
from Suez in 1872. In Colonel Yule’s “Glossary,1’ it 
is stated in a note to page 490 that one of the writers 
sent from Palermo a large collection of all sorts of 
orange trees to Lahore in 1873. Then in Poona they 
have a variety' of this type called mussembi, which 
evidently means Mozambique, and may have originally 
come from that coast of Africa. Over the south of 
India, the Malta varieties bear the name of aranj. I n 
Tanjore, a yellowish variety is called by Europeans 

the Spanish orange. In Ceylon, this type of oranjgo 
goes by the name ofpeni-dbdan, which simply means, 
I am told, sweet round orange. Curiously enough all 
over the N.-W. Provinces, natives call the Portugal 
orange Sylhet. How this name came to be adopted I 
don’t know, the Sylhet orange being a suntara, and of 
a totally different type. It is only in Tanjore that 1 
found a variety of the Portugal orange called by a 
native name, bdndir. What this may mean I do not 
know. 

Possibly the seed of the Portugal orange may have produced ex 
sour and bitter orange, but not the bitter or Seville orange. 
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Therefore, taking the want of an indigenous name 
in India for this type of orange and its varieties, it 
would appear that when the Arabs carried the Sdville 
from Western India further west, and finally into Spain, 

this sweet variety had not yet reached Western India, 
or at all events those parts of India then known to the 
Aral >s. 

A. de Candolle, quoting from Gallesio, gives some 
interesting historical data regarding this orange. He 

first proves that the orange trees brought from India by 
the Arabs into Palestine, Egypt, the south of Europe, 
and the coast of Africa, were not the sweet-fruited ones. 
Up to the fifteenth century Arab books and chronicles 
only mention bitter or sour oranges. However, when 

the Portuguese arrived in the islands of Southern Asia, 
they found the sweet orange, and apparently it had not 
previously been unknown to them. The P'lorentinewho 
accompanied Vasco de Gama, and who published an ac¬ 
count of the voyage, says: "there are plenty of oranges, 
but all sweet." Neither this writer nor subsequent tra¬ 
vellers expressed surprise at the pleasant taste of the 
fruit. Hence Gallesio infers that the Portuguese were 
not the first to bring the sweet orange from India, 
which they reached in 149S, nor from China, which 
they reached in 1518. Besides, a number of writers 
in the beginning of the sixteenth century speak of the 

sweet orange as a fruit already cultivated in Spain and 
Italy. There are several testimonies for the years 
1523 and 1525. Gallesio goes no further than the 
idea that the sweet orange was introduced into Europe 
towards the l>eginning of the fifteenth century, but 
Targioni quotes from Valerian i a statute of E'er mo, of 
the fourteenth century, referring to citrons, sweet 
oranges, &c., and the information recently collected 
from early authors by Goeze, about its introduction 
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into Spain and Portugal, agrees with this date. “ I€ 
therefore, appears to me probable,” says De Candolle* 

“ that the oranges imported later from China by th*' 
Portuguese were only of better quality than those al¬ 
ready known in Europe, and that the common expres¬ 
sions, Portugal and Lisbon oranges, are due to this 

circumstance. ” 
De Candolle adds that “ in the Malay archipelagfO 

the sweet orange was believed to come from China. 
It was but little diffused in the Pacific Isles at the time 
of Cook’s voyages.” And he concludes by saying:, 
“We come back thus by all sorts of ways to the idea 
that the sweet variety of the orange came from China 
and Cochin China and that it spread into India perhaps 
towards the beginning of the Christian era.” 

All these researches would have been far more In¬ 
teresting, if one could feel sure which sweet orange was 

meant. There is, however, not much doubt that th.es 
Portugal sweet variety is meant. 

Gallesio’s “ Traitb du Citrus ” was published in 1811, 
and Risso and Poiteau’s “ Histoire Naturelle des 
Orangers”was published in 1818. The latter gives 
only two plates of oranges which come anything near 
those of the sicntara type, viz.: the “ Bigaradier* 
Chinois” and the “Bigaradier a feuilles de myrte.’* 
And he adds these were then rare in Europe. So that 
the sweet oranges which De Candolle refers to in the: 
fourteenth, fifteenth, and sixteenth centuries can hardly 
mean any other race than those of the Portugal type, 
of which Risso gives a large number of plates, and de¬ 
scribes many others, all then known in Europe. All 
these European varieties very probably originated 
from seed, as in 1709 the gardeners of Finale intro¬ 
duced the practice of raising orange trees largely from 
seed. It would appear, therefore, that up to the time 
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of Risso, in iSiB, or at all events Gallesio’s in 181 r, in 
Eurojx.*, the sweet orange meant was that of the Por¬ 
tugal type, the round, close-skinned, subacid and sweet 
orange (when ripe)—the Citrus aurantium sinense of 

Gallesio. 
At the beginning of the sixteenth century (a.i>. 1519) 

the Emperor Haber, in his memoirs, besides the 
oranges of Lemghanut, Ibtjour, and Sewfid, mentions 
those of Khorassan, and that there was a trade in 
oranges between Asterabad and Samarkand. For 
oranges to be so plentiful there as to be, carried to 
distant places (about t too miles), it would presuppose 
that this sweet orange had been introduced into Cen¬ 
tral Asia at least one, or perhaps two centuries before. 
But whether it found its way there from Western India 
and the Persian Gulf, or from the Mediterranean, by 
way of Syria, I have no means of ascertaining. 

In the “ Flora of British India," under the species 
Citrus aurantium of Linnaius, var. 1, aurantium 
pvpvr—little is given beyond what I have already 
extracted under the heading of “ Seville Oranges." 
The author adds for this variety 44 petiole naked or 
winged, pulp sweet, yellow, rarely red." 

In order to distinguish the two types of sweet 
oranges, I shall give a more detailed description of 
this Portugal orange type. Tree, not slender ; leaves, 
typically large, with a faint and indistinct scent; peti¬ 
ole, oftener only margined than winged ; spines, usually 
mere points ; flowers, large white; fruit, with a dosely- 
filting skin, never baggy ; when cut open, a distinctive 
odour is emitted, which l found common to ail varieties 
of this type, and which cannot be described in words ; 
pulp, not of a bright orange, often only yellow orange ; 
centre, small, and mostly not hollow ; seeds, white when 

cut. In some varieties, the pulp is streaked with blood 
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or claret red; in others, the whole pulp is of this colour. 
The latter varieties have usually a redder exterior than 
the bloodless ones. Mr. A. Y. Gubboy, who was in 
Canton, informed me that they have there a sour blood 
orange which never sweetens. 

In Kandy I found a curious and interesting variety 
of this type, shown in pi. 56. Some said it was nothing 
but a small pummelo ; others called it a sour orange 
(amool dodan). Studying it more closely, it appeared 
to me an overgrown, thick-skinned and yellow orange 
of the Portugal type (C. aurantium sinense Gall.). It is 
not impossible that this Kandy yellow orange may be 
an intermediate form between the Portugal type of 
orange and the Pummelos proper, the latter being still 
more elephantine in the growth of all their parts, in¬ 
cluding the enormous wings -of their petioles. 

Nota bene.—I believe the Aurantium verrucosum of 
Rumphius, shown on the Atlas plate 59, figs, d and e, 
is of the Portugal orange type (vide Appendix, 41 (m)), 
although Miquel in his “ Flor. Ind. Batav.” calls it C 
decumana, var. verrucosa. Pis. 40 to 58 show oranges 
of the Portugal or Malta type. 
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CHAPTER IV. 

THE “ AMILBEDS ” AND THE PUMMELOS. 

Regarding the amilbid, all that the Emperor Baber 
said about it in his memoirs is this : “ I have seen it 
first during this present year (I suppose he refers to 
the year in which he was writing his memoirs). They 
say that if a needle be thrust into the heart of it, the 
needle melts away. Perhaps this may proceed from 
its extreme acidity, or from some other of its properties. 
Its acidity may be about equal to that of the orange 
and lime.” 

It should here be observed that the words “orange 
and lime ” are the translator’s words, and as these have 
been often abused, and given to totally different 
varieties, it is not easy to tell what they may mean. 
Anyhow, we have in Baber’s time, an extremely acid 
citrus called amilbid* It appears to have been then 
far from common, that is about 300 years ago, other¬ 
wise he would have hardly troubled himself to write, 
“ I have seen it first during the present year.” 

With regard to the pummelo, Baber’s memoirs make 
no mention whatever of this citrus. Had it been 
known in Hindostan in his time, it is not likely that 
so large and striking a citrus would not have been 
presented to him. It is therefore reasonable to infer 
that in Baber’s time, or about 300 years ago, the 

* Vide Appendix, No. i (/). 
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pummelo proper, as we see it to-day, was not known 
in India. Moreover, Roxburgh says that the pummelo 
was brought to Calcutta from J ava. 

In support of Roxburgh’s statement, there are other 
circumstances. The Bengalis, even at the present day, 
call the pummelo batabi lemboo (Batavian citrus). 
They have no v in their language, and therefore batavi, 
would naturally be transformed into batabi. Then, 
as this citrus was propagated, and crept up country 
from Calcutta, still under the name of batabi lemboo, 
its name underwent another transformation. Natives 
of India have often a curious way of assimilating a 
foreign name, by calling it by some Indian familiar 
name, which sounds like it, irrespective of spelling. 
For instance, the proper English name Newberry, is 
at once turned by them into lomree, the native 
name for a fox; and the' English name of Buller is 
turned by them into gooler, the name of one of their 
numerous fig-trees {Ficus glomerata ?). So that it is 
not improbable that they soon turned the foreign name 
batabi into mahthbi, like a moon, mahtab being the 
Persian name of that satellite. Curiously enough, the 
large oblate pummelo is not, in size, very unlike the 
apparent size of the moon. Another native name for 
the pummelo is chakbtra. This also is good evidence 
of this fruit being of foreign origin, the old name of 
Batavia having been Jacatra. In the same way that 
learned natives have derived the name of niahtabi from 
mahtab, the moon, so did Pundits endeavour to give a 
Sanskrit origin to the word chakbtra, as will be seen in 
the chapter on the derivations of citrus names. Further, 
all the south Indian names of this fruit, though strangely 
transformed, bear the stamp of a foreign derivation. 
There remains little doubt then that the pummelo 
proper in India, came from Java, and probably after 
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Baber’s time ; now, however there are many varieties, 
and natives in Upper India call one variety mahtabi, 
and another chakotra. 

I do not think there would be much advantage in 
separating the amilbMs from the pummelos. They 
may no doubt have had a different origin, but at 
present the difference in the fruit is slight. The 
amilbMs are sour, and some have a pulp of an orange 
tinge, while the pummelos are sour-sweet, with a dash 
of bitter, and some have a pink or red tinge. The 
leaves do not differ much, the wings of the petioles of 
the latter being larger than those of the former. At 
the most, they might be considered as varieties of 
some older parent. Anyhow, the amilbMs appear to 
have been overlooked by botanists, as, not even has 
their name been mentioned. It is impossible to say 
whether they came into existence in India, or are of 
foreign origin. 

With regard to the pummelo, Alph. de Candolle, in 
his “ Origin of Plants,” says : “ Rumphius believed it to 
be a native of Southern China, neither he nor modern 
botanists saw it wild in the Malay archipelago .... 
according to Loureiro, the tree is common in China, 
and Cochin China, but this does not imply that it is 
wild. It is in the islands to the east of the Malay 
archipelago, that the clearest indications of a wild 
existence are found. Forster formerly said of this 
species, ‘very common in the Friendly Isles.’ Seeman 
is yet more positive about the Fiji Isles. ‘ Extremely 
common,’ he says, ‘and covering the banks of the 
river.’ It would be strange if a tree, so much 
cultivated in the south of Asia, should have become 
naturalized to such a degree in certain islands of the 
Pacific, while it has scarcely been seen elsewhere. It 
is probably indigenous in them, and may perhaps 
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yet be discovered wild in some islands nearer to 

Java.” 
De Candolle, from the foregoing, evidently thinks 

that the pummelo is a distinct species, and that its wild 
progenitor, yet undiscovered, will, by further search, 
turn up somewhere. This may or may not happen ; 
but what I should like to ask is this : Is the cultivated 
C. decumana so different from others that it is im¬ 

perative it should owe its existence to a distinct wiki 

species ? 
Alph. de Candolle says: “ I take this species firnt, 

because its botanical character is more marked than 
that of the others. It is a larger tree, and this sperms 
alone has down on the young shoots and the umlrr 
sides of the leaves. The fruit is spherical, or nearly 
spherical, larger than an orange, sometimes even a*, 
large as a man's head. The juice is slightly acid, the 
rind remarkably thick.” 

Sir J. D. Hooker, in his “ Flora of British India/’ 
under the heading of Citrus decumana, Linn. (Shad¬ 
dock, Pummelo, Pompelmoes), says : “ Young shoots 
pubescent, petiole broadly winged, flowers large white, 
stamens 16 to 24, fruit large pale, globose or pyriform, 
rind thick, pulp pale, sweet or acrid. Commonly cul¬ 
tivated in India. A native of the Malayan and Poly¬ 
nesian islands. A tree 30 to 40 feet, leaflets 6 to 9 
inches. Fruit often very large, pulp yellow, pink, *>r 
crimson, sweet or acrid, vesicles distinct,” 

I made special observations on the Citrus in various 
parts of India and Ceylon, with the view of ascertain¬ 
ing how far the supposed distinctive character t$f 

pubescence on the young shoots and leaves of the pom- 
melo is based on fact. The result of my research* -** I 
am afraid is that this pubescence, or minute hairs*, t m 
the young shoots and leaves of the pummelo, as a 
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distinctive specific character, will have to be abandoned. 
I found that the young unexpanded leaves of almost 
all the Citrus—orange, lemon, citron, lime—are 
covered with hairs. They can be easily made out by 
means of a good magnifying glass, on the edges of the 
leaves and underside of the mid-rib and petiole. I 
had young seedlings of the amilbM and of the dt'anni 
kalan (a pummelo); both of them had pubescence on 

the young leaves and the young stems. The only dif¬ 
ference that I could find was that the pummelo seed¬ 
lings had a little more of it. The Lahore gulgul, 
pi. 32, has the young leaves and stem, and old leaves 
also, as tomentose as most pummelos ; and the kathairee 
fiimboo of Bulrampore, pi. 35, is similarly furnished, 
and has tomentum also on the calyces of the flowers, 
which are purple. This belongs to a totally different 
race of Citrus from the pummelo proper. The fact, 
however, which removes all doubt about this point is 
this. In the Etawah Public Garden there is a row of 
ten pummelo trees, three of which are of the per¬ 
manently pubescent kind, and one of these is less 
pubescent than the other two, while the remaining 
seven trees are entirely glabrous from the commence¬ 
ment, that is, as glabrous as the orange, the lemon, 
the citron, and the lime trees. Moreover, Loureiro, at 
p. 467, under the head of “ Citrus decumana,” des¬ 
cribes it as “ spinous and glabrous," and Rumphius, in 
describing the 4th sp. of pummelo, says: “ The leaves 
beneath are not downy, as in the common kind. Its 
fruit is the largest of all." See Appendix 41 (a). 

No one would think that all these ten trees in 

Etawah are not pummelos. Throe of them-—the 
tomentose;—are of the rather pyriform variety, there 
called mahtdbi; and seven of the glabrous variety. 
'I'he latter have oblate fruit, and are called there 
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chakoira, and one of them bore the enormous gourd- 
like pummelo outlined on pi. 80. 

So that all the pummelo trees I have examined can 
be divided into three sub-varieties, as far as pubescence 
is concerned, viz. 

(a.) Pubescence, as in other Citrus, on the young 
unexpanded leaf buds only. 

(b.) Pubescence to a greater degree than (a) on the 
young leaves and sterns. This pubescence, however, 
is afterwards shed, and neither the leaves nor the jgrt'en 
stem show any trace of it. Perhaps a magnifying 
glass might detect a few remaining hairs on the ere/go 
of leaves and on the under part of the midrib. 

(e.) Pubescence to a greater degree than (b), with 
the additional variation that it is permanent. The old 
green stems have it, and the oldest leaves retain it mi 
their edges and undersides of the midrib and petiole ; 
also on the edges of the petiole wings. The more 
pubescent kinds may have some slight different;*? in 
the shape of the. leaflet, as shown in pi. 82, fig. c. It 
is generally more, rounded and oftener emarjginate. 
while the. glabrous varieties have their leaflets longer 
and more, lanceolate, as in fig. a, pi. 82 ; and some- 
times tin y appear to be entire, though the oil c*dh 
of the edges of the leaves are rarely extinct. "1* here 
is no other difference that I can make out. With 
regard to the size of the pummelo tree, I have? only 
seen one which could bear being styled a large tree, 
ami that was in the Padshabagh, in Lucknow ; all 
others have been more or less bushy. I fancy the; mim 

depends a good deal on the training, and wh«*thcr 
they are grown from seed or bud In India they are 
usually budded low down on the stock, and art* not 
trained cm one stem, so that they branch out, anti in¬ 
stead of developing in height they develop in breadth. 
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With regard to thickness of skin, in the Bombay 
market I found a large globose, red variety, which, 
with a diameter of seven inches, had a skin varying 
from ^ to £ inch in thickness. This is the thinnest 
skinned pummelo I have seen, and a very fine variety 
it is. When cut open, its redness compares strongly 
with that of raw beef. But when the vesicles are 
removed and put on a plate they are of a rosy crim¬ 
son. Other varieties have a pulp as pale as that of a 
lemon, such as the Ceylon pummelo, and some varieties 
of the Calcutta pummelos. The shape of the fruit varies 
from oblate at both ends, to globose, slightly pyriform, 
and distinctly pyriform; the size, from that of a big 
Malta orange, to the “ decumana ” proper of pis. 80 and 
81. The colour of the exterior is lemon yellow, but both 
in the Central Provinces and in Rampur some had a 
distinct red blush over a large portion of their surface. 

Now that I have touched on the subject of pube¬ 
scence, I will add that at the Horticultural Garden of 
Pondicherry they showed me what they called a wild 
Citrus (oranger sauvage). The tree had an emarginate 
leaf which was like a small lemon leaf. It had a great 
deal of pubescence on the stem and underside of the 
midribs and petioles. It had spines like those of the 
lemon, and its petioles had neither wings nor ridges. 
They had, however, an indication of a joint between 
the leaflet and the petiole. The leaves had slight 
crenations. The oil cells and venations of the leaves 
were those of a Citrus. The leaves when crushed 
gave a faint and pleasant odor of sweet briar. 
As I did not see either the flower or the fruit 
of this “ oranger sauvage,” I cannot say what it 
exactly was. The tree in question was on the left 
hand side of the entrance as one goes in, and 
formed part of a hedge which had been clipped. 

d 2 
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Further, in an allied genus, the CEgle Marmelos 
(Boel), the minute leaves are covered on both sides 
and edges with a short brownish down. It is shed as 
the leaves grow, first off the upper surface, and lastly 
off the edges and nerves of the lower side, so that 
pubescence, more or less extensive, and more or less 
permanent, is a character, I believe, not only of the 
whole genus Citrus, but also of allied genera, and 
therefore it cannot, in my opinion, be considered as 
a specific character of the supposed species Citmis 
decumana—the Pummelo proper. It would appear a 
question only of degree of pubescence and not of a 
distinctive specific character. 

Then, if the Pummelo proper (the Citrus decumana 
of Willdenow) is not a distinct species, what is it ? 
Perhaps it would be better to put a more extended 
•question, viz., “ What are all the ‘decumana ’ (large) 
•Citrus in general t ” The origin of the elephant I 
•consider is an over-fed animal, largely surrounded by 
tropical forest, where he required little exertion to 
fully feed himself and grow generation after gener¬ 
ation to his present full size. What the elephant and 

■similar large animals are to the other Mammalia, so 
I surmise, the Pummelos and other huge Citrus were 
originally to the smaller varieties of Citrus. They 
probably originated under circumstances of tropical 
or subtropical luxuriance, with their roots branching 
among ingredients which tended rather to a sort of 
elephantiasis of the fruit than to its sweetness and 
juiciness. Once this habit of growth became fixed, 
it is easy to imagine that it could be still further 
increased under more suitable conditions for this 
particular development. The largest pummelos I 
have seen came from the district of Etawah—a 
rather dry district. It gets regular rain usually from 
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July to September, but its soil is noted for the amount 

of “ kunkur ” (lime nodules) it contains. Lime being 
a large ingredient of the ashes of the Citrus wood, it 
is not improbable that this element, with tropical and. 
sub-tropical conditions of luxuriance, may have had a 
good deal to do with the origin of the Citrus decumana. 

Mr. Ridley, of Lucknow, made an interesting 
experiment with lime-soil for the Citrus. He planted 
several kinds on nothing but demolition mortar and 
only watered them. They grew luxuriantly and bore 
good fruit.—(Vide chap, on “ Citrus cultivation.”) 

Taking everything into consideration, not impossibly 
the pummelo may have branched off into its present 
form and characters from no other source than the 
Citrus aurantium sinense of Gallesio, the Malta or 

Portugal orange, or both may have sprung from a 
common ancestor. At all events the former appears 
to have had its cradle in Southern China and. Cochin 
China. 

Leaving pubescence out of consideration now that 
we know it does not count, we have a closely fitting 
skin like that of the Malta orange. The emargina- 
tions at the base of the pulp carpels, as shown in 
section, appear to be a repetition of similar ones 
often met in that orange, such as those of pi. 82, c, c. 

They are commonest in the pummelo and Portugal 
orange. Then the pummelo proper and the Malta 
orange are the only Citruses I have seen which 
present varieties with red or blood colour in their pulp, 
while the amilbeds have often an orange tinge in their 
pulp. 

The lemon coloured exterior of the pummelo might 
perhaps seem a difficulty, the Malta type of Citrus 
being orange. Besides different shades of orange in 
different varieties, I have shown that in Kandy they 
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have an orange of the Malta type, with a purely citron- 
yellow exterior like that of pummelos. Moreover, I 
have seen true pummelos with red cheeks.— Vide 

Appendix, No. 26. 
Risso, p. 132, says of the pummelos—“ en effet, les 

pompelmouses ont de l’affinitd avec les oranges douces, 
et avec les lumies, qui sont deux groupes tres eloignds 
1’un de l’autre.” While Gallesio groups the “ Porno 
d’Adamo ” of Palestine (a shaddock) with the Seville 
orange and says it is intensely bitter.* 

Further, the Jhambiri presents two varieties, one 
yellow-skinned, the other orange-skinned. Otherwise 
they appear indistinguishable. The yellow skin of 
the pummelo would naturally carry with it a pale 
pulp, which afterwards may by reversion, have acquired 
some blood colour, increased later on by selection. 
So that we have now white, pink, or beef-coloured 
pummelos ; others with mixed colours and entirely 
yellow, and also red-checked pummelos. As to the 
tomentum of some varieties, it may have originally 
been a part of the general elephantisation of the whole 
tree; that is a luxuriant growth of the natural 
tomentum found on the young unexpanded leaf buds 
of most Citrus. In the pummelo proper we also 
.find typically huge leaves of a leathery consistence, 
and enormous petiole wings which are also indicative 
of luxuriance. This increased tomentum in some 
varieties may have been subsequently lost by reversion 
to its original scantiness. 

If the foregoing arguments are well founded, we 
ought to find “ elephant ” varieties in other types of 
Citrus; and so we do, in abundance. The kathairee 

nimboo—curiously enough, a very tomentose variety— 

# The modern Adam’s apple of the English shops, said to come 
from Palestine, I found was only sour without bitterness. 
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appears to be an elephant form of the warty khattct 

orange group, pis. 32 and 35. . . . The at Anni, also 
tomentose, appears to be the “ elephant ” variety of the 
siintara group, pi. 112. The Kumaon lemon, or 
gulgul, may be taken as the “ elephant ” variety of the 
lemon group, pis. 187 and 188, and the mawling of 
Mangalore, and the madhkakree of Almora, pis. 148 and 
171, would, perhaps, be the " elephant ” representatives 
of the Citron group. For all I know, there may be 
others, which I may not have come across. It would, 
therefore, appear that each type or race of Citrus has, 
or may have, its variety decumana. If so, it is no 
wonder that the wild original of the pummelo has never 
yet been discovered. It probably only required the 
evolution of a yellow orange, like that of Kandy, for 
this “ decumana ” citrus to have come into being, first 
as a product of luxuriant growth, and afterwards as the 
result of selection. The only parts of this Citrus which 
have not been elephantised are the spines. These, 
however, are usually well developed under conditions 
just the opposite of luxuriance, some of the branch buds, 
instead of developing normally, remaining dwarfed as 
spines. If grown from seed, however, the spines 
of the pummelo might also be large, like that of most 
other seedlings. 

Alphonse de Candolle, in searching for the cradle of 
the pummelo, seems to lay great stress on the observa¬ 
tions of Sleeman, that in the Fiji Isles, it is extremely 
common, and covering the banks of rivers. De Can¬ 
dolle appears to infer from this that, being so common, 
there must be in that vicinity some centre containing 
the wild parent of this supposed distinct species, the 

Citrus decumana. 

From experiments I have made, I found that most 
of the citrus fruit will float in water ; so will that of the 
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OEgle Marmelos, and of the Feronia elephantum. 33 ut 
the best floaters of all are the large pummelos. They 
float so well, that half of the fruit remains out of the 
water. Moreover, Rumphius says (and this is well 
known), that the pummelo lasts a long time without 
spoiling, and is taken on long voyages on account 
its keeping quality. Now if only one pummelo seed, had 
found its way on high ground and got naturalised there 
through the agency of birds or other animals, the fruit 
of its tree, when ripe, would fall and roll into some 
water channel, whence it might be easily carried by 
floods into rivers. If the fruit stranded on any bank, 
it would eventually rot there, and its seeds would easily 
germinate, or they might be further disseminated by 
birds and other animals along the bank. Finally the 
whole river banks might in the same way become in¬ 
seminated with pummelo trees. Moreover, this fruit 
floats probably as well as the cocoa-nut, and although 
it might not stand immersion so long as that nut,* it 
is not at all improbable that when once the pummelo 
tree had found its way to river banks, and its fruit 
dropping into the water, its dissemination to other 
islands in the vicinity may have been easily effected by 
ocean currents, tide and wind. If it floats so well in 
fresh water, it will float much better in salt water. 
This is supposing that birds and other animals had 
nothing to do with its dissemination, and that the 
savages of those islands, who continually paddled from 
one island to the other, carrying with them seeds of 
every fruit they found fit for food, had no hand in 
covering the banks of the Fiji Islands with pummelo 
trees. Putting aside, however, the fact that this tree 
is one of the hardiest of the Citrus genus, it is asserted 

* For all I know, however, the oily surface might keep off the close 
contact of the water, and preserve it for a long time. 
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that in South America whole forests of orange trees 
have been created through the sole agency of parrots. 

Considering the numerous varieties of pummelo there 
are in India at the present day—the white, the pink, 
the red pulped; the oblate, the globose, the ovoid, the 
pyriform ; the very large, the middling, aud the small; 
the sweet, the sour, and the acrid ; the thick-skinned 
and the thin-skinned ; those with rounded, emarginate 
leaves, and those with long lanceolate leaves ; those 
with lemon-coloured fruit, and those with a blush of 
red; finally, the tomentose, the semi-tomentose, and 
the glabrous varieties—one might, perhaps, infer from 
this richness of varieties that there must be in India 
some centre of wild pummelo, from which all these have 
originated. Yet nothing appears clearer than that the 
pummelo proper is of recent introduction in India, by 
way of Batavia and Calcutta, and perhaps also southern 
India. 

From all that can be gathered, it appears likely that 
the pummelo was evolved, or at all events got its modern 
characters fixed, in the Malayan archipelago. It should 
not, however, be supposed that India was incapable of 
evolving a pummelo of its own. Three hundred years 
ago, the Emperor Baber attempted to describe the 
amilbed. This appears to have originated in a yellow¬ 
skinned variety of some sour orange, not improbably a 
close ally of the C. aurantium sinense, Gall. It has a 
closely fitting skin, an orange or white pulp, and a leaf 
with the characters of the Malta orange leaf. Three hun¬ 
dred years ago, it appears to have been uncommon in 
India, and even now it is cultivated more as a curiosity 
than for commercial purposes. Being sour, and there 
being many other sour citrus of a more convenient 
size, it has never become widely disseminated. Never- 
theless, pi. 67 shows an amilbid which is larger than 
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the pummelo proper or shaddock of pi. 92, and in P ondi- 
cherry, I found a still smalle-r pummelo, with a girth of 
only twelve inches, that is, half an inch more than, the 
yellow orange of Kandy. Had there been evolved a 
sweet and sub-acid amilbtd, the further elephantisation 
of this citrus in India would have become easy. Of the 
amilbcds figured, one had eight pulp carpels, and nine 
others from eleven to sixteen carpels, while of the pum- 
melos proper, one had thirteen carpels, and six others 

from fourteen to twenty-one, so that the hugeness of 
the amilbeds and pummelos may be due, not only to 
excessive growth of all parts, but also to a sort of 
doubling, or proliferation of the carpels. In that case, 
the outer skin would have either to burst, and so lose 
one of its great factors in the struggle for existence, as 
I have attempted to show in the chapter on Morpho¬ 
logy, or it had to expand and make room for its mul¬ 
tiplied contents. The normal number of carpels— 
five—I have only found in the diminutive qumquat; 
in all other citrus there has been a multiplication of 
pulp carpels, until we reach the largest number in the 
pummelos. 

In accounting for the size of certain citrus, we 
should not lose sight of the possibility of their huge - 
ness having been originated by a fusion of two ovaries 
In pis. 223 and 224 are figures of double lemons, 
which I got from the Etawah jail garden, and from 
the English shops; one had no seeds ; but in the 
English shops I came across two others, both of 
which had seeds. It is therefore not unlikely that by 
sowing seeds of double citrus, and by selection, 
eventually a large and perfectly round fruit may be* 
obtained, which may have ceased to show any trace of 
fusion of the two ovaries, except in the increased 
number of carpels, and size of the fruit. Pls. 72 and 
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83 show pummelos with a suspiciously elongated 
centre, which probably tells a tale of its birth, although 
its exterior may have lost all trace of its origin. 

Finally Dr. John Shortt, writing from Yercaud, in 
the Shevaray hills, says “We have the pummelo, which 
fruits largely, some weighing four or five lbs., but 
worthless, as the pulp is acrid, bitter and sour. The 
pummelo is a most delicious fruit, about the coasts of 
South India, both the white and the pink varieties; 
but plants or seeds, introduced up here, from excellent 
fruit-bearing trees on the plains, become worthless 
here. It is apparently the fault of the soil and climate. 
Our pummelos are not wild kinds, but of the best 
cultivated varieties. When brought up here, they go 
like that.” This shows how cautious one should be 
in declaring a citrus wild simply because it happens to 
be acrid and uneatable; all fruit trees are liable to 
variation by change of climate and soil, but there is 
none perhaps which is more sensitive of change of 
soil and climate, than the sweet kinds of citrus in 
cultivation. 

Pis. 59 to 92 give figures of amilbMs and pum¬ 
melos. 
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('II APT HR V. 

Tilt: “ M'NIAIU" 

In Baker's memoirs the following occur,, which is 
stated to have keen said ky 1 luuenoon ; "In Bengal 
there are fruits which have an a* id flavour, though 
they are not of equal excellence with tlii* amrittplhtl 

(sweet lemon). 'I he one is hiwifft/t, tin other is the 
sthuienh, and are larger than the orange, !cat are not 

sour. The latter is found in Bengal at fine village, 
called Senargum, and even in Sen ir;sr)i it is found in 
tht: greatest perfection only in one j4a» e. There is 

no pleasanter fruit than th* 
There is hardly any reason to doukt that the 

Mmterch and Ixunifah of Humayoon are the \ioihtra 
andXww/tf of modern Indians, The Jh-ngalis .till rail 

the sunUmt of Sylhet and the Kha-ia hills, By the 
name of kitmhth itwlmx /.cw4s< is a sort of generic 
name, which Bengalis use for kinds of citrus. It is 
a corruption of //we, and in the * hajit«r of derivations 
I have endeavoured to trace the origin of the latter 
designation, 

A limit 300 years ago the mnfitm orange appears 
to have teen rare in India, Then it appeared to 
have found its way only to Bengal, anti even there 
to have teen limited to one particular locality, Senar* 
gam. At the present day it is to be fount! almost all 
over India. In the Kh;isia hills, am! further north and 
to the west, in Bhotan, Nepal, and Kumaon, it grows 
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in a semi-wild state. In the chapter on the cultiva¬ 
tion of the citrus, I have described the mode of raising 
it in the Khasia hills. Primd facie, judging front its 
numerous varieties that now exist all over India, and 
from its semi-wild state all along the north eastern 
frontier, it might appear an indigenous type of orange. 
It is not improbable, however, that it only became 
naturalized there at a very remote period, 

In Lahore it is now called karna or sungtara. In 
Delhi it is grown extensively under the name of 
sintra or rungtra. In Bengal under tilt: name til 
kdmlah. In the Central Provinces it is largely grown 
as the suntara orange. In South India, under various 
other names, and in Ceylon, under the name of jthm 
narun, and also khnda nArun* All these are 
varieties of one and the same orange, most commonly 
known by the name of suntara, a pleasant mixture of 
sub-acid and sweet pulp, enveloped by a very Anne 
and aromatic skin. It varies from the very sweet, 
such as the sdntola of Butwal in Nepal, to a sour- 
sweet orange. The surk/t nintboo, the hasara, ami 
the himquat, I consider as varieties much allied to the 

suntara orange, all three are quite sour, and never 
sweeten. 

Although in many parts of India it is grown side 

by side with the Portugal type of oranges, the .suntara 
is a totally different kind of orange, ami has scarcely 
anything in common with them, more than the 
characters of the genus. 

We are now beginning to see through the: tangle of 
sweet oranges, and are able to separate: them into two 
distinct types—the Portugal or Malta orange tvpr 

* Both these Ceylon varieties arc pictured iet At p. , X ati/i 
Gallery, No, 226, Royal Gardens, Kcw. The timdu tt.t/wt, : . the 
green orange The other in the jinrn narun. 
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(C. aurantium sinense, Gallesio), ami tint Suntara 
type (C. aurantium sinense of Rumphius}, * 

If this type of orange were obtainable on the 
Western coast of India, at the same time that the 
Arabs took from there the Seville orange further 

West, they would have probably also taken it, 
although the Seville orange is, perhaps, one of the 
hardiest known varieties. 

If it were easily obtainable in China or elsewhere, at 
the time the Portuguese introduced the C. aurantium 
.sinense into Portugal, they probably would have 
introduced this also. 

There is evidence, however, that the sunfara type 
of orange did not get to Europe till tmu h later; as I 
said, Risso, in his monograph, gives only two plates of 
what I look upon as thi» type of orange, 

(a.) Iligtradii-r <w'W* fpl. *>j, fig, /t. Iastves 
small, oval acute ; fruit small, round, oblate at the base, 
slightly d« pressed at th<* summit, reddish jelkav ; skin 
thiekish and spungy, lightly adherent to the pulp, 
whi( h has large vrsit les, divided into eight quarters ; 
juice add, and slightly bitter, in South Europe it 
resists the winters. In August the fruit is * oiler ted 
to randy it. In Paris it is very rare, as the demand 

for it is small. 
The t/aiam orange of India (pi. p.|, figs, a to d), a 

sour kind, would fit into REmA desc ription of the 
foregoing. 

(/>.) tligxradkr a feuUle de myrte (pi. tty, fig./). 
—Leaves very numerous, closely set, and almost im¬ 
bricated on the branches, about the size of myrtle 
leaves; flowers small; fruit round, reddish yellow, 
shiny, chagrined by the oil cells; pulp in six or eight 
quarters, with a sweet juice, arid only slight acidity. 

• fVr ttoranuunt dneme <#f Kuirtphiut, tw A|*p*,mJi-x ,»t (//, 
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It resembles the B. chinois, and many consider it only 
a variety of the former. In Risso’s time a variety of 
this, marked (a) in his work, was much multiplied in Paris 
on account of its smallness and beauty (often no larger 
than represented in the plate). A variety of it existed 
in Italy, but was still very rare. Risso having given 
only two plates of this type* of orange has some signi¬ 
ficance. It was then only recently introduced, and 
there was little time yet for new varieties to have 

come into existence from seed. 
The “ B. feuille de myrie” corresponds almost 

exactly with the Mandarin orange, which has an 
exterior so shiny that it looks as if it had been var¬ 
nished. Risso and Poiteau published their mono 
graph at the beginning of the present century. 

Great confusion has arisen from travellers in the 
East mentioning only a sweet orange that they may 
have come across. In the “ Penny Cyclop.edia " the 
following occurs : “ Captain Turner, in the account of 
his journey to Teshoo Loomhoo, mentions the orange 
as delicious ; and Mr. Saunders, who accompanied 
him, describes many orange and linn* trees as found 
at the foot of the hills in approaching Ihixadmir.' 
Alph. de Candolle, at p. 185 of his "Origin of Cul¬ 
tivated Plants," repeats this passage, (putting it from 
Royle's " Illustr. of the Himalayas." 

There is little doubt in my mind that the sweet 
orange here mentioned by Captain Turner is that of 
the simtara type, as even up to this day it j* grown 
in those parts in a semi-wild state. 

It would appear that botanists have Other c*v* r 
looked the fact that there existed heo t\fes of \we,( 
orange, or may have thought the distimtion unim 
portant. In truth, neither of them is cpfii#* sweet ; 

but a mixture of more or less sweetne with more 
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or less sub-acidity, according to the soil and climate 
and amount of cultivation they may be subjected to, 
and their decree of ripeness. Unripe, they are both 
acid, the. acidity decreasing and changing into sugar 

as ripeness proceeds. 
The .sweetest orange of the sun/ara type is that 

known as the lluhoal orange. Natives also call it 
suniolah, or siadtmtra. lhitwal is the district on the 
borders of Nepal, where it grows semi wild. The 
sourest varieties of this type are the acid surk/i 
Hindoo of the natives, and also the hazlira, or qum- 
qua/, orange. As 1 said, these never sweeten. 

Sir J. 1 looker, under the heading of “ Citrus auran- 
tiuin," says it is found in the " 1 lot valleys along the 
foot of the Himalayas, from t iarwhal eastwards to 
Sikkim, and in the Khasia mountain-.. A small, 
slendei tree, dowering in the rains and fruiting after 
them, glowing, wh**te 1 found it. in the very bottom 
of \alleys, and where it did not in nr to m*' to doubt 

its being indigenous. 1 he fruit was somewhat flat- 
tened, or nearly globose, about two inches diameter, 

high coloured, and uneatable, being (if I remember 

aright) mawkish ami hitter,“* His stating that It was 
“a small, slender tree" im lines me to think that he 
was describing a sour orange of the sun/ara type*, as 
all the varieties are slender tiers, with small (lowers. 
As to its flowering in the rain ., a// kinds (lower more 
or less in the rains, but thmr principal season of 

flowering is spring. 
1 shall endeavour to give a detailed description of 

the sim/ara type of orange tree. A small, slender 
tree, with slender lanceolate leaves, sometimes a« small 

as those of the common myrtle, and with a very dis¬ 

tinct, strong scent; (low* rs small, the main crop of 

• I rejtvat this cvtra* l hoe Cr the v&e u( convenient?. 
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which come out in February or March, anti the after, 
or Dtinircz, crop in June or July, during the rains; 
fruit varies in shape, from the flat oblate-globose to 
the pyriform, sometimes quite smooth, at others sub 
warty. The colour varies from orange-yellow to 

lobster-red, and sometimes in part to tomato real ; it 
is mostly baggy, with a loose skin, sometimes so loose 
that the pulp-ball wabbles inside it ; the white pithy 
part between the rind and the pulp is frequently 
almost absent, and the large oil cells of the rind t an 
be easily dissected into balloon-shaped vesicles ; the 
colour of the pulp is often much deeper than that of 
the bloodless kinds of the Portugal type. The flavour 
varies from very sweet to a mixture of sweetness and 
sub-acidity (which most of them have), and to a pure 
acid. The centre of the pulp is mostly hollow, and 
the carpels loosely adherent. The seeds art: green, 

when cut. 
It is possible that this type of orange may be indi¬ 

genous to the north-eastern border hills of India, 
but probably it was naturalized there at a very re¬ 
mote period ; that it originally came from China, or 
Cochin China, either directly across the border or 
by way of the Malayan peninsula. The reasons for 
taking this view are given in the chapter on the 
Origin of the Citrus. 

De Candolle, under the heading of "Sweet Orange,'* 
states : “ Royle says that sweet oranges grow wild at 
Sylhet (meaning no doubt those of the sitntara type:, 
now still semi-wild), and in the Nilgiri hills, but his 
assertion is not accompanied with sufficient detail to 
give it importance. . . . On the other hand, 
Brandis and Sir J. Hooker do not mention the sweet 
orange as wild in British India; they only give it :m 
cultivated. Kurz does not mention it in his ' Forest 

K 
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Flora of British Burmah.’ Further East, in Cochin 
China, Loureiro describes a C. aurantium with sour- 
sweet pulp, which appears to be the sweet orange, and 
which is found both wild and cultivated in China and 
Cochin China. Chinese authors consider orange trees 
in general as natives of their country, but precise in¬ 
formation about each species and variety is wanting 
on this head. From the collected facts, it seems that 
the sweet orange is a native of Southern China and 
Cochin China, with a doubtful and accidental extension 
of area by seed into India.” 

It would have been much more interesting if we 
knew, as I said, to what type of sweet orange De 
Candolle refers in the foregoing. With regard to the 
simtara type of orange, his conclusion would appear 
as the probable one. 

He goes on to say, “If the sweet orange had been 
-cultivated in India, it would have had a special name 
in Sanskrit; the Greeks would have known it, after 
Alexander’s expedition, and the Hebrews would have 
•early received it through Mesopotamia. This fruit 
would certainly have been valued, cultivated, and pro¬ 
pagated in the Roman empire, in preference to the 
lemon, citron, and bitter orange. Its existence in 
India must, therefore, be less ancient.” 

I would here mention that although India is a very 
small word, it means a very big thing. I believe that 
Alexander’s expedition did not reach much beyond the 
Indus, and in those days of difficult communication, 
although the silntara orange may have been already 
naturalised on the eastern border, it may not have 
reached Western India. Even at this day, although 
it is semi-wild in the east of India, it is scarce in the 
west For similar reasons, both the Romans and 
Hebrews may not have got it Its extensive and 
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semi-wild existence on the eastern border certainly does 
not indicate a very recent introduction. 

As to its Sanskrit name, I have made great efforts 
to ascertain whether the words ndrang, or naranghi, 
and suntara may be of indigenous or Sanskrit origin, 
but from the chapter on “ Derivations of Native Names 
of Citrus,” it will be seen that this question is pretty 

much where it was, that is, not satisfactorily solved.* 
In the appendix and chapter on derivations, I have 
given every information that I have been able to collect 
on this subject, for the benefit of future investigators, 
as the derivation of native names may throw some 
light on the source from which the various kinds of 
citrus now in India came. Suffice it to say that the 
sitntara orange appears to have been known on the 
eastern border from pre-historic times. Whether it 
came from a distinct sour variety I am unable to say. 
This I know, that at the present day, there appear 
to be various sour varieties of this same Suntara 
type, viz. : those called kumquat, hazdra, and surkh 
nimboo, and not improbably Sir J. Hooker may have 
come across some of these, and which he describes as 
“ a small slender tree, in the very bottom of valleys, 
along the foot of the Himalayas, from Gurhwal to the 
Khasia Hills, with fruit about two inches in diameter, 
uneatable, mawkish, and bitter.” This type of orange 
is shown in pis. 93 to 1 i6a. 

It should not be forgotten also that certain animals, 
especially parrots, are fond of the citrus pulp whether 
sweet or sour, and are quite equal to carrying its seeds 
to long distances. Moreover the flavour of the orange 
pulp is liable to great change, according to soil, climate, 
&c. 

* Perhaps Rumphius may again help us by his mentioning the 
seng-cam of China. 
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Taking everything into consideration, including the 
information collected from Rumphius’s “ Flora Am- 

boin.,” it is not improbable that the silntara orange 
also had its cradle in southern China; but as the dis¬ 
tinctive name Sinense is already applied to the Portugal 
type of sweet orange, it would be well to distinguish 
this by some other appellation to prevent further con¬ 

fusion. 
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CHAPTER VI. 

THE KEONLA* AND MANDARIN GROUP OF ORANGES. 

These varieties of oranges, with others, are much 
allied to the sitntara race. They are totally different 
from the Portugal orange type. Although in Uppei 
India natives make a distinction between a sitntara 
and a keonla orange, the Bengalis call the suntara 
of Sylhet kdmlah lemboo. Then, although nardnghi 
is a generic name for oranges in general, there is a 
variety, belonging I think to this group, which natives 
call nardnghi proper; others call it narmghi. But 
there is so much confusion in the names of the 
Citrus in India that, as a rule, no reliance can be placed 
on vernacular names as affording distinctive characters. 
Then in Ceylon they have the mandarin proper, 
but in the markets all the suntaras are called 
mandarin oranges. 

Although there may perhaps be varieties which may 
be considered as on debateable ground, the keonla 
orange is quite different from the sitntara. The 
leaves of the keonla have a different scent, which when 
once recognized is not to be mistaken. Moreover 
the shape of the leaf is generally different, distinctly 
crenated and not pointed, but usually emarginate, as 
shown in pi. 124, figs, c and d. The principal dif¬ 
ference, however, is in the fruit. When ripe, it is 

* Keonla or kanwla are only corruptions of kctmala. 
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chagrined and much redder than a simtara, and 
unless over-ripe it is so sour that it is almost uneatable. 
Natives don’t think much of it, except for keeping 
after all other kinds have gone out of season. They 
either keep it for a long time on the tree till it sweetens, 
or collect it and keep it in its cut state until it becomes 
sweet. It is usually a very good cropper. 

There are many varieties of keonla in different parts 
of India. Whenever I could get the leaf also it was 
not difficult to group a specimen ; otherwise I have had 
to rely on the name given to it, which is often decep- 

, tive ; or on the greater redness of the exterior, which 
is more of a lobster red than of a yellow orange. 

The distinction of one kind by the name of 
nar\nghi is not of much value. It may be a variety 
that sweetens earlier than the keonla proper. It is, 
however, rarely found in the markets by this name, 
but only in collections in native gardens. 

In the Saharunpore Botanic garden, and in the 
Delhi public garden, I came across a variety called 
kokni, shown in pi. 127. The skin is very oily and 
strongly aromatic, and the leaf has more of the keonla 
scent than any other. It is redder than the kumqucd, 
which never sweetens, while the kokni becomes sweet. 
It is not common, and I have met with it only in these 
two places.* 

Another variety is that called reshmi, shown in 
pi. 122, figs, a and e. This name is sometimes given 
to that called hazara, which latter is either the 
kumquat itself, or an enlarged variety of it. The 
rlshmi is a very curious orange. The typical form 
is very flat, and with many folds, not unlike a tomato. 

* In Rumphius, under aur. verrucosum, occurs a very small sweet 
orange from Madura, aur. pumilum Madurense. It may be this.— 
Vide Appendix 41 (in). 
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Its apex or distal end is often so red that it is not un¬ 

like the colour of a red tomato. It sweetens late and 
is not very juicy. Its leaves have the keenla scent. 
It is not common and only found in collections in 
native gardens. In Kandy they called it fituu-udnin. 

The Mandarin orange: proper, I think, belongs to 

this group, but is a totally distinct orange. 1 believe 
it to be the same that Risso called Higaradier <} 

feuillc dc myrtc. Its exterior is so shiny that it looks 
as if it had been varnished, l’l. iib(.s) is taken 
from the Flor. Amboin., of Riunphius. lie calls it 
Aurantium sinense. IIis description of it coincides 
with that of the simtara orange of India. Loureiro 
refers to this plate under the name of Citrus md/ilis, 
and De Candolle, under the name of Mandarin, gives 
Loureiro’s botanical designation. Loureiro, however 
says that his C. nobilis agrees most with the A, 
sinense of Rumphius, but even this, he says, does not 
coincide with his description of C. nobilis. 

A. de Candolle, regarding this variety, says " This 
species, characterized by its smaller fruit, uneven on 
the surface, spherical, but flattened at the top, and of 
a peculiar flavour, is now prized in Europe, as it has 
been from the earliest times in China, and Cochin 
China. The Chinese call it kan* Rumphius had 
seen it cultivated in all the Stinda islands, and says 
that it was introduced thither from China, but it had 
not spread into India, Roxburgh and Sir J, I looker 
do not mention it, but Clarke informs me that its 
culture has been greatly extended in the district of 
Khasia. It was new to European gardeners at the 
beginning of the present century, when Andrews 

published a good illustration of it in the *' Botanist's 

* Rumphius says the generic name of the orange in Chinese m 
kam. 
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Rqiository " (j*l. 6oN, vul. f >. (I nit' nut*’ at the end 

this chapter. p. 57.1 

It would apj» ar that two dktim t things are here 
mixed up. Th** one alluded t« > In Rompliim appears 
to he a snntara proper, and tie* on*- *'\5> n .ivly grown 
in the Khasi.t Itj1*n is ,tL»* a -attfara pr<>|<«r, although 
not havinj' vrii all the varktb ■, ,;jmwu on those hills, 
I cannot ..ty whether they Law ih> 1 *■ .dsn the. true 
mandarin. J lnwev*-r, had ih>'\ it j«i ,my extent, it 

would certainly have found its wav to the Calcutta 

market. 
In Lucknow in 1 Ho% i introduced tin- mandarin 

orange, together with the Malta orange and lemon, 
and Jrom there it has hemi distributed to many other 
places, Neither at Lucknow nor at Lt.iwab dors this 
variety do well. 'I he Mandarin tree j-, very delicate, 

and although the *unfara of Syihrt and of Nagpore, 
and the krmta do well there, this choke variety 

(mandarin) is half killed every year by the hot winds, 
and its fruit when unripe is very sour, and when 
ripe almost jukeless, so dittrront front its delicious 
fruit when grown in a suitable dimate and soil, 

In Ceylon I found the true mandarin in the 
Et?radertiya Hoi .ink t iaohn lb 11 ftss*-*» informed 
me that, in II.II. Ibrahim Has ha of Egypt, sent 
a collection of orange plant to iVradrniya, and that 
probably litis true maitdarin may have come there 
with that collection. I loth the scent of its leaf and 
that of its rind, wen? unmistakably those of a true 
mandarin. J did not. however, see it anywhere out 
of Puntdeniya, and the orangey in the C.nlomlm and 
Kandy market*, which go by the name of mandarins, 
are only varietie, <»f th* ■■untar.% .rod komht oranges, 
and not into mandarin . I h" solitary fruit I found 
on a tree at Herad'-uiya was g»*»d, and proliahly this 
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variety would suit the Ceylon climate, if it were taken 
up by planters. There may be many other parts of 
India, free from too much cold, and from hot winds, 
which might also suit this choice orange. I don’t know 
whether it has ever been tried in the Central Provinces, 
the black soil of that country might suit it. There an; 
some varieties of oranges which suffer much by change 
of climate and soil, others don’t change, and lastly, 
others vastly improve. 

The leaves of the mandarin are the smallest I 
know. Some branches are covered with leaves not 
larger than those of myrtle. Its typical leaf is pointed 

and more like that of a simlara, and hardly ever so 
emarginate, or crenate, as those of the keonla orange ; 
their scent, however, is sui generis, and when once 
tried, can be recognized again by the same person 
with his eyes shut. The scent of the rind and the 
flavour of the pulp, in a perfect fruit, such as iho? e 
found in English markets, are also very distinct. The 
fruit also of the mandarin can he recognized by its 
scent and flavour alone. 

(JVoia bene, I have looked at the illustration of 
the Clints nobilis—mandarin—mentioned by I)e Can¬ 
dolle, as given in Andrews' "Botanist’s Repository," 
pi. 608, British Museum. I was startled to find it 
called mandarin. It does not in the least resemble 
the mandarin orange tree, neither in leaf, flower, 
nor fruit. The leaves, as given in tin: plate, an; 
immense, and nothing like those of the mandarin 

orange known in Europe and India. Then the colour 
of the fruit is given as an orange -brown. Admitting 
that the illustration may have Ijecome discoloured by 
time, although all the others appeared to have retained 
their brilliant colouring, then even the size of -.ome of 
the fruit is enormous. It does not correspond to any 
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mandarin in com merer, or to any wish h I havr seen. 
'|‘Ih- true mandarin i. noted for tin- twa//«r-.o «»f its 
leaves, whal Andrews* rimis i an If I do not know. 

The only other illustration ni * ilnr* in the Repository 
is that of a Bergamot, wit it Is is like one, and therefore, 
it is presumable, the illustration in <jitesliou must be¬ 

like the one which Andrew or hi-, artist painted ; but 
it is very different from a true mandarin, as we know 

it now. 
In the " ll»,d R* o r." \ >»’ ; j t, 1 i ante 

aero-, * a mandarin orali;;'\ w hi* b iooks more Irk* the 
it al thill';. Its trait r. p:< too- 1 about - \ in< h< •» m 
diam« t* r, and it . !*-av« , am mothie tin - .* *4 pi i j y. 
Jig. i. and pi, 1 I", Ji ; < a ad J; *4 lb*- Vile., *1 he 
“liotatihal Register 1 .old . il- tt this i, *' th*- vari<-ty 
itiuini', and that in Ate',?< v. ' " Repo dtojy, ' o<«'< the 

variety wa/lr s < u. '..bah mui* tins' < ha. a 
diameter of J'w trek.* , and is > 4 .. deep , utroit rolonr, 
and flattens d." Roth *. at ,* to-. w* r»- stjtjodnvcd into 
]hi,;la»d by Sir Ab,< ab.«u 11 are lie* /area of 
Poona ha. a wry v, id" an! slatt* »*-<; R nit. as s* * n in 
pi l jo, fig it and /<■ A an flu. /iua be «ny toll 
ItMttouof tli* vati'-ty nfasae.jlesad ab<r, e 

In lltber •. memoir < V,,p'j»<R , \i», t in t } m a note 

by 11 mnayoon, tin- linuiit! v. only ita-ntjotted, as 
“growing to tli*- si/* of ait 14amp- , mam hold it to be 

the larger Irusuit, but it i. sna. h ph’ isantoi than the 
lemon. If has not ..tt <d> gauf apjf» at'ain <- of shape,'' 
Nothin,; ran b* to-*'}*’ of th* s>- f* -a tines, but 1 linnayoon 

Wit. evid'-ufly alhidist;; to awir *ittos which was sour, 
mtn.lt like oar m**hm II*- mentions the 
sunfara also, by th* name of tr/h and say*; 

there N no p!< a ant' r h<. t than f!.*• kin* j, It would 
Appear that in ) ]antayo m . j,.*ne, l-mb thevr were 

known in Bengal. 
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It should be here noted that Baber mentions a 
“sengtera,” which the translators call common orange 
vide Appendix N o. i (d). N ot much can be made of 
Baber’s description. He says it is like an orange in 
colour, like a smooth citron in shape, and acid. This 
would correspond more with the khatta, and probably 
that was the reason why the translators thought it 
the common orange (?). 

The keonla and mandarin group are given in 
pis. 117 to 128. 



CHAPTER VII. 

THE JAMBHiRI GROUP. 

Natives of India give this name in different ways, 
as jamir, jamiri, jambhiri, or jambira, and also 
zamin. Although by some, limes proper are mixed 
up with this group, it is mostly a citrus with rather 
orange characters, such as are shown in pis. 131 and 
132, which goes by this name. Even in the days of 
Baber it was this particular group, it appears, which 
went by the name of jambiri. He says in his memoirs, 
that the jambiri is an acid citrus, of a deep yellow 
colour, “ resembling an orange, but which is not an 
orange.” 

From a commercial point of view it is not in de¬ 
mand, and, therefore, it is mostly found in gardens of 
native collectors of fruit trees, and grown more as a 
curiosity. From a natural history point of view, how¬ 
ever, I think it a very interesting group of citrus. 

The general character of the fruit and foliage is that 
of the keonla and suntara oranges. The flowers I 
have not seen, excepting in that of Hagkala. The ex¬ 
terior of the fruit varies from smooth to chagrined and 
subwarty. It is mostly mammillate. The colour of the 

rind is either lemon-yellow or orange colour. Some 
have a curious fawn-coloured epidermis, like that of a 
potato. Whether this is an excretion formed by some 
insect or not, I do not know. I have not, however. 
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seen it in any other type;.* The colour of the pulp 
varies from white to pale with an orange tinge, and to 
orange. All are sour, and never sweeten, ami the 
internal arrangement of the pulp is like, that of a 
keonla or siintara orange. 'I'he leaves I have seen re¬ 
semble mainly those of the keonla group, excej iting that 
of pi. 136 from Hagkala in Ceylon. Some: of the leaves 
of this were enormous. This may he owing to climate 
and excessive moisture, or to their growing on young 
luxuriant shoots. Several kinds of citrus on the young 
shoots, which grow from the base of the stem, often 
produce unusually large leaves. The flowers and 
young shoots of this Hagkala tree were tinge* 1 purple, 
and the pulp pale orange. 

Whether this group has any connection, by descent, 
with the keonla group of oranges or not, it is impossible 
to say. Direct experiments in crossing the different 
varieties of citrus may possibly throw some light on 
this point. 

Many authors give this name of jambiari as of San¬ 
skrit origin, and, therefore, conclude that it is iut/tpe- 
nous to India. Others deny that any genuine Sanskrit 
work makes any mention of any citrus whatever,! 
Supposing, however, that some Sanskrit work did 
mention the jambh'tri, it is next to impossible to make 
out which of the many Indian varieties of citrus is 
meant, brand is gives the. lime proper, the kaghzi- 
nimboo, the Sanskrit name of jaiubim, but natives 
give this name mostly to the forms on the plates mvn- 
tionecl, which are not those of the l-a^hr.i n/mboo. 
Moreover, it is doubtful whether the lime proper k 

* In another place I mention that a South Arm-tit an puith utan 
informed me that in Monte Video they have good omn,/«-•*, *{»,’, h 
are brown externally, like the brown apples of the Kngltoh* shops. 

t Vidtt Chapter on “ Derivations of Citrus Names." * 
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indigenous. In addition, English writers have often 

given the name of lime to citrons, lemons, sweet 
lemons, sour oranges, &c., so that it is impossible to 
make out what is really meant. In this work by lime 
proper is always meant the kaghzi-nimboo and its 
varieties, which corresponds to the Montserrat lime, 
and to the Limonellus or Limo tenuis of Rumphius. 

What I consider specimens belonging to the group 
of Baber’s jambiri are given in pis. 129 to 138. 



CHAPTER VIII. 

THE CITRON GROUP. 

The Emperor Baber in his memoirs, under the head¬ 
ing of “ taranj,” says that “ the inhabitants of Bajour 
and Si wad call it ‘ baleng.’ On this account marma¬ 
lades of citron peel are called ‘ baleng-marmalades.’ 
The Hindostanis call the ‘taranj,’ the ‘bajouri.’ It 
is of two species : one is insipid and sweet, but of a 
sickly sweet, and is of no value for eating, but its peel 
is used for marmalade. The citrons of Lemghanat are 
all of this sickly sweet. The other kind is the citron 
of Hindostan and Bajour, which is acid, and its sherbet 
is very pleasant and tasteful. ... Its skin is rough, 
rising and falling in knobs. Its extremity is thin and 
knobbed.” 

In Mangalore the citron is called “ mauling,” and it 
is not impossible that this is only a transformation of 
the “baleng” of Baber, or vice versa. The Arabs 
were among the oldest traders on the western coast of 
India, and the modern Malabari Moormen of that 
coast are probably descendants of those Arabs. 

Sanskrit scholars say that the word bajoura comes 
from the Sanskrit Hja-pure, “full of seeds,” which 
both the turunj and the bajoura of India often are. 
But from Baber’s memoirs, it would appear probable 
that the “ bajoura ” is so named after Bajour, a district 
on the N.W. frontier.* 

* Vide Appendix, No. i (c) 
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Sonic natives consider the iurunj and the bajmra 
as one ami the same tiling. Bui mostly natives call 
the real citron turuuj. ami an intermediate form be¬ 
tween this and the lemon bajoura fa sort of citron- 

lemon). 
In Kandy the citron by some is railed naliaun, by 

others fide run. 
In Coneani, I am informed, it is called mauling, and 

in Ttilu, mafala. 
Mr. A. Y. (iubboy informed me that, in Hebrew, 

the citron is called ring ; in Arabic, iurunj; and in 
Bengali, shuirunj. By another gentleman I was in¬ 
formed that iurunj is a corruption of the Arabic 
word utruj, and mean’, a lemon. Pirn/ ami aiivg, 
or rfrog, however, have a lannly re .emblame. 

Sir }, 1 looker, under ilm heading ot “t itnjs Medicn, 
Linn.,” Mates ; ‘‘Young shoot glabrous, purple, ]t allot 

glabrous, flowers often uni mmI,* petals generally 
more or less pink, fruit globose, ovoid, or oblong,often 
mntmniliate at the ape'?, hound In the valley•> along 
the loot of the Himalayas, Item ( oirltwal to Sikkim, 
ascending to .peas»ft,; the Klu in ntt... t iarrovv infs. 

'Roxburght, Cbitiagong ff I.f. and T,garni the Western 
(dials, and Satpura range in ( > ntral Indus " 

"A shrub or small tree, flowering and fruiting at 
most .seasons, growing where 1 found it, on 4*ep hill¬ 
sides (in Sikkim). Leaflet 4 to 0 in., elJipiit ovate, 
or ovate latu'olate; petiole naked, or winged, hlowers 
5 to to in a r.uerne, small, or middle si/rd, Stamens 
20 tr» ,}o," Then follow tin* varieties, width, he thinks, 
have originated from the (modi a, Linn., of which, 
hu says, he fosttid “one truly wild in Sikkim, with an 
oblong leaflet 4 in. long, margined petiole, pink flowers 
1 in. long, narrowly ell ip add rough fruit, 0 in. long, 

* 1 have fennel sihaI carves unft nuk mA SicnnaphuitSin? (fewer*. 
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of which the upper 2 ins. arc: contracted into a long 

conical mammilla ; the rind is very thick, and pulp pale 
yellow. The petals pass into stamens, which would 
suggest its not being indigenous ; but I did not doubt 
its being so when I gathered it, mainly on dry sunny 
slopes, totally unsuited for any kind of cultivation, 

where it formed large bushes.” 
Of course, when a botanist says he found a certain 

plant wild in a certain place, he probably does not 
mean that it has been there from the beginning of 
time, or even from the very commencement of the 
citrus family on this earth. The site where Sir J. 
Hooker found this wild citrus may have been the; 
scene of many previous changes, not only geological 
and meteorological, but also those produced by human 
agency. It may have been the scene of invasions, 
and destruction by fire, and of subsequent new forest 
growth; it may have been the scene of peaceful clear¬ 
ings for villages, &c. In those days I fancy villages 
were very primitive—such as might he made of wood, 
leaves, and perishable materials. If the tribes hap¬ 
pened to be nomadic, and the site was abandoned, in 
a very short time the place would become reforested, 
and not a trace of such perishable materials would 
remain. We can rarely know to what extent man 
and other animals may have aided in carrying seeds 
of plants from place to place. Who can tell what 
part parrots, especially, have played in disseminating 
citrus seed, carried with the pulp to their nests for 
their young, and dropping it on their way in various 
places ? 

Therefore, in most cases, it is next to impossible 
to decide, whenever a citrus is found wild anywhere, 
whether it was there, or in the vicinity, from the 

r 
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beginning of its family history, or whether it became 
naturalized then* through the aid of birds, &c. 

From the description of the variety Sir J. I looker 
found wild in Sikkim, it would appear that it had 
already gone through a considerable amount of selec¬ 
tion ; but whether this had been naturally effected, or 
artificially by the aid of man, it is impossible to say. 
It should be remembered that the citrus fruit, whether 
red or yellow, would have been a very prominent 
object among the green foliage, and would therefore 
have attracted attention very early in the history of 
man. From the description of this wild citrus, I gather 
that it was neither more nor less than a fully developed 
turunj— a citron scarcely differing from some now 
found in cultivation,* 

The first variety of the Citrus niediea described by 
Sir J. I looker is : “ Var, t, C. medial proper; leaflet 
oblong, petiole short, margined or not, flowers usually 
numerous, fruit large, oblong, or ovoid, mammilla 
obtuse, rind usually warted, thick, lender, aromatic ; 
pulp scanty, sub-add, ”-»■ Synonyms, " Brandis, For. 

Flor. 52, C. mtmnlium, var. medtui,* W. & A. I'rodr. 
t/.H, C. medien, Linn. ; Wall. (bit. 63X7; !?ab. and 
(libs., Bomb. FI, Suppi. 13 The Citron." 

From a large number of citrus which I have exa¬ 
mined, I would think that the whole series, descended 

probably from the Citrus mediat, may be, perhaps, 

more naturally divisible into tint following branches, 
although, of course, one runs into the other 

a. Chhdngur.i (or primitive 
1, C, medka proper (Ci- citron), 

trons proper). 1 k Tttrunj. 

e. Madhkunkur. 

* Vide Appendix, No, 44. 
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C. medico,, var. Ba-fa. Lemon-citrons. 
joura. Citron-lemons. 

(a. C. limonum vulgaris of 
Risso (Malta, Italian, 
and Portugal lemons, 

C. medico, var. limonum , and varieties). 
(Lemons proper). b. Nepal lemons. 

c. Sweet lemons (not 
limes). C. Lumia of 
Risso. 

C. medica, var. Pum-(a. Saddphal. 
melo-lemons. (<5. Attarra. 

\T.B.—It is doubtful whether the latter (No. 4) 
ht to be included in this group. 

'or reasons stated elsewhere, I thought it better to 
lude from the C. medica group the true limes (C. 
la of Roxburgh). 
'rom the citron proper to the lemon proper I have 
nd many gradations or intermediate forms, so that 
relationship is not difficult to trace. The most 

ful, however, appears to be that form which, in 
hands of the cultivators of the south of Europe, 
ibined all the best qualities of a sour citrus, viz., 
y aromatic and not too thick-skinned ; neither too 
;e, nor too small a fruit; abundant and pure acid 
e; and ease of propagation and cultivation. It 
tains all the good qualities in one fruit, making it 

most desirable variety for general cultivation; 
ce its vulgarization, which, in other words, means 
. it became very common. A good thing is always 
emand, and sooner or later it must become very 
.mon, if it admit of easy propagation and cultiva- 
. This variety is the Citrus limonum vulgaris of 
;o, the sour lemon of Europe, and may be some 
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smaller varieties of lemon of India. The French still 
call this lemon “citron." 

In the foregoing attempt at the classification of the 
C. medico, I have put the ehdngum first, because 
if it is not the same pre»adamite citron continued to 
our days, it is, in my opinion, probably a reversion of 
some cultivated form to an ancestral type ; that is, to 
a form in which, according to my view, there had not 
yet been developed a regular juice pulp, but instead 
of it an inner whorl of rind. From the latter, as I 
have ventured to explain in the chapter on Morpho¬ 
logy, the whorl of carpels, containing the juice vesicles, 
may subsequently have become developed. 

This (‘hang uni, or primitive form of citron, is 
shown in plate 139, fig. a, and plate 140, fig. a. Its 

leaves (that is, those sent with it) resemble more those 
of a citron than those of a lemon. 

I found that, practically, natives made a distinction 
between the turttn/ and the ha/oura. The larger 
specimens, shown in plates from 142 to 14“. and 
others, they call inrun/. Their pulp is usually sour 
and dry. Their skin is very thick, giving the pulp 
an insignificant position, The white part of tit** skin 
is of a carroty consistence, and sweet. Not im¬ 
probably these* large inrun/ may have been seletird, 
and their skin thickened, as an article of food, on 
account of its sweetness, while the pulp in tin s** may 
have been looked upon as of secondary importance, 
'file leaves of the inrun/ proper are usually oblong, 
and often deeply ernarginate, as shown in plate* 155, 
figs, c, d, e. They have a short petiole, with its wings 
often continuous with the blade of the leaflet, with, or 
without a distinct joint between the petiole and the 
leaflet. The edges of their leaves arc oftener serrate 
than crenate. 
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The bajoura on the contrary, has a thinner skin, 
and a much larger pulp, with abundant acid juice. Its 
leaves usually resemble more those of the lemon 
than those of the citron proper, like those in plate 161, 
figs, c, d, and e. 

Natives also make a distinction between the turunj 
and the madhkankur. The latter name appears to be 
of Sanskrit origin, but may be of recent application 

and a mere translation of the sweet melon-like 
character of the fruit 

I may mention that many natives consider the 
bajoitra as the real suigul of tradition, or needle 
melter. This would indicate that its juice is very acid 
and abundant. It is, not improbably, an intermediate 
form between the sour citron and sour lemon. Speci¬ 
mens of the bajoura are shown in plates 159 to 162, 
&c., while those of the madhkankur are shown in 
plates 171 and 173, and others. 

From Nepal I received a citron under the name of 
bhimra. I am informed that “Bhlm” is the Hindoo 
H ercules. Although this specimen was small, it may 
have come from a tree bearing also huge citrons. 

To recapitulate, then : under the head of Citrus 
medica, we appear to have the primitive and pulp¬ 
less chdngurd ; the uncivilized turunj, madhkankur, 
and others ; the semi-civilized bajoura, and the 
thoroughly civilized group of lemons. I have used 
the term “ civilized ” intentionally. The association of 
the different stages of this interesting group with man 
would, I think, indicate that in his uncivilized state he 
cared little about the pulp, and only wanted something 
large, solid, and sweetish, to fill his stomach with, and 
satisfy his hunger, without much consideration of 
choiceness of flavour; the intermediate stage would 
indicate that man had begun to appreciate an acid juice 
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either for quenching thirst in .sickness, or for other 
purposes in the arts anti cookery. Finally, tie- lemon 
stage would appear to indicate a largely extended use 

of an abundant add juice for the various purpose; of 

civilized life, and that man had nusod to encourage 
much any great thickness in the skin, tin* latter 
becoming now a much less important part of the. 
fruit. 

The specimens of citron represe nted in plate*, fmm 
142 to 14S I obtained from the Bombay market, 

and I was told they came from the places mentioned. 
By Bassein is meant the place of that name near 
Bombay. With the experience gained from the fruit 

of the Mafia orange, as shown in plate »t) and others, 

one need he careful in accepting all these form*, as 
products of distinct trees. 1'nlev, the fruit ha . been 
seen on the tree, and in different season-,, it is impos¬ 

sible to say whether two or more of the e Bombay 

market citrons may not have been the pro-ha e of one 
and the same tree. 

After having read all that has been said regarding 
the origin of the C. medial, and its derivatives, I am 
still in doubt whether it is indigenous in I mb «. It doe-, 
not appear to have any ancient Sanskrit name, ami 
the number of varieties, if they are varieties, on the 

western sea-coast is suggestive, h is t uriou. that 

they should la* found on the area which cam** most in 
contact with foreigners. The huge sweet variety of 

Almora may have been easily intrude* *d from 
"latmghanftt ” on the Afghan border, and become 

further improved by acclimatization in that genial 
moist clime. 

It has been stated that the Citrus medim proper— 
the citron—had already reached Italy from Media, 
-,1L*f»_1 _ if.,_.. _ Jt .. f 
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used its fruit in the Feast of Tabernacles. Now, in 
South India, near Cochin, there is a Jewish colony, 
established there, it is said, since 490 a.d. The Jews, 
in their own country, in Western Asia, must have 
used the citron in their Feast long before this date, 
and therefore, it is not improbable that the Jewish 
colony, when they emigrated to South India, took the 
citron with them, and sowed its seed in their new 
home ; it is a fruit which keeps long without spoiling. 
Nevertheless, if India ever possessed an indigenous 
citrus, it is probably the C. medica proper. 

If the reader will turn to Appendix, No. 58, he 
will see that the chdngurd citron—what I call the 
primitive form of citrus—was well known in China. 
From the use the Chinese made of it, it would appear 
that it was not only an occasional monstrosity, pro¬ 
duced on an ordinary citron tree, but probably a 
variety that always produced that form of fruit. Its 
rarity may have been due to the impossibility of re¬ 
producing it from seed, as it probably had none. 
About two hundred years ago, according to Rumphius, 
the Chinese inhabitants of the Malay archipelago did 
not know the art of budding or grafting, although they 
appear to have been acquainted with a mode of layer¬ 
ing. This, therefore, may explain the rarity of the 
fingered citron in China, as stated in the appendix 
above mentioned. We know, moreover, that not 
only Orientals, but civilized Europeans also, dislike 
the idea that a rare thing they may possess should 
become common. 

Whether the citron had its cradle originally in China, 
like most other citrus, and came to India afterwards, 
or vice versd, it is perhaps impossible now to make out. 
That in ancient times, and especially in Buddhistic 
times, there had been intercourse between China and 
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India across what is now the north-eastern frontier, is 
very probable, and this might explain, supposing the 
Citrus niedica also to have been introduced from 
China, how it came to be wild in many places along 

the north-eastern border of India. It would explain 
also the fact of there being so many varieties of citrus 

along that border. 
Note..-In the “ Babylonian and Oriental Knord" 

for May, June, and July, iSHS, in an article on the 

“ Cone-fruit of the Assyrian monuments," I have 
endeavoured to show that it is possible this “cone- 
fruit ” may have been intended for a fit ran. and not 
for a/due-eoue, as Assyriologists had supposed. More¬ 
over, in the same: Record for j uly, i K8K, Prof. 1 )r. T, 
De Lacouperie has stated that he has traced commu¬ 
nications between Mesopotamia and North China as 
early as the twenty-third century im\ 

Figures of the citron group are given in pis. 139 
10177. 



CHAPTER IX. 

LEMON GROUP. 

The Lemon-group is, properly speaking, a continu¬ 

ation of the Citron-group. 
In Baber’s memoirs there is mention of the limoo* 

and by this the translators thought the true lime was 
meant. It is impossible to say which kind Baber 
really meant. In Bengal every Citrus is called 
lemboo. In Upper India many varieties go by the 
name of nimboo. Some, however, pronounce it lim- 
boo. Had the true lime, or kaghzi nimboo, been known 
to Baber, he would probably have written its name as 

kaghzi limoo had it then been known by that name. 
In the same memoirs mention is also made of the 

kilkil,f as the translators have called it. This kilkil 
gave me some trouble to trace. All the natives I 
asked about this Citrus said they never heard of any 
kind called kilkil. On one occasion I happened to 
ask a subordinate of mine whether he ever heard of 
it. He said I have not heard of kilkil, but I have 
heard of gulgul. Another native standing by then 
showed me how easy it is in the native character for 
kaf to be changed into gaf by the addition of a simple 
line. New light then began to dawn upon me. One 
day I asked a native scholar whether the alphabet of 
the Jaghatai Turki, in which Baber wrote his memoirs, 

* Appendix, No. i (i). f Appendix, No. x (e). 
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had any g hard in it. He said, no. I then came to the 
following conclusion :—Baber, writing in a language 
which had no gaf wrote the name of the lemon 
‘ ‘ gulgul ”—kulkul. Of course the short vowels are 
omitted, and he wrote klkl. This might be interpreted 
either as kulkul or kilkil. The translators, probably 
not knowing this kind of lemon, read it kilkil. It is 
a very large lemon, and the Punjab gulgul, shown on 
pi. 186, figs, e and f corresponds almost exactly with 
that described by Baber, viz. : “In shape it is like a 
goose’s egg, but does not, like the egg, taper away at 
the two extremities. The skin of this species is 
smooth like that of the sengtereh. It has a remark¬ 
able quantity of juice.” 

Another lemon mentioned by Baber is the 
amratphdl* or sweet lemon, which moderns univer¬ 
sally call sherbetee. They say that the latter name, 
the amratphal and the mitha nimboo, all mean one, 
and the same variety, the sweet lemon, and which is 
mostly called sweet lime. Under the heading of 
amratphhl the translators of these memoirs state that 
Humayoon said that “ Its juice, though not ex¬ 
tremely sweet, yet is very pleasant. Its acidity 
when unripe resembles that of the orange. While 
yet very acid its sourness affects the stomach, but in 
course of time it ripens and becomes sweet.” 

I have a suspicion that Humayoon made some 
mistake. The amratphal or sherbetee is acidless from 
beginning to end. I. have not been able to find that any 
native knows of any kind of sherbetee lemon, f which 
is acid when unripe, and sweet when ripe. The young 
unripe shlrbetee I tasted was as sweet or as acidless 

* Appendix, No. x (X). 
t From Calcutta a sour Citrus came ticketed sherbetee gati.— 

( Vide pL 207, figs, i and/.) 
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as the ripe one. Probably the following is the mistake 

Humayoon made :—The kalan kaghzi nimboo, shown 
on pi. 189, figs, a, c, and e, when ripe, is indistin¬ 
guishable in all respects from the sherbetee nimboo 
shown on pi. 191, fig. a, except that the former is sour, 

while the latter is sweet. Both are globose thin- 
skinned lemons, and Humayoon may have tasted an 
unripe kalan kaghzi lemon, mistaking it for an unripe 
amratphal. 

The Pundits of Benares quote a much older work 
than Baber’s memoirs, in which the Citrus is men¬ 
tioned. This work is called madanpal nighunt—a 
Sanskrit book on medicine, written about the year 
1354 a.d. and is therefore upwards of 500 years old. 
In it, they say, are mentioned nimboo and raj-nimboo. 
Which kinds are meant it is impossible to say, but 
by the latter name possibly some large variety, like 
thtgulgul, may be meant. 

Under the heading of Citrus Medica Limetta, Alph. 
de Candolle groups the C. limetta and C. lumia of 
Risso, and says that the only difference from the other 
varieties of C. medica is that it has spherical fruit 
and sweet, non-aromatic juice. There are, however, 
several sweet citrons proper, and they have been also 
referred to by Baber under the name of Lemghandt 
citrons. De Candolle also says that in India this 
Citrus is called the sweet lime. Wrongly so-called, I 
think, because it appears to me no other than a sweet 
lemon. He also says that “ the botanist Wight affirms 
that this last variety is wild in theNilgiri hills.” (?) 

Sir J. Hooker makes the sour lemon, var. 2, C. 
medica limonum ; and of the sweet lemon, var. 4, C. 
medica limetta, and includes in the latter the sweet. 
lime and sweet lemon of Risso. Of the sour lemon, 
he says “ leaflet ovate, petiole margined or winged, 
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fruit middle-sized, ovoid yellow nuunmillate, rind thin, 

pulpabundant, acid. Synonyms. ■■ Brandis, l.t;., 52 : C. 
aurantium var. limonum : W. and A. JYudr, pS, C. 
limonum; Wall, l at. Dal/. and (liBs., IU ». Id, 

Suppl. I,! ; t*. in»’dii a, Willd., according lit Uovhurgh, 
FI. Ind. iii. 392the lemon,” 

Anti of the sweet lemon, ho says fruit gloBosr, three 

to live in. diam„ rind thin, smooth, juit >■ abundant, 
sweet, not aromatic. " \iva.i»)wi Brandis, ].<•. 52, 

C. aiiranlium, var,. limeti.i ami lumia W. anti A. 
i’rodr. tj‘<, t , hint fta »*j Ks. o, Da',/, and t iiB.., Bomh. 
I’d, Suppl. l t , U ight. It. t. >!<■'.’, Wall. 1 at. 

Without sot in;; th<’ tr« • , with it, U nit at diftrjent 
season,, and its Jit tvvrts, ami aS a* th> young free 

grown front seed, it s tn>t an easy matin’ to group 
the lemon- ttf Imlia, w nia.ej a good *}* ,d *4 arbitrary 
plat in;;. I have given ;u pi „ j;s, as»*i t Vo, a ttnmher 
of outlines of the Malta Innon, to show how e,r,ily 

one tit other of these forms might Be taken for 
some other kind, unle ,s one had ,ov« thent on the 

tree. 
d lie following is an attunpt to < keenly the lemons, 

But a much t loser study of tin* win dr group i. required 
So do this s.itisfat tufil). Fat h variety requires to lie 
studied on the tree at different season while in many 
eases, 1 hail only the ojpt*rtunity of string jhe fruit. 
When leaves Were m m.the * liant I S are they were taken 

at random, without regard to their Being topical or 
not. 

Lintons Proper, 

(C. Medfca, var. limonum.) 

1. Digitate or primitive lemon. 
2. (C. limonum vulgaris of Ris&o)—Malta lemon. 
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3. Round, thin skinned j (a) Kalan Kaghzi--sour. 
lemon I (tB Sherbetee —sweet. * 

4. “ Gulgul ” varieties. 
5. Nepalee nimboo. 

6. Gungolia. 
7. B chart. 

8. Sadaphul > position of these is doubtful. 
9. Attarra \ 1 

With regard to the sweet lemon, it is difficult to de¬ 
cide whether it should be classified among the lemons 
or among the oranges. All the sweet lemon trees I 
have seen had pure white (lowers, and one of them had 
vastly more numerous male flowers than hermaphro¬ 

dites. Most of them, however, are slightly mammillale, 
but there are mammillate oranges also. 

The citrus limonum vulgaris of Risso has been 
recently introduced into India by several persons. The 
lemon shown on pi. 183 came from Mr. Stalkartt's 
garden at Goosery, near Calcutta. He says it has 
been there since 1833. Mr. Blechynden, secretary to 
the Agri-Hort. Society of India, says that it is probable 
the trees of this lemon, which they have in the Society's 

gardens, came from Goosery. He adds that b'irminger 
alludes to this lemon, under the name of “ Common 
Spanish,” and gives its native Bengali name as Pont a- 
nimboo. He further says that in the l fort us Ben- 
galensis of Roxburgh, the tear mu hi nt boa is given as 
“Citrus Medina, common lemon," and the date of 
its introduction into the botanic garth ms of Calcutta is 
given as 1796.+ 

• It is not impossible tli.it tin* sweet lemon may have dev raided 
directly from the sweet citron, and the sour lemon from the wttr 
citron. 

t He does not, however, mention where it was introdm ni front. 
Possibly it may be an improved jora tenga of Assam, vide pi. tyj. 
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I introduced tin* Malta lemon into Lucknow in 
iSr>;v together with other citrus. Thence it has been 
distributed to numerous places. * 

Mr. Nickels, of Jnunpore, introduced this lemon tree 
from Kupland in id;.?. It is piven in pi, j.s$. 

At Pondicherry I found this lemon also, and, as I 
have not met with it anywhere else in .South India, 
the chances art; it was introduced there by tin: French. 
It is eiven in pi. tN.j, li'js. a and />. 

Is the petiole of the h nion leaf margined, or naked? 

There were, in Htawah upwards of *00 Malta l«*im»tt 
trees which I had propagated. In the pet Mien of „f! 

the mar jin . hail emin-h disappear'd, and it repaired 
a mapnilyitit.; plass to di .cover the remnant , of the 
margins in two ‘-Kpht elevations on the upp» r part of 
the petiole, wltieh is shot t and yellow. I ojj, ?•, j jhe 
native patdener four anna - ( aspen* >■< f,*r ,» ]. v,jj), >t 

margined or winped petiole, but ,u»onp th«- p <, to is, 
he was not able to find one, j , show , bun u ;i 

character the na/,rd petiole has b* « nine in this -variety, 
I attlihnte its absence in all these tree-, to it,< ir ,dJ 

havinp been raised by hiding fn.m tb-< uti-mul to es 
in Luektiow. I would not be sure, however, that file 
younp leaves of its ueedlinp. would not lav- ecu j-u *1 
petioles, losing them wh-tt the tr« • b< oiiiti ad,,;?, 
Its leaves perfected, Other varieties have marpita-d 
petioles its their typhal h ave,. 

The descriptions of the lemon plate-. In th> Atlas 

pivo all I can further -.ay on tin', important -poop. 
Their fortttn differ, perhap s moje than in other pomp*,, 
'rise whole primp rejuit. s lobe studied more mimm Jy, 
and experiments reijuire to lie made to a*certain how 
far its varieties may cross with » ach other. The -„.r,i 

• Kvo-ntly sl:,u to A warn, balutlta, ltawr;,itore,*| ,ntH!!y, «,,j tla? 
Punjaut*. 
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ling forms, and the adult forms, grown under different 
conditions of soil and climate, would also require to be 
learnt, in order to obtain an accurate notion of their 
affinities. The specimens given on pis. nos. 209 to 
214 do not, I think, belong to this group. The 
“ Sadaphal ” appears to be a distinct thing from all the 
rest. Some which I included in this group may not 
impossibly be varieties of the lime proper. 

Pis. 178 to 224 give figures of this group. 



So 

CHAPTER X. 

Tin: TUI'K-I.JMK URui-T*, AST* THK “ MMA.” 

'Pm*: only statement in Bailor's memoirs which might 
incline one to think that his limm is tlx- true-limi*, 
is his qualifying it hy “it is very plentiful."* The 
only Citrus which is now found all over India is the 
true-limi* the kayjtrd ninth™ and its varieties. 

According to Brandis, the Sanskrit name of the 

true* lime (C. mediea atiilaj was jnw&ira. In my 
opinion the jamlriri is a totally different Citrus, ami 
owes its parentage to a different source from that of 
the true-limi*. Both the word lime in English, and the 

jttmbiri in the vernacular, have been much abua*d, 
and have caused great confusion. 

Sir J. Hooker, in his '* Mura of British India," 
following Dr. Brandis, places the lime as a variety of 
the Citrus mediea the Citron. He says, under the 

heading of C. mediea, Einn.: '• Var. 3 atida -leaflet 
elliptic, oblong, petiole man) times shorter than tin* 
leaflet, linear or ohovate, racemes short, flowers small, 

[jetals usually four, fruit usually small, globose or 
ovoid, with a thick or thin rind, pulp pah*, sharply 
acid," the same, as C. acJda of 11 Roxburgh's Plora 
Indica." The large fruited states of this Citrus appear 
to assume the form of Citron, and the small to ap« 

• Vidt Appendix, No. t (t). 
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proach the West Indian lime, which is, however, 

described as a bush with white flowery” 
I have seen undoubted limes with purely white 

flowers, but usually the flowers are slightly tinned with 
purple. Wherever I have seen the kaghzi mmhoo it 
was always a good-sized bush. I have never heard 
that it is propagated by budding, but always by seed, 
and it flowers in about four or five years. 

I do not think that much reliance can be placed, for 
purposes of classification, on either the colour of the 
petals or that of the young shoots. I have seen young 
lime shoots more or less deeply tinged. Sometimes 
they only have a slight tinge of ochre. I have seen 
the young shoots of the Seville orange, the kfullta 
orange, and the pummelo having the same tinge ; and 
I have seen a citron with white flowers and green 
young shoots. 

Besides the smallness of the fruit, in the true-lime 
there is a character which is very constant in typical 
leaves—I mean their winged petioles. 

Were I inclined to give great weight to tin* 
doctrine of reversion, I would urge that, as the lime 
tree is always raised from seed, it would have had 
ample opportunities for its foliage to revert sometimes 
to its supposed ancestral forms—that of the lemon 
and citron ; but it never does this, as far as I have seen. 

Its foliage has a stamp which is very different from 
that of either the lemon or tlu: citron proper. 

In Ceylon, one clay, I asked Dr. Trimen to be good 
enough to show me what he had in the way of Citrus 
trees in the Royal Botanic Garden of Beradeniya, 
While going over the ground, his foreman placed in 
my hand a Citrus fruit which I had never seen before, 
and which he said he had brought from an adjoining 
cocoa plantation. In Ceylon this Citrus is called 
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lima, or kudalu dehi (leech-lime), and also Caffre- 
lime, by the Europeans. 

It then flashed across my mind that possibly I held 
in my hand the wild form of all the cultivated true- 
limes. Dr. Trimen and myself then visited the tree 
together. The immense winged petioles of this 
lima rather staggered me. The spines, large and 
small, the leaflet and the flowers, were those of the 
cultivated forms of lime. I collected some small leaves 
of this interesting Citrus, and compared them with 
the well-developed leaves of an adjoining cultivated 
lime tree, and found that the undeveloped petiole of 
the “ lima ” corresponded with the fully developed 
petiole of the lime (see pi. 225, figs, h, i and/). The 
lime leaves are thinner, and so is the skin of the fruit. 
Thin leaf and thin skin, or the reverse, usually go 
together, though not always. 

I afterwards, learnt that this “lima” is never 
eaten ; that it is used, boiled, as an insecticide for 
washing the head ; that it is used by estate coolies, 
and others, for smearing over their feet, as an anti¬ 
dote against land-leeches, and hence its acquired 
name of “ kudalu dehi,” or leech-lime ; that it is often 
grown near villages, and is sometimes found in jungles. 
This “lima ” appeared to me to have the characters of 
a wild species. Its fruit is warty and thick skinned ; 
the rind has an aromatic resinous scent and a bitter 
acrid flavour. Its essential oil tinges paper perman¬ 
ently of a gamboge-yellow. The pulp is sour and of 
an unpleasant taste. A riper specimen of this fruit, 
which I afterwards obtained, had an aroma sui 
generis in its greenish pulp, not unlike that of the 
true-lime, although mixed up with unpleasant flavours. 
It appeared to me much less common in Ceylon* than 

* Dr. Trinaen has recently informed me that he found it common 
about villages. 
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the cultivated limes. I could never find it in the 
markets either in Kandy or Colombo. In the former 
place I offered eight annas for a ripe specimen, and 
did not get it. In Colombo I offered four annas for 
one. There was none in the market, and I only got 
one next day from some village. Of cultivated limes 
I could get any number of ripe fruits. PI. 225 gives 
outline drawings, drawn to scale, of both the fruit and 
foliage of this lima. Figs, h and i are lima leaves, 
and fig. j is a true-lime leaf, given for comparison. 
The petioles of h and j are identical. 

By the courtesy of Dr. Trimen I had the opportunity 
of looking over Rumphius’s “ Flora of Amboyna.” I 
found that this Ceylon lima had the characters of 
his Limo ventricosus* vol. ii. tab. 26, fig. 1. Making 
allowance for his artist’s inaccuracies, I think the two 
are one thing; the flowers are pictured with four 
petals, and he says “ it is used for washing the head." 

Before going any further, I should mention that later 
on I obtained, through the kindness of Dr. King, 
another copy of Rumphius, from the library of the 
Botanic Garden of Seebpore, near Calcutta. It pos¬ 
sessed the great advantage that on the back of each 
plate it had comments by Buchanan Hamilton in his 
own hand-writing. I have now seen three copies of 
Rumphius’s “ Flora of Amboyna,” including that of the 
British Museum. All three have the same mistake, 
on tab. 26, figs. 1 and 2, vol. ii. Somehow, either by 
an oversight of Rumphius himself, or of his editor, 
Burmann, in the Explicatio, these two figures have been 
reversed. In the letter-press, the description of Limo 
tuberosus martinicus corresponds with fig. 2 (and not 
with fig. 1, as is given in the Explicatio), the latter 

# Not tuberosus. The numbers in the Explicatio of this plate are 
by mistake reversed. Vide N.B. at end of (c) Appendix, No. 41. 

G 2 
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having a totally different foliage. Again, the elesrrip- 
tion of I.imo ventrieosus corresponds with fig. r, ami 
not with fig. 2, as given in the: lixflieatio. Buchanan 
Hamilton, in the ropy refe rred to, had notices! this 
mistake, and on the hack of the- plate wrote- the figure-s 
with the right name-s the-y ought to have* borne, ac¬ 
cording to the elescriptiems, viz,: 

I Mg. 1. Lima ventrieosus. 
Fig. 2. I.imo tuberosus martiniens. 

The- latte-i* has the nake-el pelade: of a lemon, and the 
former the large-winged petiole of the lima. 

There* is yet, I think, aneither mistake* in this same 

plate*. 1 he lixflieatio says, fig. 3 is a branc h of the: 
(nno ferns. Now lima ferns appears to be altogether 
a different thing, and fig 3, in my opinion, is no other 
than a smooth form of fig. t,* Their foliage is 
identical, while the limo ferns is different both in fruit 
and foliage (?). I have given an outline: of the: latter in 
pi. 226, fig. e, and in Rumphius it is shown more: com¬ 
pletely in tab. 28, vol. ii, 

I also found that in Rumphius there was a series of 
citrus with lnrge-winge*el petioles. It appeared to me* 

predtable: that the-y \ve*re: all more*ejr less connected with 
Lime) ventrieosus. Some* had less ttiberclecl exteriors, 

and some* ve*ry small fruit, eve n smaller than that of 
the* true* lime, yet retaining their large-winged petioles. 
Outlines of these are* shown in the: accompanying 

Atlas in pi. 226, fig. b, Lima ag rest is; pi. 226, fig. e, 
Lima Jems ; pi. 227, figs, e e, /.intoneflits mimritts, 
Finally, we* have in pi. 227, fig. e, the I.imo tenim 
(shown in Rumphius on tab. 29, vol. i!.). This is the 
most important of all. It corresponds leoth in picture 
and description with the true lime of Ceylon, India, and 

* Vide pi. 327, fig. a. 
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Montserrat. Judging from its flowers, sjand 
form of leaflet, it appears to be related to the series 

with large-winged petioles, and, perhaps, the reason 
why I have invariably found the true lime with a winded 
petiole, though generally small, may possibly be its 
descent from one wii/i a muck larger winged petiole. 

Some might say, if.so, why do we never find any 
reversion in the lime to its ancestral large winged 
petiole? Perhaps this objection might he answered 
better by a series of questions, (a) I fit is, as botanists 
say, that the true lime is a variety of Citrus mediea, 
why does it never revert to the petioles and leaves of 
the citron, which are so different ? (l>) Why does mans 
internal tail never revert to the external tail of his 
progenitors, except in his embryonic state ? (7) Why 
do birds never revert to their lizard-like ancestors ? 
(d) Why does the horse never revert to his five-toed 
progenitor ? 

The only reply to all these and similar questions is, 
that there must be a limit to reversion. They probably 
do revert, when only recently emerged from their 
ancestral types, by some “ break,” as horticulturists 
call it; but continued selection, natural or artificial, for 
other more useful and important characters, apparently 
often extinguishes the power of reproducing certain 
other characters. This law' can only be deduced from 
the fact that animals anti plants actually don't go on 
reverting for ever to all the eharactersof their ancestors. 
If they did, there would hardly he any room for selec¬ 
tion. It is only by the suppression of some character, 
or exaggeration of another, or evolution of some new 
one, that things can become different, and continued 
selection in any particular direction must, sooner or 
later, suppress or dwarf some of the least important or 
disadvantageous parts. 
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In my opinion, with every generation that passes 
without reversion, the power of reverting will heroine 
weaker, until it is entirely extinguished. 

There is probably nothing in connection with the 
citrus better established than that it has descended from 
a progenitor with a compound leaf. The Citrus tri- 
fohata plainly indicates this ; allied genera, the sligle 
marmclos, the I'cronia etephantum, anti Limmia m idis- 
sima and others point in the same direction. More¬ 
over, the almost universal joint between the leaflet and 
petiole of all the cultivated citrus (only absent in some 
leaves of some citrons, and the two first leav e*, of young 
citrus seedlings) prove it to have descended front an 
ancestor with a compound leaf. Nevertheless, of some 
hundreds of seeds of about fifty varieties of' citrus that 
I have sown, only three produced a few leaves with a 
trifoliate character. These are shown in pi. 246, figs. 
d, e,f iimlg. 

Is it, however, a fact that the petiole of the true lime 
never reverts to some ancestral and larger form? In 
pi. 22b, figs, df t\ / ant! //, i have given sp**» imen*, of 
true lime leaves, with large wings to their petiole*.; 
and in pi. 233, figs, a and h, 1 have given others taken 

from seedling trees alxxit five years old, 
1 may as well note here that LoureiroN Citrus 

iimonnm (“ 1*lor. Cochin Chin,") is given as a variety 
of C. mediea, and he refers the reader to Kumphius’s 
“ Flora Amhoyn,," vol, ii. tab. 29. Unfortunately this 
plate gives two very different things, vi/,: fig. «, which 
I believe to be a lemon with tmwinged petiole, and 
probably descended from C. medica ; anti ftg. //, a true 
lime, like the Indian kinds, and pictured with four 
petals, Rumphius says that on rare occasions the a 
form is produced, but he does not mention whether on 
the lime tree proper, or on a totally different tret:. 
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After having exhausted Rumphius’s interesting 
chapters on ^he citrus, I turned to Kurz’s “ Flora of 
British Burmah,” and under the name of Citrus hystrix, 
D.C., Shouk-poU, I found the identical lima of Ceylon, 
and the Limo ventricosus of Rumphius, in what appears 
to be a wild state. If I were writing a description of 
the lima of Ceylon, I would take Kurz’s C. hystrix. 
“ It is armed with longer or shorter straight axillary 
spines ; all parts glabrous ; leaves oval or ovate, i-|- to 2, 
rarely 3 inches long ; unusually blunt or retuse, almost 
entire, or crenate, glabrous; petiole 1-1J, often 2 or 3 
inches long, leaf-like, expanded, and often larger than 
the blade itself, obversely cordate, or obovate; oblong, 
at the base contracted in a single petiole ; flowers, 4-5- 
merous small white,* on very short glabrous pedicels ; 
ovary obovate, terminated by a very thick style. 
Berries obovate, or irregularly globose, the size of a 
citron, or larger,! very uneven and warty, almost 
juiceless, with a thick yellow skin ; not infrequent in 
tropical forests of the Martaban hills; also in upper 
Tenasserim ; often cultivated in native gardens.” 

Dr. Trimen also thought that the lima of Ceylon 
and the C. hystrix of Kurz are the same thing. 
Possibly this lima got into Ceylon through the Dutch, 
having been brought from the Malay archipelago by 
their servants, as an insecticide, and by change of 
climate and soil its fruit may have varied. But more 
probably, judging from its name lima, it was a 
Portuguese introduction from the same direction. 

In the Malay archipelago the Limo ventricosus 
of Rumphius occurred in Celebes ; in almost all the 
islands of Amboyna, as also in Banda. “ Everywhere, 

* In the Ceylon lima, I found them slightly tinged purple. 

f A rather vague size. I have seen citrons from three to ten 
inches long. 
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however, it is not common hut rare." In his time, it 
appears that this citrus had already undergone a certain 
decree of cultivation, as he describes the skin as 

having a scent "pleasanter than in any other Indian 
lemon, and belter than that of the Spanish lemons, or 

equal to them.” lie says it is the skins of these 
lemons that are most used for scrubbing the head ; 
and the juice, which is very acid, is mostly used for 
paints. 

With regard to the l.imone/lns, or I.inn* tenuii of 
Rumphius (corresponding to the highd nimboo of 

India), he says it is " vnigati\sintus et usiiassimus." 
" It is found from java to all the Mast Indian islands, 
not in the forests, but everywhere near habitations, 
planted and carefully cultivated." For it to have been 
.so much used, and so much disseminated in the? 
Malay archipelago, about 200 years ago, it probably 
must have; been introduced, if if did not originate m 
some of those islands, some; hundreds of years before 
the time of Rumphius. If, as I surmise, it descended 
from the C. hysfrix, it probably had its birth either in 
the Malay peninsula, or in the islands. And as it was 
much used for all domestic purposes, kept well, and 
was taken on long sea voyages, nothing would have 

been easier than for it to bo carried along the roast tip 
to Bengal, and to both the Eastern and Western 
coasts of India, as well as to Ceylon, by Arab traders, 
and others. As its seeds germinate easily, and the 
seedling trees fruit in four or five years, its naturali/a- 
tion all over India would then have been a matter of 
time. 

In the chapter on I )erivations of native, names of 
citrus, I have discussed the probable derivation of the 
the word nimboo or limboo, which probably also has a 

Malay origin. The true lime is evidently a variety 
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only found in cultivation, and its characters fixed l>y 
long association with man. . Whether it originally 
came from the C. mcdica, or from the C. hys/ri.v, the 
change has been equally great. 'Flu: final solution of 

this interesting problem, however, viz., the origin of 
the true lime, must now be left to others, if its 

solution be possible. 
Note.—In the Linnean Society’s Journal—- Botany 

—vol. xxii., will be found a paper on the “ Probable 
wild source of the whole Group of Cultivated True 
Limes” (read on 4th February, 1X86). That paper, 
however, contains the mistake, then undetected, to 
which I alluded on p. 83, viz., that in the Hxpliaitia 
of Rumphius the figs, were transposed. 

Pis. 225 to 233 give figures of this group. 



CULTIVATioN or TUK OKANOi: AN I* IXMuX IN |Mi| 

In tin: Journal of the: A.I I.S. of India (Part 1 V. New 
Series, vol. i, of i860, p. 37?), kindly lent me by Mr. 
lilechynden, .secretary to that Society, I Inusid a des¬ 
cription of the otange proves nf Shalla, in the Kh.tsia 
hills, hy ('. Jlrownknv, K.sq. I ie say. : " fi» re, in on»> 
la rye connected piece, of about t,r ><*1 acre-., i, the 

garden that sup|dies a yjri .it part of Ha .tern, a . well as 
Western Bengal with orange.,. One may walk fora 

good hour or two, always under the shade of orange 
trees, without reaching the limit» of cultivation, and 

when, as in December and January, ev* ry tree j > 
laden with ripe fruit, no sight can he more enjoyable. 
I have been through tin: Sorrento garden ,, but this 
beats Sorrento, ami the Neapolitan orange growers 

would find .some difficulty in selecting mil of their 
entire ‘ piano/ a piece at all approaching this, ' * 

“The way tin: oranges art: gathered in the Khasia 
hills is this. A man with a net-bag open at the 
mouth hy a cane ring, ami slung on the back by a 
strap passing over the right shoulder and t he it, 
climbs a bamboo ladder, plucks the oranges and puts 

* It should he kept in mind that the Shall.t amt Horrent * oranges 
have no connection, other than that both are orans/t, 1 how of 
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them into the bag. Before descending, he removes 
all the dead branches, moss, and parasites, within his 
reach; after descending, he empties the bag, and 
climbs to another part, and so on. A dhaw (or 

hatchet-knife) sticks in his belt, to chop off any dead 
or cankered branch, or to cut out a bunch of the 
bandha, parasite (Loranthus species).* The orange 
trees receive no other handling than the above. They 
are never systematically pruned, or thinned, and are 
allowed to retain just what fruit they set, and yet the 
crop turns out wanting neither in size, flavour, nor 
abundance. Contrast with this the elaborate summer 
and winter pruning of the French garden's, and the 
systematic cultivation and manuring of the Genoese, f 

“There is no regularity in the planting of the orange 
trees, but no vacancies are left. In 1869, no grafting 
or layering was ever practised, but all the Shalla 
plantations were raised from seed. 

“In the Shalla groves there are trees of considerable 
age, that have lived out at least three generations of 
men. These old trees are great fruit bearers, and are 
valued accordingly.! Some yield x,coo oranges. 
Whatever may be their age, they never grow to a 
greater girth than 3 ft. (about one foot diam.), or to a 
greater height than 20 ft. Should a tree of this age 
be blown down, they endeavour to right and prop it 
up. Trees frequently get sickly, and gradually perish, 
without any assignable cause, before reaching maturity, 

* This parasite infests many trees, especially the mango, in Upper 

India. It should be cut out and burnt. 

f In the chapter on the commercial products of the orange and 
lemon tree, will be seen the reasons, why in the South of Europe 

so much attention is devoted to these trees. 
$ Here is a hint for selection. Instead of selecting seed from any 

tree, select from those which are much valued. 
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ceeds of their permanent plantations. These hill 
tribes are conterminous with the Sylhet facing, and it 
is along this facing alone, and the valleys and slopes 
which descend into the plains, that permanent planta¬ 
tions of oranges, jack, betel palms, and pineapples are 
to be found, together with villages also of a permanent 
character, and yearly improving. 

To make the oranges keep after gathering, the 
Khasias expose them on machans* in their houses, 
with the wind blowing through, and turn them over 
frequently. 

Mr. Brownlow sent a sample of the soil from the 
orange groves of Shalla to Calcutta. It was analysed 
by Mr. David Waldie, F.C.S., and found to contain 
the following ingredients :— 

Dried at 212° Fahr. 
Alumina....... 6*09 
Peroxide of iron ..... 4'93 
Lime ....... •19 
Magnesia ...... •ij 
Alkalies (by difference) and loss •80 
Silica solut. ...... '15 

Sol. in Hy. Chi. acid 12 '29 
Then— 
Alumina, chiefly with a little oxide of iron 

and a little lime .... 3’49 
Dissolved by heating with Sulphuric acid, 

organic matters, and combd. water 
lost by burning .... 5-66 

Silica and quartz ..... 78-56 

Parts 100*00 

* Stages made of bamboo, or other material. 
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Mr. Waldie notes, “ It will lie observed that this is 

a very siliceous soil, proceeding from the decomposition 
of siliceous rocks alone. It contains no carhonate of 
lime, and is a very open and porous soil " <p. 393 of 
the above named journal of the A.f i.S. of India). 

Liebig's analysis of the ashes of the orange-tree 
“annul gives :.- 

45 lame. 
t Iron and manganese. In 100 parts of the 

6 Silica, '(■ ashes m winkle in 
7 Magnesia. ! water. 
1 •() Phosphoric acid. J 

ico parts of the total ashes give— 
Soluble itt water . , . . tpf» 
Insoluble in water .... 1)0*4 

Paris io«*o 

And tor) parts of the insoluble ingredients gi\e ; 5 per 

cent, ol lime, that is, nearly half the fjn.milty of the 
n.sheinsoluble in water, is linte, 

I hit Mr. \V,ddi«* savs that the Shalla soil -mt l«Jm 
contain* d only o'lo hi 1 00 parts, or !*•,, tl; ;>t ’ p*-r 
cent. 

The inference i, that rith»*r Mr. Urtnvulow tool. hi*, 

sample from some on** particular spot, or did not r< a h 
tie* call art o*ts s**il. 

The orange woo*l require*;, it appears, a coredd* rable 

amount of lim** to make health)* growth; in shalla, 
oranges grow very well; therefore, the soil ol .Shalla 
should contain a considerable amount of bine. More¬ 
over, it is huHly credible that in a distrh 5 where lime- 
alone form .one of the exports, that no lim** d*iiitus in 

over washed down with the floods, which ar** * tid to 
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be frequent in the rains, and often flood the orange 
groves of Shalla to the depth of 6 ft. 

Mr. Brownlow’s description of the orange groves of 
Shalla was written in 1869. Recently I asked Mr. 
G. Stevenson, Depy. Comr. of Sylhet, to kindly furnish 
me with some details, which would bring the subject 
up to date. Some part of the information he court¬ 
eously gave me is placed under the head of the 
“Orange and Lemon Trade of India,” Chapter 13. 

In forwarding the following note (28th October, 
1885), he said, it was made by the sub-divisional officer, 
in whose sub-division lie the best groves. He added, 
“ At Shalla I have seen a kind of orange, small and 
round, something like a blood orange, but rather 
lighter in colour. It is not so sweet as our common 
orange (the kamla lemboo), but the people here call it 
‘ Royal orange.’ ”* 

The sub-divisional officer says, “My informations 
have all been compiled from the two large orange 
producing tracts in the northern boundary of this sub¬ 
division, I mean the Shalla and the Phorarpungi 
tracts (at the base of the Khasia hills). They are, in 
fact, the only tracts on this side which carry on an 
extensive business in oranges. I met with the greatest 
difficulty in compiling these statistics. The Khasias 
received my inquiries with suspicion, and tried to 
mislead me as much as possible. I have, however, 
used so many different tests, and have so carefully 
corrected all doubtful points by personal observation, 
that I may fairly claim for them approximate accuracy. 

“ Soil.— The soil must be sandy. This seems to be 
an essential condition. The trees thrive most where 
this sandy soil is mixed up with either red or black 
ferruginous earth. It is also necessary for success 

* This may be the usoh sim or raja orange. Vide Appendix 43. 
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that the soil should be capable of retaining a good deal 
of moisture. 'Hie difference of production is great in 
dry and moist soils. In the latter if there he fifty 
oranges per tree, in the former there would he only five 
to ten. Generally speaking, a garden would do well 

in a soil made up of half sand and half earth, and most 
of the gardens on this side are under these conditions. 

"Situation of gardens.— From their peculiar situa¬ 
tion, the gardens here have natural advantages, which 
I doubt if gardens in California possess. There are 
several hill streams, some small, some comparatively 
hroad, coming down from the Khasia hills into the 
Sutina river; and the garden , extend for mil*'-, along 
both side ., spreading also to a «onxiderable distance 
inland. They are, in fa* t, situated between n network 
of small hill streams, whit h ovetfiow their hanks during 
heavy downpours. Tin. answer, for irrigation. Tim 

rush of water is vety strong, so long as the downpour 
lasts, hut the flood subsides within a few hours. 
During these freshets, every pari of the garden goes 

under water, not infretjuenily 5 or h ft. deep, or more, 
'rill, gardens thus get thorough washing's inrtri! titan 
once during the rains. being situated on river side., 

their s*til naturally retain. some moisture, even in the 
dry season. Hence, perhaps, artifii ial irrigation 
becomes unnecessary. The Kh-isias layer irrigate 

their orange gardens, They do not even water young 
trees, They entirely depend upon nature here. When 
questioned, they laughed at the idea of people making 
orange gardens by irrigation, 

“ Parang Plants. - Seeds are taken out of mature 

oranges in February and Imginning; of March, They 
are well dried in the sun for two or three days.* A 

* There is a general mitten that when orange ami Irmrot maharc 

dried too much they don’t germinate well. U this so ? 
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nursery is prepared either on the ground or on a 
raised ‘machcin.’ The earth, to the depth of about 
nine inches, is finely powdered and sifted. The surface 
being smoothed, the dry seeds are spread over it anti 
are then covered over with finely powdered and sifted 
earth to the thickness of an inch. The ground is then 
covered over with plantain and other leaves, during 
the heat of the day, the covering being removed in 
the evening and some water sprinkled over the sur¬ 
face. This process goes on till the seeds germinate, 
generally between 20 to 30 days. In the seed nursery 
the plants are allowed to remain till they are about four 
inches high. Then they are transplanted into a second 
nursery and placed eight or nine inches apart, either 
in May or June of the same year. The soil of the 

second nursery is lightly hoed before transplanting and 
then it is kept free of weeds and foreign trees. 11 ere 
they are allowed to remain till, in the end of the 3rd 
or 4th year, they have grown to a height of four or 
five feet. They are then finally planted out in the 
gardens. In the second nursery no hoeing or water¬ 
ing is necessary, and all that the Khasias do is to dear 
any jungle trees with their dhaw twice, and some¬ 
times three times, in the year. 'I'he garden is never 
hoed or harrowed before receiving the orange plants. 
It only once undergoes a thorough clearing of all 
jungle with the 1 dhaio,' and a hole dug for the plant. 
After planting, all that is done to the orange garden is 
to clear it of jungle growth twice or thrice a year. 
Neither hoeing, nor harrowing, nor irrigation, is re¬ 
quired. The seasons selected for jungle clearing are 
at the beginning and end of the rains. The Khasias 
always put in the plants obliquely. The reason they 
give is that new and straight shoots are given off near 
the root, and the original oblique one withers away. 

n 
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Then the I catling root-shoot is left, which grows more 
vigorously ami forms tlu; future orange tree. In an 
orange garden, on an average, about 300 trees go to 
an acre. 

"Fruit Bearing,— In good soil the- trees will hear 
fruit about the sixth year from tlu: date of germina¬ 
tion, and about the third year after planting in the 
garden. In exceptional cases they have lieen known 
to bear fruit by the fifth year. In average soil, how¬ 
ever, tin: age of fruiting is calculated about the eighth 
year. The first year of fruit bearing the number of 
oranges is from five to test per tree ; the second year 
about 50; the third about 151 *; the fourth about 500; 
and the fifth year of hearing about 8< *> oranges per 
tree are given. After this they continue to yield about 
this average (800) per tree every year, 1 n the eighth or 
ninth year of bearing, however, the yield reaches not 
infrequently 1,500 oranges per tree, ami in rare cases 
even 2,000. My informant showed itv one tree which 
last year had borne 2,250 orange ;. This was, how¬ 

ever, a very exceptional instance, and 1 tnuhl not dis¬ 
cover another tret: in any part of tin: garden which had 
been so fruitful. 

"In good soil, an orange garden retains its fruit¬ 
bearing condition unimpaired for about 50 years, 
and in average soil between 50 awl 40 years. 

“ Rent, <2rV.—Tlui Khanias have no rent to pay for 
their lands, which appear to lx: the ijmn/i property 
of the Fungi. Each takes as much land as he can 

conveniently manage. Whole Fnn^h sometimes 
make joint orange gardens, which are the ijmaii 

property of all. The Khaidar, neither know' nor un¬ 
derstand any measurements, and they have no idea 
whatever of the extent of their gardens,"’ 
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orange seeds thickly, in January and February, in 
troughs, or boxes. He has also seen them sown in a 
canoe, but preferably they are sown on raised ma- 
ckdns (there called mackdng) to keep them out of 
the reach of pigs. Nets are also thrown over them 

to keep off rats and squirrels. The machan is a 
raised platform, .on supports, made of bamboo matting, 
well supported beneath by slabs of betel palm. On 
these about six inches of soil is laid. These nurseries 
can be located anywhere. They are well looked after 
till the seedlings get through their first few leaves. In 
the ensuing rains they are pricked out in a second 
nursery, in the ground, by shaking the earth from 
their roots, without injury. They are eventually 
planted out in gardens. 

In the Indian Agriculturist of ioth October, 1885, 
an “ Old Mallee ” writes that he “ realizes eight annas 
a score for Sylhet oranges, which he grows in Bengal; 
that his income from orange growing is Rs. 700 per 
acre, at 10 feet apart.” This, he says is too close. The 
expenses of growing them he puts down at Rs. 100, so 
that he nets Rs. 600 per acre. He considers well- 
decayed night-soil, cowdung, and black tank-soil, with 
an admixture of slaked lime, or old mortar finely- 
powdered, the best manure for orange trees. He 
buds on the khdtta stock. He grows principally the 
Sylhet suntara variety, but has also the Delhi 
simtara. The latter variety, he says, does not fruit, 
so well in Bengal as the former. He says he has been 
an orange grower for thirteen years, and has found that 
after the trees have given a full crop for three succes¬ 
sive years they begin to die off most unaccountably.* 

* Probably from exhaustion. In the Azores, before dying, the 

trees produced enormous crops. Rumphius mentions the same 
thing. 
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So he plants out a fresh lot of young trees between 
the older ones as soon as the latter come into bearing. 
By this method his plantation is periodically renewed. 

I le says the extra expense is trifling, and the gain is 

gr< sit. 
It would appear that the shntara race of orange 

trees do not live so long as the Malta orange; race, or 

the Si* villas. 
There appears, however, something decidedly wrong 

in the “Old Malice's " orange garden. It is not im¬ 

possible that after a certain age; the- roots of his orange 
trees get into had soil, or that in Bengal his garden is 
imperfectly drained, or that it may he a mistake to hud 
the shntara, instead of raising it from seed, t irowing 
it on its own roots from seed or Sayers might prolong 
its existence. When an orange tree has com*; into full 
hearing, it would appear had economy not to prolong 
its life as much as possible. 1 brayed night soil, cow- 
dung, and hlack tank soil are all good in their way ; hut 
tin* orange tree should not want the mineral ingredients 

which have been shown to enter into the composition 
of the orange wood. Kven when all tin* ingredients 
required are given without stint, a had subsoil, ami, in 

dump climates, bad *1 rain age, and overcropping, which 
is «h** vice of all Indian cultivators of fruit, may defeat 
all other effort*. A dog may nurse only a limited 
number of pups comfortably, but an orange tree, they 

think, can nurse an infinite mtmlier of oranges year 
after year without harm. 

With regard to the cultivation of the simtara orange 
about Delhi, the “ Old Mailer" makes tin; following 
statement: “ In the (ioorgann district. Delhi division, 
are to be seen miles of orange plantation;*, and 
nowhere have 1 seen this delicious fruit grown to 

greater perfection, although apparently little or no care 
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is devoted to its cultivation. In Goorgaon they sell 
oranges from four to six rupees per maund. I saw 
there old trees, but they were gnarled and seedy-look- 
ing, and the Mallees assured me that they were always 
replacing these old trees by young ones raised by 
budding.” 

The little observation which is here made, viz. : 
“apparently little or no care is devoted to its cultiva¬ 
tion,” may probably explain the reason why the orange 
growers of Goorgaon “ are always replacing these old 
trees by young ones raised by budding.” * 

Where the natural condition of the soil, as the 
natives express it, kabool kartd, or “ consents ” to 
nourish vigorously a variety of orange tree, and make it 
productive, little manure may be necessary at first, but 
it should be always remembered that the right mineral 
ingredients of a soil are not always in that condition 
which enables the roots to utilize them freely, and, there¬ 
fore, they are not inexhaustible. 

Someone might here ask, how is it that in primeval 
forests, without any manuring and without any care, 
immense trees go on growing, so to speak, for ever ? 
The answer is not difficult to find. ist. The trees of 
a natural forest have been specially selected on account 
of their suitability to those surroundings. 2nd. Tons 
and tons of produce are not removed from the forest 
and taken elsewhere, in many cases to find their way 
under other forms to the bottom of the sea. 3rd. 
From the first year of life of a forest tree, it returns to 
the soil, in the shape of fallen leaves, all it takes, ex¬ 
cepting what goes to form its wood. The bark, in 
many cases, is also shed, and when a tree decays and 
dies, its wood also is soon reduced to powder by 

# Further on I have given my own experience of the orange 
gardens of Delhi. 
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myriads of fungi, and serves as nourishing mould for 
other trees. Then, such forests are always tenanted 
by animals, birds, &c., which probably drop in the 
forest more than they remove. There is, therefore, a 
natural system of conservation in a forest which the 
owner of an orange grove would be wise to imitate. 
All manner of rubbish and refuse might be utilised as 
manure—pigeon, fowl, and pig’s dung being, perhaps, 
among the best. 

With regard to the value of manures, the following 
occurs in the Gardeners' Chronicle, of April 25th, 
1885, p. 535, on the “effect of manures on the growth 
and quality of fruit.” In this article it is sufficiently 
proved that certain mineral ingredients in the manure 
and soil are essential to the production of good fruit. 
It is there shown that manured fruit trees produced 
better, sweeter, and finer fruit than the adjoining un¬ 
manured trees.' It is also stated that many of the dis¬ 
eases of plants classed under the names of mildew, 
blight, &c., can be escaped by proper manuring, thus 
furnishing the mineral ingredients necessary, to the 
healthy growth of the tree, and production of healthy 
fruit and seed. 

In the Khasia hills the karnlH orange tree is 
simply stuck in the ground and then left to nature. 
The only help it gets from the cultivator is to free the 
soil roughly from competing jungle trees, and to cut 
off once a year any parasitic plants and dead wood. 
In the several annual floods, however, he may have 
a compensating element. The floods not only irrigate 
the orange gardens, but deposit a silt which may 
be perpetually renovating the surface soil, and it is 
presumed the fallen leaves remain there. Even 
under these favourable conditions, Mr. Brownlow 
says that orange trees there frequently sicken and 
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die without any assignable cause, before reaching 
maturity as well as after, and from the quantity of 
dead trunks stacked for firewood, the rate of mor¬ 
tality seemed high. 

The orange planter should always keep before him 
what has been stated in Appendix, No. 32. “In the 
Azores, the finest orange- gardens in the world, the 
trees up to 1836 were in perfect condition; no care, 
no attention, and no labour was given them, save 
that of picking, packing, and exporting the fruit. 
The trees were left without manure, without draining, 
and may be without pruning. The people sang, they 
danced, and amused themselves, while the trees 
pumped out of the soil its essence to feed the 
oranges. When ripe they exported the most valuable 
part of their soil in the shape of oranges to London, 
and then perhaps they sang and danced and enjoyed 
themselves more vigorously by the aid of the pro¬ 
ceeds of the sales, without giving a thought to the 
need of compensating the soil for its annual loss. 
They woke up one day, however, to find disease 
spreading among their orange groves, and to see trees 
200 and 300 years old, and producing each from 6,000 
to 20,000 oranges, disappearing ! ” 

G. W. Septimus Piesse, in his “ Art of Perfumery,” 
published in 1879, gives us some idea of the care 
and attention given to the orange tree in the South 
of Europe. He says :—“ Before planting the orange 
{sweet Portugal or bitter Seville), a tree which 
attains great age, the soil upon which it is to live 
must be well prepared, otherwise the after life of 
the tree will not be of that thriving condition which 
we could desire. The soil should be trenched at 
least to the depth of four feet, and well manured. 
The care bestowed on the infant plant will be seen 
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50 years, nay even a century afterwards. A tree 
requires 15 years to reach maturity, hut will produce 
both (lowers and fruit in four or five years. When 
in full vigour each tree yields an average of 25 
pounds weight of blossoms annually. Many plan¬ 
tations at Nice are more than 100 years old. 
At Fontainebleau there are now to be seen orange 
trees planted by an ancestor of mine: 200 years 

ago.” 
It should be remembered that in the South of 

Europe, besides taking the excess of flowers for per¬ 
fumery purposes, enough are left to produce an ordinary 
crop of fruit. A given tree can only support a given 
amount of fruit, but the flowers are far in excess of the 

amount of fruit which it will carry, and so this excess 
is gathered and sold fresh daily to {perfumers, 

The following, taken front the Gardeners' ('hroniele 
of 20 June, 1SS5, p. 796, may help to impress the 

reader with the value of manures anti good general 
tilling of the soil, especially when a large quantity 
of the soil, &c., in the shaja: of fruit, is annually 

removed. 
“ Food of plants derived from the atmosphere and 

the soil." 
“ No plant can attain full development without 

a sufficiency of jtotash, phosphoric acid, and nitrogen. 
Besides these, lime, magnesia, sulphuric acid, chlorine, 
and jterhaps silica, are sometimes, if not always, in¬ 
dispensable* to produce perfect growth, though in some 
cases they are only required in fractional proportions, 

** The largest constituent of plants is water, which 
forms nearly to ,tf„ of the weight of common garden 

plants. The next largest constituent is tin: organic 
matter, which is from seven to 25 per cent. And 
finally, the ash constituents which remain after the 
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plant is burnt, form from one to six per cent, of the 
plant in its natural condition. 

“The roots not only suck up solutions in water, but 
also attack solid ingredients of the soil, and they do 
this by exuding' an acid juice which the roots 

contain. This important function of roots is carried 
on in different degrees in different plants at the point 
of contact with the root. This action plays an impor¬ 
tant part in the supply of phosphoric acid, potash, 
lime, and nitrogen to the plant, the latter being taken 

up in the form of nitrates. 
“ The soil is made up of its * natural strength,’ that 

is, made up of disintegrated rocks, with the aid of air, 

moisture, warmth, and frost, and also by the; agency of 
minute bacteria. This action goes on, whether the 
soil is cultivated or not; at the same time proper 
tillage aids the work wonderfully. Even without the 

latter, the stock accumulates as long as /ess than it 
contains is taken. It is in this way that fallow ground 
recuperates, and that virgin soils have acquired their 
richness. What the soil will thus do for itself slowly, 
the gardener may do for it more quickly by manuring. 

“For this purpose we have at command — 
“ (i.) Stable and farm manure, and refuse of various 

sorts. 

“ (2.) Rubbish of all kinds, ashes, marl, lime, and 
other cheap materials. 

“(3.) Commercial fertilizers. 
“ The first contain all plant food, but are slow in 

their action. They, however, improve the texture of 
the soil. 

“The second contain less plant food, but they im¬ 
prove the texture of the soil also, and change the 
dormant constituents of the soil more readily, and turn 
them into assimilable forms. 
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“ The third (like potash-salts, phosphates, bones, 
guano, ammonium-salts, anti nitrate of soda) contain 
plant food in very concentrated, and readily available 
conditions. Their principal ingredients are phosphoric 
acid, potash, lime, ami nitrogen. 

'* These mineral ingredients, and the quality of the 
soil, in addition to climate, are, however, only one part 
of the whole business. The other parts art; the rare 

qualities of a successful agriculturist, or horticulturist, 
by whichever name he may be called, although, in 
reality, then: is no difference between the two. These 
are 1 shrewd observation, watchful care, anti un¬ 

ceasing industry,' qualities which are much sharjxmed 
if tine's living depends on them ” 

The following is a memorandum on ill*- modi; of 

cultivating and propagating the Nagpur orange, 
drawn up by the Supejintemlent of the (aneminent 

Garden, ami kindly favoured me by Mr, J. B. Fuller, 
Commissioner of Settlement and Agriculture, Central 
Provinces: 

“ 'I‘he orange delights in a rich, black, loamy soil, 
properly drained. It is propagated by budding, and 

sometimes by inarching. Plants raised by budding 

are much hardier, though slower to fruit, than grafted 
ones, and hence this mode of propagation U more 

generally employed. Thu operation of budding is also 
simpler than that of inarching. 

" The sweet lime is generally used as stock to hud 

or graft the orange on. Citron* stock is also used for 
this purpose. Seeds of the ripe fruit of the sweet lime 

or citron are sown about the middle of January, care 
being taken to sow the smk as fresh as possible. 
Most of the. seeds fail to germinate, if left even for a 

* 1 fancy by dtrm here i t meant the khatto orange, which by 
most English is called citron. 
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few days to dry, after being taken out. In the 
beginning of the rains, the young seedlings are trans¬ 
planted into another nursery, giving the plants one 
foot of space every way. By September of the next 
year, the plants make sufficient growth to allow of 
their being budded on. The budding is continued 
till about December. When the budded plants have 
sufficiently grown, they are transplanted into their 
permanent quarters in lines, 15 ft. apart, and with the 
same distance between the lines. The trees begin to 
bear about the fifth year, but it is not till the tenth 
year that they are considered to be in full bearing. 
They bear two crops in the year, viz., the ‘ Ambia- 
bahar,’ so-called from its setting at nearly the same 
time the mango crops set, at the end of February and 
in March. The fruit of this crop ripens in December 
and January. The other is called ‘ Miragbahar,’ 
because it sets with the beginning of the rains, in 
June and July. The fruit of this ripens in February, 
and onwards till May.* The trees are generally 
allowed to bear only one of these crops. In March 
watering is gradually lessened, and • is completely 
stopped in May. Then, as soon as the soil is dry, 
a few inches of earth round the trees is removed, to 
expose the roots. This exposing of the roots con¬ 
tinues from a week to a month, according to the 
richness of the soil. Manure is then heavily applied, 
and the roots covered up with fresh earth. Water is 
then freely given, and in a few days the tree is full of 
blossoms and new leaves.” 

It is presumed that this treatment is given to those 
trees which are set aside for the “ Miragbahar ” crop, 
which in the North-West Provinces is called Dumriz 
crop. 

* This is the Dumriz of other places. 
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The following is the mode of cultivating anil 
propagating the I >elhi antra, there called also 
rungira. This information has been kindly favoured 
me by Mr. (a-urge Smyth, Deputy Commissioner of 
Delhi. The memorandum was drawn up by the 
Tehsildar of 1 )elhi. 

“ The run^tra orange can be raised from seed, but 

the fruit of seedling run^tra is very sour/ and tile 
tree knurled. In consequence of this notion, in Delhi 
orange trees are not raised from seed, but by budding 
the rnngtra on the young klnitfa stock, when the 
latter are three years old from sowing time. Three 
years alter budding, the rnn^tra will bear fruit, anil 

later on will be in full l .tearing, The fruit the trees l*ear 
is large and sweet. It is not raised by layers and 
cuttings, became in Delhi they have a notion that 
these do not bear fruit. Provided the rungtra orange 

tree is manured and watered regularly, it will eontinue 
to fruit annually lor a hundred years.f 

" The budding is usually dom* in January, on klmtta 
stoi k, raised from seed, as has been stated. The 
plants that have done well an- then transplanted into 
permanent orchards, in carefully prepared and manured 
holes, and watered regt.larly. Weeds should lie kept 
down, ami the soil stirred frequently. If due care, be 

given to the trees, each orange tree will bear Irom 
twenty .corn to two maunds of oranges annually, ’{ 

Mr. Ridley, the Superintendent of the Horticultural 

Darden of Lucknow, has for several years been 
conducting some interesting experiments on orange 
cultivation. He has very kindly given me the result 

* It should he noted that native* twlicve that if tiny iwett orange 
act'd in sown, the result is a nmr orange tree; (Id* h not tote, 
t From nty own observations, given tn another place, this k 

very doubtful. 
t A mr is s Urn.; a wound is So lb*. 
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of his experience and experiments, in the following 
paper on the cultivation of the orange, lime, and 
other varieties of citrus. 

“In the cultivation of the orange, as with other fruit 
trees, the most important consideration after climate, 
is that of soil. It has of course been amply proved 
that the orange will grow and even flourish in soils of 
various quality; but the best results, both immediate 
and continued, can only be realized in a soil possessing 
the necessary ingredients and qualities required for 
the proper nourishment and development of the tree, 

and its produce. In India, owing to long continued 
cultivation, and other causes, such a soil is, I should 
think, rarely met with, and the intending orange or 
lemon grower has consequently to consider the 
deficiencies of the ground he intends to devote to 
this culture, and to take steps to supply the same, as 
far as possible. A rich, rather heavy loam, of an 
open and free texture, is well suited for growing 
oranges, lemons, &c., and in such a soil the trees 
would probably give very satisfactory results, without 
the addition of manure or other fertilizing stimulants, 
for a number of years. 

“In starting a plantation, I would strongly recom¬ 
mend that the ground be trenched to a depth of two 
and a half or three feet. If the soil is either poor or of 
too heavy and tenacious a character, the opportunity 
should be taken of improving it, by the addition 
of manure and new soil as the trenching proceeds. 

“ In the case of a light sandy soil having to be 
dealt with, a liberal addition of strong clayey soil, or 
turf, from a river bank, or jheel, * should be given ; 
also leaves, bazar-sweepings, indigo refuse, horse 
and cow dung, with a small addition of powdered 

* Small lake, or big tank. 
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lime. Excepting the last, the ether additions should 

be freely used. If the trenching is done during the 

rains, all these ingredients may be applied fresh, ns 

they will .soon decay at that season. Care should be 

taken to thoroughly incorporate these fertilizers with 

the whole soil, as it is turned over, and not to bury 

them all at the bottom of the trends. and so place 
them for years out of the reach of the roots of the 

young trees which they are intended to nourish. 

" For stiff clay soil, brick kiln refuse, the rougher, 
the better, t oal aslie,, wood ash' indigo refuse, 
leaves, stable litter, ba/ar sweepings, and lime should 
be used, either the whole, nr ?u past, a . may be 

available, the object bring to «uuuirfn< t the n.iiural 
adhesiveness of the .soil, and make it as friable ,»s 
posable, A fn e ojsen soil >*, I believe, a matter of 
pro.it, iinpoii.mii- for tin su» r»", ,ful growth of the 
w!sole of tin orange and leniosi trsles t,«jd what is of 

still eiJUal important <’ i * pood Mil. .oil dr.iuiage. A 
wet, waterlogged soil, ! would pron«nm< e a. utterly 
tin anted Ioi growing orange*. and lime.. 

“ The s»>il of lhe Azores, where rh« fatuous St, 
Michael's oranges are prown, i, d'«i tibed 'as 

peneially a friable loam mixed with volcanic matter ; 
for the most part this ‘-oil is s,»id to In* of * on .idrrable 
ilepfli, but many orange garden*, are formed in places 
where there is not more than fifteen or eighteen 

inches of soil above the shattered m.e of rocks and 
rubble,’ This very dearly point , to the desirability 
of a free, open soil, and also erf a pood subsoil drainage, 

“ Some experiments bearing on these two important 

point s were la gun in the 1 iorticutlmal Garden of 
Lucknow in 1.S70, The object ,»j Ur4 was to 

ascertain if the common ’ k<tghu,t * liim would grow 
in old demolition mortar, hut wibsecpir inly the effect 
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of drainage, trenching, and various fertilizers was tried 
in addition. 

“ For convenience of reference, the series of experi¬ 
ments undertaken are here called At B, C, and I). 

“ A consisted of a ridge three feet high, ten feet wide 
at the base, sloping to six feet wide at the top; the 
whole composed of demolition mortar, and a fair amount 
of broken brick mixed up with it. 

“ //, a similar ridge as to dimensions, but composed of 
two parts natural soil (a poor yellow loam), one part 
alluvial clay, one part decayed sweepings, and one part 
demolition mortar as used in A. 

“ C. A trench four feet deep and ten feet wide was 
dug. In its bottom large lumps of fused bricks 
(hunjur*) were laid to a depth of one and a-half feet. 
To keep the soil from washing in and filling the inter¬ 
stices a thick layer of palm leaves and other leaves was 
laid over the kunjur. The trench was then filled to 
the surface level with the following compost: Three 
parts natural soil, one part alluvial clay, two parts de¬ 
cayed sweepings, all being well mixed together. 

“ D. A line ten feet wide was trenched two feet deep, 
and the soil to that depth enriched, as the trenching 
proceeded, with night soil, decayed sweepings, and 
alluvial clay. 

“When all the soil of these experimental plots had 
consolidated, two plants of each of the following were 
put down on each plot, viz,: Sylhet, Nagpore.f and 
Malta oranges, and Lucknow and Agra kaghsi limes. 

“With reference to growth in the case of the kaghsi 
limes, the trees are mostly equal in development and 
vigour on all plots, a slight advantage being perceptible 

* I believe in England these are called “ clinkers,” and are used 
for rock-work. 

t Sylhet and Nagpore oranges are sitntarat. 
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in those on C. Their foliage is of a deeper green, and 
more healthy-looking, hut tin; yield of fruit on all plots 
appears to he the same, both in quantity and size. 

" Of the oranges, the M alias have made least growth 
on all the plots, but the trees are more healthy and 
better developed on C than on the other plots. They 
have also yielded tin; best fruit. In point of general 
success, the second place, in the cast: of the oranges, is 
hold by I) plot. 

“ ()n the whole the result very clearly demonstrates 
the beneficial effect of subsoil drainage, and also of 

trenching, both for oranges and limes, and the fact that 
both having made good growth and fruited well when 
planted on pure demolition mortar, affords, I think, 

strong evidence that the tribe they represent appreciates 
an open free medium for their roots, and also a good 
amount of lime in their soil. 

“ Next, if not of equal imporiam e for the km eessfnl 
growth of the orange trib**, is shelter. In the Azores, 
the groves are said It* be surrounded by high walls and 
lines of trees, while guava ami other fruit trees are 
grown among the orange trees to afford shelter and 
protection from the strong sea breezes. In Spain, too, 
it appears, tin: orange plantations are chiefly placed in 
sheltered valleys, 

" This question of shelter, for not only orange but all 

fruit trees generally, is not, I fear, sufficiently attended 
to in Northern India, The strong, hot and dry west 

winds which prevail during May and June, act very in¬ 
juriously on vegetation in general. They are, how¬ 
ever, particularly hurtful to trees carrying a crop of 
young fruit, which all the citrus tribe do at that season. 
In Upper India, shelter is chiefly wanted on the west 

side. In the cast: of small gardens, a single or double 
row of guavas might be planted on that side. The 
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kumruk tree has dense foliage, and it would answer 
for either small or large gardens ; while for the latter, 
jacks, seedling mangos, or a thick line of Inga Dultis 
might be tried, the shelter lines of trees being repeated 
at intervals in large plantations. For the same reason 
I would recommend moderately close planting of the 
orange and lime trees themselves. 

“ In good soil the keonla and Malta orange trees 
should be planted fifteen or sixteen feet apart each 
way, the distance being reduced two or three feet in 
poor soils. The Sylhet does not spread much, and ten 
to twelve feet will be sufficient space for it. The same 
may be given to kagkzi limes, and chakbtra pummelos; 

W 

putting in the trees is during the rainy season. If th< 
ground to be planted has been trenched and mammal 
it will not be necessary to put any manure into tin 
holes with the trees when planted, but if a little well 
decayed cow or horse dung can lx: spared.it woidd provt 
advantageous by promoting root action and aiding the 
trees in establishing themselves in the new sites. 

“A circular bed (t/ui/a) should lie made round end 
tree for the purpose of irrigation during the dry season 

1: 
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time when the leaves and branches are making their 
greatest call for moisture. 

“ From the time of planting onwards the whole of the 
ground should be dug over at least once a year, the 
object being to keep a loose open surface. If a second 
digging can be given all over the surface of the plant¬ 
ation it would prove highly beneficial. 

“ Weeds and grass should be rigorously kept down, 
and the surface of the beds around the trees should be 
stirred an frequently as possible. 

“ From the time the trees commence bearing, an 
annual surface dressing of manure will help them 
greatly. When the soil has been well prepared, 
however, or is naturally rich, it will not j«;rhaps 
be necessary to give any manure for three or 
four yearn after the trees begin to fruit, but it is 
most undesirable to defer manorial aid till the trees 
show evident signs of suffering from want of proper 
sustenance. 

“In Kngland camel dung in considered the best 
manure for orange trees, but as it in not generally 
available in quantity, either cow, Iwrse, sheep dung, 
or night noil, singly or combined, may be used, A 
good npiiuklmg of wood ashes, lime, or broken Iwiies 
being added. Thu best time for applying this surface 
dressing is during the rains, as the fertilizing ingre¬ 
dients contained in the manure are immediately 

carried down Into the soil and to the roots by 
the rain. Thu trues being then in a growing state 
are able to appropriate at once the nourishment 
given. 

'* In applying the manure one or two inches of the 
surface soil of the bed should be loosened and drawn 
aside. The manure should then be spread over the 
surface, forked into the soil, and the whole immediately 
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covered over with the same soil, which has been drawn 
aside. If a fork is not available a ‘ koddr' will answer 
for digging in the manure. 

“In the case of trees which have been planted in poor 
and untrenched soil, and which may not be thriving 
satisfactorily, substantial benefit may be afforded by 
digging a trench around the trees, 2 or feet deep, 
and of the same width. This trench should then be 
filled with a liberal addition of new soil, alluvial'clay, 
and such manure as may be available, care being taken 
to mix the whole well with the earth taken out before 
the trench is re-filled. 

“The distance which a trench of this kind should be 
from the stems of the trees depends in a great measure 
on the size of the trees, but three or four feet may be 
regarded as a minimum distance. The point to be 
kept in view is to bring the fertilizing matter as near 
as possible to the main body of the roots without 
destroying many of them in doing so. When the 
trees appear to have exhausted this new material, a 
second trench, with similar materials, may be dug out¬ 
side the first, if the space, between the Citrus trees’ 
admit of it.” 

If the reader will look over the various modes of 
cultivating and propagating the orange tree, he will 
see that there are various ways of raising young plants 
of almost any sort of Citrus. 

In Sylhet, and presumably in Bootwal also, no other 
method of raising orange plants, except from seed, is 
thought of. The Sylhet orange is admittedly a very 
good orange, and the one grown in Bootwal is the 
sweetest of the silntara type. The Sylhet orange of 
Lucknow was originally raised from seeds of oranges 
obtained from Calcutta by Mr. Hodges. It maintains 
its upright habit like its parent in Sylhet It is now 

1 2 
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largely propagated by budding, and is one of the best 
varieties they have in Lucknow. 

Both in Nagpore and in Gujranwala they bud on 
the stock of the sweet lemon (mitha nimboo, or 
sherbetee). The Nagpore orange is the best flavoured 
of the suntara type, and the Gujranwala blood orange 
the best of the Malta type. It is perfect. There is, 
therefore, reason to believe that the stock on which 
the bud or graft is inserted may have some influence 
on it, and so modify to some extent the flavour of its 
fruit. It is a point well worthy of attention in Govern¬ 
ment experimental gardens. If confirmed by further 
experiments, the sweet lemon stock might become ike 
stock for all sweet oranges, while the khatta or sour 
orange might be used solely for all sour oranges, 
lemons, and limes. Probably even the Pummelo might 
be much sweetened and improved by budding on the 
sweet lemon. 

The reason the khatta stock is so universally 
used is that the seeds germinate well and produce 
strong, hardy plants, which make rapid growth. The 
malis in Lucknow state that the khatta seed 
germinates better if taken from the unripe fruit about 
August. It certainly germinates then, but I fancy the 
reason is that August is warm, and the winter, when 
the khatta is ripe, is cold. Of a large number of 
Citrus seeds of all kinds, from various parts of India, 
sown in the winter, very few germinated till February 
and March, when they came up by hundreds. 

I do not see why layering the Citrus is not prac¬ 
tised. It would give strong, healthy trees on their 
own roots. If layered in the beginning of the rains, 
rooted layers would be obtained before the end of the 
rains, while at least two years are required to raise 
stock,’ bud it, and make plants fit for planting out; 
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and to raise plants from seed of good kinds for planting 
out, about the same time would be required, and t hoy- 
take longer to fruit. (See Appendix, No. 42.) 

I have layered the Malta orange, the Seville orange, 
the kaghzi lime, and the Malta lemon. The latter, 
however, is the one which roots with the greatest 
rapidity. I have raised hundreds by layering it in 
pots. (See Appendix, No. ,j2.) I have seen itranches of 

the Malta lemon that simply torn hod the ground, root 
at the point of contact and fix themselves t* 1 the 
ground ; and I have seen the kaghzi ntmhoa 
flower the second year after the layers were planted 
out, although there is no advantage in trees either 
flowering or fruiting when tin y are so young. All 
the vigor, however, anti all the early fruiting will much 
depend on the amount and quality of nutriment given 
to the plants at starting, irrespective of the way they 
have been raised. In the Ktaw.th jail (harden, in 
1882, I found some seedling kaghzi limes. They 
told me they were about a year old. I planted them 

out in big holes. 13 feet apart, filled wit!* demolition 
lime pounded fine, ashes, and manure, ami watered 
them regularly. I gave them only 13 feet between 
the plants, thinking they would not make rapid pro 
gress. Now, four years after planting, they are 13 feet 
high and their branches have no-t, • o that the plot has 

become a thicket. Almost all are bearing fruit. Kvrry 
year, in the hot weather, the soil round tla tn gets 
several dressings of dry leaves, so as to e« ouomi.e: 
water; these leaves in the rains, together with tin- 
fallen leaves of the* trees themselves, form 4 sup» )fi« i,«J 
layer of nourishing leaf mould. 

With regard to cuttings, I found that those of the 
Malta lemon will strike readily in the rains, in tin- 
shade, and I had several of them thus raised planted 
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out. I have not tried to raise other kinds b/ 
But Mr. C. Nickels, of Jaunpore, has frequ^*^^ 
pagated the Citrus by means of cuttings. 
ing he has very kindly sent me as the res1* 
experience in this mode of propagating. 

“ Oranges and lemons, especially the lattei'>,^'1: 
easily raised from cuttings. The best time 
the rains and the early part of the cold 
strike my cuttings in a mixture of pure 
charcoal, under a glass. It is essential that 
should be pure. This is obtained by boiling 
in water in a clean vessel, and then wash1 ** £ 
several waters, when it can be dried and kep1- 
The charcoal should be reduced to powder- 
required, a mixture of 11 parts of prepared saO-^ 
part of charcoal is made, and a sufficient quaUti 
into small 4-inch pots. Then take your cuttirag-; 
a healthy tree. Cut off several branches and 
them to the potting shed. I select shoots about 
eight inches long, with a heel of ripe wood and 
These I pull off and plant all round the pot, but 
in the centre. About a dozen cuttings go conrxfc 
into a 4-inch pot. The pots should then be 
and each buried up to the rim in a larger pot of 
mon sand, and covered over with a bell glass 
the absence of regular bell glasses common wall s 
(fanoos) can be used, stopping the opening a 
top. A glass frame or glass box will do just a.s 
The leaves of the cuttings must on no accou 
shortened, as the more leaves are on the slip 
sooner they will strike. 

“ Every night the pots or boxes should be % 
out in the open air, and taken in again in the mo3 
Water should be given as they require it, and 
a day they should get fresh air for a few secon 
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taking off the bell glass or opening the glazed box or 
frame. 

“When struck, which will be known by their begin¬ 
ning to grow, they should !>«; gradually hardened. 
This is done by opening the glass, or removing the 

bell, for a short time towards the early morning, and 
keeping it open for half an hour. The second day it 
might be kept open for an hour, and so on till the 
plants are thoroughly hardened. A week or ten days 

is sufficient for the hardening process. When the 
cuttings can stand the open air all day long without 
injury, they are ready for [jotting. 

“ The rooted cuttings should then be turned out of 
the pots, and the sand and charcoal washed away. 
Each rooted cutting should then be carefully potted 
separately in 4-tnch pots, taking care that the new and 

tender roots are not broken. The best soil for them 
at this stage is a mixture of two parts leaf mould, one 
part roasted turf, and one part sand, well mixed 
together, (i should fee! inclined to add a good 
sprinkling of pounded demolition mortar or lime.-— 
E.B.) After they have been carefully potted and 
watered, a piece of j*ot*4»**rd should be applied to the 
drainage hole at the bottom to prevent its being 
stopped by the outside earth, the pots should be 
buried up to the rims in the open ground. Bor a few 
days, however, they should be protected from the sun 
by means of a mat covering, removing the latter at 

night. 1 iere they can remain for six weeks or so, 
when they require a shift into larger jxns. When 
these, pots are filled with roots, the young trees are 

ready for the final planting out. 
“ For this operation 1 dig holes in the ground 6 ft. 

wide, and 4 ft, deep. The soil dug out I remove, 
and replace it with silt from the bottoms of tanks, 
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bair (Zizyphus sp,). It is wdl-known that this 
delicate orange and its varieth-s get scorched on the 
sunny side by the* direct sun-rays. The scorched 

fruit is almost worthless, while that shaded by the 
tree and its leaves is perfect. 

However, in Delhi the fart is that this orange is 
jumbled up under all sorts of forest trues, which either 
were there before the orchards wen: planted, or ger¬ 
minated afterwards, anti were allowed to remain 
there. 

The long road between Delhi and Kurnaol, to a 

gnat extent, i-» lined ms both sides by extensive fruit 
gardens, and wherever the \hnlara orange tree is 
planted, forest or other trees must suck up both 
manure and tin»!sture, so that lists unfotlunate and 
delicate orange bush is rvejywhere either starved or 
Otherwise damaged. 

All cultivate;, ay that this orange tret: likes a 
ktmkur for -.tony; soil, and there appears plenty of 
stone in and around Delhi, whu h in many places 
crops above the vufare. Mr, Lionel Jacob, Kxecu- 

tive Engineer, WV.trrn Jumna Canal, informs me that 
the Delhi stone j, a yuatt tie. 

Orange growers it* Delhi at*’ unanimous in stating 
that tirtlwattr is le tter for the yantam orange than 
canal water. Th* y s.*y that the fruit is sweeter in tire 
former case than in the latter ; and that the trie 
perishes earlui win n irrigated canal water than by 
well water. The latter, how ever, is an expensive, 

mode of irrigation. In a large garden, three or four 

wadis are required to !«• worked < (instantly, more or 
less, for two third» of the year. This entails several 
sets of men, and several pairs of bullocks, while canal 
irrigation i« much c heaja:r, Mr. Lionel Jacob informs 
me that in Delhi “the* canal water-rate for gardens is 
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Rs. 3, 2 annas per higah, or Rs. 5 per acre. In addition 
to the above, there is the owner’s rate for irrigated 
lands, which is half the water rate, or for gardens would 
be Rs. 2, X annas per acre. Tin: owner’s rate is paid 
by the owner of the land, and the water-rate by the 
cultivator. Of course, they may, or may not, be one 
and the same person. I should mention that the 
above rates are for gardens irrigated by flow; if 
irrigated by lift, the water-rate and owner’s rate is 

two-thirds of those noted. The gardens about Delhi 
are, however, almost entirely irrigated by Jiow. The 
depth of water from the soil varies a good deal. A 
large: number of the Delhi well , are tilled with canal 
water, to make them sweeter drinking. In these, and 
in the wells situated in irrigated land ;, the water is 
nearer the Muriate than in wells at a distance from the 

canal. Speaking loughly, the water would be in the 
wells of the neighbourhood about 25 it. from the* 
surtace of the ground. The Delhi soil is, generally 

speaking, rattdi, or loam." 
it is probable, as cultivators say, tint canal water is 

not so good Jor the sunfara orange tree as well water, 
but I tala* it, not kums'“ it is < anal water, but because 
it is cheap, and, then fore, tmi mmh of it is given. 

I was shown a plot in one garden, which was said to 
have i*een planted smite twelve or thirteen years ago 
with utnfnra orange trees, and irrigated by canal water. 
All the trees, they said, perished in about ten years. 

The plot was then replanted with shrrktee ttimlmo 
(sweet lemon). Cultivators nay the latter does not 

mind canal water. 
In another garden, newly formed, I saw orange trees 

which had been planted some four or live years before. 
They were all in a most wretched < ondition. I saw 

water lying on the surface, and was told that canal 
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water had bem given three Mr lour day * before. 1 he 

gnrt„„iw^‘‘-‘'*i! h K“! 1,r,'n iM;4 ;r,,fa,"L.i!. 
was no wmsd* r tl<* poor orange in-*, looked wr« i< hed 

ami liyin;^ Th«* wIdhV w;r* 4, mh\ 
hardly Ji 1 for even plantain-,; it might have **i»itr«l 

rice. . ... , , . , . . ■ 
In the Sahanmpur Botanic t*arden, which is »rn* 

by canal water, I noticed the same unhealthy 

condition in the dim* tree*,, h appeared to me the 

soil gut t**» much water, Mr. Ciollam observed that 
all the orange trees everywhere al«»H Salianmjatr were 
‘in a similar etm,lit ion. I do not know whether all these 

also were irrigate*! hy eanal water. . 
The suntara orange tree does not appear to mind 

,,wrV) ,4 u-ater occasionally, provided the soil he well 

drained. In the Kha-sia hills, the dniam orange gar- 
dens are several limes during tin* south-west momaxnt 

flooded, it D *<ud to the height of ux feet, hut the 
drainage, after the water retires, is ho good, that the 

trees do not suffer hy these floods. 
In one garden near Delhi, owned by one Mohanual 

Shah, near the bridge railed Anda tmghid In put, I 
saw the following interesting mode of cultivating the 

skntara orange tree in combination with other plants. 
The garden was irrigated by well water, and, of course, 

the usual hlovenline*.■* and ind.ikr, about mixing up 

tree,, &?., was th* n Mvi In full force. 
In this garden the orange trees were mostly shade*! 

by hair lio-It ime * not D* s«;j i*o a d, however, that 

there was any system of planting. I He hair trees 
aptxured to have germinated spontaneoudy, and at .t 

certain age !*•«•« graft* d in the usual way with the large 
cultivated /ijphm. Nath* ', say that theorange to*.* 

does test under this tree, because its time of pruning, 
shooting, and fruiting suit the lime*,, of the orange tree. 
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Moreover, the suniara orange tree is more of a hush 
than a large tree. In this particular garden, a thin! 
plant was combined with the hair and orange trees, 

viz.: the Jasminum sambac, or hr/a. I shall, there¬ 

fore, enter into some details about tin: management of 
this particular garden, however rude: its method may 
be. 

When the hair trees have been grafted anil grown 
to a certain size, suniara orange trees an* planted 

among them, and between the latter again, the low 
bushes of the hr/a jessamine are planted. The 
strongly-scented flowers of the latter are much appre¬ 
ciated by all natives, and, therefore, find a ready sale, 
while the large, egg-shaped hair fruit are devoured in 
great quantities by natives during their season. 

The grafted hair trees shed their leaves tow,mis the 
end of winter. At the beginning of spring they are 
severely pruned hack, ant! after a month or so they 
begin to shoot out again. Without this severe pruning, 

natives say the hair tret: does not fruit satisfactorily. 
Pruning hardly describes their method .sufficiently 
amputation would be the better term. At that time, 
the orange trees, freed from the hair tree shade, g*‘j a 
good deal of direct sunlight. This enables them to 
ripen their younger wood for the production of next 
season's flower twigs. During the winter the soil is 
turned and kept dry for about two months. When the 

orange trees flower and the fruit sets, manure is given, 
water saucers round the trees, and water channel', are 
made, and the ground irrigated three or four times a 
month. In winter, while the fruit is still on the trees, 
they are watered about twice a month. The orange 
trees and the jessamine bushes flower about the %une 

time, the latter continuing longer in flower. The 
owner of this ground said that canal water is injurious 
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to the orange tree because too much is given, and then 
the heat of the sun kills the young, newly-formed root¬ 
lets. Probably he meant that they are partially stewed. 
He said leaving the fruit for a long time on the tree, 
although it fetches a better price, weakens the tree, 
and prevents it from fruiting well next season. Some¬ 
times it is allowed to remain on the tree for a month 
after Christmas. The weakening effect might, I think, 
be easily modified by leaving only a small proportion 
of the fruit on each tree. 

As the young oranges swell, the vigorous new shoots 
of the bair trees lengthen and spread, and eventually 
make an umbrella-shaped head to the tree. The bair 
foliage is small and not very dense, so that a great deal 
of diffused light reaches the orange trees. In due 
course, the long bair branches become covered with 
tiny flowers, and then with fruit. The bbla flowers 
are gathered daily as they blow, and the bair fruit as 
soon as it becomes of full size and ripe. I believe 
Furukabad and Shahjahanpur are noted for the best 
varieties of grafted Zizyphus. Some of the best fruit 
is as large as small hen’s eggs. 

I have no doubt that if this mixed cultivation of 
bair, orange trees, and bbla were carried out syste¬ 
matically by planting the bair and orange trees 
regularly, in alternate rows, giving each a sufficient 
space, with the low jessamine bushes between the 
other trees, good profit might be made, and with 
advantage to the orange crop, provided regular 
manuring and watering were given. After the 
oranges had swollen to a certain size, the umbrella 
shaped and tall bair trees, if properly trained would 
afford just the amount of shade needed by this variety 
of orange, to prevent scorching by the direct rays of 
the sun, in Summer ; and at the time of pruning the 
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bair trees, the orange bushes would get a sufficiency 
of direct sunlight at the period they most wanted it, 
that is at the period of shedding their leaves, and 
ripening their wood for flowering. I think this system 
if intelligently carried out, for cultivating the suntara 
orange in the plains of India, has a great deal to 
recommend it. The aforesaid Mohamed Shah, of 
Anda moghul ka pul, claims to have been the first 
to have struck out this new method of combining 
the Bella with the orange and bair trees. 

There is little to add to Mr. Ridley’s memorandum 
on the cultivation of the citrus. As he has, however, 
proved that the whole tribe, planted in nothing but 
demolition mortar, thrive well, there is in my opinion 
no need to fear using it liberally. I never hesitate to 
use it in basketfuls, and I see no reason to fear its 
liberal use. I think that demolition mortar, besides 
acting as manure, tends to open the soil, especially 
where it is of a tenacious nature. Of course, where 
there is plenty of Imnfaer in the soil, that will furnish 
enough lime for the wants of the citrus trees.' The 
other manures which I found very useful are wood or 
charcoal ashes, manure of all sorts, and rotted leaves. 

There is a source of manure which few think of; 
I mean brick-kiln ashes. As a mineral manure, I 
should say few equal it. If we consider what fuels 
natives use to burn their bricks with, we shall soon 
learn to look upon brick-kiln ashes with favour. They 
use wood, khnda (dried cow dung), night-soil, and 
town refuse of all sorts. The latter, especially in 
Mahomedan cities, contains a large proportion of bones. 
All these calcined, and mixed up with burnt and 
powdered clay make one of the best possible mineral 
composts. Then the addition of leaf mould, decayed 
animal droppings, lime, and ordinary garden soil 
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would make a perfect bed for all the citrus tribe ; all 
ingredients, however, should be thoroughly mixed 
up together. Of course, unless the general soil is 
naturally rich, or is annually renewed by inundations, 
as in the case of the Shalla orange groves of the 
Khasia hills, the trees should be annually manured, 
when they attain their fruiting age. 

Iron appears to be an important ingredient in the 
orange soil. It exists in that of the orange groves 
of Shalla. The red soil of Ceylon is said to be 
impregnated with iron, and probably the similar red 
soil of South India, also contains it. I do not know 
what the composition is of the black soil of the 
Central Provinces, and other parts; but probably it 
contains iron, as theNagpore oranges do so well in it. 
I have a notion that iron gives flavor and juiciness to 
the orange, but to decide this, very careful and pro¬ 
longed experiments would be required. However, I 
may perhaps have discovered a simple mode of detect¬ 
ing the presence of iron in the soil, especially when 
this is not naturally black. I have noticed that in 
the light coloured soil under babool trees (Acacia 
arabica), after rain, the surface becomes blackened. 
Tannic acid, with persalts of iron, and gallic acid with 
proto-salts of iron give a black colour. The babool 
bark and leaves contain tannin, and the rain falling 
over a babool tree would naturally wash some tannin 
on to the ground beneath, tannic acid being soluble 
in water, in the proportion of ten parts in eight of 
water. So that it would, I think be possible by the 
simple means of strewing babool leaves on the ground 
and watering them, or by irrigating the surface with 
an infusion of babool bark, to discover the presence 
of iron in the soil. Anyhow, the probability is that 
the citrus tree requires it in small quantity, and in 
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case the soil were totally devoid of it, it cotihl 
easily added in the shape of the cheap cassis, 
sulphate of iron of the Bazars. 

In Northwestern India, and in all places w! 
hot winds prevail, shelter from hot winds is a \ 
important provision for many varieties, especi 
those of the siintara type, so much so, that, in 
opinion, the mandarin orange, the most delicate of 
cannot be grown in places subject to the hot winds; 
it is all but killed by them every year. 

In places where the soil is suited to orange cult 
and where then: are facilities for irrigation, It w* 
pay to have high mud walls, tiled on top, all r«> 
the orchard. They are not very expensive to in, 
and with an annual plastering of cow-dung would 
long. If the soil be of tenacious character, the: r 
for the wall might be dug from the ditch out** 
which would make the wall still higher for tbi**1 
This would admit of the orchard being under I 
and key, which is of great advantage when the f 
begins to ripen ; because then a caretaker by 
and night with a couple of country dogs to help 1' 
would completely secure the crop from thieves, h 
ever late it might be left on the trees. 

If, however, the orchard lie on a large scale, 
no facilities at hand for erecting mud wails, then oi 
means of shelter might be available. Mr. Hit 
recommends for this purpose guavas, kumruk, jm 
seedling mangoes, &c. But I think that perhap 
more useful wind-break, at the same time that it ; 
as a hedge, is to be found in the common LfrJ; 
nimboo tree.* If raised from seed, or from layer: 

• Curiously enough, in the “ Botanical Miscellany," vol, iii., p 
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makes a high bush, with the lower branches close to 
the ground. And if the trees are planted, even at 
10 ft. apart, in a good-sized trench filled with good 
soil, and the ingredients mentioned ' before, it is 
wonderful how soon an impenetrable and high lime- 
tree hedge can be made. In an extensive orchard, 
lines of lime trees, planted in the same way, and 
running north and south, might be very advantageous 
as hot wind-breaks. The little kaghizs are great 
favourites, and are always saleable. The reason for 
preferring this lime tree for hedges and wind-breaks 
is this; although I think it originally an imported 
citrus, it has, for ages, been raised from seed every¬ 
where, so that it has had ample time to naturalize 
itself, and, in all these generations, adapt itself to the 
surroundings of a hot-wind climate. It has, therefore, 
become hardy, and the hot winds do it little or no 
harm. During the process of making a lime-tree 
hedge, some temporary fence might be made. 

I think it would be advisable, in Government 
gardens, to raise plants of all useful varieties of citrus 
from seed. This practice might result in hardier 
varieties being bred, and more suited, by both natural 
and artificial selection, to their local surroundings. 
It should not, however, be the principal aim of an 
experimental and acclimatizing garden to pay its way. 
It will pay indirectly by introducing useful and 
suitable fruit trees among the population. 

A few words may be now useful, regarding the 
operation of budding, for the advantage of beginners. 
'I'his is done in the same way as for budding roses, 
by inserting one or more buds of the desired variety 
under the bark of either the Malta, Seville, or sweet 
lemon. The best time for this operation is in January 
and February, when the returning warmth produces 

K 
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activity in the juices of the trees. Then the. hark can 
easily be separated for the purpose of budding. 1 he 
best thickness of the stock is that of a thick pencil up 
to half an inch in diameter. '1 his thickness, under 

favourable conditions, will be attained in about two 
years. The best knife for this purpose is what is 
called a budding-knife, procurable from any hardware 
merchant. Its ivory handle has a fine edge, bv which 
the hark can he lifted, without < uning or injuring 

it. Any handy misiry might, however, imitate these 
budding-knives, and the handle can be made of any 
hard and polished wood. The great advantage of 
buckling is that, if stock is at hand, cuttings suited to 
budding might be obtained by post from a distance, 
and each bud carefully detached and inserted on the 
stock ; so that in one; season hundreds of any desired 
variety might 1m; raised. Most native garden* rs tan 

bud plants, and, if not. they t an be easily taught to 
do it. The operation is done as follows; Stocked 
the right size is selected, and the lower thin branches 
are shaved off with a clean rut dost; to the stent. 
Then a clean piece of stem of the tree to be budded 
is selected, with good plump buds, at the angle of the 
leaves, and free from spines. 1 ialf an inch of each 
leafstalk is to be left attached to the sunn, h forms a 
convenient handle to lift the bud-shield by (e/utswhf. 
The most convenient way of detaching the shield is 
this: Make a sufficiently long trass net through the 
bark a quarter of an inch almr tin? hud, and a similar 
cut at the same distance befoia the hud. Time the 
two on the left side by a longitudinal cut at the same 
distance from the bud, and, finally, make a similar rut 
on the right side; detach and lift the shield by tin- 

edge of the knife, and tilt it into a cup containing a 
little clean water. In this way detach all the buds you 
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require at the time, each with its shield of bark, and 
drop them into clean water before you commence 
their insertion. If your stock is well grown, and has 
long stems, two buds may be inserted on one stem, 
one above the other, on the north, or shady side of the 
stem. If the stems are short, one bud will do. For 
the thicker stems, select cuttings which will give 
shields of about the same thickness; for thinner 
stems, smaller shields are better. Make a longitudinal 
cut through the bark in the middle of the stem to be 
budded on about an inch long, and three or four 
inches from the ground. Slightly bend the part cut 
so as to make a sort of concavity towards you. This 
bending will enable you to lift the bark of the stock 
much more easily. By means of the handle edge of 
the budding-knife lift up the bark on both sides 
sufficiently so as to enable you to slip in a shield. 
Take the shield by its little handle and insert it, bud 
upwards, carefully under the bark of the stock, so as 
to place the bud and handle in the middle of the slit ; 
adjust the shield neatly to the wood beneath, and 
straighten the stem. By this the two bark edges 
will close tightly over the shield. See that the 
latter is flat against the wood. Finally, bandage the 
stem tightly above and below the bud. 

The best bandage is that of dry plantain stem, soaked 
in water, and cut into thin strips a quarter of an inch 
or so wide, and cleaned of all pith. If sufficiently 
soaked, it makes a pliable, strong, and efficient band¬ 
age. The bandage should be applied from below, 
with one end secured under a loop, and after two or 
three turns below, and as many above the bud, the end 
of the bandage should be drawn through a loop and 
tightened, so as to secure it firmly. The object of the 
bandage is not only to keep the bark, shield, and wood 

k 2 
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in close proximity, till they all unite, but to prevent air 
getting into the slit, and drying the bark and shield.* 
The whole length of the slit, therefore, should be 
evenly bandaged. The shorter the slit, consistent with 
ease in inserting the shield, the better the operation. 
A practised hand can bud hundreds of plants in a day, 
and the more practised it becomes, the more neatly 
and safely will this easy though delicate operation be 
performed. It is a good plan to irrigate the ground 
one or two days before budding. The budding opera¬ 
tion had better be done in the evening or early morning, 
and a full watering should be given to the budded 
plants immediately after. These appear trifling pre¬ 
cautions, but upon them will often depend the success 
or failure of budding. If the young trees are in the 
shade, such as that of agast trees, planted especially, 
so much the better. 

A week or so after budding, if successful, the handle 
of the shield will drop off on the slightest touch. This 
means that the shield has adhered, and is fed by the 
stock. If the handle is dry, and will not easily drop 
off, the chances are the shield is dead, and a few days 
later this same stock can be rebudded higher up or 
lower down. 

As the weather grows warmer, the foreign bud will 
begin to grow, and then the main shoot or shoots of 
the stock should have their tops pinched off so as to 
check their growth and help that of the new bud. 
Should any of the stock buds appear on the stem, they 
should be removed with the same object. Watering 
should now be carefully attended to, and slight surface 
leafage will economise water. As the bud grows, the 
stock stem may be gradually reduced. I think it a 

* For this reason, perhaps, the middle of January is a better time 
for Upper India than later, provided the bark can be easily detached. 
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mistake to remove all the stem and leaves of the stock 
at once. The leaves are needed to keep up the circu¬ 
lation of the sap and feed the bud. When it has grown 
to the length of about five or six inches, the stock stem 
can then be completely removed to within an inch 
above the bud. This operation will have to be done 
carefully, as the foreign shoot is still fragile and easily 
broken off. As the shoot grows, thin stakes should be 
driven into the soil, and the shoot secured by some soft 
tying material, to prevent its being broken off by the 
wind, until it becomes strong. 

The successfully-budded trees will be fit to plant out 
in their permanent places, in the rains, and any stock 
shoots which may appear below the bud should be re¬ 
moved. Those trees in which the bud failed to take 

should be shifted into a new nursery in the rains, and 
a new shoot encouraged near the root, so that it may 
be trained for budding on next February, the old stem 
being cut off close above the new shoot. 

When the buds begin to start and grow, all they 
require, beyond what has been said, is to watch for 
caterpillars and destroy them when found. 

Although budding has its advantages, it requires 
time at first to raise the necessary plants for budding 
on. The plants require at least two years from the 
seed, in a rich soil, with all necessary care, to fit them 
for receiving the buds. Some say they require three 
years for this purpose. In my opinion, where facilities 
are available for keeping the Malta fruit on the trees, 
it is better to take the seeds of these ripe fruits and 
sow them rather thickly in pans containing rich soil, 
and placed in the shade of trees, and sheltered from 

hot winds. They will germinate freely in March, and 
if caterpillars do not destroy them, and if they get 
regular watering, they will be fit to prick out in a well 
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prepared nursery a foot or more apart by the ensuing 
rains. The most forward then can be budded in the 
following February. 

Native nurserymen who raise citrus plants for sale 
always keep kJiaila stock on hand. They manage 
their nurseries very well, and are experts in budding 
and shifting young citrus trees. Anyone starting orange 
or lemon plantations on a large scale would do well t*» 
employ a good native nurseryman from one of the large 
cities, to raise stock, and bud it for him with any 
variety he may prefer. This should be done in the 
vicinity of the plantation. The long, cane-like branches 
of the previous rains generally furnish the best buds 
for inserting on the stock. Having once secured plants 
of any desirable variety, it is not difficult to propagate 
them by layers, which can generally be easily taken 
from the lower branches. 

If the plants are in a nursery, tiny should be taken 
up carefully with a large ball of earth. Natives usually 
lift plants with too small a ball of earth, and, therefore, 

too much of their roots is unnecessarily chopped oil. 
The evening is the best time for planting. Regular 
watering will be required throughout the hot dry 
weather. No watering will be needed during the w> i 
season, provided there be an average rainfall, and 
during the winter only an occasional watering will be 
required. Of course these rules hold principally for 
all those parts of India subject to the hot winds. In 
other parts these rules can be modified according to 
circumstances. 

In heavy rains, surface drainage should be attended 
to, as too much water lying at the roots will cause some 
of the fruit to drop off. In hot, dry weather, as ! 
have repeatedly stated, surface leafage—to be renewed 
when the leaves crumple up and decay-—will econo- 
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mize water. Care should be taken, however, not to 
mass dead leaves round a tree, as, when wetted in 
large masses, they heat and might injure the roots. In 
addition to its own fallen leaves, this surface leafage, 
if properly attended to, adds annually to the leaf 
mould and nourishes the surface roots. 

With regard to pruning, a little observation will 
show that the flowers of the Citrus are produced from 
the small twigs of the previous year. These, there¬ 
fore, should not be pruned off. On the contrary, 
when the tree has attained a certain age they should 

be encouraged in preference to the strong cane-like 
branches, which rarely bear fruit, till they have given 
off small side twigs. Therefore, when a tree has 
attained its full bearing age these cane-like branches 
might be removed—except when wanted to fill up a 
vacant space—in order that the fruit-bearing twigs on 
the surface of the tree may be encouraged and multi¬ 
plied. The object of pruning, besides removing any 
dead and weak branches, is either to give shape to a 
tree or to reduce the unproductive wood, with the 
view of increasing the fertility of the fruit tree. In 
this way, the annual nourishment given to it, after it 
has attained its full size, will go mainly to the produc¬ 
tion of fruit. This art is managed to a nicety by the 
French orange growers in the South of Europe. There 
is, perhaps, no, fruit tree known which responds so 
readily to any attention and care it may receive. 

In a large plantation it would, perhaps, be advisable 
to set apart a portion of the trees for a Dumrfa or 
rain-crop alone. At first this might be done experi¬ 
mentally, and then, if it turns out profitable, this alter¬ 
nate cropping might be carried on systematically. In 
Nagpur it is said each tree is made to bear only one 
crop, either the spring or the rain crop. The Dum- 
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r£z crop of oranges in the N. W. Provinces has 
usually a dry pulp. I think this is because in that 
climate the same tree cannot nourish satisfactorily two 
crops. But if the fruit of the spring crop were all 
picked off some trees, so that in the rains, they might 
give a larger Dumrez crop — which would be the 
main crop of those particular trees—a valuable lot of 
fruit, ripening in the hot weather, might be the result. 
Some experiments, I think, are needed in this direc¬ 
tion to ascertain whether this system would pay. 

There are two modes of training orange and lemon 
trees suited to this country, viz., either on one stem, 
with a bushy head, or on many stems, making a large 
bush from the ground upwards. The latter is the 
result of allowing the tree to grow as it chooses. The 
former is brought about by selecting a strong upright 
branch, when the tree is young, and removing all the 
side weak shoots below a certain height. This requires 
some care to do neatly. In Sylhet they plant their 
seedling orange trees in a slanting position instead of 
upright. Close to the root are then thrown up strong 
shoots, one of which is trained as a standard, while 
the original tree eventually withers away. Something 
of this sort might be tried with budded plants. The 
original stock which is budded low down, might be 
planted in a slanting position, with the base of the 
bud slightly under the soil, so that the latter may be 
trained upright. This might have the additional 
advantage of enabling the shoot to give off roots of 
its own, if it be of a variety which would easily do so. 

Finally, never allow the bhoojwa, or gramparcher, 
to come near your orchard to sweep up the leaves 
for heating his oven. I maintain that one of the 
best manures for a tree is its own decayed leaves, 
and if you prevent their being removed they will, by 
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decaying, «'ickl to the surface soil the ingredients which 
the tree most requires. If, in addition, you give a 
careful surface leafage from any other trees every hot 
weather, you will in some measure imitate the process 
by which nature conserves its forests. This, however, 
will not be all that is required, as you will, of course, 
remove every year the fruit, which has to be provided 
against by means of manurial ingredients. If you 
attend to this annually, and stir up the surface soil 
regularly and frequently, there is no reason why, in 
good soil, your orchard should not stand for many 
generations, if you take the precaution to shelter it 
from the destructive hot winds where those prevail. 

Before I quit this subject, I may as well recom¬ 
mend to intending planters two trees which may be 
useful for hedges. One is the Carissa carandas,— 
the camtmda of natives. It is a thorny, stiff-leaved 
bush, which in time becomes an impenetrable fence ; 
moreover it produces an olive shaped berry, which 
is useful for tarts, and also for chutny. The other 
is the Capparis sepiaria,■—hisaree or hams of natives. 
It is a wild small-leaved plant, with umbels of minute 
white (lowers, and covered with small and large hooked 
thorns. Once you get entangled in it, every effort to 
disengage yourself from it will hook you on to fresh 
thorns. With a little observation, patience and trouble 
you might so fence in your orchard, as to make your 
fence equal to a solid wall, as far as thieves and cattle 
are concerned. Where possible, however, a high wall 
round your orchard has great advantages. It sucks 
nothing out of your soil. While your young trees are 
growing, you can take low crops from the ground 

between the trees. 
I have found that the agast tree (Sesbania grandi- 

flora; akhatli of Ceylon) is very useful for giving 
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light shade for nurseries. The seed of this small tree 
should be sown in lines, north and south, about a 
yard apart, at the commencement of the rains. The 
lines should have at least fifteen feet between. In 
one year, this tree, in good soil, will grow twenty feet 
high. As the trees grow, they can be thinned out to 
about twelve feet or so apart. This small and quick 
growing tree does not live a long time, but it can be 
easily renewed; moreover, it would be advisable to 
change the site of the nursery every five or six years. 
Besides quick growth, the agast has the great 
advantage of affording just the amount of shack; 
needed for an orange nursery. The leaves are pinnate 
and not too dense. In South India and Ceylon, 
natives eat both the leaves, flowers, and young pods 
of the agast, cooked in their various dishes. I have 
often given its leaflets, mixed with other native plants, 
to prisoners, as a vegetable. 
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CHAPTER XII. 

THE USES AND COMMERCIAL PRODUCTS OK TIIE CITRUS. 

Everybody is acquainted with the ordinary domestic 
uses of the orange, lemon, anti lime. The charming 
combination of sweet and sub-acid in a good orange 
is known to most people. The acid, however, should 
only be sufficient. The riper and sweeter the orange 
is, the nicer is the proportion of sweet and sub-acid. 
The small suntola orange of JhUwal, perhaps, is the 
sweetest of that type of orange. In Malta there is an 
acidless variety of the Malta orange, which is quite free 
from acid from beginning to end. It occupies the; 
same position among oranges, as the sweet lemon, 
or skcrbctcc occupies among lemons, and the madh- 
kakrec among citrons. Tile sweet lemon, though 
acidless, is a great favourite among natives, and they 
give a better price for it than they generally do for 

oranges. Varieties of sour-sweet oranges which give 

a large Dumrbz crop, are worthy of selection and pro¬ 
pagation, on account of this very useful and profitable 
late crop. It ripens in the hot weather, when a juicy, 
sour-sweet orange becomes a luxury indeed. All 
those varieties of lemons anti limes which give a 
heavy DumrSz crop are also very useful and profitable, 
as such late lemons and limes would be invaluable in 
the hot weather. The sadaphal, a tasteless, and there¬ 
fore useless citrus, flowers and fruits all the year 
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round. The Malta lemon often nearly approaches this 
character of perpetually flowering and fruiting-- If 
these two could be crossed, a variety of juicy acid 
sadaphal might result, which would be extremely 
desirable. 

In the hot weather, when the skin is acting pro¬ 
fusely some people call for a peg. The moment this 
is imbibed, a prof user skin action occurs. This to a 
wise person would be enough to prove that although 
a peg* is a valuable drink in case of exhaustion, 
it is no remedy for thirst in the hot weather. liven 
water alone, whether iced or uniced, is no remedy for 
thirst in the hot weather; no sooner do you drink a 

tumbler of water, than it all comes out through the 
skin, doing some good no doubt, but leaving your 
thirst as it was, a few minutes before. Let the juice, 
however, of either half a lemon, or a whole lime be 
squeezed in a tumbler of water, and it will be seen 
what a difference it makes in quenching thirst. I tie 
not know how the lemon juice acts, whether by con¬ 
stricting the vessels which feed the sweat-glands, or 
by other ways ; the fact, however, remains, that lemon, 
lime, and sub-acid orange juice are good quenchers of 
thirst. Just see then, how valuable fresh lemons and 
limes would be in the hot weather, to everybody, but 
more especially to European soldiers, among whom 
there are now-a-days numerous teetotalers. The sick 
in hospital, of all denominations, would be grateful for 
a cool drink of lemonade, or orangeade. The latter 
is rarely used ; but even in winter, a hot orangeade, to 
a sick person, is very grateful. Few would, therefore, 
deny that fresh lemons, limes, and oranges in the 
hot weather, would be, not only very desirable, but 
would fetch a good price. 

* Brandy and soda-water. 
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The most useful sour citrus for domestic purposes 
are, perhaps, the limes, when only a small squeeze of 
juice is wanted. When, however, a larger quantity of 
juice is needed, the Malta or Sicilian lemon is prefer¬ 
able ; moreover, its juice is of a purer acid. I have 
been told that a Malta lemon does not give so much 
juice as a kaghzi-nimboo. In August I compared the 
quantity of juice of a small Malta lemon with that of 
the largest lime. Each gave a little less than half a 
wine-glass of juice ; a large Malta lemon gave a full 
wine-glass of juice. The rind of the Malta lemon, 
moreover, is the best for flavouring sweet dishes. A 
ring of the outer fresh rind, stirred in with custard 
while on the fire, and taken out before serving, is 
enough to flavour a bowl-full. Then the Kumaon 
lemon or gulgul, is very useful, when a still larger 
amount of juice is wanted at one time. 

If the cultivation of lemons and limes in India 
should at any time become so extensive as to make the 
fresh fruit of little value, I need hardly say that citric 
acid can be manufactured from their juice, both for 
pharmaceutical purposes and for aerated waters, of 
which the consumption in India must be enormous. 
At present, so-called aerated lemonades do not deserve 
that name. They are, in most cases, if not in all, really 
tartarades, or, perhaps, sulphurades. Tartaric acid, 
being much cheaper than citric acid, is largely used for 
making these so-called lemonades. Sulphuric acid, 
largely diluted, is often, I think, also used for the same 
purpose. I have no means of ascertaining how much 
citric and tartaric acid are imported for this pur¬ 
pose, but there can be little doubt that if citric acid 
could be manufactured cheaply in India, the genuine 
lemon and lime acid would be largely used for lemon¬ 
ades. It might be manufactured' also from all sour 
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oranges, and any sour citrus with sufficient juice 
in it. 

As to the uses of the citrus in perfumery, the per¬ 
fumer had better speak for himself. 

G. W. Septimus Piesse, in his book on the " Art of 
Perfumery,” published in 1879, fourth edition, says :— 
“ During the season, there is at Nice a public market 
for orange blossoms. The bitter orange flowers 
(Seville) fetch three francs per kilogramme; those of 
the sweet orange, two francs. The market season for 
orange flowers at Nice lasts for more than a month, 
and during that time there are sold from fifteen to 
eighteen tons of flowers daily (!!!), and a ton of 
flowers will yield more than a kilogramme of otto, say 
forty ounces, worth 20/. sterling, and the residuary 
water (orange flower water) highly saturated with odour, 
is worth another 10/. note. Two distinct odours are 
procurable from the orange blossom, varying according 
to the methods adopted for procuring them. This 
difference of perfume from the same flower is a great 
advantage to the perfumery factor, and it is a curious 
fact, worthy of inquiry by the chemical philosopher. 

This duality of fragrance is not peculiar to the orange 
flower, but applies to many others, especially the rose 
—probably to all others. 

“When orange flowers are macerated in a fatty 

matter, by what is called ‘ enfleurage,’ eight kilo¬ 
grammes are required to enflower one kilogramme of 
grease, divided over thirty-two infusions. This poma¬ 
tum is then digested in rectified spirits, which takes up 
the essential oil, and forms extract of orange flowers. 
This scent is so fine that it cannot be recognized from 
that of the flower. From it ‘Sweet Pea/ ‘Magnolia/ 
and other scents are made up. If orange flowers are 
distilled with water, the Otto, or ‘ Oil of Ndroli,’ is 
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produced. This appears originally to have been dedi¬ 
cated to the memory of the Emperor Nero. He is 
stated to have; had perfumed showers come down from 
the roof of his dining hall. He was evidently a great 
patron of perfumers. The finest otto is considered 
that which is extracted from the flowers of Citrus 
aurantium (Portugal or sweet orange). It is called 
‘ Neroli Petale,’ or ‘ Neroli Douce,’ sweet Ndroli. 
'Fhe next quality is that from the flowers of the Citrus 
Bigaradia, or Seville orange. It is called ‘ Ndroli 
Bigarade,’ or bitter Neroli. 

“Another otto is distilled from the leaves and young 
unripe fruit of different varieties of citrus. It is called 
‘ Petit Grain,’ from the little oil specks in the leaves. 

“ The ‘ Nerolis’ are largely used for ‘ Hungary 
Water ’ and ‘ Eau de Cologne,’ and * Petit Grain ’ for 
scenting soap.* Of the latter there are various kinds, 
according to the kind of leaf from which it is distilled.” 

(Note.—In Lucknow I once distilled “ Petit Grain ” 
from the leaves of the common kconla orange, and 
also some “ Neroli ” from the pummelo flower.) 

All kinds of citrus leaves and flowers will yield, more 
or less, an otto by distillation. 

Orange flower water can be used for the skin, the 
hands, and the eyes as a lotion. Its use for confec¬ 
tionery and for mixing with nauseous medicines is well 
known. It is also a good carminative. 

The orange and lemon peels are rasped by a little 
machine called “ Ecuelle ” ; or by a larger but similar 
machine. The latter is a sort of barrel or drum with 
spikes inside. In this larger machine too or more' 
lemons are rasped at one time. The rasped rind is 
then pressed in hair bags, and the oil is afterwards 

* There are now soap manufactories in India, and the distillation 
of orange and lemon leaves might prove advantageous. 
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allowed to stand and deposit impurities. It should be 
kept cool and in the dark, as the mucilage in it is said 
to cause decomposition and to spoil the essential oil. 
The best way to get rid of this mucilage is to shake 
the oil well with warm water, and then allow it to 
stand, and when clear decant it close to the water. 
The expressed oil of the lemon is the finest, and has an 
intense odour of lemons. This oil is called “ Citron 
Zeste,” while that distilled from the rind is not of the 
finest quality, but probably keeps better, and is called 
“ Essence of Lemon.” 

England imports 85,000 to 90,000 pounds weight 
annually of the otto of lemon and “ Citron Zeste.” It 
comes principally from Messina, where there are 
hundreds of acres of lemon groves. Indeed, the 
extraction of the ottos of lemon, orange, and bergamot 
constitutes the chief industry of Sicily, particularly 
in the vicinity of Palermo. Nevertheless, what 
England gets from the South of Europe does not 
meet the demand. 

The acid pulp of the lemon, after rasping off the 
rind, is pressed for citric acid. 

The otto of the Citrus peel has many uses in per¬ 
fumery, and is the leading ingredient in “ Lisbon 
water ” and “ Eau de Portugal.” 

Mr. Piesse further says that “ No tree is so profit¬ 
able to the flower farmer as the orange, and emigrants 
to any of our warm colonies should make a note of 
this, and fix on their memory that the leaves of the 
orange tree yield an otto worth (in 1879) three shillings 
an ounce; the flower, an otto, worth ten shillings an 
ounce. That the flower, by ‘ enfleurage,’ yields a fat 
worth eight shillings a pound, and the rind, an otto, 
worth twelve to sixteen shillings per pound. More¬ 
over, if the fruit cannot be sold by the score in the 
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market, cut up and mixed with bran it makes a capital 

food for cattle.” 
The object Mr. Piesse had in writing the book on 

the “Art of Perfumery” was to induce the British 
colonies to take up the manufacture of ottos of various 
kinds. He then hoped that the extensive “ Orangery ” 
near Sydney, belonging to Richard Hill, Esq., J.P., 
might soon send its products from “ our antipodean 
colony.” 

With regard to the lime, Mr. Piesse says: “It 
grows most prolifically on Monserrat, one of the Lee¬ 
ward Carribbee islands, and is now almost indigenous 
there. A Monserrat Company has been formed, under 
the management of Mr. J. Sturge. It annually pro¬ 
duces no less than 1,000 pounds of the true otto of 
Citron, all by the Ecuelle process, and it is so pure: 
that it is worth ' twice its present price in the market,’ 
but the products of Sicily compete with it to its dis¬ 
advantage. Mr. Sturge says his citron* orchards con¬ 
sist of 500 acres ; and that each acre contains about 
200 trees. It takes seven years from the seed-for 
them to come into full bearing. They flower, more or 
less, when they get rain, and the fruit ripens in about 
four months after the flower appears. They bear fruit 
all the year round,! but the chief harvest is from 
September to January." 

Any further information regarding ottos and the 
preparation of scents can be obtained from this 
interesting work on the “Art of Perfumery.” I 
have only extracted from it what concerns the Citrus 
family. 

It should not be forgotten tltat in addition to foreign 

• Probably lime is meant. Vide pi. 228, fig. a. 
t For this reason, the kaghzi nimlm is called “ bilra rn&si" by 

natives of India. 
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trade, Orientals are intensely fond of scents. More¬ 
over, when Africa is opened out, it will be probably 
found that the savages of Africa will appreciate scents, 
and will largely patronize perfumers. Most natives of 
India, however, prefer “ ottos ” pure and simple, rather 
than “ bouquet ” scents. 

It may not be, perhaps, generally known that the so- 
called “ aerated lemonade,” if well made, is flavoured 
with "lemon oil”—the otto of the lemon rind, imported 
into India from Sicily. 

In my experience I found that the plains of India 
are not very favourable for obtaining a large quantity 
of “ otto ” from any plant. The hot, dry atmosphere 
appears to dissipate a good deal of the essential oil of 
flowers and seeds, such as coriander, &c. Therefore, 
the orange flowers would have to be collected before 
sunrise in the morning, otherwise a cooler climate 
would be preferable for extracting ottos profitably— 
such as the Himalayan hills, wherever the Citrus can 
be grown without being destroyed by frost in winter. 
Wherever tea could be grown probably the orange, 
lemon, and lime tree could also be grown. It is said, 
for instance, that in Kumaon many kinds of Citrus 
grow to perfection; also in Buxa, Assam, and the 
Khasia hills. 

Besides the extraction of essential oils from the 
Citrus rind, the latter can be made into “ candied peel ” 
for purposes of confectionery. A combination of citric 
acid, flavoured with lemon oil, I believe, enters into the 
composition of lemon-drops. In Appendix, No. 45 and 
No. 50, I have given a receipt for making candied citron 
and lemon peels, taken from the “ American Grocer,” 
and from an Italian cookery book. It is not an article 
likely, to be made for export, but it may be service¬ 
able for domestic purposes, and the internal trade of 
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India. I have always found that the imported candied 
peel has an unpleasant turpentiny flavour. The essen¬ 
tial oil of the rind loses its charming aroma by keeping 
any length of time, however well bottled, while that 
freshly made is very fine. Moreover, imported peels 
are always very hard. As the Malta lemon is likely 
soon to be largely cultivated in India, these receipts 

may be of some use. Citron is already largely cul¬ 
tivated. 

The Seville orange, I found, is grown in most parts 
of India and Ceylon. There is, perhaps, none better 
for making marmalade, and this preserve will improve 
by keeping. In the same Appendix, No. 49, I have 
given a receipt for making marmalade, taken from 
Francatelli s “ Cook’s Guide.” The Seville or bitter 
orange has a very aromatic and bitter rind, and a 
sour pulp. 

One of the best citrus preserves I have tried is the 
“lemon jelly,” a receipt for which is also given in Ap¬ 
pendix, No. 51. I think it was originally taken from 
the Queen, and kindly given to me by a friend. 
The best jelly is that made from the fresh Malta lemon, 
but any acid citrus fruit taken fresh from the tree can 
be preserved in the same way, such as the Seville 
orange, the lime, the amilbed. The proportion of acid 
pulp to rind can always be regulated according to in¬ 
dividual tastes by lessening the one and increasing the 
other, and if the fruit used is not sufficiently acid, more 
juice can be added from some other kind. One thing 
must be strictly attended to, however. The sugar 
used for this jelly must be of the white crystalline kind, 
such as that of Cossipore; otherwise the slightest 
amount of treacle in the sugar will make a jam, and 
prevent the jelly setting. 

Finally, the citron peel is preserved in syrup in 
l 2 
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Rampur, Rohilcund, and in Lucknow, under the name 
of turunj ka murabba. Some kinds of citron peel 
that are not too bitter, can also be candied. A friend 
in India made some candied citron from the peel of the 
madhkakree of Almora, according to the receipts given 
in the Appendix. It succeeded admirably, and all who 
tasted it pronounced it delicious. It cannot be imagined 
how different the fresh, soft, and aromatic candied 
peels are from the stale hard peels imported at a high 
price from Europe. Tons of marmalades and jams 
are annually imported from Europe, while all could be 
made in India of a nicer and fresher flavour. 

We now come to a very important use to which the 
citrus family can be put. My belief is that in India 
the worst plague we have to contend against is inter¬ 
mittent fever, with its consequent disorganization of 
the blood, disturbed secretions, enlarged spleen, &c. 

In 1885, in the Etawah Jail Garden, I had about 
three hundred Malta lemon trees in full bearing. At 
that time I read in the -medical journals * that l)r. 
Maglieri of Italy had found that the peasants used a 

decoction of lemon to recover from the cachexia left by 
intermittent fever. He tried the experiment himself, 
and published the results. Then Dr. Lauchlin Aiken 
of Rome made other experiments with this decoction 
in cases of fever, and found it very valuable. As I 
had a large quantity of the same lemon on the trees, I 
undertook an extensive series of experiments to ascer¬ 
tain the real value of this remedy. I shall not here 
trouble the reader with the details of my experiments. 
They have been reported to Government, and pub¬ 
lished in the medical journals, and in “ Braitli waite’s 
Retrospect of the Medical Sciences.” The concl usions 

* British Medical Journal, of October 4th, 1884, p. 65$, and 
“Braithwaite’s Retrospect,” ending June, 1885. 
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I came to from the series of experiments I made were 
the following (a) For simple intermittent fever, with¬ 
out any other complications, the decoction of lemon 
and of the khatta orange is almost as good a febrifuge 
as quinine, and acts with rapidity, even in tertian and 
quartan fever. (i>) In cases of weakness and loss of 
appetite after fever the effect is even more quickly de¬ 
veloped. It shows itself after the second dose, im-' 
proving the appetite and digestion, and diffusing vigour 
through the nervous and muscular systems. I tried 
three kinds of sour citrus in such cases, and they ap¬ 
peared equally good, (r) In cases of recently enlarged 
spleen, even when of three or four months’ standing, 
these decoctions (excepting the fluoride of ammonium, 
which is equally good) are the best splenifuges I am 
acquainted with, (d) When the spleen is very large 
and of years’ standing, it takes a prolonged treatment 
to reduce and soften it. In such cases, probably neither 
the decoction of citrus nor any other remedy known will 
make the spleen entirely disappear, that is, reduce it to 
its normal size. To test the value of these decoctions 
in very large and old spleens, such as we often see in 
natives of India, it would require that the patient 
should voluntarily submit to the treatment for several 
months. 

I believe all the sour citrus would be valuable in the 
above diseases ; but I had not the opportunity of trying 
them all. The most numerous trials were with the 
decoction of lemon ; then came a less numerous series 
with the decoction of khatta orange. I made some 
experiments also with the Seville orange and the 
ordinary lime. They were all valuable, but the most 
pleasant to take is, I think, the decoction of lemon. 

It would appear, therefore, that in the genus citrus 
we have a remedial agent of much potency for inter- 
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mittent fevers and their consequences.* If chemists 
could be induced to take up the subject, and endeavour 
to extract the medicinal principle in some cheap form, 
a new departure in febrifuges and splenifuges might 
be brought about. The raw material can be grown 
everywhere, and during the season of 1885-6, it was 
stated that the fruit was allowed to rot on the trees in 
Sicily, because it did not pay the growers to pack and 
ship it to other countries, prices having been consider¬ 
ably lowered by competition from various parts of the 
world. If, therefore, the active principle could be 
cheaply extracted, not only the superabundant fruit of 
the world would be utilised, but a more extended market 
found for this important fruit. In Appendix, No. 48, 
will be found the receipt for making this decoction, 
according to the method used by the Italian peasants. 

It would be interesting to find out whether the active 
principle exists ready-made in the fruit, or is brought 
out by the action of the boiling citric acid on the 
essential oil and bitter principle of the rind, and whether 
it exists only in some citrus, or in all the fruits of the 
genus, and whether it also exists in the leaves, bark, 
and wood of these trees. In Appendix, No. 46, c and d, 
are given the native modes of administering the lemon 
dr lime for spleen, and in No. 52 similar uses are made 
of a kind of orange. 

In the “ Penny Cyclopaedia ” the following occurs : 
“ In the West Indies, lemon juice, with common salt, 
is used in dysentery, remittent fever, dry belly-ache 
(colic), putrid sore throat, &c. Dr. Wright also 
recommends it in diabetes, and lientery.” 

“ According to Sir G. Blare, the solution of citric 
acid is not so efficacious in preventing and curing sea- 
scurvy, as the recent lemon-juice.” 

* Vile Appendix, No. 52, and pL 40, Sg. d. 
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“ Externally, slices of lemon form useful applica¬ 
tions to scorbutic and other sores, and also at the 
commencement of hospital gangrene.” 

The Seville orange, besides making the best marma¬ 
lade, is used for making tincture of orange peel, which 
is mixed with nauseous medicines, to disguise their 
revolting taste. From its skin, orange candied peel 
is made. It is also used for flavouring the Cura9oa 
liqueur. 

Natives of India make a very nice pickle out of the 
whole pulp of the lemon. Before they were acquainted 
with the Malta lemon, they made it from the pulp of 
the true lime (kaghzi nimboo); but those who have 
tried the lemon say that it makes a much finer 
flavoured pickle, and would not again use the lime 
if they could obtain the lemon. This lemon-pickle is 
not only nice, but will keep, with care, for a whole 
year. In Appendix, No. 46, are given receipts for 
making lemon-pickles of all sorts. 

There appears to be yet another use, and a very 
important one, for sweet oranges. Latterly experi¬ 
ments have been made to ascertain the value of the 
juice of sweet oranges for making wine, and I believe 
this beverage is already manufactured in considerable 
quantities from sweet orange juice. Considering that 
in many parts of the world the phylloxera has ruined 
the vineyards, and that in consequence “chemical 
wines,” of all sorts, have been abundantly poured on 
the markets, the news of a genuine wine, made from 
genuine oranges, will be acceptable to every one; at 
all events to all those who are not teetotalers. With 
reference to this new industry, the following occurs in 
the Gardeners’ Chronicle of 13th February, 1886, 
p.209. Under the head of “Wine from oranges,” 

and quoting from the Queenslander it says: “In 
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response to our request for practical information, a. 
vine grower, and wine maker, who has within the last 
few years visited many of the European continental 
vineyards, called upon us. He informs us, and wishes 
the fact to be made widely known, that a most 
excellent wine can be made from the juice of the 
orange, and that since the troubles caused by the 
phylloxera, a large proportion of the “sherry” of 
commerce, is “orange wine.” The article adds, that 
in Florida, wine is being made from oranges. 

Sugar forms a considerable part of the sweet orange 
juice. In addition, some varieties contain also vary¬ 
ing proportions of mucilage and citric acid. There 
is no reason why wine of some sort should not be 
made from orange juice. There are very few parts of 
the world, where the cold is not too great, in which 
some variety of sweet orange could not be grown. 
Cultivation, and other methods would increase the 
amount of sugar. Who can say that the Booiwat 
sweet orange would not make a good palatable wine ? 

Upon the whole, many of the citrus fruit, especially 

the sour ones, are so useful and important in many 
ways, that villagers should he everywhere encouraged 
to grow them in their back yards, and anywhere, out 
of the reach of goats and cattle, near the villages. 
The daily drainage of water from their wells, bathing, 
and washing of pots and pans, if led by a channel to 
the lemon trees, would suffice as a daily watering in 
summer, so that once sown or planted, no further 
care would he necessary. The kaghsi nimioo, the 
Malta lemon, or bukhdr ki nimboo (as it is now some¬ 
times called) and the khatta orange, are all so easily 
grown from seed and layers, that these useful remedies 
ought to be readily brought to the door of every 
villager in India, to be utilized on his first getting 
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intermittent fever.* If the properties and general 
usefulness of limes, lemons, &c., were taught in 
schools, it would not take much persuasion to induce 
every zemindar in a village to have a small garden, 
near a well, where some lemon or lime trees could be 
grown. The school is the best channel for intro¬ 
ducing useful ideas among the people of India. The 
rising generation will then be almost sure to make 
them household sayings. 

* It should be noted that natives believe that for the first three 

days of intermittent fever, nothing should be done / This is Haklm- 

nonsense. The sooner intermittent fever is dealt with, the sooner 
it will be cured, and the less consequences will occur. 



CHAPTER XIII. 

THE ORANGE AND LEMON TRADE OF INDIA. 

Under this heading will be of course included, not 
only the trade in oranges and lemons, but also in limes, 

citrons, andpummelos. 
It would appear that on the North Eastern border 

of India, there are two or three places at which simtara 
oranges are grown to some extent for exportation to 
other places. Nagpore and its surrounding country, 
in the Central Provinces, is another centre of consider¬ 
able trade in oranges. Delhi is another. There does 
not appear to be any more centres of orange cultivation, 
except for local consumption, and for export to the 
immediate surroundings of the place, where they may 
be grown. Of course each station has its few orchards 
of oranges, but these are a mere nothing, and their 
produce is either locally consumed, or finds its way to 
the railway stations in the vicinity; so that a small 
trade is carried on at almost all large railway stations 
in the orange season. 

Mr. G. Stevenson, Deputy Commissioner of Sylhet, 
has very courteously furnished me with the following 
statistics of the trade in the Sylhet orange, called in 
Bengal Mmala lemboo, it is said from the name of 
one of the rivers, in the vicinity of which this orange 
is largely grown :— 
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Boat Traffic. 

Quant, in Mds. Value in Rs. 

I880-8t 1,20,398 2,40,796 
1881-82 1,46,592 not known. 
1882-83 1,02,631 1,28,288 

1883-84 . 1,14,969 2,27,062 

1884-85 . 1,20,884 2,47>35* 

This averaged about 1,21,095 rnaunds of oranges 
per annum, worth from ijlacs to x-^lacs of Rupees, in 
favourable years. These statistics only deal with 
exports to Bengal, and mostly to Calcutta. N o account 
is kept of oranges consumed locally, and in the im¬ 
mediate surroundings of the orange groves. 

Mr. J. D. Anderson, Officiating Deputy Com¬ 
missioner of Sibs&gur, Upper Assam, further states 
that this orange is also called sumthira tenga, and 
that the traffic is carried on first by the b&rki boats 
of the hill streams, and then by the larger country 
boats of the bcp&ris, who take them to Dhhka, and 
Goalundo. From the latter place they are, I believe, 
railed to Calcutta. 

Mr. C. Brownlow, writing in the Journal of the 
A.H.S of India (part iv., new series, vol. i. 1869, 
p. 372), on the orange groves of Shalla, says that the 
trade of this district in 1869, was in limestone, oranges, 
potatoes, India-rubber, and other minor articles. The 
oranges came from Shalla. The orange mart is at 
Chattuck, or South bank of the Soorma river, and 
directly opposite to the mouth of the Shalla river (a 
tributary of the Soorma). The custom was to count 
the oranges in fours, and 750 fours made a sou of 
3,000, and the prices were so much per sou. Rain 
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is injurious to the fruit when in bulk. It then soon 
moulds, and goes bad. This keeping property is im¬ 
portant, as far as the Calcutta trade is concerned. So 
that the finest oranges, with delicate thin skin, are 
mostly kept for local consumption, as they don’t bear 
transport well. Even of the thicker skinned ones, 
which are sent to Calcutta, a certain percentage rots as 
they are sent in heaps in boats. No mode of packing 
was used to prevent them from spoiling on the way. 

The oranges at the “ Phalli ” Bazar were of inferior 
quality (as far as keeping properties were concerned), 
being thin-skinned and small, but of exquisite 
sweetness and flavour. They were, therefore, all sold 
locally and quickly. At the ghat their price was 
Rs. 6 per sou (3,000), being less than the Shalla 
oranges, at the groves, and yet in the case of the 
“ Phalli ” oranges, Rs. 6 includes the labour of cultiva¬ 
tion as well as carriage, at the rate of ten men to a 
sou. A Khasia reckoned his labour worth 8 annas 
per day, and as only half his day must be reckoned, 
the remaining half being occupied with victuals, it 
would appear the oranges might be sold at the 
poongees at the rate of about 15 for a pice. Mostock 
is immediately above Shalla, at about 1,000 feet eleva¬ 
tion. Mr. Brownlow got very good oranges there at 
eight for a pice. From some of the poongees, as 
well as from the Mhowmloo Valley, oranges are carried 
to Cherrapoongee, where, when in season, they sell at 
five to eight for a pice, and are of a delicious thin- 
skinned variety. At Cherra, they may be had a month 
or more after they are out of season. These late 
oranges, which are much relished by some, sell some¬ 
times at one pice* each. 

From 1869 to date, I have no other information 

* A pice is about one farthing. 
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about the trade in the so-called Sylhet oranges, except 

that kindly sent by Mr. G. Stevenson from Sylhet, 
previously given. 

“ Buxa Dooar ” is another place where fine oranges 
are grown. I have seen specimens of the Buxa orange, 
kindly sent to me by the Surgeon in charge of that 
station, at the request of Colonel Rutherford, com¬ 
manding the 33rd Regiment N.I. The Buxa oranges 
are of the simtara race, and as good as, though not 
better than, those of Sylhet. I have no statistics, if 
there be any, of the trade in Bhootan oranges. 

We come now to the borders of Nep&l, north of 
Goruckpore. Beyond the Raptee and within the 
Nepal border, there is a place called Bootwal. In 
this district a small orange of the simtara type 
grows. It is the sweetest, although the smallest of the 
simtara race, excepting the kumquat, one of the speci¬ 
mens sent from Buxa, was not unlike the Bootwal 

orange in size. 
Major Buller, District Superintendent of Police in 

Gonda, Oudh, has been good enough to send me the 
fallowing information regarding this interesting little 

orange :— 
“ A head constable of mine says that he had a kohetr 

once, who had visited Bootwal. This is the name of 
a large town beyond the Raptee. It gives its name 
also to a kergh. The orange is called sitntolah 
and is not known in Nepal under the name of 
Bootwal orange. Thu orange trees grow wild, not in 
the valley, but on the hills. I lowever, the hills arc 
all parcelled out between different persons, and 
although the fruit trees are not in any way cultivated, 
the produce cannot be plucked and sold by any one, 
except the owner of that particular plot. The oranges 
are brought down and sold at bazars, on market days, 
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in towns adjacent to our territory They are bought 
by koonjras, kbhars, and other dealers, and by them 
taken to Goruckpore, Bustee, Fyzabad, Benares, &c. 

“ Dr. Cameron’s mali in Gonda, says that this 
orange is called suntowrea, and that it is grown at 
Bootwal, and there alone. 

“ I met a havildar of the 1st Goorkha regiment. 
He confirms what I told you about the simtolah 
orange. It grows wild in the hills, and not in the 
plains of Nepal, the Raptee valley, &c. By cultiva¬ 
tion, the orange becomes sweeter, bigger, and has a 
thinner skin, otherwise the wild and cultivated oranges 
are one.” 

This small sweet simtolah, orange from “ Boot¬ 
wal,” was hardly known beyond Goruckpore some 
time ago, but now, since the railway has been opened 
north of the Ghagra, this curious little wild, and very 
sweet orange, averaging about 6£ inches in girth, has 
found its way to Benares, and no doubt, in time it 
will reach other places. Kumaon also, has some local 
trade in oranges. 

Next to Sylhet, and its vicinity, the largest centre 
of orange trade is Nagpore and its surroundings, in 
the Central Provinces. Mr. J. B. Fuller, states that 
“this orange is the great speciality of the black soil 
country in the fruit line.” 

In my opinion the Nagpore orange is the best 
flavoured of all the simtara type of oranges, and M r. 
Fuller thinks it is “ decidedly the best of any which 
he has tasted in India” That from Bootwal is sweeter, 
but many think it is too sweet, and that a mixture of 
sweetness with sufficient acid to make an agreeable 
flavour, such as that of the Nagpore orange, is pre¬ 
ferable. The Bombay market is largely supplied with 
oranges from the Central Provinces, and there is 
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probably little doubt that the black soil of those 
Provinces has a great deal to do with the fine flavour 
of the siintara orange grown there. 

Mr. J. H. Fisher, C. S., collector of Etawah, who had 
been, at one time stationed in the Central Provinces, 
has kindly given me the following information. 

“ It is now ten years since I was in the Nagpur and 
Chattisgurh Divisions of the Central Provinces, and 
so I speak from memory. In the Wardha district, as 
in Nagpur, there were a good number of large orange 
groves, the produce of which was sent down to 
Bombay. The tree there ripens fruit twice a year, in 
the late autumn, the crop being called, amhct bar; 
and in the late spring, when it is called mirrik bar * 
The trees thrive prodigiously in the rich black soil of 
the country, which being decomposed trap rock, is 
highly calcareous, so that they get the lime that the 
whole tribe of citrus so delight in. The orange 
groves are planted not only near the railway, but at 
considerable distances from it. I remember some in 
the Arvi Tehsil of the Wardha district, and also in the 
Sausar Tehsil, in the south of the Chindwara district. 
The groves that I remember were planted out in the 
open, without reference to any shelter or protection 
from large trees. 

“When I was in camp in 1873, in the South-east 
corner of the Raipur district in the zamindari of 
Khariar, I remember the Rajah of Kalabandi, a 
feudatory state in the neighbouring district of Sam- 
balpur, coming to see me. He brought with him 
some huge baskets full of oranges, the produce, he 
told me of wild orange trees, which grew in certain 
places in the forests on his estate. As they were out 
out of my district, I never had an opportunity of 

* This is the Dumriz, or after crop of other places. 
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seeing these wild trees, and forming an opinion, as to 
their origin, i.e., whether they were really indigenous, 
or were the descendants of trees brought from else¬ 
where. In any case, the oranges, though not so 
large as the cultivated variety, had the same charac¬ 
teristics as the Nagpur orange, and were very sweet. 

“When at Chindwara in 1876, I imported (with 
vines, olive grafts, figs, and mulberries) some varieties 
of oranges from Naples. One or two of the plants I 
took with me to Jabulpur in 1877, and left them 
there in 1878. The others remained at Chindwara. 
Whether any of these trees have survived the changes 
of district officers that have since taken place, and 
established themselves in these districts, I know not." 

The Nagpore orange is locally called siintara by 
natives. 

Mr. J. B. Fuller, has courteously furnished me with 
the following statistics of the orange trade of Nagpur. 
“ Within the last twelve years many new orchards 
have been planted in Nagpur, Kamptee, and other 
parts of the district; and orange cultivation is now 
spreading rapidly in other districts of the province. 

“ There is a great demand for the Nagpore orange in 
Bombay, and considerable quantities of the fruit are 
annually exported to this and other places. In the; 
year 1885, 22,609 maunds of orange fruit wort; 
exported from the Nagpur station, out of which 
21,400 maunds were exported to Bombay alone." 

This paper was drawn up by the Superintendant 
of the Government garden of Nagpore. 

In addition, Mr. H. J. P. Thomson, secretary to the 
Great Indian Peninsula Railway Company, has been 
good enough to furnish me with the following particu¬ 
lars of the traffic in oranges from Nagpur, during 
1885 
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Maunds. 

By goods trains .... 4,32(5 
By passenger trains .... . . 22,512 

Total . . 26,838 

Delhi and its surroundings is, as I said, another 
centre of some orange trade, but it appears tp import 
more than it exports. The sintra or rungtra orange 
of Delhi is sufficiently well known. It is a baggy, 
loose-skinned orange, usually without much pretension 
to symmetry of form. Mr. George Smith, the Deputy- 
Commissioner of Delhi, has kindly favoured me with, 
the following statistics regarding the orange trade of 
that district. The memorandum was drawn up by the 
Tehsildar of Delhi. 

“ The rungtra orange of Delhi is exported to 
Meerut, Jeypore, Bombay, and to some other minor 
places. About 200 maunds are exported per annum, 
valued at 1,600 rupees, or eight rupees per maund. 

“ Then from Ulwar, Nagpur, Gurgaon, and villages 
across the river Jumna, about 2,000 maunds are im¬ 
ported into Delhi, valued at about 24,000 rupees, or 
12 rupees per maund.” 

The latter figures appeared doubtful. I referred 
them again to Mr. Smith, who said they were correct, 
the imports being made at a later period, when oranges 
fetched a higher price. 

I have seen the orange gardens of Delhi. The 
whole system of orange cultivation there is faulty and 
slovenly.* With its fine variety of simtara, its good 
soil, canal irrigation, and railway communications, 
Delhi ought to export more than Nagpore. While 
the latter exported over 26,000 maunds, the former 
only exported 200 maunds, and imported2,000 maunds. 

* See Chapter XI. on “ The Cultivation of the Orange—Delhi 

Gardens.” 

M 
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Although all these oranges are of the siintara type, 
they are different varieties. The Sylhet orange raised 
from seed does remarkably well in Lucknow, while 
that of Delhi does very badly there. Of two Nagpore 
varieties, one does fairly in Lucknow, the other pro¬ 
duces nothing. 

We have then the Sylhet orange, kamld lemboo, 
the Bhootan orange, the Bootwal, or suntolah, or 
suntowrea orange, the Nagpore orange, and the sintra 
orange of Delhi, all varieties of the one type of orange, 
the siintara of moderns. 

This type of orange is found in many other parts of 
India, and also in Ceylon. In Lahore a pretty pear- 

shaped variety is grown under the. name of karna 
or sungtara. In Mooltan another round variety is 
also called sungtara. A variety grown in Poona is 
called suntara. In the Shevarays another curious 
variety of the same type goes by the name of 
“ Country orange.” In Yercaud it is given the native 
name of kolinje, and about Madras, kitchlee. This 
information I obtained from Dr. G. Shortt, who 
very kindly sent me a specimen of this interest¬ 
ing “ Country orange.” I was informed that in 
Canarese the orange is called kitle hannoo. The 
Western Coast of India, South of Goa, is supplied 
from Coorg with an orange of the suntara type. In 
Ceylon they have a kbnda n&run, almost an exact copy 
of the Nagpore orange, although of a different variety; 
and a • larger variety called there j&wa n&run. 
In Kandy the latter is smooth, but in Colombo 
I found some sub-warty, with a more pronounced 
pear-shapedness. Somehow these siintara oranges of 
Ceylon have got the name of mandarin oranges. 
None of the above, however, is true mandarin, 
although the latter is allied to the siintara type of 
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orange. Any one, having once scented the leaf or 
the rind of a true mandarin orange, can always recog¬ 
nise it again.* 

The konda narun of Ceylon, which, as I said, is 
much like that of Nagpore, is eaten always in its green 
state. It could be found in the markets of Ceylon 
during all November. It had not an unpleasant 
flavour, but appeared to be unripe. Some said, how¬ 
ever, that it is better flavoured in its green state. It 
is so habitually plucked, sold, and eaten in its green 
unripe state, that the people there may have come to 
look upon it as a green orange which never turns of an 
orange colour. As I had never heard of a green 
orange, and as I did not believe in-one, I bought two 
dozen of these green konda ndrun.\ On leaving 
Kandy on December nth, I wrapped each in a bit of 
newspaper, and packed them loosely in a covered 
bamboo basket. They travelled with me from Kandy 
to Colombo by rail, crossed the channel to Tuticorin on 
the 19th, and travelled all the way by the South India 
Railway, Madras, G. I. P. and E. I. Railways to 
Etawah, where I reached on January 1st. On opening 
the basket, I found only one spoilt. All the others 
were either turning or had turned yellow. I kept 
them till January 20th unpacked, when I took them 
out of their papers, and all had turned of a yellow- 
orange colour, and only one more had spoilt in the 
meantime- All the rest (twenty-two) were sound, and 
of a nice flavour, and juicy. I sent some to Mr. 
Ridley, Lucknow, who found them also very nice. It 
would appear, therefore, that the green orange has no 

* For the probable origin of the true mandarin in Ceylon, see 
Chapter VI., on “The keonla and mandarin Group.” 

t Rumphius, however, mentions a similar orange which is eaten 
while green. 

M 2 
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locus standi* The fact is, in Ceylon, not only the 
orange is gathered unripe, but all other fruit. I was 
never more astonished than when I visited the Ceylon 

markets. 
All the fruit I found was unripe. Even pine-apples, 

which ought to be the glory of Ceylon, were unripe, 
and worse 11 avourecl than those grown in Philibert. 
The only fruit worth having, then, was the plantain, 
and this is one of the few which can be gathered in 
an unripe state and hung up to ripen, without losing 
much flavour, although if cut too early, this also will 
lose flavour. 

It should not he supposed, however, that people in 
India are innocent of the vice of gathering fruit in its 
unripe state. They everywhere do so, more or less— 
ist, because sometimes it pays them better to <lo so; 
2nd, because the longer they leave it on the tree, the 
longer they have to watch it; yd, if they clo not 
watch it, it is likely to be stolen, or eaten by parrots, 
monkeys, &c. In the Etawah Jail Garden, the pur¬ 
chaser of the fruit gathered all the Malta oranges in 
October, in their green state. There was a mtda (fair) 
on, and he said he could get a good price for them. 
The palate of the people of India has been spoilt, 
because they have rarely had a chance of tasting a 
delicious fruit, well ripened on the tree. The mango 
and the plantain are perhaps exceptions, as they can 
he ripened off the tree, and retain their flavour if rag 
plucked too early, although they often spoil mangoes 
also by endeavouring to bring them too early into the 
market. If a fruit is plucked fust before it ripens, then 
its own freshness enables it, off the tree, to continue 
the change to full ripeness. 

* It may probably be a variety which it late in taking on colour. 
The Nagpore variety, I think, colours earlier. 
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Besides oranges of the simtara type, which are 
smooth, and of a yellowish orange colour, there are 
those called naretrig 7zi and keonla. The latter word 
appears nothing but a modification of kamla. They 
are both redder, rougher, and usually smaller than the 
simtara orange, otherwise they are much of the same 
shape and size. Moreover, they have often a flat¬ 
tened mammilla on the apex. Natives make a distinc¬ 
tion between naz'et-rzg 7zi and keonla, but I could not find 
any distinction. If there be any, it is that some 
7iaranghi are sweeter than the keonla. The latter, in 
its unripe state, is very sour, and unless thoroughly 
ripened on the tree, or, as some say, off the tree, it is 
hardly edible. By December and Christmas time all 
the simtaras are gathered. They are left so long on 
the trees, because they fetch a good price during 
Christmas week. But they would, as a rule, improve 
vastly in flavour if left on the trees for another fort¬ 
night or three weeks. Some varieties, however, if left 
too long on the tree, dry up and become juiceless, 
especially if the trees are not watered. 

The keonla sweetens later, and is therefore 
better for being kept on the tree till the end 
of January and later ; so that it comes in as a 
late orange. It does not appear, however, in great 
favour, probably on account of its sourness. It is, 
nevertheless, a good cropper. It is found every¬ 
where, but I am not aware that there is anywhere 
in India any centre of great trade in the keonla 
orange, as there is in its more popular sister—the 
simtara orange. 

Besides the foregoing type of orange, there is 
another, and a totally distinct one. It is larger and 
closer-skin ned, arid with a totally different flavour. I 
mean that of the Malta orange type. Although I 
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have found oranges of this type in many parts of 
India and Ceylon, there does not appear to be any¬ 
where any special trade in this kind of orange. As I 
have written fully of these in another chapter, I need 
only enumerate their varieties here, viz., the pem- 
dodanoi Ceylon; thebandir or chinee, and “Spanish” 
oranges of Tanjore; the Mussembi of Poona; the 
Malta and paenbagh oranges of Lucknow ; the Suez, 
and blood-oranges of Jaunpore; and the famous 
blood-orange of Gujranwala. All these are of the 
Malta or Portugal sweet orange type. 

Although India has so many fine varieties of citrus, 
and so many different climates and soils to grow them in, 
the reader would perhaps hardly believe that Bombay 
imports oranges and lemons from Africa and Arabia. 

Mr. Moore, the Acting Commissioner of Customs, 
Bombay, has very courteously favoured me with the 
following statistics regarding the imports of oranges 
and sweet lemons from, Zanzibar and Muscat. The 
figures for 1885-86 are from 1st April to 22nd March, 
1886. 

1884-5. 1885-6. 

Rs. Rs. 
Zanzibar Oranges. i,743 836 
Muscat sweet Lemons .... L555 1.695 

Although the Seville orange is to be found in many 
places, both in India and Ceylon, there is no demand 
for it. It makes the best marmalade. Who knows 
how many tons of tinned marmalade are imported 
annually from England ? 

The Mandarin orange is only suited to moist 
climates, where hot winds do not prevail, such as 
Bengal, the Western Coast and Ghhts, Ceylon and 
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Burma. There is no reason why Ceylon should not 
supply Bombay and Calcutta with this delicate 
orange. It has only to be made known for a demand 
to grow up. 

The khatta orange is mainly utilized for its seeds. 
They are sown in most places for the purpose of rais¬ 
ing young stock to bud on. It appears, however, 
that seedlings of the sweet lemon ought to replace 
it for budding sweet varieties on. 

There now remain the pummelos, citrons, limes, 
and lemons. 

The best pummelos I have seen are the thin- 
skinned red pummelos of Bombay. They come in 
about Christmas, are juicy, and of the colour of raw 
beef internally, and of globose shape. There is no 
reason why this fine kind should not be extensively 
grown. All the other varieties of pummelo I have 
seen in India and Ceylon are not to be compared with 
this, and hardly worth propagating to any extent. 

The citrons are very little used, except for medi¬ 
cinal purposes. On the western coast of India they 
have many large varieties, and at Mangalore they eat 
the thick sweet skin after peeling off the bitter rind. 
In Lucknow and in Rampur, Rohilcund, and other 
places, they make a preserve of the thick skin of the 
citron, which -they call turunj. All the citrons, 
both sweet and sour, have a dry pulp. 

From the borders of Nephl I received a citron-like 
khatta orange, of the size of a small jack-fruit, 
with a girth of 24 inches, 10 inches long and 7 J inches 
diameter. There it is called rus kankur, kat- 
thairee nimboo, or beora. It had no seeds, a pale 
sour pulp, and a thick sweet skin, which is the only 
part eaten. These specimens were sent to me by 
Major Buller. Mr. Hein, of the Lahore Government 
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Garden, sent me a smaller specimen of this same 
variety, which he says is there called gulgul. 

The limes are the most used. They are to be 
found everywhere, and where no other Citrus is found 
some kind of lime is sure to he found. Nevertheless, 
it is astonishing that so common a thing, so useful a 
fruit, and a tree so easily raised from seed, is not to be 
found in villages of the N. W. Provinces. There is 
not a village in the whole of India, perhaps, where the 
kaghzi nimboo would not readily grow. 

A large and profitable trade might be made from 
the sweet lemons. They are much appreciated by 
natives, and fetch a good price. They call them 
sherbetee, or mitha nimboo, and also amrutphal. 
The best flavoured sorts are grown in dry climates, 
such as those of Mooltan and Muscat. Bombay 
is supplied with this mitha nimboo, both from Nag- 
pore and from Muscat. From the latter place two 
sorts are imported. A round one, of the size of the 
Indian sweet lemon, and a large pear-shaped one. 
(Vide plate 195, fig. c.) These sweet lemons are well 
worth the attention of any one desirous of growing 
fruit for profit. Natives appear to prefer them to any 
other kind of Citrus, and give a higher price for them. 
To the European palate, however, the total absence of 
a sub-acid is a disqualification, though certainly not in 
the opinion of all. 

The sour lemons, finally, may be divided into 
bajouras, a sort of citron-lemons, with a good deal 
of sour juice in them ; lemons proper ; and a group of 
Citrus known by the name of gungolce and behciri 
lemons. 

Neither of these have I seen in any market except 
that of Pondicherry. They have there a lemon which 
appears like the Malta lemon, but smaller. The 
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French there call it Citron, as they do the lemon in 
France. 

The Malta lemon is now known and grown in 
many places. It is one of the easiest to grow, and 
has thrived wherever it has been tried; its fruit is 
one of the most useful for various purposes. No trade 
in lemons, however, has yet grown up. The bajouras, 
or citron-lemons, on account of their thick skin, are 
never likely to be much used, except for their peel. 
On the contrary, the lemon, besides being of a con¬ 
venient size, has a thin skin, and is full of a fine 
flavoured acid juice. 

In the Punjab they have a large sour lemon, about 
two or three times larger than the Malta lemon. It is 
called gulgul. It is a very good lemon where a large 
quantity of juice is wanted at one time, or for making 
lemon jelly, or bottled lemon juice. They have a 
somewhat similar one in Kumaon, which is there 
called “ Kumaon lemon.” It is also found in Saha- 
ranpore, and I have been told that during the month 
of April it is largely sold in Mussoorie. There are 
other sour lemons, but they are not common. 

All these lemons would keep well if left on the 
trees, a certain number on each tree, so as not to 
prevent the spring flowers from setting. Natives are 
always in too great a hurry to gather and sell their 
fruit. If left on the trees till the hot weather, espe¬ 
cially where there are extensive groves, these sour 
lemons would vastly increase in value. 

In my opinion the Citrus trade of India, although 
many of its varieties are almost indigenous to this 
country, is absurdly small. It would admit of great 
expansion, with profit to the grower and the con¬ 
sumer, and now, with the network of Indian railways, 
there are few places to which they might not be 
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carried in a short space of time. There is probably no 
part of India, from the Himalayas to Ceylon, and 
from Sylhet and Bhootan to Sindh and Bombay, 
where either one variety or another might not be 
largely and profitably grown. 

As I have shown in the case of the Mandarin and 
Malta oranges, every soil and every climate will not 
suit all oranges. . This is a great advantage, as every 
soil and climate would create a speciality of one or 
two varieties of citrus, which would be best suited to 
that locality. In this way the varieties would not 
compete with each other and flood the markets with 
the same kind, at the same time. I may here sketch 
a sort of geographical distribution of the various kinds 
of citrus which now find favour with the public, and 
of others which should be more widely known ; but of 
course this sketch is very imperfect. 

Gujranwala and Jaunpore might grow, with advan¬ 
tage, the late blood and other Malta oranges; Kumaon 
its “ Bagheshwar ” orange ; Nepil its sweet little sun- 
tolah orange, and the little known N ep£l lemon; 
Bhootan and the Eastern hills, the kamlcb lemboo ; 
Delhi, Nagpore, and Ceylon their own fine special 
silntara. That of Ceylon is the green orange, which 
travels so well. Bengal, Ceylon, and West Coast of 
South India and Burma might probably grow the 
delicate mandarin. Tanjore might largely grow its 
fine bandir; Aurangabad, Deccan, its fine warty-red 
keonla. Poona might make a speciality of, and im¬ 
prove its flat laroo, a kind of keonla, and of its 
furrowed mitssembi, one of the Malta type. Bombay, 
or wherever it is grown, would do a service if it made 
a speciality of its fine thin-skinned and red juicy round 
pummelo, and supplied half India with it. From 
Mooltan and Sindh would come the best flavoured 
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sherbetee nimboo, or sweet lemons. Although this can 
be grown in other places, I do not think it is so well 
flavoured. Lucknow might make a speciality of its 
fine large behari nimboo, and its kaghzi kalan. 
In this locality also grow well the seedling Sylhet 
orange, and the paenbagh orange of the Malta type. 
And Lahore has its pretty pear-shaped karna. 

The large sour and juicy lemon, called gulgul, 
grows well in the Punjab, Kumaon, Saharunpore, 
and on the borders of Nep&l, and would probably 
grow well in many other places, as I saw it growing 
well in Benares. Finally, the Malta lemon and the 
different varieties of true limes appear to grow well. 
all over India; and as they are very useful, both medi¬ 
cinally and for various domestic purposes, it would be 
a great advantage to grow them, not only in every 
city and large town, but in every village in every part 
of India. 

By restricting the varieties to be grown on a large 
scale, to those most suited to a particular locality, a 
race of growers would be trained, who would 
thoroughly understand the wants of that particular 
variety, and would grow up from their childhood 
thoroughly conversant with the best mode of dealing 
with it, both with regard to pruning, propagating, and 
cultivating it generally; and the best mode of packing 
and keeping its fruit for a long time. The secret of 
profit is to watch the markets and not flood them with 
all kinds at the same time, as natives often do. 

Then for carrying the oranges, lemons, &c., from 
place to place, quick steamers are wanted, good coal 
in India for the return journey, and refrigerators. 
Perhaps petroleum fuel may yet be cheap enough to 
be used extensively as a fuel. Then as Indian wheat 
competes favourably, in the European market, with 
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American wheat, so might, not impossibly, Indian 
oranges, of a dozen different varieties, compete 
favourably with Florida, Trinidad, and Brazil oranges. 

Excluding Europe, however, there is looming in 
the distance an opening for an extensive trade in the 
oranges and lemons of India. The Russians are 
hurrying on their railways from the North, and the 
British from the South-east. These two railway 
systems must meet sooner or later, because it will 
probably be the interest of both empires to make 
them meet. When that time comes, the orange and 
lemon trade of India should receive a great impetus. 
The Russians are great tea-drinkers, and their favourite 
mode of drinking tea is with a slice of lemon with 
sugar, and the hot tea poured over them, without the 
use of milk. This Russian mode of drinking tea is 
extremely nice, especially in the hot weather. Now 
supposing each Russian used one lemon per day, it 
can easily be seen what a vast number Russia would 
consume. The Central Asians are' also great tea- 
drinkers, and they will not be slow in adopting the 
Russian mode of drinking tea with a slice of lemon ;• 
so that the future prospects of the lemon trade of 
India are not at all bad. 

But, again, leaving the foreign trade entirely out of 
the question as chimerical, there is no reason why the 
internal trade in oranges and lemons all over India 
should not be largely developed ; and there appears 
no good reason why with management the supply of 
oranges should not be kept up from December to 
July, considering the many fine varieties that India 
possesses. Then some sort of sour lemon, lime or 
orange should be procurable, all the year round. In 
Italy the time lemons are most used is in the summer, 
for making granlta, or iced lemonade. And there is 
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no doubt that India, with its numerous varieties of 
sour citrus, could supply its internal trade all the 
year round. To effect this, cheap and quick railway 
transit for fruit is needed. A waggon or two for fruit 
might perhaps be attached to mail trains, and fruit 
carried at the cheapest goods rates. Thus convenience 
and advantage to everybody might be the result. 
There is also no reason why in each passenger train 
fruit sellers should not have a stall in one of the third- 
class compartments, wired in to prevent stealing. In 
my opinion enough sensible use is not made of pas¬ 
senger trains. 

The following will show to what distance fresh fruit 
can be carried, provided it is sound and carefully 
packed. In the Gardeners Chronicle, of March 6th, 
18S6, p. 306, under the head of “Fruit from the 
Cape,” the following occurs :—“ Messrs. Webber and 
Co., of Covent Garden, last week received a small 
consignment of pears—Louis Bon and Beurre Super- 
fin—in splendid condition, after a voyage of 8,000 
miles. They anticipate in the future from the same 
source a regular supply of various sorts throughout the 
spring months.” 

Then, during the Colonial Exhibition in London, it 
is stated that from Australia, apples, pears, oranges, 
grapes, &c., &c., arrived in excellent order in London 

weekly. 
From an experiment I have myself made, I found 

that the konda ndrun of Ceylon stood a long journey 
very7 well, even packed in a very rough way. 

■ Finally, some lemons sent to me from Mr. Stalkartt’s 
garden in Calcutta stood the following journey perfectly. 
First they were sent to me in Etawah ; I examined 
them, repacked them, and sent them all the way to 
Bangalore, vi& Bombay and Madras. 
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I sent dozens of Malta lemons, simply wrapped in 
common paper and packed in boxes, to Lahore, and 
to the interior of the Himalayan mountains. They 
all reached their destination in perfect condition. 

It is a wonder to me that ships continue to take 
unpalatable lime juice in bottles, when they could take 
fresh lemons or limes, packed in this way, which would 
remain in a good condition for a long time, and if 
kept in a refrigerator they might possibly be taken all 
round the world without being damaged. But as either 
lemons or limes are now found all over the world, a 
ship might replenish its supply of these fresh fruits 
every fortnight or twenty days. India especially has a 
great variety of citrus of a large size, which, owing to 
their thick skin, would probably travel better than any 
others, such as the amilbeds, gulguls, Kumaon lemons, 
khattas, and so-called sour pummelos. If some one 
would undertake to make some experiments with these 
large sour and juicy citrus a new opening- might be 
found for them. Instead of taking a bottle full of un¬ 
palatable lime juice, a large citrus full of nice fresh 
sour juice would be taken. Even in the time of Rum- 
phius, when there were only sailing boats and ships, 
both the lime and the pummelo were taken on long 
voyages, as they kept well. 
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CHAPTER XIV. 

MORPHOLOGY OF THE CITRUS. 

“ Without some reflection it will appear all rubbish; perhaps it 
will appear so after reflection.” Charles Darwih. 

In this chapter I have attempted to give form to 
various ideas which arose in my mind while studying 
the numerous cultivated varieties of oranges, lemons, 
&c., of India. I have attempted to show the changes, 
according to my views, which the citrus might have 
gone through, and the devices, so to speak, it has re¬ 
sorted to, in order to “ struggle for its existence,’5 and 
to push itself into notice, and into the position it occu¬ 
pies at present. Some parts of this chapter are to be 
found in text books, being accepted by botanists ; 
others, however, are in no way endorsed by botanists, 
and are mere speculations. I have hazarded also a 
speculation on the embryology, so to speak, of the 
citrus leaf, which, next to its fruit, is the most interest¬ 
ing object of study. 

In Appendix, No. 62, will be found an endeavour to 
explain why the sides of the pulp carpels are usually 
free of juice vesicles, and in Appendix, No. 39, will be 
found extracts from Dr. Masters’ work on “Teratology, ” 
which in many places appears to strengthen my view. 
{Vide b, c,f z,/, l and m of Appendix, No. 39.) 

In order that the general reader may understand 
what I say about the morphological history of this in- 
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teresting genus, as I view it, I shall have to begin at 

the beginning. 
The citrus tree, like many others, commences its 

existence by a bud, which is protected from external 
influences by the seed shells or coverings. It is also 
protected against starvation during its infancy, and 
until it perfects its own organs of nutrition, by a small 
store of food enclosed within the same shells in what 
are called the cotyledons. Under certain circumstances 
this bud germinates and starts into growth. Even at 
this early stage, the stem of the young citrus and its 
first leaves are studded with essential oil glands. As 
we shall see in another place, these oil glands may be 
of importance to the adult plant, but I am not sure 
that they are not a disadvantage to it while it is a 
young seedling. Anyhow, I suppose, like all of us, 
plants and animals, we must make the best of what 
means we happen to possess, in order to compete suc¬ 
cessfully with other individuals. 

It would appear that the leaf of any plant is simply 
an expansion of the bark. The leaf of the citrus is 
studded with two or more sets of oil glands, viz.: large 
ones at certain distances, the intermediate spaces being 
filled with secondary and tertiary oil cells, as shown in 
pi. 181, fig. a. This arrangement is universal, what¬ 
ever the variety may be. The edges of the leaves are 
crenated, that is, shaped like little festoons. In a well 
developed leaf, the big crenations have smaller crena- 
tions. The angles formed by the big crenations have 
each a large solitary oil cell, and the angles formed by 
the smaller crenations have each a smaller oil cell also. 
In many orange leaves these crenations are found only 
towards the tip half of the leaf. In the citrons, lemons, 
and allied varieties they often commence close to the 
petiole. There is such a thing, however, though rare, 
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as a variety with most of its leaves without any crena- 
tions, although the oil cells at the edges are not extinct. 
These would appear to mark the position of the crena- 
tion angles. A tree of the same family, the Feronia 
elephantum (kaitha) has the oil cells sometimes only 
at the angles of the crenations, and none visible on the 
blade of the leaf. These crenations or serrations, 
whatever botanists may like to call them, I take to be 
simply abortive leaflets, and the angles between them 
I take to mean the abortive axillce of those leaflets.* 

There is a most interesting little plant (Bryo- 
phyllum calycinum), called by some natives ghao- 
patta. On the edges of its leaves it has large crena¬ 
tions, with what I would call secondary axillce between 
them. In these secondary axillae are dormant buds.f 
In old Byrophyllums these buds can often be seen 
developing into little plants with roots and leaves, 
while the parent leaves are still attached to the plant. 
These leaf-bud plantlets, detached and put in the 
ground, will grow into individuals similar to the 
parent. They are, in fact, simply seeds without the 
seed-shells, and as they begin to germinate before they 
are separated from the parent leaf, they have no need 
of the stores of food called cotyledons, or of the pro¬ 
tecting seed shells. In fact, the parent leaf performs 
in this case the function of cotyledons. In other words, 
they might be considered as rooted buds, developed 
from the axillae of the abortive leaflets—the crenations. 

Now, the simplest form of fruit is, I think, that of 
the pea we eat. The pea-pod is a leaf folded over 
itself, with its edges united together. From the 
axillae of its crenations (apparent or not) the seed buds 
are developed, each being provided with a small store 
of food and a shell to protect the whole. In this case 

* Vide Appendix, No. 60. t Vide Appendix, No. 39 (b). 
N 
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a store of food and a protecting shell are needed. 
The seed bud does not germinate while it is still 
attached to its parent leaf, or carpel, and without such 
protection, it would perish before it came under con¬ 
ditions which would enable it to start into independent 
life. These seed buds, with their little store, are the 
peas we cook.* 

The leaf of the Bryophyllum calycinum, however 
illustrates a stage of fruit development anterior to 
that of the closed pea-pod. It is a fruit which has not 
yet evolved the habit of folding itself up into a pod 
for the protection of its buds while young, but remains 
expanded and produces its peas, or seed buds, at the 
axillae of its crenations. 

Having premised the foregoing, we shall now, per¬ 
haps, be better able to understand the composition of 
the fruit of the Citrus—say that of an orange. I had 
stated before that the orange leaf is an expansion of 
the stem bark. In the Citrus, from the normal axillae 
of the leaves two or more buds are produced, which 
either become regular fully-developed branches, or 
remain abortive and become what are called the spines 
of the Citrus. 

The flower is nothing but a transformed branch, 
either coming out of the axilla of an ordinary leaf or 
from that of an abortive leaf, usually called a bract. 
This transformed branch, or flower, in the orange, con¬ 
sists of several whorls of transformed leaves, viz., the 
calyx whorl, the corolla whorl, the stamina whorl or 
whorls, and the ovary whorl or whorls, f The latter, in 
the Citrus fruit, I take to consist ordinarily of two 

* I am aware this is elementary matter, but the general reader 
may, nevertheless, not know it. 

t It is considered that the parts of fruits in general are transformed 
leaves, called carpels. 
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distinct whorls*—the outer, or rind-vAioxl, and the inner, 
or pulp-whorl. The two combined form the orange,. 
or lemon. They are best examined in a ripe fruit. 

Usually the outer covering of the orange or lemon, 
in my opinion, consists of a whorl of carpels, united so 
well together by the whole length of their edges, that, 
in many cases, they appear one uniform and continuous 
protecting case. The rind of the Citrus, however, is 
not always so even as we see it in a “siintara” or 
Portugal orange. For instance, sometimes the join¬ 
ings of the carpel edges remain remarkably distinct, 
such as in the following specimen, taken from Risso’s 
monograph, “ Bergamottier mellarose ” (pi. 241, fig. c), 
and also in a number of citrons proper. 

This fruit, besides distinct carpels, agglutinated 
together, exhibits also an extra and inner whorl of 
rind carpels round the apex. Almost all the Berga- 
mottes illustrated by this author have the joinings of 
their carpels quite distinct. The fruit of the double- 
flowered Bergamotte (pi. 241, fig. a) is another 
example of the persistence of distinct carpels. Several 
others might be quoted. The following, however, 
are perhaps more convincing. They are also taken 
from Risso’s monograph. They prove that the ordin¬ 
arily uniform and smooth Citrus rind is nothing but 
an agglutination of originally distinct carpels. Fig. g, 
pi. 240, is the fruit of the “ Oranger a fruit cornu.” 
Here we have one of the carpels insisting on remain¬ 
ing separate, and only partially united to the rest. It 
sticks out like a horn on the side of the orange. All 
the fruit of that variety were homed like this, some 
more, some less prominently so. Every large appendage 
of this sort had a separate pulp carpel within it. A 

* Botanists do not admit that the Citrus fruit consists of two 
whorls; but further on I have given reasons for considering it so. 

N 2 
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still more interesting specimen, from a morphological 
point of view, is that shown in fig. c, pi. 240, which is 
the fruit of the “ Bigaradier a fruit corniculd.” The 
surface of this Citrus has many horns, indicative of a 
greater tendency to separation of the carpels. The 
section shows three distinct pulp carpels, belonging 
to the three larger horns. The “ Limonier II fruit 
digite ” gives a still more striking example in fig. a, pi. 
178. So do the fruits of the “ Chhangura,” or digi¬ 
tate citrons of India and China, shown in fig. a, pi. 
139 and fig. a, pi. 140. The digitate lemon shows a 
single whorl of rind-carpels only, the pulp whorl 
being suppressed, according to Risso, while the digitate 
citrons show an outer rind whorl and an inner whorl, 

also of rind carpels, indicating, I take it, a very remote 
stage in the history of the Citrus fruit evolution. The 
inner whorl of carpels, which in the perfect fruit forms 
the pulp, I consider is here still in the crude condition 
of rind. By their reversion to what I consider ances¬ 
tral forms, these interesting digitate fruits give us, 
I think, a glimpse of some of the stages through 
which the Citrus may have passed in evolving the 
pulp carpels, and, by continued selection, eventually 
becoming the fine fruit we now cultivate. 

Double flowers are often produced by the growth 
of additional whorls of petals. So in my opinion, are 
double, and even multiple citrus fruits produced by the 
development of extra whorls of carpels. Risso, in 
a specimen shown in fig. a, pi. 241, gives an extra¬ 
ordinary example of carpel multiplication in the citrus 
fruit. It is the fruit of the “ Bergamottier mellarose a 
fleur double.” To begin with, in this example, the 
rind carpels are all distinct, and ununited at their 
distal ends, where they form a sort of rim of a cup, 
out of which, an inner series of rind carpels protrude. 
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like the bracts of an artichoke. The section (3) of 
this fruit shows a most complicated structure. Within 
the outer rind, is the usual whorl of pulp carpels; 
■within each of these is a double series of both rind and 
pulp carpels (b'), each pair forming miniature elements 
of another complete orange.* Within this circle 
again are imperfect carpels, some having rind attached 
with essential oil cells, as at a. Then in the centre of 
all is a ring of simple rind carpels, with essential oil 
cells. Not only is the flower of this singular tree 
double, but its fruit is also very double. 

What formerly were supposed to be examples of 
“ superfoetation,” appear nothing but specimens of 
fruit-doubling. The peculiarity of these fruits exists 
in the ovary before fertilization, and'the fruit exhibit¬ 
ing it, may develop without having been fertilized: 
Fig. a, pi. 240, is an example of what Risso called 
“ Bigaradier a fruit fdtifere.” Its fruit however 
appears nothing but another specimen of fruit doubling. 
It had rarely any seeds, and, when present, they were 
very small and imperfect, and the fruit of the 
“ Bergamottier mellarose a Heur double” had no trace 
of seeds. Such instances of seedless fruit plainly show 
that this so called superfoetation, could not have been 
the result of excess of fertilization, as there were no 
germs to be fertilized, and had there been any, they 
must have been so imperfect that no fertilization could 
take place.f The “ orange sans pepins,” and others, 
are similar instances of an orange growing, and having 
abundant sweet juice, without its ovules having been 
previously fertilized. The orange is not the only fruit 

* These inner rinds, in my opinion, all but prove the double 
whorl nature of the ordinary orange. 

t This result of course, might also occur from imperfection of the 
sexual organs. 
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which grows and attains perfection without its ovules 

having foil the stimulus of fertilization. All the oulti 
vated varieties of plantains are usually so. 1 have also 
seen a variety of mango, the sitrka of Lucknow, in 
which the kernel of the stone was not developed. The 
currant, and the Sultana raisins, are in the sain** 
category. All such seedless varieties of fruit in a state 
of nature, would he at a great disadvantage, and if they 
appeared at all, would eventually he extinguished, 

unless perhaps, as in the case of the plantain, tin- 
parent plants may have been aided by other means of 

propagation. On the contrary, under cultivation, such 
varieties become very important and useful, provided 
the tree, as in the case of the citrus, can be propagated 

in any other way than by seed. Cultivation can 
vastly improve seedless varieties. They are the result 
of cultivation and selection. 

To recapitulate then, this orange within orange 
appears to be nothing but a doubling of the fruit, or 
ovary-whorls. It is analogous to the doubling of a 
flower. Risso says that the “ Bigaradierlt fleur double,” 
if left to itself and not highly cultivated, loses by 
degrees the character of giving double flowers, and 
bears only single ones. 

Now we have to examine the curious essential oil 
glands which pervade almost every part of the citrus 
tree, and which are present in all varieties. 'Hu- 
essential oil differs in scent and quantity, according to 
variety. If you take a leaf of any citrus, and, putting it 
up against the light, examine it with a lens, you will, as I 
have mentioned, see a sort of firmament, studded with 
stars of the first, second, and third magnitudes- 
possibly other magnitudes also—but usually three si/rn 
of cells are quite distinct. These are the essential oil 
cells or glands. It should be noted that the larger ones 
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art* at certain distances from each other, and that the 
intermediate spaces are filled with smaller and smaller 
{>il cells. What tin: object or origin of these three or 
more sixes of oil cells can be, I do not know, but this 
I know, that every leaf of every kind I have examined 
has this peculiarity-', and it is repeated in the edge of 
the leaf, the large oil cells occupying the angles 

between tlte large erenations, and the smaller ones, 
those between the small erenations. It is curious to 
note that in the rirul of many citrus fruits, a similar 
disposition of large and small oil cells is maintained. 
This might he taken us another proof that the rind 
consists of modified leaves called carpels. Fig. a, pi. 
1H1, shows a new and fully developed leaf of the Malta 
lemon, full size, thin and transparent. There are on 
this sketch three sixes of dots, indicating the relative 
positions of the different sized oil cells. The largest 
sized ones were less numerous along the midrib. The 
c: re nations, large and small, are exact copies of the 
original, and they also show the three sizes of oil 

C*'lls. 

The outer, or rind .surface of a citrus fruit often 
resembles that of a lump of dough, studded with large 
and small pinholes.* It is interesting to note that in 
c ases of large fruit, where the oil cells have plenty of 
space to develop in, the three sizes are distinct, the 
larger depressions corresponding to the larger oil 
cells, the smaller depressions corresponding to the 
cells of the second magnitude, and those of the third 
magnitude; are represented by little miliary eminences. 
In short, a longitudinal section of any part of the 
rind would very closely, in many cases, resemble 
the edge of the leaf of the Malta lemon given 

* If the reader will substi tut© “ foveoli ” for pinholes, he will have 
their botanical term. 
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in fig. a, pi. 181. Then in fig. c, pi. 209, I have given 
a portion of the surface of the saddphal, at a. The 
largest cells are disposed at equal distances, shown by 
the larger dots, the smaller oil cells occupying the 
intermediate spaces as miliary eminences (see also 
pi. 75, fig. a, a). In pi. 47, figs, c and e, are given 
exact representations of sections of a citrus rind. The 
larger depressions are the openings of the larger oil 
cells, and the secondary depressions, the openings of 
the second sized cells, while the third sized cells are 
often so squeezed together as to be projected into little 
convexities between the other openings, instead of 
having each a depressed opening to itself. In small 
specimens, the third sized cells are either mere 
points, or not traceable. The only difference between 
the margin of the rind, and the margin of the leaf, 
is that in the former, the oil cells are much more 
developed, and their essential oil differs from that of 
the leaf. 

It would appear this is not the sole relationship be¬ 
tween 'the leaf and the rind. In many cases the out¬ 
line of some of the leaves corresponds closely to the 
outline of a longitudinal section drawn through the 
centre of the fruit; and I believe that the mammilla of 
the citron, close to the stalk, is only a representative 
of the agglutinated winged-petioles of the original 
carpels, and that the opposite mammilla on the distal 
end of the fruit may be an agglutination of similar 
processes in the original carpels. I have come across 
leaves of citrus, the outlines of which represented at 
their tips the outline of the mammilla in the fruit.* 
Therefore in cases where there is no distal mam¬ 
milla, and the apex is depressed, it is not impossible' 

# More likely the distal mammilla represents the agglutination of 
the acuminate ends of the carpels. 
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that such a fruit was formed by the agglutination of 
carpels, the originals of which may have been some¬ 
thing like emarginate leaves. Of these there are many 
representatives in almost every citrus tree. This, 
however, might have originated otherwise. 

We have still the interesting structure of the citrus 
pulp to account for. 

On one occasion while examining the transverse 
section of a citrus fruit, it flashed across my mind that 
the juice vesicles of the pulp carpels were only modi¬ 
fications of the oil cells of the rind. Arguing back 
from juice vesicles to rind oil cells, and thence to the 
oil cells of the leaf, I did not see what else the vesicles 
could be but modifications of the oil cells of the leaves 
cr carpels; that is, oil cells transformed to another 
purpose, viz., the secretion of acid, sugar, and mucilage, 
or whatever the juice vesicles may contain. Often 
the juice of a citrus has an aroma sui generis, which 
may possibly have some relation to that of the oil cells 
of the rind covering. The slight bitterness which some 
juices exhibit may also be derived from the bitterness 
of the original inner whorl of rind, from which, in my 
opinion, the pulp was evolved. In the juice vesicles, 
we can, I think, also trace a repetition of the large and 
small cells, although as these are squeezed together, 
they are often out of shape. Fig. c, pi. 154, shows 
the variously shaped juice-vesicles I took out of one of 
the carpels of a citrus. The pedicels of the spindle 
shaped ones I take to be the lengthened necks of the 
larger rind cells, as seen in pi. 66, fig. b. Although 
the oil cells of the rind are usually balloon-shaped, I 
have met with some which were pointed, as shown in 
fig. b, pi. 6, like the spindle shaped juice-vesicles. 
PI. 106, fig. c, and pi. i 24, fig. g, show other forms of 
juice-vesicles, as well as pi. 209, figs, g and h. PL 
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122, fig. k, shows rind-oil colls, which are larger than 
many pulp-vesicles. Fig. c, pi. "6, shows a •.(■< ijun ol 
the juice cells in a pulp carpel. Itgivesappn»\itn t!< ly 
the same disposition of large and small e<dK ;r« dial 
seen in the. leaf anti rind. 

If, however, further proof he required of the o lition 
ship between the pulp-vesicles and the rind ml ‘<dK it 
can he obtained from a genus which is dovlv .dle-d to 

the citrus. In fig. r, pi. 242, is given a longitudinal 
section of the pulp carpel of the (Kgle tmntv 1> ts t he 
bad fruit). Thu interior surface of its wall i*. %!h«!«S» <1 
with open mouthed cells, which pour out a tr.m uent 
mucilaginous substance, with whit h the interior uj the 
carpel isfilled. This is the gummy matter of Use ?•<> / fruit, 
and is soluble in water. These opened mouthed ** H of 
the pulp carpel of the “bod fruit, I take it. t.m b< no 
other than the homologues of the cit rti*. juice m-33 mi th* 
one hand, and of the rind cells on the other. In ib*o itnc, 
they are closed sacks, and develop, not only w.*e//gv, but 
also acid and sugar; all these three substanr» .. it would 
appear, might be easily changed from one to the other.* 

The view I have taken of the morphology ot the 
pulp vesicles of the citrus is, I think, further supported 
by fig. k, pi. 49. It shows some undeveloped juke 
vesicles. They are mere projections, tipped with a 
hair-like point, not unlike* the gum-cells of the t h<;|e 
marmelos, although in this citrus mste.ni of being op*n 
mouthed, they are closed cells. Moreover in fig. b, pi. 
66, we have the large balloon-shaped cells of tin* rind. 
pediedied, like many of tin; juice cell:*. Although tie- 
pulp vesicles are often squeezed into all manner of 
shapes, I think it will nevertheless be seen that they 
are roughly divisible into three grades, like the oil rrlk 
of the rind and leaves, 'flits, however, it* not of much 

• See Apjtendix, No. 59. 
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importance, as the juice vesicles, for want of sufficient 

must have naturally expanded in the direction 
ot least resistance. 1 have given them simply to show 
tltat. even in their sizes, there is a certain semblance 

uniformity with the oil cells of the rind and leaves. 
I have in vain endeavoured to discover whether any 
author has treated of the morphology ofthe juice or 
pulp t -Us of the citrus ; but all I can find about this 

nuttier is the following in the “ Outlines of Classifica¬ 
tion. and special morphology of plants,” by Dr. K. 
< oiehel ; at page ,po, In: says, “Allied to the berry is 
lb* fruit of the species of citrus known as hesperidiumy 
the perbatp of which consists of a firm tough outer 
layer, and a pith-like inner layer ; from the innermost 
lay* v of tissue of the wall of the plurilocular ovary, 
j duri* < liuS.tr protuberances are developed at an early 
Mag. , w hi* h gradually fill the cavity of the loculi of 
the te. ar\, -e, isolated closely packed succulent lobes of 
ib.-uje, and form the pulp.”* 

1 it*’ above, of course, does not touch on their origin 
ttr homology. Are they new creations, or a something 

t originally belonging to the carpel or leaf and modified 
its corn* .e «»f evolution ? In the (Egle marmelos we 
.ee, what I take to he homologous organs, instead 

**f becoming projections, forming depressions, with 
thejr ,* co-lions poured into the common cavity of the 
carpel, instead of being pent up in separate little 

r*ar.k 
()f course my view would require that the citrus 

fruit should havti originated in two whorls of carpels, 
the outer or rind-whorl and the inner or pulp-whorl.f 

* l«» the undeveloped ovary the juice-cells appear like hairs, but 
at tli.tl f.Jnge they could not appear otherwise. 

t This I lane mainly on the inner and outer rind whorls of the 
digitate citrons. 
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Sometimes then; are many more whorls, as in Rissos 
“ Bergamottier mellaroso a Hour double," shown in pi- 
241, figs. a and l>, of the accompanying Atlas. 

It has been objected that, if the hesperidium con¬ 

sisted of two whorls, the law of phyllotaxis would re¬ 
quire that their segments should be alternate instead 
of opposite. To this objection I would reply (a ) 
That the rind whorl has been so altered by selection, 

that in most cases it has become one uniform easing, 
without any /race whatever of the carpel sutures, and 
where the sutures of the rind carpels are still visible, 
the fruit has been so altered by increase in the number 
of its parts, that it is impossible to say now what the 
order of the two sets of' carpels may originally have 
been {if there were two separate whorls). I.e Maoist 
and Decaisne, "System of Botany " (1 looker), at p. 
318, give a diagram of the orange flower, showing t 
sepals, 5 petals, 20 stamens (in five groups of 1, 3, 4. 
5 and 7 stamens each), and with 8 pulp carpels; and 
at p, 319 is given a transverse section of an orange, 

with pulp carpels.* Unless we come across a wild 
citrus with 5 pulp carpels and 5 distinct rim I carpels 
(if such a thing ever existed), we cannot say what the 
phyllotaxis of the citrus fruit may have hern, vi/.: 
whether its parts were alternate or opposite, through 
torsion, or suppression of an intermediate whorl. The 
original wild citrus may lie extinct, and may have «-s 
caped our observation for ever. I have seen only one 
orange—the kumquat which had 5 pulp carpets (j»re 
sumably the original number), anti the rind had no sign 
of carpel sutures. 

ip) There are many instances in which the law of 

phyllotaxis does not hold good, such as in Dipsacus, 

* Vide alt the sections of alt the citrus throughout the accom¬ 
panying Atlas. 
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many Caryophyllaceas, &c, * This is explained by 
torsion of the stem, or non-development of an interme¬ 
diate whorl. Is there any good reason, therefore, why 
this explanation should not apply to the Hesperidium f 

(e) According to Dr. Masters, in his “ Vegetable 
Teratology ” (Science of Monsters and Malformations), 
next to Antirrhinum majus, Aquilegia Canadensis, 
Brassica oleracea, Daucus carota, Dianthus, Digitalis 
purpurea, Fuchsia, Primula sinensis, Rosa, Trifolium 
repens, and perhaps Vitis, the genus most subject to 
monstrosities (in other words variations or changes) in 
its different parts is the citrus j In pages 33, 35, 44, 
56, 75, 134, 137, 149, 303, 310, 335, 364, 453, and 
502, Dr. Masters gives examples of variations in the 
different parts of the citrus plant. However, at p. 75 
he states that “ De Candolle considers the rind of the 
orange as a production from the receptacle, J and this 
view is confirmed by the specimens of Duchartre, in 
which the carpels were quite naked, or had a common 
envelope truncated, and open above to allow the pas¬ 
sage of the styles and stigmas. ” § 

I should say that not only the rind, but all the parts 
of the orange fruit and the whole flower, are productions 
from the receptacle, but admitting, for the sake of 
argument, that the rind has nothing to do with the 
pulp carpels, and that it is sometimes totally sup¬ 
pressed,! or only partially developed, as might occur 
with all parts of the citrus flower and fruit, there would 
remain, in consequence, the admission that the pulp 
carpels are the carpels. If so, then what has become 

* Asa Gray’s “ Structural Botany,” p. 121, par. 236. 

t Vide Appendix No. 39. 

f If so, how is it that the oil cells of the rind have the same 

disposition as those of the leaves ? 

§ Vide PI. 241, fig. a, after Risso. 
|| A whole whorl is sometimes suppressed in certain plants. 
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of the oil cells, which are so constant a character in all 
parts of the citrus—bark, leaves, petiole wings, petals, 
rind ? My reply would be that they have been trans¬ 
formed into pulp vesicles. 

I think the digitate citrus, as I shall endeavour to 
explain further on, gives us some idea of how, accord¬ 
ing to my theory, the oil cells of the carpels were 
changed into pulp cells. 

This transformation might, perhaps, appear a great 
stretch of the imagination, but wherever we look, we 
find that nature has worked her ways with a compara¬ 
tively small number of organs, fashioning them for all 
sorts of purposes as she progressed ; here, using the 
hand for progression only, there for progression and 
prehension, and afterwards for prehension only, and as 
an instrument of the mind. In another instance, we 
find the nose, still an organ of scent, immensely 
lengthened and becoming also an organ of prehension. 
The tail, in other instances, has become an organ of 
prehension, and so on with other parts of the animal 
organism. 

With regard to insects, Dr. Duncan, in his “Trans¬ 
formation of Insects,” p. 9, says: “ If the skin of a 
caterpillar, a chrysalis, and a butterfly be examined, 
the marvellously beautiful cells and hairs of the perfect 
insect can be seen to be modified epidermal cells, whose 
predecessors were infinitely more simple and less 
•elegant in the immature insect.” 

At p. 30, he further states, regarding the silk-pro¬ 
ducing organs of insects, that “ these long tubes form 
the web or silk-spinning apparatus in the larva; but 
after the cocoon is finished, and the first transformation 
takes place, not only do they become small, but their 
function alters. The small glands of the perfect insect 
secrete saliva instead of web, and assist in digestion.” 
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I'lie transformation of the oil-cells of the citrus rind 
ms<> the vesicles of the pulp would be no more difficult 
!i' understand than the transformation of the mandibles 
< »S t h t: caterpillar into the sucking apparatus of the moth, 
which may be several inches long, and, in one case, 
probably more than a foot long. 

I n plants the same organ is now fashioned into 
h-aves for purposes of breathing and digestion, then 
turned into petals and sexual organs, and so forth. 

To sum up, my view of the matter is this. The 
pt ,lp consists of a series of pods or carpels,* folded on 
themselves and placed side by side, and imperfectly 
agglutinated together, so that each pod is easily sepa- 
r;iti :tl from its neighbours. These carpels have their 

edges or crenations turned towards the centre of 
the fruit, with seed buds developing from the abortive 
axillae of their abortive crenations. Sometimes the 
pulp carpels remain open towards the centre, or are 
burst open by the expansion of the juice cells like 
th (>se of the turunj in pi. 15 2, fig. b, and others, but 
usually the two edges are united together and form 
a regular closed pod, like those of most oranges and 
lemons. The contained juice vesicles then I look 
upon as transformations of the oil cells of the rind 
carpels and homologous with them, and with the oil 

cells of the leaves and bark. 
I n studying the relationship between the juice vesi¬ 

cles and the rind oil-cells, I have endeavoured to 
!m«I support for Risso’s theory—that the shape of the 
oil-cells of the rind (or their openings) was “ en rap¬ 
port” with the quality of the juice in the pulp. At 
pa-go 24 he says : “ Nous avons les premiers remarqud 

1 have tried to explain elsewhere one way by which their number 
uti^ht have been increased. Vide pis. 223 and 224, and also Appen¬ 

dix, No. 62. 
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un caractcre curieux pour distinguer aver: certitude urn- 
orange; donee d’une orange acide, quelque soil la form**, 
la coulour, et la rugosite tie res fruits. 1,’orange douce 
a les vesicales tie l'huile essentiellr eonvexes ; i "orange 

acide les a concaves; les limes et toutes les varietes a 

sue fade, ou indetennine, out les vesicales planes, 11 
parait done quo la forme tie ces vesicales, ou la qualito 
de l’huile esscntielle qu’elles contiennent, est en rap 

port avec la qualite du sue renferme dans la pulpe. 
puisque plus It: sue est sucre, plus les vesicales stmt con* 

vexes, et plus il est acide, plus dies sent concaves,'’ 
It is not clear whether Risso meant that tin: open¬ 

ings of the oil-cells or the cells themselves are either 

concave or convex. Anyhow, the mithi nimkm 
(sweet lemon) of Furruckahud and other places, and 
the kalan kaghni of Lucknow, ami other places, a 

thin-skinned sour lemon would, I think, have puzzled 
Risso. I look upon them as one (king, ami, as far as 

I can judge, they art; indistinguishable externally, while 

the juice of the former is pleasantly sweet, though not 
distinctly sugary (what Risso would have called "jade"), 
and the juice of the latter is very sour. In short, not 

improbably, the mil ha nimimo may he a variety of 

the sour form, in which the acid has never b< m 
developed. It is hardly sweet, but acidless .• but 
whether they art: so nearly related or not siquiti**, 

little- - their surfaces are indistinguishable. Moreover, 
in one stage of the sweet orange - the .situtarn «,} 
India—its juice is sour, while in another the juice j , „*> 

mixture of subacid and sweet; and when completely 
ripe, it has little acid. Yet both in its ripe and unripe 

states, the larger cells have their openings concave, 

and the smaller ones are represented by minute miliary 
convexities. The sadaphal which has scarcely a trace 

of acid from beginning to end has also the two sets 
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sets on its surface. Its juice is “fd.de ou indetermind.” 
Finally, the kuthairee nimboo has its cells, which are 
the only ones visible on its lumpy projections, convex, 
while its juice is distinctly sour, and nothing else. 
In plate 83, fig. a, are shown convex oil-cells (b), and 
concave oil-cells (a), on the same fruit. 

It would therefore appear that Risso’s notion about 
the constant relationship of the concave or convex 
cells of the rind, to the acid or sweet juice of the pulp, 
is untenable. 

That there is a relationship between the oil-cells of 
the rind and the juice cells of the pulp, I fully believe, 

but it would appear only one of descent, from a common 
stock—the oil cells of the leaves ; or to put it perhaps 
more accurately, according to my view the oil-cells of 
the bark, of the leaves, and of the rind, and also the 
juice vesicles of the pulp have a common origin, and 
are homologous. 

Closely connected with its morphology is the des¬ 
cent of the citrus. By this I mean the various phases 
it has passed through, and the means by which it has 
been able to struggle into the prominent place it now 
occupies. Of course I can only make an attempt to 
penetrate its past transformations by means of the 
lights before me, and a great deal of what I am about 
to say must be speculative. Nevertheless, from what 
is before us, we can to some extent argue back to what 
has past, perhaps for ever, and obtain a glimpse of it, 
somewhat in the way that the Palaeontologist attempts 
to clothe a few ancient bones with the forms they 
might have had, by piecing together notions he has 
obtained from animals now existing. In order to 
make my thoughts clear some repetition may perhaps 
be pardoned. 

I think we have first to divest ourselves of the idea 
o 
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that, because there are at present some wild forms of 
citrus, therefore the cultivated varieties we have at 
present have descended directly from them. The. 
may be so, and it is reasonable to suppose that it 
is so; but it may also be that both the present wild 
forms, and the present cultivated forms, have no closer 
relationship to each other than that they all descended 

from a common and older ancestor, or ancestors, now 
extinct. Alphonse de Candolle, in his “Origin of 
Cultivated Plants," thinks that some of the modern 
cultivated plants have no longer any wild representa 
tives; they have become extinct. It must be as easy 
for birds to carry seeds from cultivated tracts to wild 
ones, as it is for them to do the reverse. 

A writer in the Gardeners Chronicle of 20th June, 
1885, on the oranges of the Argentine republic -.ays, 

“ that the orange was originally imported into the bu .in 
of lilt: River Plate, and that now, in certain lot uliib 
it grows wild, sometimes forming veritable forests, not 
only on the islands of the lower and upper Parana, but 
in tin; forests < if M issiore*;, as well as those of Paraguay, '* 
lit; further says that "the orange is produced perfectly 
from seeds, ami these being scattered everywhere by 
the parrots, which are exceedingly fontl of the fruit, 
explains the fart of its general dissemination," He 
adds that " the tree from .seed is very robust, and is p* r 
fectly proof against drought and locusts." 

It should not be supposed that only smrl or.uuys 
am eaten by birds. In Ktawah I have often seen the 
large fruit of khatta orange—a sour variety lung 
ing like a bird’s nest on the tree. Only the *,kiti 
remaining, with a holt! on one side, and the pulp 
entirely scooped out by some bird or other animal. 

There must havt: been a time in the; history of veg»* 

tation, when plants had not begun yet to form what we 
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call seed, but multiplied only by a sort of division of 
some of their parts, as inferior animals do, even at the 
present day, or by what are called spores, such as those 
of ferns and fungi. The latter have the advantage of 
flotation in the air, so that they may be carried to long 
distances, but, on the other hand, they require special 
conditions for starting into life. They cannot with¬ 
stand unfavourable surroundings so well as ordinary 
seeds can. Spores may be floating in the atmosphere 
everywhere, but nothing comes of them, as the con¬ 

ditions for germination and sustenance of life are 
wanting. 

Later on, possibly, may have commenced the multi¬ 
plication of plants by buds on their roots, and on 
underground stems, and finally by buds on the stems 
which rise into the air. The stem bud, or as it might 
be called, the bark bud, is probably the ancestral form 
of the seed bud, which we find in the fruit. From the 
bark, where it usually occupies the axilla of the leaf, or 
other representative of the leaf, we may trace it to the 
edge of the leaf,* in the angles (abortive axillae), formed 
by the crenations (abortive leaflets), as in the Bryo- 
phyllum calycinum. Hence we can finally follow the 
bud to the edges of the curled up carpel, or modifica¬ 
tion of the leaf, such as the pea pod, or the pulp quarters, 
of an orange or lemon—in what we call the seed. 

The ripe seed of the fruit is then the finished article,, 
furnished with an independent bud. It has moreover,, 
as I said, a small store of food to sustain it, while it is 
perfecting its organs of nutrition—the roots and the 
leaves. The whole is furnished with coverings, which 
usually very efficiently protect the emancipated bud, 
and its store of food. The efficiency of the seed 

* The leaf, as I have stated in another place, I would consider a 
modified, branch. 

O 2 
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coverings is certainly no mean advantage in the struggle 
for existence in certain plants. 

As the sect! germ is often stimulated into vitality by 
foreign pollen, the mature seed becomes a most ins 
portant instrument in bringing about breaks, or distiw t 
varieties. The seed is then a portion of its own mother 
plant, with frequently something superadded from 
another plant by means of foreign pollen. The seed 
of some plants are so well suited to struggling into 

existence, and competing with others, that they are 
enabled to float from one shore of an ocean to another. 

When stranded, they germinate in due course, and 
commence a new colony such as the roioanut. All 

the fruits of the large citrus float well, and the l.u ■ « r 
the fruit, and the thicker its skin, the better it will flo.n 

1 believe it probable that many forms of dmi * hav* 
become disseminated by the fruit floating down rmv. 
during floods ; stranding on their banks and id,mb * 
beyond the river mouths, and liberating their -.teds 
by the decay of the fruit. The seeds then germinate, 
and eventually found new colonies. 

'File seeds of some plants can lie dormant for many 
years, ami when tin; proper conditions come, they 4.a t 
into life, and begin new colonies, where petit.ip. tie r 
■species had never been before. I do not know h< m 
long citrus stasis can remain viable, after having !»•< n 
taken out of the fruit. In the ground, in whin r, ?b* y 

remain viable for months. Irrespective of inheritance, 

there is something which we do not Mtffidt inly uml< 3 

•stand. I mean the “jumps" or breaks, which ort or 
through the seed. For instance, two distinct plants of 
the same species are crossed, and the resulting seeds 
sown. Some; of the plants will be more like the m.d» 
parent; some like the female parent; others will par 
take of both ; and perhaps a few, or only one out of 
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the whole lot will be so different from both parents, as 
to form the commencement of a new race. What gives 
rise to these “ breaks,” as horticulturists call them, is 
not sufficiently understood. Now as breaks do occur, 
when plants are artificially crossed, so would they, I 
think, be liable to occur, when naturally crossed, either 
by insects or other ways. I have no means of knowing 
just now whether seeds from the same plant, without 
crossing give these decided breaks. The break or new 
form can be, it would appear, of three kinds—either a 
reversion to some ancestral form, of which we may 
know nothing ; or it may be an entirely new form ; or 
a combination of both. All breaks cannot be reversions. 
Supposing all the forms we see now have been brought 
about by a series of breaks instead of by gradual 
inheritance of accumulated variations, we must arrive 
at a time when there was little or nothing to revert to. 

It is not improbable that, besides natural selection 
by a gradual step by step process, natural breaks may 
have played an important part in producing the infinite 
forms we see in nature. Of course a break may be 
either much more delicate or much more robust than 
either of its parents. In the first case, it would not 
last long, unless it could occupy places untenanted by 
other more suitable kinds. In the second case, it 
would probably extinguish, and take the place of its 
parents. Risso mentions several kinds of citrus raised 
from seed in the South of Europe, which were hardier 
than their parents, and which could therefore be pushed 
further north without being injured by frost, and the 
C. trifoliata is stated to withstand a cold climate better 
than any other kind. 

There are so many varieties of cultivated citrus in 
India, China, and the Malay archipelago, that it is not 
improbable some may be descendants of the wild 
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.species known al present Some may have been pro 
ducecl by crossing, and by breaks, anti others may be 

descendants of some wild extinct species. Then* is no 
reason why some of the original citrus, from whit h 

our forms may be direct descendants, should continue 

to exist any more than the I >odo, and other extinct 

animals. It is hardly reasonable, therefore, when we 

find some variety of citrus which is somewhat different 

from others, such as the pummelo, for us to expot t 
that this must have some xetldspecies in existence, Sr*an 
which it has directly descended, and although we have 

not discovered it yet, further search may probably 
bring it forth. 

The birth-place of the genus citrus must have l»»*en 
originally rather circumscribed, because it is not .1 

plant that can stand a very low temperature without 
perishing. Of course now it is found all fiver tin- 
world, wherever the temperature permits it to exist. 
But all this dissemination has been largely done by 
the hand of man, and within historic times. 

Indian forest officers say that the most destructive 
agents to trees art; forest fires, and these are often 
produced intentionally by herdsmen, in order that tIn- 
old grass and scrub may Ik* burnt, anti by their a hr , 
the new grass nourished. If these forest fire*, out 
not he prevented now, just fancy what amt *11111 of 
forest firing must have taken place in times when 
man was still in a nomadic stage, ami principally living 
on the produce of his cattle, wandering from plat e to 

place with his hertls, firing here and there, never 
earing how many timber trees he destroyed, ami 
how many species lit: extinguished, as long as In* 
got new grass for his cattle. Besides fires in th«* 
nomadic stage, later on, during the agricultural stage, 
invasions must have occurred, and the total disapjiear- 
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ance of cultivated places, with their primitive huts and 
inhabitants.* Who can tell how often a tract of 
country has had its forest cleared, either by fire or 
other means, for purposes of cultivation and villaging, 
and then become reforested by new forms, to be at 
some future time recleared and reforested. It is evi¬ 
dent that, in addition to natural causes, man may have 
had a hand- in extinguishing many species. I see no 
good reason for insisting on there being a wild form 
of the pummelo somewhere, especially as the existence 
of the cultivated present large forms can, I think, be 
accounted for without much difficulty, by fusion of two 
ovaries, as in plates 223 and 224. See also plate 83, fig. b. 

When we say that the carpels forming the fruit, 
and the floral apparatus, are modifications of leaves, 
we do not mean of thz. present leaves, but of some 
former expansion of the bark, which eventually was 
modified into the present leaves, the present flowers, 
and the present fruit. For all we know to the con¬ 
trary, the original expansion of the bark in the citrus 
may have been of the nature of the modern green 
rind of the fruit. 

In the changura, or digitate citrons and lemons, 
we probably have a glimpse of how the citrus fruit 
began to evolve. In the “ limonier digitd ” of Risso, 
fig. a, pi. 178, we appear to have, as I said, a single 
whorl of carpels, united at their base, and free at the 
distal ends, without any inner whorl of pulp carpels. 
The whole fruit is rind. In the digitate citrons of 
India, fig. a, pis. 139 and 146, we have a further step 
—a double fruit, with an outer whorl of rind carpels, 
and an inner one, also of rind carpels. The double 
digitate citrus is a step in advance of the single one, 

* It is enough to read the history of Babylon and Assyria to 
realize what can be effected by this means. 
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hut still a very primitive citron. This stage of fruit 

(•volution having been gained, it is not perhaps ditli 
cult to pursue the investigation to its possible compb" 
tion, according to my views. The inner whorl of rind 
carpels would naturally contain a hollow space, as in 
these digitate citrons (see c (.\), pi. 139). The oil o-H-. 
of the outer whorl could not project beyond the rind 
of the inner whorl ; but those of the latter could I ’’ 
prolonged and projected into the hollow interior. 
This circumstance, I take it, was favourable for the 
development of the elongated juice vesicles from tie* 
short oil-cells of the inner whorl, that is for their be 
coming larger and more differentiated. The oil t ells 

of tin; outer whorl, in the perfect orange, are often 
large, orange coloured, anti project inwards like b.d 
loons (see pi, 122, fig. /•). There is no trace of the 
regular oil culls in the pulp carpels of the per!e« t 
citrus, and therefore, supposing the latter to be tb* 
real carpels, the lobes or vesicle?;, which pioje* t 
inwards from them, as I have said, can logit ally 
hardly he others than transformed oil-cells. If u«* 

cotilt 1 forget the term essential oiLtell of the rind 
and leaf, and replace it by pulp-vesicle-germ, w«- 
might perhaps have little difficulty in Mowing all 
three to be Imnologues. In order to complete tie- 
history of the citrus fruit, according to my view,, I 
have something further to suggest, 

I believe that before the orange or lemon could 
have been perfected, as we see it in our orchards, tlm 
inner whorl of rind carpels must have developed some 
sort of buds in the axilhe of their mutations (or what 
would correspond to them), which, in course of ages, 
through the strictest selection, were perfected into tie- 
present citrus-seed. Otherwise it is difficult to con 
cetve how variations of sufficient importance to cause 
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further decided progress could have occurred without 
the intervention of the seed-buds. By their help, and 
with the already enlarged oil-cells of the inner whorl, 
wt- can take another step. It is easy to imagine that 
broaks occurred, in which the enlarged oil-cells con¬ 
tained first a mixture of bitter and sour juice, and 
subsequently by further selection a sour and sweet 
juice, or an acidless secretion. 

lugs, d and e, pi. 140, show us how a further step 

tnay have occurred. The free and digitate ends of 
the carpels finally curved inwards, like closed fingers, 
.and by their cohesion, completed the outer casing of 
the citrus. Then, after becoming further improved, 
Jnunan selection for the: sake of the pulp, completed 
thu perfect modern orange and lemon. Risso, in his 
“ fruits cornus et cornicules,” gives us some idea of 
bow many experiments nature may have made, through 
the means of the seed, before she succeeded in giving 
ns a break with the beautiful and perfect cricket-ball 
orange we now possess. 

There must have been a stage in the descent of 
tin: citrus, in which birds—probably parrots—have 
played a prominent part. The colours of the lemon 
and orange I take to he nothing but those of decaying 
«>r ripening leaves. In many decaying leaves of trees, 
first yellow and then orange hues come out, and it is 
not impossible that the yellow-coloured citrus was 
anterior to the orange-coloured variety. Even the 
orange is first yellow, and then orange. Anyhow, 
both are green like the foliage, before they take on 
tht:ir special colours. What the brilliant crimson 
Hibiscus, against its green foliage, or any similar 
brilliant flower, is to the insect, the brilliant yellow 
and red fruit is to the bird, nothing less than an 
advertisement, and an invitation to come and taste. 
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Now supposing a l.ui**' variety, in ah gr.iw <*1 

development, of citrus fruit undergoing t mm ;* . loan 

seed by breaks, tin- bird might i ul open om- .md be 

disappointed perhaps in liuding nothing in it. It 

would break open the fruit of .mother tree, and *<o 

on. in search of somethin}' to «.ary to its buttery 

young in the nest. If by art ideal It » .urn* a* *'<<•., a 

tree w hit h was ;t break in the dir*»le n • i ■*a:,** 

sweet, or even ‘.out pulp. haV hr; seed,1, at t >■ \.uo«* 

lime, it wotihi tarry tiie pulp to it* young. -is'i e leas* 

again and again to that same tree, Jj v. fleas 

help to dissf’iniititte the st«il oj tin . isnpn »v e.i v .a a H. 

exat liy its a liortit uhm i ,t now *'*•* • * II/- •> • d 

Idtl**i itti'l n«»t nit < to rat, usd panots in < .ig> * are 

often seen silting the sets]*. nj l!H!l * with flair i xsth 

and dropping them, l hu. the set d. o! tk* t* jus ,*nd 

sweeter vat h’lit S Wotihi !iu\ e a gfr.jJ .a H set. -g< , by 

wi<h* dis-emmation, and many < han* >•. <d being 

drop]M*d in rit it suitable soils for furiSu t v ,u i.itton. 

Many variedt s of t Urns live very Ion** ; and we have 

been told that in .Smith America it is ptool again.! 

drought ami locusts. \Ve also know il t»* 1«* piohbt. 
Thm fore any good and pitlatable variety, having 

become known to all the parr*its id th>* tm*gbC-ur 

hood, wotthl be visited, year after year, and mfubie 

chances wotthl be given it for ihr sod. to ?• pe it 
other anti better breaks. 

In its seed the t Urns fruit tout-tin* a very f.o oar 
able condition lor luttire progress; and th» ivimv it n, 

important tlmt the fruit should not be advertised, by 
changing its green colour, until the seed »v,r. pctleci 
and sufficiently ripe for rlisseminati* »n. 

Further, the Citrus seed ha* two t*r more germs 

* The wrkt tit»n of tint swircS v-uieth*., »hi* h m.iy liras; Imnrtl wp 

from seeds of soar one*, was probably done mainly by man. 
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or buds—that is, out of one seed two or more plants 
germinate. This is well known, and is an interesting 
fact, because in all the Citrus trees I have examined 
I found that in the axillae of the leaves there are 
always two or more buds, and therefore the seed buds 
appear to be merely a repetition of the buds in the 
normal axillae. Of a pair of buds, either one developes 
into a spine and the other remains dormant, or one 
developes into the usual branch, with a dormant bud 
at its base, or both remain dormant, or both develop 
into twin branches, or both the spine and the branch 
are developed side by side in the axilla of the leaf. 

In the Malta orange tree spines are not easily 
developed, and often I have seen two branches in its 
axillae. I have seen this also in the lemon. In the 
lime, one spine and one branch are almost always 
developed, side by side. I have also seen two branches 
and one spine in the same axilla of the lime. In the 
interesting Citrus australis, a seedling of which was 
kindly sent to me from the Botanic Garden of Saha- 
runpore, there was the same peculiarity—a spine and 
a branch, or two spines, in each axilla. The multiple 
buds in the Citrus seed are therefore accounted for by 
the multiple buds in the axilla of the leaves, the one 
set being homologues of the other. 

There are few trees, perhaps, which have perfected 
so many curious apparata as the Citrus to enable 
them to struggle efficiently with competitors and sur¬ 
rounding enemies, and to obtain allies in helping it on. 
It has provided itself with spines, sometimes so for¬ 
midable that, as Mr. Webster says, even “an elephant 
refused to face the lemon-thicket.” (Vide description 
of pi. 200.) Its fruit has taken on brilliant colours to 
attract passing birds, and has provided them with a 
palatable pulp, so that they may not fail to come again 
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and help it to .scatter its seed1* to pj’fsii titbtanrr'., Ii 

may have; done* more. hkr*u here 1 havo %t»itt ^ I s 

tint oil cadis of the: leaves u! u*nng * 'it nr. 
went possibly a disadvantage to them. 1 h>n * * * * i\ 
pots full of seedlings cirvimrr«l 1 ty tin* \** ai f,r 

pillars of the Papilio Hu ihnmius a bofMlh to,4 
feeds exclusively cut the ( itru * Ir.tv r\t 1 h»* «• > s J 
oil glands, however, are, I hr]rirt an mhojita:'*■ ! * 

the adult tree: in a wild state. The 40m of lie "|»* hi 

grain1’ enables the butterfly to find any t are* u^*r 

readily among other tre*',, u la re it nu\ »b-pM'4i if a 

o<ms to 1 mi nursed, when half Iasi In tb** t ifr*so Kra 
and eventually, in their buit»-rlly '•!<*;;*'. t*> h« Ip it Jo 
fertilize its ovary, and linn, etrain- a nop of *4, 1 la- 
delicious scent of its whit*- flow < r uh.ii h i, jr>or»- 
powerful at night, may hi- only another ad-.< Hi 'annit 
for night insects to come and h*-ip it in the • -»u;> 

direction. It would therein!*- appear that the, an*- 
resting tree, in the days oj buttling with its -.orrou»d 
ings of ail kinds, became provided wills armour ay dost 
the larger animals; a strong stent, whh h is unpalatable 
to destructive locusts, but agreeable to other insert*, 

which help in fertilization ; attd brilliant and palatable' 
fruit, attractive both to the eye and palate <4 bird., 
and other animals. Final!). wb> » the Citne* « .»me 
under the notice of matt, it . rapid attd fordo r progress 
to its present finished state was ♦ n ,or*-d. 1 i*- may 
now go on and develop any part of the u»-»* whirl* 
may suit his purpose such as the * --mini osl of 
the leaves, that of flowers or rind ; the thickness »4 sf*. 
skin, and the abundance and sweetness of its pulp, 

In certain stages of its past history, instead of the 
attractive essential oil of tin- C. limomun vulgaris, 
there may have been formed a reja-lh-nt vs r« lion. In 

the lima of Ceylon (C. hystrix), I found that the rind 
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<*f the fruit had a resinous, acrid, and uninviting taste. 
In certain stages the fruit may have been nothing 
nmn: than a protected receptacle or womb for the safe 
development of the seed—the part intended by nature 
t * * carry <>n the. life of the species. The juice vesicles, 
as we see them now, may not have been developed 
till long after. 

It is not improbable that the wild original man may 
have largely helped in the development of the thick 
skin of the citrons proper. In Mangalore, where they 
have large varieties, I was told that the outer bitter 

rind was shaved off by means of a knife, and the thick 

white and sweetish skin eaten raw. The thick skins 
of other large Citrus are also eaten elsewhere. It is 
probable, therefore, that these large citrons, with little 
or no pulp juice, may have been selected for genera¬ 
tions for the sake of their sweet edible skin alone. 
Xatives of India are very fond of eating carrots, large 
radishes, and cucumbers in their raw state, and the 
thick sweet citron skin is probably nicer than any of 
tlie above. The wartiness of certain citrons is pro¬ 
bably the effect of rich soil and abundant moisture, 
producing an excess of skin growth. Generally speak¬ 
ing, the thicker the skin the less juice the pulp has. 

In- pummelo has often a thick bitter skin, and plenty 
of pulp, but it is not noted for abundance of juice. On 
thennttmry, the vesicles are coarse and often concrete 
and juicelcss. The most juicy pummelo I have seen 
j>, the thin-skinned red pummelo of Bombay, lhat 
tin- original wild Citrus fruits may have had a thick 
warty skin may be probable, for we often see warti- 

cropping up in cultivated varieties, possibly as a 
reversion to ancestral characters—such as certain 
varieties nf the Seville orange; the Aurungabad 
orange (pi. 125, fig. (t)\ the mnssembi of Poona (pi. 
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44, fig-, f); and the still more striking Ihaurie. form 

of the “ Khatta" ([>1. 27, fig. h\. 

There is a point upon which I have not yet hazarded 

any speculation : that is—How could the oil cells ui the 
Citrus first have come into existence ? \\ ere they 

oil cells from the beginning of time, or were they 

transformations of something else ? ‘faking into con* 
sideration that these oil cells now exist all over the 
hark; that the axilke, or angle*,, of the leaf t venation*, 
contain each an essential oil cell ; that in the Ifryo 

phyllum calycinum In ids are produced in similar 
positions, and that in homologous points of the pulp 
carpels seed-buds are developed, the suspicion might 

be raised in one's mind that alter all these oil cells 

so constant in all parts of the Citru . —may not impos 
sibly be connected with “spore" sacks, or similar 
organs, in some ancestral eryptogamir form/’ 

The same powers which were eijual tot hanging the 
five-toed animal into our one toed horse, the lizard into 

the bird of to-day, the. lower animal into man, would, I 
fancy, be also equal to bring about the < hang* , f have 
tentatively endeavoured to sketch in tin; foregoing 

pages. ^ 
In discussing the possible morphology of tin* citrus 

fruit, a few words on Its leaf may not be out of plat e. 
The leaf is an expansion of the bark, specialised for 
certain ends. It consists of two parts, the p*iiole (or 
leaf stalk), and the leaflet {or blade), These ,nv united 
by a joint, like those of compound leaves, suggesting 
the idea that the ordinary citrus leaf was at vane time 
a compound leaf. In fact, in the Citrus trifoliat e pi. 
254, we* have a eomjjrnmd trifoliate leaf. In tin- 
allied genus, (Kgle marmelos, pi. 242, fig,/, we have 

* Vide note at the end of this chapter. 
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also a trifoliate leaf. In the Feronia elephantum 
and Limonia acidissima, we see still more compound 
leaves; vide pi. 244, figs, b and c, and pi. 245, figs, a, b, 
and c. 

Moreover,,in more than one instance in seedling 
citrus which I grew, trifoliate leaves were developed 
among the secondary leaves ; vide pi. 246, figs, d, e, f 
andjc 

The leaf stalk of the citrus varies from a wingless 
short petiole, like that of the Malta lemon (fig. a, pi. 
181), to the enormous wings of the C. hystrix (fig. dr 
pi. 225). In many cases, the winged petiole of the 
latter is larger than the blade of the leaflet, such as is 
shewn in the same figure. 

The leaflets of the citrus are emarginate. Even if 
the general shape be acuminate, they usually have an 
emarginate point, a mere indentation at the tip. Not 
impossibly this indentation has a meaning. 

Had the remote ancestors of the citrus simple or 
compound leaves ? In the embryology of the verte- 
brata it has been found that, up to a certain point, the 
embryos so resemble each other that they are practically 
indistinguishable. Afterwards they become differen¬ 
tiated, and each species progresses in its own way. 

The embryology of the citrus leaves can possibly be 
studied in the primary and secondary leaves of its 
seedlings after germination, and also, perhaps, in the 
first leaves of each branch. They are different from 
the typical leaves of the adult tree. 

The cotyledons of the citrus in germination remain 
under ground. In all, the first pair of leaves that show 
themselves above the ground are opposite and have no 
sign of joint between the petiole and the blade, and no 
sign either of margins or wings on the petiole. In 
many citrus, the first three or four leaves are also. 
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without joints, especially in the iurunj, i>ajoura, and 
lemons. Afterwards begins to appear the margined or 
winged petiole, and also tin- joint between this and the 
leaflet. In others, the joint is quite visible .is a pale 
dot, but the margins of the leaflet are continuous with 

the wings of the petiole. Finally, the typical lorm of 
the leaves, whatever they ntay be, begins to be de¬ 
veloped. If the variety has typically a targe ( on late 
petiole, at first this is small, and becomes larger and 
larger as the foliage of the seedling developed,, until it 

assumes its typical adult proport ions, which in the C. 
hjstrix often exceed tllose of the leaflet. C )f course, 

on any adult tree will b< found a vaiiH) of l«-av* 
owing to new branches being confimi.iHy developed, 
and these frequency repeat m their first l*-;n< , em 
bryonie forms, or, possibly, reversion.. 

In the nefaiee nimhoo, tn my leaves rtf th«- seed¬ 

ling have no joint, the h alh i edgi . coming down low 
on the petiole without any sign of joint between tl.r 

two. 
'I'he (/cent c itron of Saharnnpore has typic ally large 

cordate; petioles, hut the first four or five leave-, of 

the seedling had no sign of joint, Then rume one 
or two leaves with a joint, hot with tin* margin. of ihe 
leaflet and petiole continuous. Afterwards the typic ,d 
form of leaf began to apjiear, 

'i’he Muscat large: .sweet lemon has Sira no joints, 
then joints with the petiole margin and those of the 
leaflet continuous. Sometime s indentations »,< uir on 

the: continuous edges on a level with the joint-.. 

As a rule*, those citrus which haw normally large; 
winged jietioles show this expansion earlier, while th»« 

Malta lemon, the; hajonra, and the citron and <*fh* rs 
go on for some time without showing any dev* lopment 
either of a joint or se parate petiole w ing ,. 
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The lima, of Ceylon, or C. hystrix, has its first two 
opposite leaves without joints, but the third leaf at 
once shows the joint and margined petiole, the latter 
becoming larger and larger as new leaves develop; 
see pis. from 246 to 255. 

There is, I think, some reason to suppose that the 
original leaf of the citrus was a simple leaf. This idea 
is strengthened by the enormous winged petiole of the 
C. hystrix, and also by the typical emargination of the 
distal end of the leaflets in all citrus, whether acuminate 
or not. This indentation would appear to be the posi¬ 
tion of another, though abortive, leaf expansion or 
bud.* So that not impossibly the original leaf of the 
citrus was only the winged petiole of to-day. Then by 
another expansion or leaf bud from the petiole emar¬ 
gination at the tip the leaflet originated, and by side 
buds the trifoliate leaf was formed. One might, per¬ 
haps, familiarise himself with this view by considering 
how the branches of the Epiphyllum, one of the cac- 
tacese, are formed. Fig. pi. 245, gives a diagram of 
it. The fully developed leaf of the C. hystrix, pi. 225, 
figs, dand e, would appear only a modification of some¬ 
thing like an Epiphyllum branch. Then, if by pro¬ 
liferation from the joint, which may be considered as a 
node, a pair of additional bark expansions occurred, we 
would get diagram fig. g, pi. 245, which would resemble 
a part of the leaf of the Limonia, Feronia, and others. 
In the leaf of the Limonia, pi. 245, a, b and c, there 
would appear to be a tendency to this mode of pro¬ 
liferation, carried on almost to any extent.f In such 
case, the original trifoliate leaf of the citrus would have 

* Such as may have occurred in the leaf of the Limonia referred to. 
f The simple leaf being an expansion of the bark, the compound 

leaf might, perhaps, be considered as a branch-form expansion of the 
same. 

P 
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been one leaflet expansion from the tip of the original 
simple leaf (now the winged petiole) and two opposite 
leaflet buds from the same node forming the leaf of the 
C. trifoliata. Eventually, the middle leaflet, absorbing 
to itself most of the nourishment, grew more than the 
side ones, and finally extinguished them, and in many 
cases dwarfed the petiole leaf. These side leaflets, 
however, in the seedlings now and again reappear 
among the first or embryonic leaves. 

In the citrons proper, and bajouras, leaves like 
those of pi. 247, fig. a, and pi. 250, figs, a and b, and 
others, are very common, even in adult trees. They 
have no sign of joint, and one not knowing the com¬ 
pound nature of the citrus leaf, would take them for 
simple leaves. Whether these are reversions to the 
supposed ancestral simple leaf, or cases in which the 
joint has been extinguished, and the edges of the 
leaflet and petiole wings become continuous, it is 
impossible to say. 

In the Gardeners' Chronicle of 5th Nov. 1887, 
page 560, the figure of an abnormal Begonia is given. 
The ovary, instead of being wholly inferior, as is' 
usual, is partly superior, with the base of the carpels 
open, showing numerous ovules. This is not all. 
Between and within the carpels, is a tuft of perfectly 
formed stamens. “ A more topsy-turvy violation of 
morphological sequence can hardly be met with. . . . 
Here we, have a flower, that is usually unisexual, 
becoming structurally bisexual. We have carpels 
which are generally closed, so as to conceal their 
contents, gaping apart, to disclose the ovules; 
while in the very centre of the flower, within and 
between the divergent carpels, are the stamens, some 
of which stamens, as it appeared to us, occupied the 
place of ovules, and were indeed substitutes for them.” 
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In Asa Gray’s “Structural Botany,” page 171, is 
given a monstrous flower of white clover, after 
Turpin, in which “the pistil is stalked, and the 
ovary open, and the margins bearing leaves instead of 
ovules.” 

As the plumule of the seed, which is the developed 
ovule, is homologous to a branch, and as this branch, 
according to the monstrous clover, can be transformed 
into a leaf, it is reasonable to infer that the normal 
leaf is probably nothing but a transformed branch, 
arrested in its growth and turned to other pur¬ 
poses. The leaf-like branch of Ruscus androgynus 
would perhaps give a better idea of what I mean 
by comparing the leaf of the citrus to a modified 
branch. 

The abnormal Begonia alluded to, shows the same 
transformation, viz., of ovules changed into stamens, 
which in their turn are modified leaves, and are often 
changed into petals or leaves. 

According to this mode of reasoning therefore, the 
leaf of the citrus, would be a modified branch, the 
serrations on its edges, abortive leaflets, the oil cells in 
their angles, abortive buds, in abortive axillae ; and to 

conclude, the normal bud, the spine, the oil cell of the 
leaf and the rind, the juice vesicles of the pulp, the 
pollen grains, and the seed-bud would all have to be 
considered as homologous. 

It is true the leaf is often deciduous, while the 
branch is not, but the flower and the fruit, which are 
admitted to be modified branches, are also mostly 
deciduous, when their function on the tree has been 
completed. Moreover, the leaf, or as I take it, the 
modified branch, after it has completed its special 
function, is more serviceable to the tree off than on. 
The old persistent leaves, besides absorbing some of 
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the limited nourishment of the tree, might injuriously 
shade other leaves from the sun, while the deciduous 
leaves, after decaying, would furnish manure or raw 
materials for further growth. 

In connection with the trifoliate leaf of the citrus, I 
would refer to Dr. Masters, fig. 32, page 74, of his 
“Teratology.” He gives it as a curious instance of an 
anomalous form of orange. I have reproduced it in 
pi. 241, fig. d. In this figure, I have endeavoured to 
complete by the dotted outline d', this tricarpellar 
orange, as I think it possible to have been. It would 
appear that each leaflet, or carpel, instead of uniting 
with its fellows, to form a round or oblong fruit, had 
formed a separate orange, consisting of one carpel, 
like that of a pea-pod, viz., that of the odd leaflet, and 
one of the side ones, the third leaflet-carpel remaining 
undeveloped. Dr. Masters does not give any details 
of this anomaly, so that I cannot say whether this 
might be the probable view. . Risso gives several 
examples of “ horned ” oranges, in which one or more 
of the carpels remained separate, each having within 
its rind-carpel, a separate pulp-carpel. 

'•All this chapter is nothing but a speculation, and 
the reader may take it for what it is worth. Some¬ 
times speculations have this value. Although absurd 
in themselves, they may tempt some one to make 
observations and experiments in directions which 
possibly he might not think of. Evolution of thought, 
like all other evolution, can take place only by slow 
degrees, and if what I said will help, in any way, future 
investigators in this obscure region, this chapter may 
perhaps not be wholly useless. 

It is not easy to convey to the reader a clear notion 
of what a large part of this chapter is about. One 
requires to have pondered over the subject, and to 
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have passed several years in examining citrus fruit and 
leaves of numerous varieties, and at all stages, not to 
come to the conclusion that all I said justifies the 
quotation given at the head of this chapter. This 
frequent pondering of course may have the dis¬ 
advantage of producing what the French call idies 

fixes ! 
Note.—The “ Physiology of Plants,” by Jul. Von Sachs, p. 183, 

gives the following : “ The internal glands in the skin of the fruit of 

the orange are very conspicuous and large ; they abound in ethereal 
oils, and appear in transverse and longitudinal section, as roundish 

cavities, from which the inflammable ethereal oil spurts out, on the 
application of pressure. Such glands originate, so far as investiga¬ 
tion extends, from a single mother cell, which, as it slowly develops, 

undergoes many divisions in all directions, so that a multicellular 
mass of tissue of roundish form arises, the cells of which subse¬ 
quently become remarkable as containing very granular, apparently 
dead protoplasm. Later on, the thin cell-walls dissolve; the pro¬ 

cess commencing in the middle of the spheroidal group and proceed¬ 

ing outwards. There thus arises a roundish cavity filled partly with 

watery sap, partly with drops of ethereal oil or balsam—the pro¬ 
ducts of solution of the mass of cells. The layers of tissue sur¬ 
rounding this cavity fit closely on all sides, without intercellular 

spaces, and thus form a kind of wall to the receptacle for the secre¬ 

tion (well seen in the leaves of the Citrus).” 
Is there much in this genesis of the oil-cell, which differs from 

that of an ovule, whether vegetable or animal ?—E. B. 
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CHAPTER XV. 

DISCUSSION ON THE ORIGIN OF THE HlFFERtXT VARIE¬ 

TIES OF CITRUS, AND ON THE DERIVATION Ml Till IE 

NAMES. 

The object of discussing the derivation of the 
numerous names of the citrus family is. if pns’.ible, to 
obtain some due, through the name, of the origin of 
that particular variety, I shall lake them as far as I 
can, in the order of their chapters. 

The- (hwtj;?. Wo have* nitrstn/, mi rang, and 
nanhtg/ti, from which probably the European names 
have* been derived. I have not been able to make: on! 
satisfactorily that lids name h indigenous in I ml in. But 
to leave no stone unturned, I referred tin: question to 
various orientalists. Their courteous replies a re given 
in the course of this chapter, 

Mr. (irowse, of the* Bengal Civil Service, Mates that 
no genuine Sanskrit work makes any mention of any 
kind of citrus. The Pundits of Benares, however, say 
that there is a book on medicine, called Mamlattfril 
ntghunl, elated 141?, Sitmimt (about 541 years 
ago), which mention'! In»th the sweet and the same 
orange, under the name of mmhtg/i/, as follow*'-. „ 

{a.) Is sour-sweet. It increases the apjn-tite, and 
counteracts flatulence. (//.) Is sour. It is extremely 
heating and difficult to digest. It is laxative, and also 
counteracts flatulence. 
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The Pundits also say that the derivation of the 
word is from nag-rang, the colour of senditr, or red 
lead. 

Sir Monif-r Williams states that naranga, an orange, 
occurs in a Sanskrit work on medicine, called Susrata, 
and that it may be a corruption of naga-ranga, 
having the colour of nitga, which certainly has a 
meaning "lead." But he is inclined to think that 
naranga is a foreign word, and comes from the 
Persian nit ran j. 

Professor K. B. Cowell, of Cambridge, states that 
the word nitgaranga is found in the amarakosha, 
the oldest Sanskrit dictionary, perhaps of the 8th or 
9th century a.j>.* The contracted form naranga 
occurs in the commentary to the old “ Undtli sutras," 
which wan written about 1300 a.o. 

We are here at once met by the difficulty of not 
knowing to what type of orange these old works refer 
— whi ther to the Seville sour orange; the Portugal 
sweet orange ; or to the shntarn sweet orange, or the 
sour varied*", of the latter type:. 

Profr v,u>\\. Vamhery thinks that net rang is decidedly 
taken from the P< rsian narandj, which is composed 
of nitr, pomegranate, and rand} (properly rang) colour. 

There appi ars to be no doubt that the Seville orange 
was the fir-H-t orange to gut to Europe. 'Phis lias some 
significance that is wherever it was taken from, 
there could not have been at that time sweet kinds 
of any sort commonly known ; otherwise they would 
probably have been taken also to Europe, at the same 
time. 

Moreover, in Baber's Memoirs, Humayoon writes 

that in hi t time—about 300 years ago—the sAtnlera/i 

* Annnlim' to M Mriimud it appears that the Amara-mtha was 
written in the 5th century. 
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(shntara) orange was known only in one place in 

Bengal. * 
Colonel Yule, in his “ Glossary," has the following: 

—Ahulfoila says a.i>. c. 93c'. “ the same may Be said 
of the orange tree (S/mjr-n/-naranjj. and of the round 
citron, which were brought from India, after the year 
(a.h.) 300, ami first sown in ‘Oman,’ Theme limy 
were transplanted to Basra, to Irak, and lo Syria. . . . 

but they lost the sweet and penetrating odor, and 
beauty that they had in India, having m» longer the 
benefits of the climate, soil, ami water peculiar to that 

country."----Mas'udi lb, 438-0. 

By "sweet and penetr.it in;; odor" Ahulb'du ] »r* »ha! >Iy 
refers to the \ < iy aromatic rind n! the Sf \ ii]e orange. 

In South 1 udia (1 aisjore) they have an or.ur,;'- < u!!< d 
nartun. ’litis I found is no oth« i ih.ut tL* S<’%(He 
orange, Colonel Yule in hit (»!>» .\,u \,, p .pcs lias the 
following: “In Tamnl dictionaries most wools 

beginning with nan have '.nine relation to fr.grano ; 

as narukmtdn. to yield odor ; nor turn fottd, lemon 
grass ; nartei, < it mu ; narta man ton (read man ton), the 
wild orange tree, ike.." 1 think, therefore, one would 

not be far wrong in concluding that the Seville orange 
in South India was either indigenous or had been 
naturalized there from prehistoric times, it is worth 
mentioning that at Mangalore, on the We stern t oast, 
I found the Seville orange called karna, which Mr, 
Growse informs me means hitter. Neither at Tanjore 
nor at Mangalore had this orange the name of no rang 
or niiranj. 

Rumphius, in chap. 41, vol. ii,, describes the Seville 
orange under the name of Auranttum and tint. It does 

not, however, appear to have been very common in the 

• The stngftrth of Hater’s own memoirs appears to be a dif¬ 
ferent thing. 
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Malay archipelago in his days. He says, “ It does 
not occur in all the islands of maritime India. More¬ 
over in Java, Baleya, and Celebes, this orange is 
unknown. In Amboyna it is more plentiful, but in 
Ternate and Banda they are rarely met with. It was 
mainly used for cleaning copper ware, and for washing 
the head. The wood was used for handles of imple¬ 
ments, and the fruit was sometimes used as an 
ingredient in a sort of rustic punchy 

Unless allowed to run wild, there was no good 
reason for the Seville orange becoming common in the 
Malay archipelago. It was not good to eat, and its 
strong seedlings were not used as stock because the 
art of budding or grafting was not known there in the 
time of Rumphius. Moreover they had the Portugal 
sweet orange, and also the siintara orange, the kaghzi 
nimboo, and a variety of citrons and lemons ; neverthe¬ 
less the Seville orange was there, and rather plentiful in 
Amboyna. 

Loureiro, in his “ Flora of Cochin China,” gives 
citrus fusca as similar to that of tab. 33,—Aurantium 

acidum of Rumphius—the Seville orange. He further 
says that it is very widely spread in Cochin China, and 
more rare in China. 

I think we have come here near the birthplace of 
the S6ville orange, but the whole argument of course 
rests only on a strong probability. 

The following is probably the course the Seville 
orange took :—It commenced in China or Cochin 
China, and found its way to the Malay archipelago. In 
the time of Rumphius there was a great number of 
Chinese residing in those islands. From the archi¬ 
pelago, at some very distant time, it found its way to 
South India by means of traders, where it became 
naturalised, and got the name of nhrtun on account of 
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comparatively recent introduction. In Ceylon, it is 
either called aranj or peni-dikian, which is said to 
mean simply a sweet round orange. There, sour 
oranges are called amool-dbdan. In Poona they have 
a variety called mussemhi, which is evidently a corrup¬ 
tion of Mozambique. In Bombay they import a nice 
variety of Portugal orange from Zanzibar, which they 

call either mussimid or Malta orange. In the Bombay 
market, tin; one they import from Poona they distin- 
tinguish by the name of Poona musshnbi. InTanjore 
they have a second variety, which the English there 
tall Spanish orange. In the Upper Provinces it is 
known by the name of Malta orange or Sylhct. The 
{•range from the latter place is of a totally different 
type, anti i*. the one which goes to Calcutta under the 
name of lout/a hmhoo. The Portugal or Malta type 
of orange 1 know has been recently introduced in four 
f»r live different places-—viz.: Ceylon, probably with 
the collection from Egypt ; in Lucknow, J atm pore, 
(iujrumvidu, am! probably also in Lahore, with the 
coihvtif in Irom Palermo mentioned in Colonel Yule's 
" (ikis,ary. ' The best of all is the blood orange of 
Gitjranwala. It should be noted here that Rtunphius 

in chap. .13, voJ, ii, d<*st ribrs what I take: to he a Por¬ 
tugal orange, under the name of A nr. vcrrucosum. In 

Amlioina it v,,t-1 d!» d f.e»nm 7'sjina, and mostly cul¬ 
tivated by tb'- Chinese inhabitants. It was then con¬ 

sidered a recent introduction in the archipelago. He 
further says that in China there are two kinds of it, 
one common, which is there called Bit-cam, that is, 
Lima rcgitts; and the other arug-cam.* The latter 
is dotihle the size of the common kind.f 

* ! lere vut may pn>c*ihly haw not only the first part of kamata, but 
aho the first part of 1 tntftrth; vide derivation of itlnlara further on. 

+ It would appear that the Portugal orange came from China, mo 
the Malay archipelago. 
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Tht: Pummelo.--In the Upper Provinces it in mainly 
known by two names -tin- mahiabi and the ehaPUra, 
while for South India, a large number of extraordinary 
names are given in Colonel Yule’s “ ( do ,sary." Tin* 
derivations of m ah laid and ehakldra given by tin* 
Pundits of Benares are very instructive. They slum* 
how little reliance can be placed on any endeavour to 
get at the derivation of a word by its resemblance to 
some Sanskrit or other word. They sav that mahiabi 
emnes from mnhidh, the moon, from the moon-like si/e 
of the pummelo ; and that ehakotra comes from (hah, 
a wheel, from the huge size of certain pummelo*;. In 
Bengal, however, the jnnnmelo still retains a similarity 
to the name with which it came fo Calcutta, vi/,: 
batabidemboo, and this is no other than the citrus of 
Pa/avia, whence it was lira brought to Cab mu, The 

word chakolra has an equally mterc.ting derivation, 
it was Mr. drowse that lira tailed my attention to 
p. 54 of Colonel Yule’s “ < dossary.” under Batavia. ‘ 
He says : " It is the famous capita! of the Dutch po*. 
sessions in the Indies, occupying tin* site of the old «ity 

Jakalra, the seat of the Javanese kingdom.'* So that 
we have here both the new and the old names of the 
capital of Java, amply accounting for both mahiabi and 
chakolra, the pummelo, which is known to have b‘ » n 
comparatively recently introduced into India from 

Java. 
The names of the pummelo in South India, given in 

Colonel Yule's “ Glossary,” p. 546, are curious, j low- 
ever, I think they indicate an introduction there inde¬ 

pendently of that in Bengal. Colonel Yule states that 
he has not been able to trace their origin, It will lie 
seen, however, that, with few exceptions, if the words 
are projjeriy divided, they resolve themselves into cor¬ 

ruptions of the Dutch name Pompebmoes, What the 
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origin of this 1 hitch name is, I do not know. Dividing 
the words as follows, I think their derivation becomes 
apparent :™ - 

Paam/i-mas, 
Pitnipali-mas, 

Bamlmli-mas, 
Bowhari-maHt, 
Pampa ra -pa nasa. 

Then Banda ii-naringi is merely dropping the mas of 
fhtmbulimas, and substituting the generic name naringi. 

Then ptapttnmSy papanas, or papanis may be a still 
further corruption of Eompel-moes, or of only the 
latter part of Pamparapanasa. They all probably in¬ 
dicate that the introduction of the pummelo into South 
India was owing to the ihitch.* 

Not impossibly also some ancient savant of South 
India, who may have possessed a copy of Rumphius’s 
" J’lor. Antboin.,*' may have helped to give many of 
these names their present aspect by endeavouring to 

identify some of them with those given in Rumphius. 
Under chap. .57, vol. *i., Lima agrestis {Lemonpapeda), 
he says: " A nolle r variety of this species is called 
/.(man atrkm. Externally it is yellow and its pulp is 
white and very acid, and of the size of a child's or 
mail’s head,” ife adds, that to all large things the 
Malays apply the name of bull or elephant, and at the 
end of the chapter Burmatui says: "It may be also 
noted, that Lemon papula, and Leman carhou, is Lima 
(fufmdnus—vi Valent, in Amboime descript., p, 189.” 
So that not impossibly this Lima bubal inns may have 
given origin to some of the strange names of the 

• It h ruriouc to study the native corruptions of European names. 
Montmorency they turn into Macktmitmort, 
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ptimmelo in South India. Hut I think must of them 
arc morn likely to he corruptions of the I hitch /Vw- 

pelmoes. 
In Ceylon the pummelo is called jnmlnde. i )r. 

Trimen state*; that this word is not Singhalese, and 

that another name for it is rota-nit ran. meaning 
“ foreign orange.’’ Humphius, in the chapter on 

the ptimmelo, says : “Some in Malay rail it jawtmn, 
from the Portuguese setnthoa, which properly denote-, 
the Pomp sires, or Pomum-adami of the Spaniard*.. 
It is not, therefore, improhahle that both the name 

janihle and the tree itself were introduced into 
Ceylon hy tin; Portuguese, 

Many of the pimunelo Jil:* a wifi < V> o| JnT.t use, 
for all we know, have hei-n a!-o uare.lu.1*', \< * 

or othei wise, from the Malar U'( iiipelc;.!. 1 1,< y are 
all sour ; and Kumphius describe, v.-.rMw, hinds oj 
citrus, which are lemon*) ell.nv, lar;;e .usd • >*ur. I h>- 
name awithld, the Pundits say, tome, from omAt.viaui, 

ttm/o meaning tour, and vela < a 
*1 he birthplace of the pmmnejo, like many nth* r 

kinds of citrus was probably Southern C bin a * r 

Cochin China, Lrntreiro, in hi; M*»ra of tie* i 
place, says of the C. dermnatia that " There ar< 
many varieties which prow in finest-C 'I he pulp j. 
either re*l or white, sweet or arid, KmnphinIn 
describing the pummelos of the Malay an hip*d c*o, 
says: “ These trees, in these l ast in*iian topion--, 
are not common, and they are considered as Im mp 
been at one time brought from hipher repions,” mean 
inp probably more northerly re-,dons, Alphon*r de 
Candolle seems to think that it. birthplace was lie* 
islands of the Pacific, under the supposition that the 
ptimmelo is a distinct S]«:ci*and should '.omewhere 
have its wild form. 
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I have discussed this point in the chapter on the 
pummelos, and have come to the conclusion that it is 
not a distinct species, but is possibly an offshoot of 
the C. aurantium sinense, Gall., or some similar orange, 
and not improbably it had its origin in Cochin China. 

The word pummelo is, of course, a corruption of the 
Dutch Pompel-moes, through Pummelnose, by first 
making it Pummelos, and then turning it into the 
singular Pummelo. Shaddock is said to come from 
Captain Shaddock, who first introduced it into the 
West Indies. 

PI. 92 gives the figures of the “ forbidden fruit ” of 
the English shops. The fruiterer said they came from 
Palestine. I give them for comparison. 

The Simtara and Kamala Oranges. 

These oranges, as I have already said, although 
sweet, are totally different from the sweet Portugal 
oranges. 

The Pundits of Benares have invented two different 
derivations for this word simtara. (a.) Simtarati, 
which is made up of sun, meaning well, and tarhti, 
a thing that floats, the whole meaning a thing which 
floats well. Now the simtara orange floats very well 
indeed, and in the rivers of the Khasia hills, whence 
these oranges are brought down in boatloads for the 
Calcutta market, this phenomenon must have been often 
seen, viz., a simtara orange floating down the river. 
{b.) Suntunrati, which is made up of simtun, mean¬ 
ing bottom, and rcLti, a thing which clings to some¬ 
thing else; the whole meaning a thing which is 
adherent in its bottom part This would also apply 
to the simtara orange. These pretty sounding deri¬ 
vations, however, are said to be impossibilities in 
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Sanskrit, both by Mr. Growse ami Prof. Cowell of 
Cambridge. 

Many insist that snn/ara or suntra is no otlior 
than Cintra, a town in Portugal, noted for oranges, 

and that the Portuguese introduced this typo of orange 

into India from them, and that the si/ntra orange is 

no other than tin: orange of Cintra. Of all explana- 
tions, this is the least likely, for the following 
reasons:— 

(a.) The orange of Cintra is the Portugal orange 

(C. attrantium sinense, Gall,), with a dose-fitting skin. 
Of this orange there are now many varieties in the 
English shops, viz., the oranges from Brazil, Florida, 
St. Michael's, Valencia, Denia, Jaffa, Malta, and other, 
of the same type. While the Siaitara orange i; a 
totally diiferent thing (A. sinense, Humph.). I have 

seen none of this type in the English shops. It is 
loose-skinned, and tin* nearest approach to this type 

is the mandarin orange (called Tangerine; in the 
English shops). 

(ft.) If the snn/ara orange had been introduced into 
India by the Portuguese, it would be reasonable to 
expect that its cultivation would be now more exten¬ 

sive towards the coasts of India than in the interior, 
while it is just the opposite. On the slope*; of the 
N,E. hills, from Kumaon to Khasin, the snn/ara 
orange is semi wild; and, about 300 years ago, in the 
time of Humayoon, it had only readied one village 
of Bengal, Senargatn. Humayoon call*; it sarnie reft, 
and no doubt it is the same orange he wrote of. 

Colonel Yule in his Glossary says that " Ahu!f«-da 
as early ns the beginning of the 14th century extolled 

the fruit of Cintra," although it is not quite certain 
that he meant the orange, Kermtid;; version says, 
“ pommes admirables jaottr la grosseur et le gout." 
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The Glossary also says that I lehn supposed the 
sweet orange was first brought by the Portuguese into 
Europe from China in 154S. 

Sir C. F. Bonham, Secretary to the British Legation, 
Lisbon, has very courteously obtained the following 
information for me. Writing from Cintra, 2nd Sept. 
1886, he says :— 

" 1 now forward to you all the information which 

Sir Francis Cook has been able to get from old books 
in his possession on the subject of oranges. He is a 
man of considerable knowledge of plants, and pos¬ 
sesses a large estate in this neighbourhood. In the 
course of conversation on the subject, he has told me 
that the sweet orange, citrus aurantium of Portugal,1* is 
undoubtedly of Chinese origin; that the date of its 
introduction into Portugal is somewhat uncertain; 
that he has much reason to believe it was introduced 
into Portugal by 1). Joao de Castro, about the year 
1480, and planted on the terraces of Ponha Verde (a 
place near here), where its descendants still exist. 

In order that the simtara orange of India should 
have become so widespread on the N.E. border of 
the Peninsula, it is reasonable to suppose that either it 
must have been indigenous there, or introduced long 
before the dates given above of the introduction of the 
sweet orange into Cintra. The probability is that 
it was brought from China or Cochin China, across 
the N.E, liorder in prehistoric times. 

1 have left no stone unturned in order to get at 
the bottom of the origin of this simtara orange, and 
possibly at the derivation of its name. It would be 
as well to mention all the known variations of this 
name. In the Khasia hills it is not dear that it is 
commonly known by this name. There, in Bengali, it 

* C. aurantium, Call. 
Q 
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is called kamala, and in Khasi, usoh niamtra * In 
Nepil it goes by the name siintola, or suntowrea; in 
Kumaon by the name of sMr, and also by the name of 
the Bageshwar orange, from the fair where it is largely 
sold, and also the Gungoli hat and Ramgunga, orange, 
where it is largely grown.f In the plains, it is called 
by the educated people suntara, and by others snntra, 
sungtra, and in Delhi also rungtra. The Europeans 
call the Delhi orange Cintra orange, and by the 
English in Calcutta it is known as the Sylket orange. 

I asked Mr. Stevenson, the Deputy Commissioner 
of Sylhet, whether the Khasis had any legend about 
this orange. He replied: “ Nothing is known as to 
the time when orange cultivation began in these parts. 
From the extracts of the lives of the Lindsays, ap¬ 
pended to Dr. Hunter’s ‘ Statistical Account of Sylhet,’ 
it would seem that there were oranges growing spon¬ 
taneously in the mountains some time previous to the 
close of last century (1776). No one knows how the 
orange was introduced here. All agree that it is not 
indigenous, and the legend has it that Hanuman, a 
general of Rama, introduced the plant on his return 
from Lanka (Ceylon). Some people say seeds were 
brought from Assam proper.” 

More recently Mr. Stevenson very kindly wrote 
again, and said : “ I have been endeavouring to obtain 
some clue to the derivations of the Bengali-Khasia 
names of oranges of all kinds. Their origin cannot be at 
all had. I asked the chief Khasia official at Shillong, 
and he was quite in the dark. I then consulted the 
missionary of the Welsh Presbyterian Mission in the 
Khasia-Jaintia hills. I enclose Mr. Jerman Jones’s 

* Mr. Stevenson says usoh scmtra (vide Appendix, No. 43). 

t Mr. H. Harris, of Sitowli, informs me that these are all one, and 
resemble the Nagjoore orange. 
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reply. He is the oldest missionary in the hills, and 
very intimate with the language, the people, and their 
legends.” 

Mr. Jones writes as follows, dating from Shillong : 
“ The right way of spelling the different names of 
oranges is this :— 

Bengali. Khasi. 
1. K&mala . . . Usoh niamtra. 
2. Naringi . . . „ Sim. 
3. Moglai „ myngor. 
4. Satkara . . . „ Kuid. 
5. Kaki . . . „ niang-riang. 
6. Kkaterjanni . . „ Kymphor. 

“ I have never found a Khasi who could offer the 
remotest suggestion as to the derivation or meaning 
of niamtra, though I have asked a great number of 
persons, and it is the same with regard to the word 
sim. The latter is the Khasi term for a Raja. The 
Khasis call the best sort of Bananas kait sim. It 
may be that the Khasis used to look upon this fruit as 
the best among the oranges. They have not any 
legend or tradition as to how or whence the oranges 
were introduced into this country. The invariable 
answer is, ‘ God put them in our country, and how can 
we know anything about them ? ’ ” 

In JBlackwood’s Magazine for September, 1886, there 
Is an interesting article by Major-General A. R. Mac 
Mahon on “ Burmese border tribes and trade routes ” 
{vide Appendix, No. 2). It states that a century 
before the Christian era the Emperor of the Han 
dynasty fitted out an expedition to find its way through 
S.-W. China to India, but his plan was frustrated 
by the Shans, who then occupied Yunnan. The Shans 
were eventually expelled from their country, and, gain¬ 

er 2 
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ing strength, they invaded the Brahmapootra valley 
in the eighth century, and completely occupied it in the 
beginning of the thirteenth century. But from ancient 
Shan records, discovered by Pemberton at Manipur, it 
appears that in the beginning of the Christian era the 
Shan kingdom occupied the whole of the region from 
Yunnan to the S.E. boundary of .the Assam valley. 
The article also mentions that the Shans are most 
ingenious cultivators, and that they equal the Belgians 
in the great care and ingenuity they exhibit in culti¬ 

vating their land. 
Now China, or Cochin China, is considered by most 

authors as the birthplace of oranges, and it is said the 
Chinese claim them as indigenous to their country. 
If so, we have an efficient cause for the naturalization 
of the sicntara orange on the N.E. border of India. 
This great migration of Shans, which commenced at 
the beginning of the Christian era, from Yunnan to 
the Brahmapootra valley, could hardly have helped 
carrying with it this and perhaps other kinds of 
oranges, by means of the seed; no other mode of pro¬ 
pagation is known in the Khasia hills, even at this 
day, than by seed. More especially is this likely to 
have been the case when we are told that the Shans 
are such ingenious cultivators. 

Again, in the Khasia hills the generic name for 
oranges is usok. This very word, slightly modified, 
curiously enough occurs as the generic name of the 
Citrus in various islands of the Malay archipelago. 
Rumphius, in his “ Flor. Amboin.,” in the chapter on 
Limo tuberosus, says : “ Generally, however, all lemons 
(Citrus) are called by the Amboinese aussi and ussi, 
and by the Chinese they are given the generic name- 
of cam. In Banda the generic name is usse. And 
in chapter 42, vol. ii., he describes the Aurantium 
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sinen.se (^JLcmon incenis Dsjznd), evidently introduced 
from China. Both the picture and the description of 
this orange agree entirely with the simtara orange of 
India,* and. in the days of Rumphius this siintara 
orange was found in almost all these Oriental islands, 
from Java, Celebes, and the Moluccas to Amboina.” 
In the latter place this orange was called massussu. 

We have here, I think, something tangible to go 
by. The community of the generic name usoh, ussi, 
or usse, to the Khasia hills and the Malay archi- 
pelago, would appear to indicate that it either came to 
both these places from a cotmnon source, or that one 
place got it from the other, probably by way of the 
Malay peninsula. In the Archipelago it was consi¬ 
dered as a Chinese orange. 

The only legend that Mr. Stevenson has been able 
to get hold of is, that this siintara orange was brought 
by H anuraan, a general of Rama. This story would, 
perhaps, fit in -with the great invasion of Shans into 
the Brahmapootra valley. 

As to the rest, I have only suggestions to make. 
If its introduction in the N.E. border of India was 
effected by the Shans, it may not be impossible that 
the first part of the name of this orange—sun—may 
have some connection with Shan. Then it appears 
that sim, besides being the Khasi name of an orange, 
also means Jiaja—the Raja, orange (Usoh-sim). Not 
impossibly, also, this word sim, or modifications of it, 
may have entered into the formation of the word siin- 
tara by way of samtereh, or sintra. In those parts, 
they have another variety called usoh niamtra. This 
may possibly have given origin to the name rungtra, 
which, in Delhi, is a synonym of silntra. Rumphius, 
however, says that in China they had two kinds of 

* Vide pL 116A. 
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Portugal orange (Aur. verrucosum), viz., the bit-cam 
and the seng-cam. Could the seng of the latter have 
had any connection with the sung of sungtara ? 

We have, finally, the other synonym kamala, or 
kamla-lemboo. It may not be impossible that kam, 
the Chinese generic name for oranges, may have 
entered into the construction of this word.* The 
keonla orange of the plains, or as some call it kawnla, 
is, however, not the kamala of the Khasia hills. The 
latter is the simtara (aur. sinense) of Rumphius. The 
keonla of the plains has a redder, and more chagrined 
exterior, usually mammillate, and it sweetens very late. 
Its typical leaf moreover is different, and has also a 
different scent. Both the simtara and the kawnla, 
belong to the same group. Whether the keonla of the 
plains corresponds to any of the other citrus of the 
Khasia hills enumerated in Mr. Jerman Jones’s letter, 
I do not know. 

To recapitulate then, we find that the siintara 
orange of India, is totally distinct from the orange of 
Cintrain Portugal, and cannot have been introduced 
under that name by the Portuguese ; that it has been 
known on the slopes of the N.E. border from time 
immemorial, and must have been either indigenous 
there, or have been introduced across the Eastern 
border, in very ancient times, or from the Malay 
archipelago, by way of the Malay peninsula. Its 
birthplace, however, is more likely to have been 
either China or Cochin China Loureiro in his Flor. 
Cochin-chin., does not describe any orange which 
coincides with the simtara orange of India. But Mr. 
Gubboy, who resided in Hong-kong, informed me that 
there they have an. orange, called loose-jacket. This 

* Possibly, also, it may have got its name from the river Kamala, 
near which it is said to grow. 
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is probably no other than the shntara orange, the 

A^ur. sinense of Rumphius, who considered it intro¬ 

duced into the Malay archipelago from China, 

We have also the hazara, which I consider to be 

n.o other than the kuniquat, allowed to grow into a 

bush. With cultivation, it produces larger fruit than 

the latter. Its name hazcira is probably derived from 

the thousands of oranges a large bush produces. The 

feokni is another small and sweet orange of the 

siintara type. In Saharunpore they also call it the 

China orange. Rumphius, in chap. 42, vol. ii. (Aur. 
sinense), says that the Chinese in their own country 

have very elegant round oranges, of the “ second 
variety,” which are smaller than the common kind. 

They preserve them whole in sugar. Not improbably, 
this small variety of the simtara type mentioned by 

Rumphius may be thtMkni of India. 

The reshmi orange is another variety of a similar 
type. Its name would appear to mean “silky,” but I 
do not see how this would apply to the fruit 1 have 

not been able to trace the origin of this variety. It is 
never met with in the markets, and does not appear a 
favourite kind for growing in large quantity. 

The Mandarin orange.—This is of recent introduc¬ 

tion in India. I have met with it nowhere, except 

where it was obtained from Lucknow. In the latter 
place it was imported in 1863. I found it also in the 
Eeradeniya garden, in Ceylon. Here also, it appears 
to be of recent introduction, and probably came from 
Egypt, with a collection of orange trees in 1847. I*1 
the Ceylon markets, they have the khida narun, and 

the jawa narun> both of which they call mandarin 

oranges, but they are no other than varieties of the 
sdentara orange of India. The kbnda narun Is almost 

identical with the Nagpore orange. 
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In Sylhet, Mr. Stevenson thinks they have the 
mandarin orange. But if they had the real thing, it 
would have long ago attracted notice in Calcutta, 
whereas I have never heard of, or seen it there. 

Sir C. F. Bonham, in his letter from Cintra, says 
that Sir Francis Cook further tells him, “ That the 
Tangerine orange, so called, is evidently the mandarin 
orange, also from China,* and bears that name 
because it was a much more rare fruit, and only within 
the reach of mandarins and grandees.” Not impro¬ 
bably however, it was given that name for the same 
reason that the Khasias give some fruits the distinctive 
name of Raja (sim), as being the best of their kind. 

The Jhambiri.—For this name, a Sanskrit origin is 
claimed. The Pundits of Benares say it is mentioned 
in the madun pal nighiint, a book on medicine, about 
531 years old. Therein is stated that the jhambirika 
(meaning the small jhambiri) “puts the teeth on edge 
(dantdn shtUhati), but it quenches thirst, and stops 
vomiting.” By the mention of a small jhambiri, it 
is presumable there was another variety which was 
larger, and went by the same name. Whether by 
jhambiri. the kaghzi nimboo .or lime proper of 
moderns is meant, it is impossible to say. 

Prof. Cowell of Cambridge states that jambhira 
also occurs in the Amarakosha, the oldest Sanskrit 
dictionary, of about the eighth or ninth century a.d. 

Baber, 300 years ago, also mentions the jhambiri, 
but by that he evidently means the one I have 
described in the chapter on the jhambiri group, and 
figured in pis. 131 and 132, and not the true-lime, or 
kaghzi-nimboo, for he distinctly says “it is like an 
orange, but is not an orange.” In Rumphius’ Flor. 

* In Seville they grow two oranges. The Seville or bitter orange, 
and the small China, which is probably no other than the mandarin. 
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Amboin., there is no citrus that can be identified with 
this orange-like jhambiri, and Loureiro, in his list of 
citrus of Cochin China gives nothing that approaches 
it. In the Dagkata Garden, Ceylon, I saw a citrus 
which appeared to belong to this group, but I never 
saw it in the markets. I never met with it in South 
India. The fact is, the true-lime or kaghzi-nimboo, has 
been found so useful, and is so easily raised from seed, 
all over India, that it has replaced most sour citrus, 
and if it were not still kept in the gardens of native 
gentlemen, as a curiosity, this jhambiri, would 
probably, by this time, have become extinct. Who can 
tell how many forms of citrus, raised from seed, may 
have become extinct, on account of there being no 
demand for them, owing to their being devoid of any 
very useful qualities. In the time of Risso some of the 
varieties he described were rare, because nobody but 
enthusiastic collectors cared for them, while those with 
good commercial qualities were becoming vulgarized. 

Anyhow, this jhambiri appears to be unknown 
out of India, and not improbably it may be an Indian 
variety. It may have originated from seeds of the 
siintai'a, or keonla group, which it resembles in form. 
I have not been able to trace the meaning of the word. 

Tur-tmj, Bajoura, and Madhkaree.—The first is 
evidently not an Indian name. Rumphius, in chap. 
35, vol. ii., on the citron, refers to a philological 
discourse on the origin of the word citrus, by Bauhin., 
libr. I., Cap. 25, where the latter comes to the con¬ 
clusion that the etzador of the sacred Scriptures means 
this fruit. Hence the Chaldean name of these fruits 
— Extrogin, — in the singular Etog or Etrog, and 
hence also the Arabic Atrog. Then in chap. 36 of the 
same volume, under Limo tuberosus, Rumphius goes on 
to say, “ Similarly Torong and Toronga, which the 
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Arabs call altrung and ottrog, although properly 

speaking Torong is Persian. From this, the Spanish 

Toronja* has come.” All research regarding this 

citron, goes to show that in Media and Persia it was 

known from a very ancient date. Alph. de Candolle 

says : “The Greeks had seen the citron in Media and 

Persia in the time of Theophrastus, three centuries 

before Christ. In fact Citrus medica, and Malum 

Persicum, both meaning the citron, were given to it 

from the names of those countries. With these names 

this tree was first imported into Europe, being the 

first citrus that found its way there. De Candolle 

says that, according to Targioni, the citron was, after 

many attempts, cultivated in Italy in the third or 

fourth century. 

The questions that now remain are—How and 

whence did it come to Media and Persia? No 

author says that it is indigenous there. Did it 

come there from India or elsewhere ? 

Prof. Cowell says that “ taranj, an orange, f occurs 

in the Sikander nameh of the Persian poet, Nizami, 

who died about a.d. 1200.” Baber, 300 years ago, 

said the sweet citron was common in Lemghanat, 

and the sour one in Bajour. Sir J. Hooker, in his 

“Flora Indica,” says it is found wild in the valleys 

along the foot of the Himalaya from Gurhwal to Sik¬ 

kim ; in the Khasia mountains, Garrow mountains, 

Chittagong, the Western Ghats, and in the Satpura 

range, in Central India. 

Rumphius says that the citron is not frequent in 

the islands of the Malay archipelago. They are 

* In Spanish I am told it is written toronja, but pronounced 
toronkha. 

t Prof. Vambery also says that now-a-days turunj means also an 
orange of a particular kind. 
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more plentiful in Java. A certain variety, however, 

is called “lemon Java, because there it is sup¬ 

posed to be indigenous.” Loureiro says it is only 

found “cultivated” in Cochin China and China. This 

need not, however, militate against the citron having 

been of Chinese origin. Alphonse de Candolle gives 

several cultivated plants, whose wild forms appear to 

have become extinct. And, in spite of want of evi¬ 

dence in Chinese books, I would say that if the orange 
had its birthplace in China, the citron must have 

originated in the same place. For it would be un¬ 

reasonable to suppose that two fruits structurally 

identical could have been evolved in two places, 

from two distinct centres. Of course it may be 

quite possible that the ancestral form of the citron 

became improved into our modern form, after it had 

left China, either in the Malay archipelago, or some 

where between China and India. 

Taking everything into consideration, however, it 

still appears doubtful where the citron proper, citrus 
medica, originated. That it found a resting-place in 

India is highly probable, whence it may have found 

its way to Persia and Media, and eventually to Europe, 

about the third or fourth century of our era. It does 

not, however, follow, that it was not re-introduced in 

India, from two or more different directions. From 

Persia it probably found its way to Bajour and Lemg- 

handt, and eventually into Northern India again, under 

the name of bajour a. It is not likely that this latter 

name is of Sanskrit origin (bija-purd—full of seeds). 

It is truly full of seeds, but as the sour citron was 

plentiful in Bajour, it is more likely that some were 

brought to India from there, and retained the name of 

bajoura, or bajouri. Then Lemghandt was noted 

for sweet citrons ; and it is not unlikely that the large 
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melon-like sweet variety of Almora and other places, 
now known as mudhkakrce may have been introduced 
from there. Finally, we have near Cochin in South 
India a Jewish' colony, settled there , so early as 
49OA.D. As the citron was known in Media before 
the Christian era, and as the Jews made use of its 
fruit in their religious festivals, it is not at all impro¬ 
bable that this Jewish colony brought the citron fruit, 
or seed, with them to Western India, where it may 
have become naturalized. The varieties on that coast 
are more numerous than in other parts of India. In 
Ceylon it is called siderun. This clearly indicates its 
origin either from the Portuguese cidra, or the Eng¬ 
lish citron. 

As to the derivation of the sweet variety called 
either mudkanker or mudhkakree, Prof. Cowell says, 
“ the first part seems to be the Sanskrit madhu— 
sweet; but Sir Monier Williams gives in his Sanskrit 
Diet, madhukukkuti—a kind of citron, with ill¬ 
smelling blossoms. As t always can become r, this is 
the same as your Madhukakree. This, however, is 
not an old Sanskrit word. It only occurs in com¬ 
paratively modern dictionaries.” 

Kakree or kanker is the name of a sort of melon, 
and this sweet citron of Almora, being as large as a 
melon, the name of sweet melon, or madhkakree, may 
have been given it. 

On the Western Coast of India, the citron is also 
called mauling and ma’pala. I have not been able 
to trace the derivation of these words. The former 
may not impossibly be connected with the baleng of 
Baber. 

The Lemons.—The lemon proper is considered by 
botanists as a variety of the citron. C. medica var. 
limonum. The foliage of the lemon proper is different 
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from that of the citron ; but in the many varieties of 
I ndian bajoura, intermediate forms both of foliage 

a'nc3- fruit are found. It should be noted, however, 
that the European lemon of the English shops, is 
essentially a product of careful selection and cultiva¬ 
tion. According to Alphonse de Candolle, the Arabs 
carried the lemon from Oman to Palestine and Egypt 
in the tenth century. Not improbably in Oman itself 
-the citron had been already considerably “ lemonized,” 
the latter fruit being more useful. He also says 
Palermo and Tuscany had them about the middle of 
the thirteenth century. Many of the lemons of the 
English shops, imported from Sicily, even now bear 
traces of their citron origin, in their thick skin and 
rough furrowed and subwarty exterior. In plate 200, 
ez and b, is given a lemon, which Mr. Webster, B.C.S., 
found, in the “tarai” among forest trees. It had a 
thin though solid skin, like the hard skin of the 
citrons. It is impossible to say whether it was in- 
cLig-enous there or naturalized. 

Risso, in his monograph, gives many intermediate 
forms, under the name of lemons, between the citron 
and the best and most common lemon of all—his 
CD. l-£monum vulgaris. The latter was recently intro¬ 
duced from Malta into’ Lucknow. Thence it was 
sent to many parts of India, and very recently I 
sent plants of it from Etawah to many other parts, 
including the Punjab, Assam, Bangalore, and Tine- 
velly in South India. In Ceylon, on some of the 
plantations, they have the lemon, probably also of 

cc* n t introduction. 
]sj 0 one, as far as I am aware, has endeavoured to 

trace the origin of the word lemon, as far as it could 

be traced. 
Colonel Yule, in his “ Glossary,” p. 391, says : “ But 
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it has come into European languages thr< 
'Arabic leimund 

Rumphius, under Limo titberosus martinic 

“ As these kinds of fruit were not accurately « 
by the old authors ; they were given the gene 
of Mali Citrii, Medici, or Hesperici; in su 
times, however, their species were more 
studied, and one was called in Latin Li 

and in Pharmacopoeias Limonem. ... In v 
any one search for the derivation of this 
European languages. The Arabic word i£ 
the Persian limuml 

Mr. Gubboy informed me that the commo 
name for lemon is liimi. This very nam< 
retained in Malta for the lemon. Risso gives 
section under the name of Lumia, and accc 
De Candolle, “ an author named Falcando : 
in 1260 some very acid lumias, which were c 
near Palermo.” Now the word limum co 
easily be corrupted, by transposition of the 
into lumi. But Colonel Yule gives leimun 

the Arabic word. The lemon is not indig- 
Arabia. Where, then, did they get both the 
its name ? 

I think Rumphius gives us the solution 
puzzle in his Flor. Amboin. Under Limo i 

maritinicus he says, “It should certainly 1 
that all the species of lemon (it should be rem 
that by “lemons” Rumphius means all kinds <7 
are called by the Malays, by the general 
lemoen, while in Europe this name is given 
one species. This tree (Limo tuberosus) mot 
called Lemo martin by the Malays. How it 
name, however, is quite unknown to me, but 
likely that it may have first come into notice 
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a. Portuguese of the name of Martin, and hence its 

name.” This is the only variety that Rumphius con¬ 

nects in any way with a Portuguese, and Martin might 

as well have been, I believe, a Dutch name. 

Further, under Limo tuberosus, Rumphius says, 

* ‘ Generally they call all lemons (citrus) aussi or ussi, 

among the Amboinese; lemon, among the Malays ; 

dfodji, in Ternatd ; lemo, in Macassar; jeroc, in Java; 

dfoboc, in Baleya, usse, in Banda; and cam, among the 

Chinese.” 
In order to satisfy the reader further, I herewith 

give a detailed list of Rumphius’ names in Latin and 

Malay :— 

Latin. 

Limo decumanus (pummelo). 

Malum citrium (citron) . 

Limo tuberosus 

Limo ventricosus . 

Limo agrestis 

Limo taurinus 

Limo ferus .... 

Limonellus (kaghzi mmboo) . 

Limonellus aurarius 

Limonellus madurensis (per¬ 

haps kumqual) 

Aurantium acidum (Seville 

orange) 

Aurantium sinense {suntara 

orange) 
Aurantium verrucosum (Por¬ 

tugal orange) 

Aurantium pumilum madu- 

rense 

Malay. 

Lemon cassomba. 

Lemon sussu. 

Lemon martin. 

Lemon purrut 

Lemon papeda. 

Lemon carbou. 

Lemon swangy. 

Lemon nipis. 

Lemon maas. 

Lemon madura. 

Lemon itam. 

Lemon manis tsjina. 

Lemon manis bezaar. 

Lemon suassi. 
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From the foregoing list it will be seen that among the 

Malays it is not only some particidar variety that may 

have been introduced, which is called lemon, but the 

whole genus citrus—oranges, lemons, limes, citrons, and 

pummelos—are called by this generic name. I think 

this distinctly points to this word being of Malay origin, 

or other indigenous origin, and that Arab traders got 

their leimun or limum, and himi from the Malay lemon, 

and possibly the Portuguese may have reintroduced the 

word into Europe, under the modified name of Union ; 

Anyhow this word must have existed among the 

Malays long before the Portuguese had doubled the 

Cape in 1497. And it must have existed there, prob¬ 

ably, also before the Arabs began their intercourse 

with the Malay archipelago ; otherwise its being used 

as the generic term for all the citrus is not explainable. 

Many kinds of citrus must have had their birth in the 

Malay archipelago, as one of the first resting-places of 

this genus, in its migration from South China. 

The lime and the lima. — The true lime (Kaghzi 

nimboo) is found all over India. Natives call it in¬ 

differently nimboo or limboo, and in Bengal lemboo is 

a generic name for all citrus. 

In Baber’s time a limoo was plentiful in India, 

whether the same as Kaghzi nimboo of moderns or not, 

it is impossible to say—not improbably it was. 

Professor Cowell says that nimbuka is not a true 

Sanskrit word, and that it is not an old word. He 

does not think that the Persian limit is derived from 

that word. In India, however, nimboo and limboo are 

indifferently used for the lime, and as I said, in Bengal 

lemboo means any citrus. 

While the kaghzi nimboo among the Malays is called 

the lemon nipis, in Macassar it is called lemo capas 

(from its being of the size of a cotton-pod) and in 
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Ternatd, lento fava. In both these places lento is a 

generic term for citrus, and the word may be no other 

than a modification of the Malay lemon, by dropping 
the n. 

As I have stated in the chapter on the lima, there is 

a. suspicion that the true lime had its birth as a new 

seedling- variety in the Malay archipelago, and that not 

i improbably its remote wild ancestor was the C. kystrix. 

Rumphius’ JLimo aurarius, a very small kaghzi nimboo, 

’with the large winged petiole of its not improbable 

ancestor—the same C. hystrix—is, in my opinion, very 

-suggestive. In Rumphius’ time this variety (kaghzi 

-rz-imboo, or true lime) found only in cultivation every¬ 

where, was “ vulgatissimus et usitatissimus,” and used 

for all sorts of purposes—in food, medicine, and in the 

arts. Moreover it was one of the kinds, owing to its 

keeping quality, which was taken on long sea voyages, 

and its seeds germinated very readily, even if dropped 

on the ground. What wonder, therefore, is it that it 

may have found its way to India by means of traders 

sailing up the coast of the Malay peninsula, and 

Burmah, and eventually to Bengal; bringing with it its 

name of lento—afterwards changing into lemboo, limboo, 

and -nimboo. There is evidence of a very ancient 

trade between the Malay archipelago and India (vide 

.Appendix, No. 40). In addition to this lento, which 

is common to both places, I have discovered two other 

words which are common to the Malay archipelago and 

India, viz., Capas—cotton; in Macassar this kaghzi 

■n-zmboo is called lemo capos, from its being of the size 

of a cotton pod ; and cassomba—Rumphius says this is 

sl dye made from the “Carthamus tinctorius,” which is 

the kussumb of India, and the pummelo from its red 

colour, in Malay is called lemon cassomba. 

Either Rumphius or others may have also latinized 
R 
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the Malay word into limo, and the Portuguese may 
have made lima out of it, whence came the English 
lime of the West Indies. It would appear that the 
words lime and lemon have a common origin, and come 
to us from the Malay archipelago. 

In Ceylon the lime is called ddhi. I have not been 
able to trace the derivation of this word. 

There are other names of Citrus in use in India to 
denote particular varieties. The sweet lemon is called 
either mitha nimboo or amratpkal. Prof. Cowell 
says this is evidently the common Sanskrit word 
amrita-phala (immortal, or ambrosial fruit). Amrita 

and mrita meaning undying, and phala, fruit. 
Similarly, he says, sadaphal comes from the San¬ 

skrit sadd, always, and phala, fruit—meaning, fruiting 
all the year round. This name I found given to more 
than one variety. 

Karnphal, applied to the khatta in Almora, appears 
to be no other than the fruit of the karna, which is 
sometimes applied to the khatta orange, but really 
belongs to the Seville, as it means bitter. 

Kuthairee-nimboo appears no other than the jack- 

fruited nimboo, from its size, kuthal, or kuthar, 

meaning the jack fruit. 
Shunkhadrdv, and probably sungdardz, applied 

to some kinds of sour Citrus, are said to mean 
shell melter, from the extreme acidity of their juice. 
Perhaps in the same way that some call the amil- 

bid “ suigul,” from its melting a needle stuck into 
it. 

Then Behdri and Gungoli nimboo are names 
probably taken from Behar and Gungoli-hdt in 
Almora. 

Ras kanker probably means a juicy kakree. It is 
applied to the kathairee nimboo. 
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Gulgnl I have not been able to trace. Some sug¬ 

gest its derivation from a round sweetmeat of that 

name. Nor have I been able to get at the meaning 

of heora. 

Karmaranga, is said to be some sort of orange 

mentioned in Sanskrit books, but Prof. Cowell says it 

is not an old Sanskrit word, and found only in 

modern lexicons. I have never met with any Citrus 

of that name. 

Then there are the Bengali names of Citrus. JPdti 

iz-ion-boo is said to mean desee nimboo, belonging to the 

country, in contradistinction to foreign. Gora mmboo 

is said to mean extremely acid nimboo. 

-Kalama and kctlamba are uncertain. I am told 

there is a kind of pumpkin, used for keeping persons 

afloat while swimming, that is called colamba. Not 

improbably the kaiamba, which is a large pumpkin- 

like Citrus, may be named after that, or it may be 

derived from calappa, a cocoa nut, mentioned by 

R-umphius. 

F urther, maha nimboo, as applied to the pummelo 

"by some, means large Citrus. Bhimra, probably from 

JE>/&i?n, the Indian Hercules, may have pretty much 

the same meaning, viz., a huge Citrus. There may be 

other fanciful names given by learned people with 

reference to some prominent character of some parti¬ 

cular Citrus. 

^4 ttcbrra nimboo is a large variety, which I met with 

in the Central Provinces. I have not been able to 

trace its derivation. N ot impossibly it may be con¬ 

nected with attar, with reference to the scent of its 

rind or flowers. 

Stzroii nimboo also occurs. Prof. A. Vambery sug¬ 

gests that this word may possibly be of Turkish origin, 

and. derived from sari, yellow, and afi, flesh, or pulp, 
r 2 
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meaning a fruit with a yellow pulp—“if such an 

assumption corresponds with the natural character of 

the said fruit.” 

The derivation of the “laroo” of Poona, I have 

not been able to trace; nor of the “ bandir ” of 

Tanjore. 
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CONCLUSIONS. 

Some of the results of my researches may, perhaps, be 

summed up as follows :— 
(a.) The pubescence on the young shoots and under¬ 

side of the leaves of the pummelo (C. decumana, 

YVilld.) cannot be considered a specific character, as 

other huge Citrus have it also, and some pummelo 

trees have it not. About this I may say that t ere is 

no doubt in my mind. The pummelo appears to be a 

huae form of some other Citrus, probably an orange, 

and may have owed its hugeness to conditions of luxu¬ 

riance in a tropical climate. . 
(6.) The separation of the sweet oranges into two 

distinct races, viz., the Portugal close-skinned orange 

(C. aurantium sinense of Gallesio), and the Indian 

loose-skinned smdctra, or sung tar a (Aurantium sin¬ 

ense of Rumphius). Of this also I have no doubt 

(c.) That the name siintccra has nothing to do with 

the name of the town of Cintra in Portugal, as has been 

supposed by many, and that sung tar a, one of its other 

names, may partially have come from *** vvbich 

according to Rumphius, is the name of a vane* of 

orange in China. Not improbably also its other 

name, kamccla, or kamta, may have come from kam, 

the Chinese generic name for orange. 
(d.) The European words, lime and lemon, are 

very probably derived from the generic names of the 

Citrus in certain islands of the Malay archipelago. 
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There, according to Rumphius, the Citrus goes by the 

name of lemo and lemon. 

(el) It is probable that some huge forms of Citrus 

may have originated in a fusion of two ovaries, and 

that eventually, by reproduction from seed, the fusion 

was perpetuated, while its external signs became obli¬ 

terated, in the same way that the signs of separate 

carpels in some Citrus are now completely obliterated. 

(/.) It is, I think, more probable that the true- 

lime (C. acida of Roxburgh) has descended from C. 

hystrix of Kurz (now found wild in Burmah), than 

from the C. medica of Linnaeus, as has been 

surmised. 

(g.) I believe that the idea of the juice vesicles of 

the Citrus pulp being homologous with the essential 

oil cells of the rind and leaves, is put forth for the 

first time. It is, therefore, for others to judge whether 

this theory can stand. If so, the oil cells of the rind, 

of the leaves, &c., the juice vesicles of the pulp, the 

pollen grains, the buds, and probably also the ovules or 

seeds of the Citrus would be homologous organs. 

•W 

m 
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APPENDIX. 

No. i. 

The following is an account of the oranges, citrons, &c of 

Hindostan in the time of the Emperor Baber. The words 

within brackets are those of the translators. 
The memoirs of Zeher-ed-din Muhammed Baber, Emperor 

of Tf indostan, written by himself (A.D. 1519) in thejaghatai 

Turki, were translated by Dr. John Leyden and Mr. William 

Erskine, published in 1826. In these memoirs I find the 

following, regarding the orange tribe :— 
(cz.y N&ranj (or orange).—In India “ they have besides, the 

N’dranj (or Seville orange), and the various fruits of the 

orange species. The orange grows in Lemghanat, Bajour, 

and. Sewid, where it is both plenty and good. The orange 

of Lemghanlt is small but juicy, and pleasant for quenching 

thirst.* It is sweet-smelling, delicate, and fresh. ^It is not, 

however, to be compared with the oranges about Khorassan. 

Its d elicacy is such that, in carrying the oranges from Lem- 

ghanat to Kabul, which is only 13 or 14 “farsangs” (between 

50 and 60 miles), many of them are spoilt by the way. 

They carry the oranges of Asterabad to Samarkand, which 

is 270 or 280 “farsangs” off (about 1,100 miles); but as 

these have a thick peel and little juice they are not apt to be, 

much injured. The size of the oranges of Bajour may be - 

about that of a quince. They are very juicy, and their juice 

is more acid than that of other oranges. Khwijeh Kilan 

tells me that he made the oranges of a single tree of this 

* it is evident from this that Baber, by Ndranj, could not have meant 

tlxe Seville or bitter orange. 
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species in Bajonr be plucked off and counted, and they 
amounted to 7,000. It always struck me that the word 
naranj (orange) was accented in the Arab fashion, and I 
found that it really was so. The men of Bajour and Siwad 
call n&ranjndrank (or perhaps rather n&rang)” 

(th.) Limoo (Lime).—“Another is the lime (limoo), which is 
very plentiful. Its size is about that of a hen’s egg, which it 
resembles in shape. If one who is poisoned boils and eats 
its fibres, the injury done by the poison is averted,” 

(c.) Taranj (or Citron).—“Another fruit resembling the 
naranj (or orange) is the tarcmj (or citron). The inhabitants 
of Bajour and Siwad call it bctleng. On this account marma¬ 
lades of Citron-peel are called baieng-marmalade.* The 
Hindostanis call the taranj the bajouri. It is of two species. 
’One is insipid and sweet, but of a sickly sweet, and is of no 
value for eating; but its" peel is used for marmalade. The 
citrons of Lemghanat are all of this sickly sweet. The other 
is the citron of Hindostan and Bajour, which is acid, and its 
sherbet is very pleasant and tasteful. The size of the citron 
may be about that of the Khos7'avi musk-melon. Its skin 
is rough, rising and falling in knobs. Its extremity is thin 
and knobbed. The citron is of a deeper yellow than the 
orange. Its tree has not a large trunk. It is small and 
shrubby, and has larger leaves than the orange.” « 

{d.) Sengterek (or common orange). — “ The smgterck (or 
orange) is another fruit resembling n&ranj (or Seville orange). 
In colour and appearance it is like the citron, but the skin of 
this fruit is smooth, and without any unevenness. It is rather 
smaller than the small citron. Its tree is large, perhaps about 
the size of the small apricot-tree. Its leaf resembles the 
n&ranj leaf. It has a pleasant acid, and its sherbet is ex¬ 
tremely agreeable and wholesome. Like the lime, it is a 
powerful stomachic, and it is not a weakening fruit like the 
citron.” t 

(e.) Kilkil (or large lime).—“ Another fruit of the orange 

* Murebba-b&ling, in A. Pavet de Courteille’s translation, 

t It is difficult to identify this sengterek—“in appearance and 

colour ” like a citron, but with a smooth surface and having a pleasant 

acid. This description would rather point to the kkatta of moderns.. 
In the time of Rumphius there was a seng-omnge in China. 
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^ind, is the larger lime, which. In Hindostan, they call the 

feidkil lime (jkilmck is the name by which It now goes)* In 

slhape it Is IIhe a goose’s egg, but does not, like the egg, taper 

^ way at the two extremities. The skin of this species is 

smooth, like that of the sengterelu It has a remarkable 

quantity of juice.” 
(yf) Jambzn (or Jablrl).—“Another fruit resembling the 

orange is the jambin- In shape It is like the orange, but it 

is of a deeper yellow. - It is not, however, an orange, though 

its smell is like that of the orange. This fruit, too, yields a 

poleasant acid.’T 
Saddphal.—“ .Another of the orange kind Is the sada- 

(everlasting fruit. Hunter), which Is shaped like a pear, 

3-rid in colour resembles the quince. It has a sweet taste, 

but not so mawkish as the sweet orange. 

(/t.) AmratpJidL—“ The aznratp/ml [lit. nectar-fruit) is an- 

o t:lier of the fruits resembling the orange.” (On this notice of 

tine amratpkdl there is, in the Turki copy, the following note 

of Emperor Humayun. It is not found in either of the Persian 

translations.) “ His Majesty,§ whose abode is in Paradise, 

ma.y Heaven exalt his splendour, has not attended sufficiently 

to the amratpkdl. As he observed that it was sweet and 

mild tasted, he compared it to the sweet orange, and was not 

fond of it ; for he had a dislike to the sweet orange, and 

everybody, on account of the amraipMFs mild sweet, called 

it like the orange. At that time, particularly on his first 

coming to Hindostan, lie had been long and much addicted 

to strong drinks, whence he naturally did not like sweet 

ttiings. The amratpA&l Is, however, an excellent fruit Its 

juice, though not extremely sweet, yet is very pleasant At 

a later period in my time we discovered its nature and ex¬ 

cellence. Its acidity, when unripe, resembles that of the 

orange. While yet very acid, its sourness affects the stomach, 

*■ I never heard of the name “kilmekg 
-f- This description points to the jhambiri proper (which see), and 

not to the khagm-nimboo, or lime proper. 
+ This description rather tallies with that of the saddphal of 

modems ; but any Citrus, bearing fruit all the year round? might he 

called sadaphctL 
§ Meaning Baber. 
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but in course of time it ripens and becomes sweet.”* “In 

Ben gal’there are two other fruits which have an acid flavour, 

though they are not of equal excellence with the amratphctl\ 

The one is called kctmilah, and grows to the size of an 

orange (ndranf); many hold it to be the larger lemon 

(narang), but it is much pleasanter than the lemon. It has 

not an elegant appearance or shape. The other is the 

stimtereh, and is larger than the orange, but it is not sour, 

and is not so tasteless as the ainratphal, nor is it very sweet 

either. Indeed, there is no pleasanter fruit than the sam- 

tereh. It is a very fine shape, pleasant, and wholesome fruit. 

No person thinks of any other fruit, or has a longing for any 

other, where he can find it. The peel may be taken off by 

the hand, and however many you eat you are not surfeited, 

but desire more. It does not dirty the hands by its juice. 

Its peel is easily separated from its pulp4 It may be eaten 

after food. This samtereh is seldom met with. It is found 

in Bengal at one village called Senargam, and even in 

Senargam it is found in the greatest perfection only in one 

place. In general, among this class of fruits, there is no 

species so pleasant as the saintereh; nor, indeed, is there 

among any other”§ 

With reference to these two oranges the following occurs 

in a footnote:—u The kainilah and samterch are the real 

oranges (koungla and sangters/i), which are now (about 1826) 

common all over India. Dr. Hunter conjectures that the 

* sangtereh’ may take its name from Cintra, in Portugal. 

This early mention of it by Baber and Humayun, may be 

considered as subversive of the supposition.”|| 

* Humayun must have mistaken an unripe kalan-kaghzi for an 
amrztph&L The latter is acidless from beginning to end. (See sweet 
lemon, and kalan-kaghzi.) 

t Even to this day the sweet lemon is a universal favourite among 
natives. 

t dhcre can hardly be any doubt that Humayun was describing the 
suntara of modern times. It does not appear that the sengUreh 

of Baber, and the samtereh of Humayun are one and the same 
thing, although the latter word may be only a corruption of the former. 

§ Even in modern times, natives think the simtara the best 
orange of India. 

II *Ihis notion about the suntctrci orange being the Cititr’a, orange 
of Portugal has got into many books, but, as I have shown, it is the least 
likely solution to the derivation of simtara, or stingtara. 
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(20 Kirneh (probably the kirna, a kind of citron). “ An- 

°^her of the orange kind is the kirneh, which may be about 

“the size of the kilkil lime. This, too, is tart/ * 

0*0 Amilbid {lit. the acid willow). " Another resembling 

“the orange is the amil-bid. I have seen it first during this 

Present year.f They say that if a needle be thrust into the 

heart of it, it melts away.J Perhaps this may proceed from 

its extreme acidity, or from some other of its properties. Its 

acridity may be about equal to that of the orange or lime.” 

No. 2. 

In Blackwood's Magazine for September, 1886, in an article 

by Major-General A. R. McMahon, on " Burmese border 

tribes, and trade routes/’ I find the following:— 

“ A century before the Christian era it appears that the 

emperor of the Han dynasty fitted out an expedition to find 

its way through South-West China to India, which was frus¬ 

trated by the obstructiveness of the ‘ barbarians/ or Sharis, 

A^ho then occupied Yunnan. The result was the chastisement 

of the Slians, and their expulsion from the country of the 

Upper Mehkhong and Salween rivers to the Ira wadi valley, 
rbis movement developed to such a degree that the immi¬ 

grants, after a while, found themselves strong enough to 

overthrow the monarchy, established by the Aryan settlers 

'from India), and founded a kingdom of their own, of which 

nore anon. 
“.Yunnan, which was formerly peopled by Shans, 

vas by this pressure absorbed by the Chinese.The 

»ame fate overtook them from a different cause, in their con- 

act with the Hindus of the Brahmaputra valley, which the 

The translators probably allude to the khatta, which is often called 

Citron by the English ; it is, however, impossible to say whether Baber 

.Iso meant this. 
-f* In A. Pavet de Courteille’s translation—" que je n’al eu occasion de 

'oir que depuis trois ans/’ 
+ Ina foot-note—" This story of a needle is believed, by the natives, 

,£ all the Citron kind, which are hence called in the Dekhan sui-gul 

nee die- melter).” 
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Slians invaded in the eighth, and completely occupied in the 

beginning of the thirteenth century. They then arrogated 

to their own dynasty, says Mr. Mackenzie, the title of Ahom 

—the unequalled—softened afterwards into Assam. 

“ From ancient Shan records, discovered by Pemberton at 

Manipur, it would appear that in the beginning of the Chris¬ 

tian era the whole of the region extending from the moun¬ 

tains on the south-east boundary of the Assam valley down 

to lat. 220, and from the mountains, which separate Manipur 

and Kubo valleys on the west, to Yunnan on the east, was 

formerly known as the Shan kingdom of Pong, having its 

capital at Muang-Marong.Having existed for many 

centuries in great splendour, this kingdom, in the beginning 

of the eleventh century, was broken up by the conquests of 

King Anawrahta, the darling hero cf the Burmese people. 

“ Eventually the Pong kingdom was overthrown by the 

Burmese, disintegrated, and incorporated with the Burmese 

kingdom. 

“ Though little trace is to be found of the glories of Pong 

in the Upper Irawadi, or the country to its west, we can turn 

with pleasure and interest to the little states of Manwyne, 

Sanda, Muangla, Muangtha, or Hotha and Latha, Muangwan 

and Muangmow, the relics of the Koh-Shanpyi, or nine Shan 

states, which, cradled in the parallel ranges between the Sal¬ 

ween and the Irawadi, have preserved their subordinate 

independence, and represent the chief component parts of 

the ancient kingdom.Anderson records tKat the great 

body of the population is engaged in agriculture ; and as 

cultivators they rank even with the Belgians.” 

Note.—The points in this extract which I should wish to 

impress on the reader are (1st) that the Shans, having all the 

savozr faire of the Chinese agriculturists, came from Yunnan 

to the Brahmaputra valley. (2nd) That as the Chinese claim 

the orange as indigenous to their country, it is not likely that 

such industrious agriculturists would not have brought the 

orange with them, and established it wherever they settled, 

more especially as the orange is easily carried, and its seeds 

easily germinate, and produce fruit similar to the parent tree. 

If the simtara orange had been introduced by them, its 
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.spread along the hills facing India from Khasia to Bhotan, 

NTepdl, and Gurhwal, was only a matter of time. 

No. 3. 

The following is taken from the “Penny Cyclopaedia” 

<^1840), under the heading of Orange :— 

“Since then, Dr. Royle has stated (‘Ulus, of Himalayan 

Botany/ p. 130) that he has found two plants, having the 

characters of the lemon and the citron, growing wild In the 

jtmgly valleys at the foot of the Himalayas, In the tract 

between the Ganges and Jumna rivers, which, when trans¬ 

ferred to gardens, retained their characters. He further 

states that from the Rungpore forests a round kind of lime 

is obtained/* while In those of Sylhet, as well as on the 

.sides of the Nilgiris, the oranget is described as being found 

wild.In England the orange and citron have been 

cultivated since 1492; and Mr. Loudon states that at the 

"Wilderness, Kent, there are three trees In boxes (about 

1840), not surpassed by any trees so grown in Europe ; and 

that at Salt combe, in Devonshire, there are in a few gardens 

orange trees which have withstood the winter in the open air 

for upwards of 100 years^ (see the work of Risso of Nice, and 

Poiteau of Versailles, ‘ Histoire Naturelle des Orangers ; 

also Gallesio’s ‘Traitd du genus Citrus/ and Mr. Loudon’s 

* Encyclopaedia of Gardening’).” 

* Can this be the jambiri proper, which is a round sour citrus r 

More likely it is the Rungpore lime of Saharanpore. 
f The Sylhet orange meant is probably the sknfara of these days ; 

lout the Nilgiri orange may possibly mean the Seville both having been 

probably introduced. 
+ Not improbably the Seville orange is here meant, as it stands a 

greater degree of cold than other kinds, and hence probably its Italian 

name, “arancio forte.” 
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No. 4. 

The “Treasury of Botany ” (by John Lindley and Thomas 

Moore) 1866, part 1. p. 291, has the following*:— 

“ The citron, orange, lemon, shaddock, and lime have 

been referred to various species of citrus, with regard to which 

botanists, however, are not agreed. It is even doubtful 

whether all of them, with their numerous varieties, have not 

originated from C. medica. On this point the following 

observations by Dr. Lindley in the ‘Journal of the Hort. 

Soc.5 (ix. 171), are important He states that the above- 

mentioned fruits * are all of eastern origin, and mostly intro¬ 

duced in Europe in comparatively modern days, but of very 

ancient and general cultivation in Asia. The varieties known 

are very numerous, and difficult to reduce according to their 

species, on the limits of which botanists are much divided 

in opinion. Those who have bestowed the most pains on 

the investigation of Indian botany, and in whose judgment 

wc should place the most confidence, have come to the con¬ 

clusion that the citron, the orange, the lemon, the lime, and 

their numerous varieties now in circulation, are all derived 

from one botanical species—Citrus medica—indigenous to, 

and still found wild in, the mountains of East India.” 

(Note.—Why the C. medica in particular should be con¬ 

sidered to have been the grand-parent of all other kinds is 

not clear. If we go back far enough into the history of plants 

other genera also might perhaps be all included as descen¬ 

dants of some more remote progenitor.) 

From the same source as the foregoing, the following is 

taken: “The Jews cultivated the Citron at the time they 

were under subjection to the Romans, and used the fruit 

then, as at the present day, in the feast of Tabernacles; 

but there is no proof of their having known this tree in the ' 

time of Moses. It is likely they found it at Babylon during 

their captivity and brought it to Palestine on their return. 

Whatever may have been the diffusion of the species in 

Western Asia at that remote date, there is no evidence of its 

having been indigenous to Media, nor have modern travellers 
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found it wild in Persia ; but Dr. Royle found the species in 

the forests of Northern India. The Citron is cultivated in 

Cochin China and in China, but Thun berg does not mention 

it as existing in Japan. Taking all the above facts into con¬ 

sideration, it is evident that the species is originally from the 

north of India, and as the habitat of every one of the orange 

tribe is naturally rather limited, Prof, de Candolle does not 

think that this extended, in the case of the Citron, as far as 

the north of Persia. Probably the Citron was carried in that 

direction and also into China at a very early period. In 

many countries they are easily naturalized. The seeds sow 

themselves in several of the colonies — for instance, in 

Jamaica.The so-called Madras Citron has the form of 

an oblate sphere.* In China there is a variety with its lobes 

separating into finger-like divisions, and hence called the 

fingered-citron. 

Regarding the C. aurantium the following occurs: “It 

was not, at the time of Alexander the Great, in that part of 

India which he penetrated (about 327 B.C.) ; for it is not 

mentioned by Nearchus among the productions of the country 

which is watered by the Indus. But the Arabs, carrying 

their conquests further into India than Alexander (at a much 

later period and probably after 664 A.D.), found the orange 

more in the interior ; and according to Prof. Targioni it was 

brought by them into Arabia in the ninth century. Oranges 

were unknown in Europe, or at all events in Italy, in the 

eleventh century, but were shortly afterwards carried west¬ 

ward by the Moors. They were in cultivation at Seville 

towards the end of the twelfth century, and at Palermo in the 

thirteenth, for it is said that St. Dominic planted an orange- 

tree for the convent of St. Sabina in Rome in the year 1200.+ 

In the course of the same thirteenth century the crusaders 

found citrons, oranges, and lemons very abundant in Pales¬ 

tine ; and in the following or fourteenth century both oranges 

and lemons became plentiful in several parts of Italy. . . . . 

The first orange-trees, it is stated, were imported into Eng¬ 

land by Sir W. Raleigh and reared by his relative. Sir Francis 

* Probably this is not a citron at all. 
4 I have been informed that the tree said to be planted by St. Dominic 

is still in existence (1888). 
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Carew, at Beddington in Surrey. These trees are mentioned 

by Bishop Gibson, in his additions to Camden’s ‘ Britannia,’ 

as having existed for a hundred years previous to 1695 ; but 

finally they were entirely killed by the great frost of 1739-40, 

after they had attained the height of 18 feet, with stems 

9 inches in diameter. Trees of the orange tribe naturally 

live to a ver}^ great age in a soil and climate which suit them. 

Even under artificial treatment there are some remarkable 

instances of their longevity. There may be seen in the 

orangery at Versailles a tree which was sown in 1421. It is 

growing with its roots in a large box, and appeared very 

healthy when we saw it lately (about 1866). The orange- 

tree at the convent of St. Sabina at Rome is thirty-one feet 

high, and said to be upwards of 600 years old. At Nice, 

where the tree may be considered naturalized, growing quite 

in the open air, there was in 1789, according to Risso, a tree 

which generally bore 5,000 or 6,000 oranges, and which was 

more than 50 feet high, with a trunk which required two men 

to embrace it. In Cordova, the noted seat of Moorish 

grandeur and luxury in Spain, there are orange trees still 

remaining, which are considered to be 600 or 700 years old.” 

“ Under favourable circumstances the productiveness of 

the orange is astonishing. In an account of the gardens and 

orange grounds of St. Michael’s, in the Azores, by Mr. 

Wallace (Journal of the Hort. Soc., vii. 236), we are informed 

by the author, who resided at St. Michael’s for several years, 

that the orange grounds vary from 1 to 60 acres in extent, 

and are surrounded by high walls and tall-growing trees as 

shelter, not from the cold but from the sea-breeze. The 

grounds are rarely occupied wholly by orange-trees, for limes, 

citrons, lemons, guavas, &c., are scattered about in them. 

Orange-trees were first introduced into the Azores by the 

Portuguese. There are only two kinds of oranges cultivated 

at St. Michael’s, viz., the Portugal and the-Mandarin. Many 

varieties of the former exist, and they are greatly improved 

by the genial climate of St. Michael’s. The Mandarin orange 

has not been many years in the island, nevertheless, there 

are some trees of it 14 feet high. This capital little orange 

has lately been exported to England, where it realizes a 

higher price than the common St. Michael’s. The largest 
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°*~amge-tree which Mr. Wallace measured was 30 feet high, 

tile stem being 7 feet in circumference at the base ;* but 

*^1 a.ny larger trees, destroyed by the coccus, had been cut 

cdown. The produce of the trees is almost incredible ; props 

always used to prevent the weight of the fruit from break- 

1X1S down the branches. An orange-tree in the quinta, or 

^>i"3.nge-garden, of the Barao das Laranjeiras produced twenty 

l^jrg-e boxes of oranges, each box containing upwards of 1,000 

Tina it—in all 20,000 oranges from one tree.f Two hundred 
slxiploads of oranges are annually exported from St Michael's 
t>ering nearly 200,000 boxes." 

R. Thompson. 

-A.il the foregoing extracts are taken from the before- 

mentioned “ Treasury of Botany." 

No. 5. 

Dr. John Shortt, writing from Yercaud, Shevaray Hills, 

dated 26 October, 1885, says: “We have only one kind of 

citron here which attains to a good size, about a foot or more 

long, and weighs from 3 to 5 lbs. The common warted 

c it iron and the fingered citron, as it is termed, are met with at 

Bangalore, and I have seen the fruits exhibited at the Madras 

ET orticultural Show. We have the lemon, which attains to 

tlie size of about a'goose’s egg, and the lime about that of a 

hen’s egg, but quite round and not oval or oblong. There 

are two other sorts in which the fruit is as large as the cocoa- 

nut without its husk. The one is quite round, and the other 

of* tlie size of a large orange, and pointed at the summit 

('with, a mammilla). We have not the sweet lime. I intro- 

cliiced a plant of the latter, but not having fruited yet I 

cannot say what it is. 

** Of oranges we have the Seville, a bitter orange; the 

* Presumably a tree of the Portugal variety. 
To over-crop a willing tree is almost as had as to over-drive a 

willing horse, vzde Appendix, No. 32, on the disease of the Orange trees 

irx tdie Azores in 1836; also Appendix, No. 41, Rumphius’s chap. 42, on 
tine Aur. sinense (“ suniara ” Orange). 

S 
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ckinee, sometimed termed Batavia, a large, smooth-skinned 

fruit; then thekatnala, or loose jacket, of which there are 

two varieties, a large and a small kind. The common coun¬ 

try orange, termed kitchlce about Madras, and kolinge up 

here, is an indifferent, rough-skinned fruit. 
“ We have the pummelo, which fruits largely—some weigh¬ 

ing four to five pounds—but is worthless, as the pulp is acrid, 

bitter, and sour. The pummelo is a most delicious fruit about 

our coasts, both the white and pink varieties ; but plants or 

seeds introduced up here, from excellent fruit-bearing trees 

on the plains, become worthless. It is probably the fault of 

the climate or soil. Most of the pummelos I have eaten in 

the various districts of Madras, excepting this place, were 

delicious. Formerly the pummelo fruit was purchased at one 

rupee per 100, and the rind used, it was said, for flavouring 

country (arack/ but now even this demand has ceased.’* 

. No. 6. 

The following Is part of a letter from Dr. John Shortt, 

dated “The Retreat,” 12th July, 1886, Yercaud, Shevaray 

Hills, S. India. 

“Had you come, you could have seen all the varieties of 

the orange, lime, lemon, citron, pummelo, &c., in fruit The 

large orange known in Tanjore {bandit) is called about 

Madras the Sathghur orange, from the name of the village, 

about forty miles from Madras, at the commencement of the 

Mysore plateau. It is also known as the chinee or budda- 

cfimet; whilst in the northern districts of this Presidency it 

is called Batavia orange. It is a very fine fruit, and attains 

a large size when well grown. On these hills the fruit does 

not attain anything beyond the medium-sized orange. 

Between this and Bangalore you can see all the varieties of 

citron. Our best pummelo comes from the vicinity of Pondi¬ 

cherry and Cuddalore—both the pink and white fleshed 

varieties. Some good ones are to he had at Arcot also. 

“Yours, &c., 

“ John Shortt.” 
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Note.—From Dr. Shortt’s letter it would appear that tlie 
&*zndir orange of Tanjore is of foreign origin. Rumphlus, 

chap. 43, vol. ii., A ur. verrucosum, describes a variety* of 
the Portugal orange, and says that the fruit is about the size 
of two fists ; that it is more juicy and sweeter than the Aur„ 

„ *ST7temse (simtard), and that the Amboinese call it Leman 

“as this is mostly cultivated by the Chinese in¬ 
habitants.” 

No. 7. 

In the Gardeners' Chronicle for 24th April, 1886, p. 534, 
I7- „ F. states that the citrus plants in Kew are “ poly- 
ggamo-monoecious, hearing male, and occasionally a few her- 
xiri aphrodite flowers.” 

Note.—From my own observations I found that there is 
scarcely one variety of orange, lemon, or lime which is not 
polygamo-monoecious. In 1886 one tree—a sweet lemon— 
was covered with bloom, but about seventy-five per cent., or 
more, were only males, with the ovary and pistil rudimentary. 
Only a very small percentage had a well-developed ovary 
and stigma. I think it the general character here (Etawah) 
of cultivated citrus to have male and hermaphrodite flowers 
oxi the same tree. The sweet lemon in question did not 
sot more than two or three fruit that year, although it 
usually bears many more. I am not prepared to say that 
tiler pummelo should not be included in the same category. 
I did not make special observations on the flowers of the 
;puxnmelo, but noticed a very large number of well-developed 
ovaries and pistils among the open flowers of the pummelo 
trees. 

No. 8. 

Sir C. F. Bonham, writing from Cintra on 2nd Sept, 1886, 
iix connection with the Portugal orange, kindly added the 
following extract, taken from an old book:— 

S 2 
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“ Extract from the ‘ Herball, or generall historic of 

Plantes/ gathered by £ John Gerardc/ of London, Master in 
Chirurgerie, and imprinted in London by John Norton, 
AJX 1597* 

“1 Tlie citron, limon, and orange trees clo grow especially 

in the sea coates of Italic, and on the Islands of Adriatic and 
Tyrrheni, and also CKgiad marls, and likewise on the mainland 

necre unto mceres and greatc Lakes. There is also greate 

store hereof in Spaine, but in places especially adjoining 

unto the sea, or not farre off. They are also found in certaine 
provinces of France, which lie upon the Midland Sea. They 
were first brought of Media, as not only Plinic writeth, but also 
the Poet Virgil affirmeth in the second booke of his Geor- 

gickes, writing of the Citron Tree after this manner; — 

“ *11 The country Media beareth juices sad, 
And chilling tastes of happic citron frute, 
Than which no helpc more present can be had, 
If anytime stepmothers, woorse than brute 
Have poisoned pots, and mingled hetbs of sate 

. With hurtfull charities: This c itron futile cloth rltase 
Black vmmmt from the bodies in every place, 
Th© tree itself in growth is hup,he and big, 
And very like in show the Laurel! tree, 
And would be thought a laurel I leaf and twig, 
But that the smell it castes cloth disagree; 

The flower in hold©, as fast mi flower may tie, 
Therewith the Medes a rented*© do find© 
For stinking breathes and mouths* a cure most kind©, 
And help old men, which hardly fetch© their winded'f# 

No. 9* 

In the u Pharmacopoeia of India,” by Edm. John Waring, 
M.D., p. 45, the following occurs 

“ Citrus Bergamia (Risso).—The lime-tree—commonly cul¬ 
tivated in India and other tropical countries * * * . closely 
resembles the lemon, but is smaller in size, with a smoother, 
thinner rind, and of somewhat less fragrant odor. Its juke 
(lime juice) has the same pungent, add taste, &c, &c/f 

Nom—The author is evidently describing tihe common 
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kaghzi nimboo of India, but the wonder is how has the mis¬ 
take of calling it C. Bergamia of Risso come about (vide 
Appendix, No. 55)? The latter is the Bergamotte, used in 
Europe, principally in perfumery, for its essential oil, and 
very different from the common true lime of India. Sir J. 
Hooker, in his “ Flora of Br. Ind.,” p. 515, vol. i., says of the 
Bergamotte, it is “ rarely cultivated in India.” In all my 
researches I have never met with it in India, and Mr. Duthie 
tells me he has not either. Rumphius does not describe any 
variety that can be taken for it. Loureiro does not mention 
it in Cochin China. It is probably a variety raised from seed 
in Southern Europe. 

No. 10. 

In the Gardeners' Chronicle of April 24th, 1886, p. 534, 
under the heading, “ Oranges not fruiting,” the following is 
stated:—“ In a small-fruited form of Citrus medica, only a 
small percentage of the blooms are hermaphrodite, and have 
a well-developed pistil, with a long style and capitate stigma, 
protruded beyond the stamens. These latter only may be 
expected to bear fruit, if the flowers happen to set. A small 
plant of Citrus limonum flowers profusely every year at Kevv, 
but bears no fruit. The ovary remains small, and the style 
is very short and rudimentary, with little trace of a stigma. 
The pollen appears perfect, but does not effect fertilization, 
even if applied to the rudimentary pistil. The defect in all 
probability pertains to the latter, and appears to be more 
universal than in the case of C. medica, mentioned above. 
All of the above cases may be seen in the economic house at 
Kew, where the plants are practically polygamo-moncecious, 
bearing male, and occasionally a few hermaphrodite flowers. 
Of course this may apply to young or small plants only,* 
or to conditions of culture and surroundings. The ‘Genera 
Plantarum * does not mention this fact, and in Le Maout and 
Decaine’s work the flowers of the Aurantiacese are said to 
be generally hermaphrodite. In an allied group of the same 

* Vide Appendix, No. 7. 
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order the flowers are polygamo-ditneious, of which Skimmui 
japonica is a well-known instance* The species and varieties 
of Citrus above mentioned show a nearly similar tendency.*' 

V. 1\ 

Gardeners’ Chronicle, July 3, 1886, p. 15 -11 Oranges 111 

Valencia and Cordoba.—The orange crops in Valencia, 
Spain, appear to be suffering much from the competition 
from the large and increasing crops of Florida and California, 
thereby closing the U.S. markets to the Valencia crop. 
The loss of this outlet causes excessive exportation to Great 
Britain, and consequently unremunerative results. The 
quantity of oranges exported from Valencia during the 
season, from November to June,amounted to about 2poo»ocx* 
cases. From Cordoba, however, the bitter orange is ex¬ 
ported in increasing quantities. It is much grown in thin 
district, and during the last five years the produce grown 
has increased from 2,000 boxes to 6,000; one box contain* 
500 oranges. They are all shipped to London and Liver¬ 
pool, and are used for making marmalade*” 

No. 12, 

Gardeners" Chronicle, Aug, 14 18S6.—A trip to Cfitricjatt 
(one of the West India Islands ?}, By J. Hart, Jamaica* 

Page 201,-—a Limes are plentiful, but oranges arc scarce, 
rendered so by the constant attacks of the We-we (ant) upon 
the leaves of the tree.” 

No. 13. 

Gardeners! Chronicle, Sept 9, 1886, p, 467 
H The Orange Crop in Valencia.—As an illustration of the 

importance of the orange crop in Spain, it is stated that from 
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the port of Valencia alone over 3,000,000,000 oranges have 
been shipped in the course of one season. The fruits, which 
are considered the best of their kind in Europe, can now be 
delivered in England at 9s. the box, leaving a fair margin of 
profit to the producer.” 

No. 14. 

In the Gardeners' Chronicle of July 17, 1886, p. 77, there is 
the following:— 

“ Orange culture in S. Francisco.—In a recent Government 
report on the products of S. Francisco, it is stated that there 
are about 12,000 acres planted in orange trees in Los 
Angelos county, now bearing fruit, and several thousand 
acres in young trees, which will begin to bear fruit in from 
two to five years* time. In S. Bernardino county, the orange 
crop has, at intervals of from three to four years, been greatly 
damaged by frost. At less frequent intervals, the same 
trouble has been experienced in this county. .... Oranges 
are being shipped from Mexico to the Eastern States. 
Should the reciprocity treaty come into effect, the conse¬ 
quence will be very serious to orange growers here. The 
present duty is sufficient to protect Californian orange 
growers from competition with the cheaply-produced Mexi¬ 
can article. As the Mexican oranges are of better quality, 
their admission free of duty would cripple the industry here. 

“The ‘white scale* is still doing immense damage to the 
orange trees. Some of the oldest orange orchards in the 
country are being topped and pruned to such an extent that 
they will not bear any fruit for several years. In some cases 
the trees are being cut down. No cheap effectual remedy 
has as yet been discovered to destroy the insect; it is stated, 
however, that another insect has appeared which preys on 
the ‘white scale,* and is not injurious to the orange tree.** 

Note.—There can be little doubt that when large tracts 
of any country are covered with one kind of plant, sooner or 
later some insect or vegetable parasite that feeds upon it, 
will appear—whether the plant be that of the orange, the 
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vine, the coffee, &c. Sometimes another insect will also be 
called into being, which may keep the former in check. If 
not, either an antidote must be found, or the trees must 
eventually succumb. Insects multiply by millions in a very 
short time, and the evil must be checked, if at all, at the 
commencement. 

No. 15. 

In Baron Hubner's “Through the British Empire," the 
following occurs:— 

(a.) Vol. i., p. 50—“A disease, hitherto unknown, having 
lately destroyed nearly all tins orange plantations, which 
constituted erewhile the glory of Paarl" (South Africa). 

(p.) Vol. ii., p. 127. Writing of the Shalimar Gardens of 
Lahore:—“ The squares formed by the rectangular paths are 
filled with mango, fig, and gigantic orange trees, more than 
two centuries old, whose thick branches interlace each other 
aloft." 

(c.) Vol. ii., p. 269 (Australia):—“ By the uncertain 
glimmer of the twilight we see, shining against the dark 
background of Norfolk pines, the golden apples of the 
Hesperidcs, the fruit of the gigantic lemon-trees, planted 
here by the convicts nearly a century ago, but which now, 
owing to the carelessness of the present inhabitants, are in 
danger of being smothered by the ever-encroaching forest." 

{d.) Vol. ii., p. 325. At Loma Loma, FijiGigantic 
orange trees gild with their fruit the dark vault of Man¬ 
groves.” 

No. 16. 

(a.) “ Imperial Gazeteer of India,” vol. v,, p. 296, under the 
head of Kashmir and Jamu states : “ Neither orange, lemon, 
nor any species of citrus arrive at maturity in Kashmir, as 
the intense cold of winter proves fatal to them.” 

(b.) “ Imperial Gaz. of India,” vol. viii., p. 367, under the 
head of Sindh Province:— 
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€€ The fruits common to the country include dates, 
*mtains, mangos, limes, oranges, citrons, pomegranates, 
a.pes, figs, tamarinds, mulberries, and melons. The British 
thorities have lately introduced apricots, peaches, and 
ctarines with excellent results.,, 

No. 17. 

Gar denerd Chronicle, 12 th June, 1886, p. 762. 
It appears that in the Tuileries garden, Paris, there are 
3 orange trees. It is said that “ of this number forty-three 
es date from the reign of Francis I. (1515-1547),” that is 
-y are from 339 to 371 years old. Whether these are 
ville or Portugal orange trees is not stated. 

No. 18. 

3r. Brandis, in his “ Forest Flora of India,” mentions that, 
a the South of Europe the orange attains a much larger 
e than in India. A yield of 3,000 to 5,000 oranges per 
- annually is not rare. Near Milis, on the Island of 
~dinia, there are trees more than six feet in girth (nearly 
*et across), and are said to be 700 years old * The wood of 

orange is hard, close and even-grained, and yellowish; it 
ighs forty-nine pounds when seasoned, and sixty-five to 
enty pounds when green (Skinner). In South Europe It 
used for turning, engraving, inlaid and cabinet work, 
l excellent walking sticks are made of shoots and 
caches ” 

These must be Seville or bitter oranges, as “ Haydn's Dictionary ” 
i the sweet orange was first brought to Europe by the Portuguese in 
7—that is about 339 years ago. 
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No. 19. 

St James's Budget, 3rd July, 1886, p. 8, Persia as a Play¬ 
ground :— 

“ The orange groves of Knzelli, on the Caspian, run down 
to the water's edge.” 

No. 20. 

Mr. C. Nickels, of the Passewa Factory, Jaunpore, writing 
on 27th January, 1886, says:— 

“ I had a great collection of oranges, limes, and lemons in 
my garden ; but a blight attacked my trees, and the greater 
part of them were killed, including the kagltsi nimltw, and 
those that arc left arc sickly.” 

No. 21. 

“ Farambsh,” or Indian " Philippine." 
On the 1st August, 1886,1 found a double lemon (shown 

in pi. 223, figs, a and b), formed by the fusion of two 
ovaries. I was told that when any double fruit, such as 
mango or other, is found, a sort of game is played with it, as 
with the English Philippine. The finder of this double fruit 
presents it to some one. If the latter takes it into his hand, 
the former says farambsh (forgotten), and exacts 200 of 
the same kind of fruit. If on the contrary, before taking it 
he says ydd (remember), then he forfeits nothing. They 
also play it by agreement—English fashion. It is a great 
game among native children. Whether it was the Europeans 
or the Orientals who originated this game I do not know. I 
had never heard of this Indian Philippine before. 
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No. 22. 

In the Gardeners' Chronicle of 20th June, 1885, p. 793, 
regarding the oranges of the Argentine republic, I find the 
following :— 

“ The orange was originally imported into the basin of the 
river Plate, but it soon multiplied to a great extent, and now, 
in certain localities, grows wild, sometimes forming veritable 
forests. The Lower Parana, and the islands which form its 
delta, are covered with these trees. They are also found 
more or less numerous on the islands of the Upper Parana, 
on those of Uruguay, and sometimes even on the borders of 
those rivers. Further up those rivers, the orange becomes 
more frequent in the forest of Missiores, as well as those of 
Paraguay. 

“ On the lower islands of the Parana and Uruguay, the 
fruit is somewhat bitter and sour; but further north, and 
especially in the province of Corrientes, in the Missiores, and 
in Paraguay, they are deliciously sweet and of very large 
size. The orange is produced perfectly from the seeds, and 
these being scattered everywhere by the parrots, which are 
exceedingly fond of the fruit, explains the fact of its general 
dissemination. The tree (from seed) commences to 
bear fruit at the age of six years, and is in full bearing at 
eight years. It is of very robust habit, and is perfectly proof 
against drought and locusts, the two worst plagues of 
agriculture in the Argentine Republic. The lemon is 
grown all over the republic, and is very prolific, not merely 
producing two crops per annum, but maturing a continual 
succession of crops.” 

No. 23. 

In the same number of the periodical above named, p. 791, 
there is a note on the oranges of Jamaica. In 1875 
4673,820 oranges were exported from Jamaica to the United 
States. In 1884, 41,639,500 were exported. 
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“ The export of oranges," the article goes on to say, *' is 
increasing by rapid strides, as will be seen from tin* above. 
The demand fur orange plants is in excess of all other plants 
from the Public Garden, and this would indicate that the 
regular cultivation of the orange tree is being taken up with 
spirit and energy." 

No. 24. 

In an article in Chambers's Journal for Deecmiier, IKS t$, 
p. 717, on “ Orange Farming," the following occurs : 

“ Making every allowance for the circumstance that nine 
or ten years must elapse between the periods of sowing 
orange seeds and gathering the crop, should grafting or 
budding not be resorted to, it will probably be found that, 
among the long catalogue of cultivated fruits, the orange 
tribe afford the most satisfactory financial result*;. 

“ Hitherto, it appears, only capitalists embaiked in orange 
and lemon growing, on account of the time the tree require* 
to come into full bearing. But a person with a trade or pro 
fession, if he possesses a bit of land, with good noil, in the 
right climate, can do worse than invest his savings in sowing 
orange and lemon, &c. seeds of the proper kind, ami raising 
plants in nurseries, and plant out by degrees, until his land 
is covered with the most valuable kinds of citrus. It h 
capital well invested, which will last for generations with 
ordinary care. Every part of the tree is valuable." 

This article goes on to say that " the members of the 
orange family number fully 200 varieties, ami although 
originally hailing from the tropical banks of an Indian river,* 
these have now spread into most lands, becoming rapidly 
acclimatized, or modified, wherever they have been cultivated, 
under even the most moderately favourable circumstance*.. 
Where, on the other hand, individuals of the family, such as 
the lime in the West Indian island of Mon .errat, have been 
introduced into a specially congenial climate and soil, they 

* Which kind of oranges, I would ask, hailed (mm the hanks «f an 
Indian river ? 
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zt a degree of superiority that astonishes persons ac- 
nted only with the limes of the East. 
The lime-farming industry of Monserrat dates from 1852. 
Burke commenced the first orchards, and now the Mon- 
.t Company owns more than 600 acres, on which are 
X)0 lime-trees. The amount of lime juice exported to 
land alone is said to be* more than 80,000 gallons a 

!n the island of Trinidad oranges are largely cultivated, 
.ding the Portugal Silver and St. Michael oranges. In 
a trial consignment shipped to London from that dis- 

* is said to have been pronounced the best then offered 
le market, except similar varieties received about the 
! period from Brazil, the former selling for eight shillings 
£ of 100 oranges, and the latter fetching eleven shil- 

)> 

n Trinidad the trees are reared about 25 feet apart, 
admitting sixty-five or seventy trees per acre. The 

lest average yielded in unfortunate seasons is 500 oranges 
ruiting tree, and the highest average 1,000. Taking the 
r crop as an example, the whole harvest will seldom fall 
v 32,500 oranges, which at the modest price on the spot 
e shillings a hundred, shows a gross return of £81 5s. od. 
icre. It is a curious circumstance connected with the 
ig of this favourite fruit, which fits in admirably with 
ecessity which exists for plucking it in a green state 

. sent to a distant market, that the trees from which 
>e fruit is gathered bear plentifully every year; whereas 
: allowed to fully ripen their oranges only yield abundant 
ists during alternate years.5'* 
t may prove interesting to know that foreign cattle are 
cularly fond of lemons, and that in Brazil the herds eat 
lily of the fallen fruit.55 

have noticed in the English markets that some oranges of the 
£al type had little flavour. I attribute this to their having been 
;d too unripe. The best I have tried were those from Florida, and 
ippeared to have befen fully ripened on the tree. Later in the 
l (May) I found those from Spain very fine flavoured also. 
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No. 25. 

In the “Sydney Visitors’ Guide,” p. 51,1 find that at Parra¬ 
matta, on Mr. Pye’s estate, is an extensive orange grove. 
The guide book says: “ I lore may be seen growing every 
variety of the orange and lemon and other members of the 
citron family, from the tiny kumquat to the gigantic shad¬ 
dock. Indeed, the orange plantations of Parramatta may be 
said to be quite phenomenal, not alone in their extent, but 
in their marvellous productiveness and the uniformly good 
quality of their fruit. To those who have not seen the orange 
growing in a congenial home, or who may but have seen it 
under the rude culture of some of the growers of the Euro- 
pean continent, a visit to the celebrated estate of Mr. Pye 
of Rock Hall is not likely to be soon forgotten." 

Mr. J. H. Thornhill, C. K. Carnal Department, India, who 
has recently taken a trip to Australia, tells me, '* I drove for 
about three hours in a sort of circuit from Parramatta, and 
outside the town was never out of sight of orange-trees. 

They said you might double the distance with the same 
result, and that the cultivation of the orange is largely 
increasing.” 

No. 26. 

Regarding large oranges, the Tropical Apriculturht «f 
1st June, 1883, p. 962, has the following taken from the 
Trinidad Chronicle of 21st February, 18X3. An orangr-tr» <- 
produced fruit of an extraordinary size, more like ashaddta l. 
For several years it gave several crops of big fruit. In 
1882-3 one was of great size and weighed 20 ounces, with 
a girth of 13 inches.* They have a thick skin “ little inrJmrd 
to turn yellow.” The pulp is “ sweet as of other orange s “ 
in Trinidad. Other oranges of the same tree nre said t»< 
have been even bigger than the above. The owner had a 
hope of obtaining a race of monster orange*. 

* The"bandir* orange of Tanjore is 13 inches in girth. 
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No. 27. 

In the Gardenersy Chronicle of 1st August, 1885, p. 154, 
under the head of “ Florida, the Italy of America,” I find 
that “ Florida may be termed a Horticultural State, oranges 
being at present the staple industry. The demand for the 
fruit far exceeds the supply, notwithstanding the thousands 
of acres planted with orange-trees. A twelve-year old tree 
will bear as many as 1,500 oranges, and it will be difficult to 
conceive what the demand will be when the foreign trade 
is developed. The first shipment to London was by W. H. 
Sands, Esq., who sent several boxes this spring, the returns 
for which barely covered the cost. Another gentleman 
shipped some later on, which paid him a better return. A 
direct line of steamers from Florida to the old country is 
what is wanted. The cost of an orange grove depends on 
the quality of the land and its locality, 10 acres being an 
ordinary sized grove, and 50 trees to an acre. There are two 
ways of raising the trees—from seed, and by budding stocks 
with whatever variety you want. The latter will bear in four 
years. 

“ The lemon and lime also do well. In Florida vegetables 
are grown in winter, the summer being too hot for successful 
cultivation of vegetables in the open unshaded fields. They 
can however be raised in the orange groves, between the 
trees, while the latter are coming into bearing. The average 
pay of labourers is ij- dollars (5 shillings and 3 pence) per 
day,.skilled workman being better paid. Carpenters and 
gardeners especially are wanted. Wages for the latter run 
about 27 dollars per month, with board; without board, 37 
dollars is about the highest price paid. The hours of labour 
are longer than in the old country. The cost of living is 
much higher, many articles being double in price.” 
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No. 28. 

In Blackwood's Magazine for September, 1885, p. 316, 
there is an article, entitled, “ Florida, the state of orange 
groves.” 

The writer says :—“ The Florida orange is a delicacy by 
itself, hitherto unknown to the world, and which Spain need 
never attempt to rival. Between an Indian river orange, 
and the coarse-grained, spongy, bitter-sweet product of the 
Mediterranean, there is nothing whatever in common. The 
one is a thing to be eaten in the usual routine of life, the 
other is a delicacy which we can only hope to stumble on at 
rare moments. A ripe Floridian, well grown, and in good 
condition, melts in the mouth like a juicy peach. It is nectar 
in poetic form ; and the fashionable mode of eating it in 
Jacksonville is to cut it in two, and empty it with a teaspoon. 
So delicate is the pulp, and so tender the skin, that the one 
difficulty in enjoying it is the handling of it.”* .... 

“ In tropical countries the winter is generally the wet 
season, and what it lacks in cold, it makes up in damp, and 
a general atmosphere of rheumatism. But Florida has its 
rain in the summer; at Jacksonville, they register from fifty 
to sixty inches of rain per annum, the average being about 
fifty-four inches. More than two-thirds of the fall occurs 
in the months of June to October inclusive.The 
oldest of the orange groves in Florida is under fifteen years. 
.... Strangers are told that natural trees (seedlings) will 
bear in seven or eight years, and budded ones in five or six; 
but that is a different thing to getting from them fine-flavoured 
fruit. After the seventh or eighth year, they improve every 
season, and with careful cultivation, they should have attained 
a full measure of juiciness, and delicacy by their twelfth 
year. There seems to be no historical limit to their fruitful¬ 
ness. Trees of mythical age exist in various parts of the 
state, which have had 5,000 oranges in one crop. It is a fine 

* Those I saw in the London shops did not come up to this descrip¬ 
tion. They were very fine flavoured oranges. 
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bearer, however, that keeps up a good average of 500 a 
year. 

Note.—If the writer lumps the Mediterranean oranges 
into one set of “coarse-grained, spongy, bitter-sweet” things, 
it is evident that either he has never been there in the orange 
season, or he must have tasted only inferior varieties. 
Another mistake he makes is that “ in tropical countries, the 
winter is generally the wet season.,, 

No. 29. 

In Chambers's Journal for January, 1885, p. 797, on “ Orange 
culture in Florida.” It says :— 

“ The orange tree will bear in five years from the bud, or 
ten years from the seed ; but a man left in charge—say the 
son of the owner—would have no difficulty in supporting 
himself by the sale of small fruit, which coming to perfection 
in the middle of winter, commands the best prices in New 
York, and other northern markets. In ten years, oranges 
are handsomely remunerative, and the crop steadily increases 
in value with every succeeding year. For those who cannot 
wait so long, the lemon and lime may prove more attractive, 
as they bear much sooner. They are almost as profitable, 
though not quite so hardy. 

“ The old cry ‘ go West9 is now changed to ‘ go South/ 
and thousands of families from the Northern States are 
there, having orange and lemon groves.” 

Another correspondent in the same article says: “ The 
most absorbing question of interest to the greatest number 
now, however, is the great money-making business of orange¬ 
growing, which is peculiarly adapted to the Florida soil and 
climate. Since I first visited Florida in 1873, this industry 
has gone far beyond the commercially experimental stage, 
and I have been an eye-witness to its undoubted success.* 
It is particularly interesting and instructive to travel over 
districts now, and observe bearing orange groves, the owners 
of which are securing handsome incomes, where ten years 

* Vide Appendix, Nos. 30 and 31. 

T 
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ago not a tree was planted. In Orange county many 
:migrants, who first went to Florida for their health, have 

improved sufficiently to earn their living, and raise an orange 
grove in addition. Many of them took up 160 acres of land, 
under the Homestead Law, and selling off portions of it to 
later comers, have realised enough money to cultivate the 
balance retained. Others, who knew a trade, worked part 
of their time for their neighbours, and spent their unem¬ 
ployed hours in planting an orange tree here or there for 
themselves, until they finally had a five or ten-acre grove, of 
sixty trees to the acre, which, when bearing, would give them 
an annual income of from £300 to 1,000." 

No. 30. 

In Chambers's Journal of 19th September, 1885, p. 604, 
are given the experiences of a sojourner " In the Orange 
Groves of Florida," which show the other side of the picture. 

He says that one must be prepared for a hard lonely life, 
and plenty of hard work. Soil there was none; only sand, 
white as flour, and as fine, and tenacious weeds without 
number. But from what he saw, during a residence of some 
time, he thought that “ given the right situation, abundant, 
and appropriate food, and that devoted attention, which it 
claims,* and the orange tree seems to offer as certain a return 
for money, time, and skill as any investment in the old, or 
new world.” 

He goes on to say, “ From what I saw, I consider the orange 
to be the most responsive of all arboreal things to human 
t 

all insect life in Florida are “a huge and permanent afllic- 

* There’* the rub! Moat fruit trees would t!r> the same, under similar 
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tion,” and “ as horticulture is the only business that can be 
carried on in Florida, and as insects are vastly destructive to 
fruits and vegetables, it is the height of folly to annihilate 
the small birds. The orange tree is the prey of many insect 
parasites, and sometimes a whole grove is blighted by them. 
I have seen scores of trees ghastly with * scale/ and owners 
almost driven to desperation. Indeed, the difficulty is to 
keep the trees clean. Nothing struck me more than the con¬ 
trast between the fruit of the groves, often black and wrinkled, 
and the brilliant plumpness of the wild oranges in the hum- 
macks. I believe the health and beauty of the latter were 
owing to the birds, which preyed upon insects, their natural 
food, whereas from the groves birds were banished, as every 
boy found his pastime in blazing away at them.” Finally he 
says, Si The outcome of my personal experience is, for the 
settler to begin upon a small scale, taking care of his capital, 
and his health. The cleverest man must go upon facts ; and 
though hints and book instructions can help, they cannot 
make an orange-grower,” 

NOTE.—Then to sum up, all the advertising of this new 
Eldorado in Florida, appears to come to this—that by 
capital, hard labour, skill and patience, you can grow in 
Florida a good kind of orange, that will fetch a good price, 
in winter, in New York. That is, provided you keep your 
health, and do not mind the “ huge and permanent affliction” 
of cockroaches, mosquitos, &c.; but whoever wishes to learn 
more about it may do so, by turning to p. 185, of the Satitr- 
day Review of 6th February, 1886. 

No. 31. 

In the St. James's Budget of 6th March, 1886, the following 
occurs on p. 11, under the head of “ Florida frosts ”:— 

“ The winter of 1885-6 will for long be remembered by the 
people of Florida.Every day during the ‘ blizzard 1 
the faces of the orange and ‘ truck * growers were getting 
longer and more gloomy, till, it is no exaggeration to say, a 
panic prevailed. The crop of fruit upon the trees was of 
course irremediably destroyed; every orange had become a 

T 2 
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Hock of ice. Nursery stock, which had already been stripped 
of its leaves by the earlier frosts, was now killed outright, 
predicting the utter annihilation of the orange groves 
throughout the whole of our section.” t 

The frost appear^ to have been very severe for Florida. On 
the 9th January, 1886, the thermometer marked 40 degrees, 
Fahr., at noon. On the 10th, 34 degrees at noon, and 24 
degrees at 9 P.M. On the nth it did not rise above 30 de¬ 
grees at any time, and on the 12th 34 degrees was again the 
highest point reached. These figures were taken from a 
thermometer partially protected by a veranda, so that the 
orange trees in the open ^ must have been exposed to still 
lower temperatures. 

In 1883-4 there was also a bad frost, and also in 1876. 
A month after the disaster, however, says the writer, “the 

groves are again putting on leaves, and not much damage 
has been done to the trees. But the loss of the crop and 
nursery stock was a heavy blow.” 

Note.—The remedy for all this would appear to be to 
raise a hardier variety of citrus. Any kind which survives a 
bad frost would be the best for that locality. Risso states 
that in the south of Europe, where the orange was at one 
time largely grown from seed, hardier varieties often turned 
up, so that, by their means, the orange tree could be pushed 
further north, without injury from frost 

No. 32. ^ 

In the Tropical Agriculturist of 1st December, 1882, 
appeared the following :— 

“ In the Azores, up to 1836, the orange trees were in per¬ 
fect condition—no care, no attention, no labour, was given 
them, save that of picking and packing.” .... They were 
left11 without manure, without draining, and may be without 
pruning” . , . . Suddenly, however, a disease appeared, 
“trees 200 and 300 years old, and producing each 6,000 to 
20*000 oranges, were disappearing.” It was observed that all 
the trees affected produced a very heavy crop the very year 
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^a.t the disease manifested itself, that the leaves became 
el low and fell off in great quantities, and on the trunks or 
:ems near and sometimes beneath the ground the bark 
pened, and drops or teaxs of yellow gum exuded, and hence 
le disease was called la^rima, from the Portuguese word for 
-ars.” 
Note.—-This orange disease of the Azores appears to have 

-en studied and its history become known. An effectual 
-medy has been applied, a great part of which appears to 
ave been common sense, and rational treatment of a tree so 
-•sponsive to human care and attention. There would 
opear to be a curious nation that plants can be maltreated to 
**y extent, and still go on living and producing money for 
*eir owners forever. 
The people of the Azores gave “ no care, no attention, no 

tour, save that of picking and packing the fruit.” Natur- 
1 y “ without manure, without draining, and may be without 
ruining ” the original fertility of the soil was exhausted, and 
te trees sickened and died. The inference is that the people 
chly deserved what they got—the destruction of a fine 
dustry, the far famed St Michael's oranges. The people 
anced and amused themselves while the orange-trees bore 
ait. The same probably happened in Ceylon with respect 

coffee. The planters amused themselves while a million 
and red weight of coffee-beans were extracted from the soil 
id exported. The planters awoke one day to find their 
►ffee industry destroyed. Probably similar causes have 
estroyed the vine and potato industries in other places, 
z., too much reliance on the original fertility of the soil, 
ith the hope that it may prove inexhaustible. All these 
stories of ruined industries are very instructive lessons to 
.ose who can profit by them. 

No. 33. 

Mr. Vaz, Chief Engineer of the s.s. Chanda, B. L S. N. Co., 
►Id. me that “in 1873 he went with Mr. H. O. Hume to the 
icobar Islands. On one island he saw growing in a wild 
ate sweet oranges, of which he gathered two basketsful and 
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took them on board. At the time there were no natives on 
that island. Besides these sweet oranges, which, he said, 
“had a tight skin, and exactly like the Colombo oranges,” 
they found on that island papayas, cocoanuts, little sour limes, 
and little sour oranges, like kwnquats, the largest of the latter 
being about j inch in diameter. 

As in Colombo, I found several varieties of oranges, I 
could not make out to which Mr. Vaz alluded. 

No. 34. 

In the Tropical Agriculturist of 1st June, 1883, taken from 
the Gardeners' Chronicle, regarding the Sorrento oranges, it 
is said that oranges and lemons are extensively cultivated at 
Sorrento, in the South of Italy. “ Land on which oranges 
grow lets at £27 per acre. All the oranges exported are mea¬ 
sured by passing them through a ring, and they only pack 
those for export which are of uniform size. Lemon juice was 
sent in casks to England (I believe mixed with lime), but 
It was intended to start a citric acid factory at Ischia.*' 

No. 35. 

The Gardeners' Chronicle of 26th December, 1885, p. 818, 
further says that, “ Regarding the development of the green 
fruit trade of Sicily, it is stated that efforts have recently been 
made to form an association to further its growth. Within 
the last few years this traffic, which is so important to the 
island, has suffered considerably. The fruit markets of the 
United States, of England, and of the Adriatic have been 
overstocked by a superabundance of oranges and lemons, 
supplied to them from Spain and Portugal, as well as from 
Sicily; and in the United States this trade will eventually 
suffer still more from the rivalry which California (and per¬ 
haps Florida (EJB.)) is creating. Success very much depends 
on selection of the fruit, its speedy transition to its destina¬ 
tion, and regularity in reaching the same, so as to avoid 
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overstocking the market. Amongst the commercial trans¬ 
actions the Association proposes to make, are to establish 
agencies in different parts of the world, and to establish 
factories for the manufacture of lemon-juice and essences. 
X n November, 18S4, eight steamships left the port of Palermo 

the United States laden with green fruit, numbering 
25-4,811 boxes of oranges, and 47,269 boxes of lemons, being 
4->6(>3 boxes of oranges less, and 11,903 boxes of lemons more 
than in the same month of 1883. In December, 1884, thirteen 
steamships left Palermo for the United States with green 
fhruit on board. They loaded at this port and other ports of 
title island 80,298 boxes of oranges and 57,191 boxes of 
lemons, showing as compared with the same month in 1883 
a. diminution of 40,185 boxes of oranges and 63,234 boxes of 
lemons. The green fruit crop of Spain having totally failed, 
it: is hoped that Sicily will reap the benefit of the disaster 
and towards the beginning of the present year prices had 
g'one up in England. I n January last sixteen British steamers 
a.and two Italian vessels were employed in the fruit trade with 
tine United States, carrying a total of 54,778 boxes of 
o ranges and 62,35 9 boxes of lemons from Palermo, a diminu¬ 
tion of 55,416 boxes of oranges and 62,359 boxes of lemons. 
TTie exporters have thus kept back their produce and not 
overstocked the market. ” 

While the preceding facts come from the British Consul 
in Palermo, Vice-Consul Franck of Catania says, under the 
3n^ad of “Oranges and Lemons,” ‘"Theseimportant products, 
*wrh.ich a few years ago promised to become a branch of com¬ 
mercial resource to the island, have proved instead a failure 
to all those who turned their fields and grounds into orange 
and lemon groves. Prices in America (the chief country 
wTiere exported) are so very low, that it' is more convenient 
for the producers to let the fruit rot on the trees than to go 
to the expense of packing it up for exportation.” 
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No. 36. 

In the Tropical Agriczdturist of 1st January, 1883, p. 59t 
I read the following interesting note on the orange trade of 
Great Britain, taken from the Morning Post. It says:— 

“ Importations of oranges in London commence in October 
from Palermo, Valencia, West Indies, and Brazil. Real St 
Michael’s come in later,, about Christmas. It is said that the 
St Michael’s orangeries were becoming diseased, like those 
of the other islands of the Azores group, such as Terceira, 
Fayal, and St George’s, which once produced a large quan¬ 
tity of fruit. The great bulk of the oranges come from 
Valencia, and other neighbouring Spanish ports—perhaps 
more than one half—and the trade of these ports has been 
constantly increasing; also from Lisbon, Villa Real, Aviero, 
and Oporto. Consignments also arrive from the Azores, 
Brazil, Palermo, Malta, and other Mediterranean ports. 
From St Michael and Brazil oranges are separately wrapped 
in the leaves (envelopes of the cobs) of Indian com, while 
those from all other places come wrapped in thin paper. 
Blood oranges come mostly from Valencia, and a few from 
Malta; and the aromatic and delicious Tangerines (Man¬ 
darins) from St Michael’s, and also from Lisbon. Seville 
oranges come from the place of that name in Spain, and are 
used extensively for making marmalade and orange wine. 
For both these purposes, however, the Palermo * bitters * are 
really better adapted. It may not be generally known that 
the best marmalade of all is produced from the shaddock. 

“The head-quarters of the orange trade in London is 
Pudding Street, Lower Thames Street A package of oranges 
contains, on an average, 400. In 1881-2 nearly a million 
packages were landed in London. Glasgow receives a large 
and increasing number. Bristol and Hull account for many 
thousands of packages. In 1881-2 over two and a-half mil¬ 
lions of packages were imported into Great Britain.” 
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No. 37 

In the Gardeners' Chronicle of 2nd January, 1886, p. 23. 
under the head of “ Colonial Notes/" the following- occurs :— 

*c The orange trees cl Natal give out from the snowy 
3m asses of bloom the strongest and most delicious scent/" so 
till.at it is probable, in many places of South Africa, oranges 

are largely grown. 

No. 38. 

In the Century for January, 1886, p. 325, S. G. W. Benja¬ 
min, in an article on the city of Teheran, says,“ The oranges 
of Ghitan are large and handsome, but inferior in flavour to 
those of Sicily/" 

No. 39. 

Dr. Masters’s “ Teratology.” 

(cz.) Cases in which the citrus was observed to be mon¬ 

strous or abnormal. 

jp. 137—Prolification of the flower, 
p. 149—Axillary prolification (flower bud), 

px 364—Polypliyily of the gynsecium (augmentation in the 

number of carpels). 
px 453—Enation from the carpels (homed projections from 

tbxe: ovary, like the comute oranges of Ferrari, Gailesio, 

KLisso, &c.). 
p. 56—Adhesion of the embryos 

134—Alteration of position, and repetition of carpellary 

whorl. 
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p. 303 and 310—Pistiliody of the stamens (stamens becom¬ 
ing pistils). 

p. 502—Double flowers. 
It would appear that next to Antirrhinum majus. Ane¬ 

mone, Aquilegia Canadensis, Brassica oleracea, Daucus carota, 
Dianthus, Digitalis purpurea, Fuchsia, Primula sinensis, Rosa, 
Trifolium repens, and perhaps Vitis, the genus most subject 
to changes in its various parts is the Citrus, according to Dr. 
Masters. 

The following are also taken from Dr. Masters’s “Tera¬ 
tology” (Science of monsters and malformations):— 

(b) p. 5—“ Buds, as it seems, may be found in any situa¬ 
tion, though their ordinary position is in the axil of a leaf, or 
at the end of a stem or branch.” 

{d) p. 29.—Cohesion of Stamens. “ In many cases the so- 
called cohesion is due to the formation of numerous secon¬ 
dary stamens, from one original staminal tubercle, so that 
the process is rather one of over-development than of fusion, 
or of disjunction/’ 

(NOTE.—This view might probably be applicable to the 
formation of compound leaves, from the original tubercle of a 
simple leaf.—E, B.) 

The citrus appears especially prone to adhesions of its 
various parts. 

(d) p. 33. Adhesions of two leaves—“the two upper or 
inner surfaces may become adherent, as in an orange, where 
two leaves were thus united, the terminal bud between them 
being suppressed or abortive. 

(d.) p. 35. Adhesion of stamens to pistils in the 
orange. 

{d) p. 44. Synanthy, or adhesion of Jlowers, was observed 
among others in the Citrus aurantium. 

(/.) p. 48- “ In some cases of Syncarpy the fusion and 
interpenetration of the carpels is carried to such an extent 
that it is very difficult to trace on the outer surface the lines 
of union. The fruit in these cases resembles a single one of 
much larger size than usual.’* 

Vide double lemons. Pis. 223 and 224. 
(Note.—It is my belief that the pummelo, and probably 
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otilxer hu^e citrus also may have originated in this way 
pi. S3). If the fruit resulting from such fusions bore 

s^e<ffy it is probable that this double character of fruit might 
perpetuated, and become fixed. Not improbably also 

^clciitional carpels might occur, by a sort of proliferation.— 

E- 3.) 

(*sr-) P* 54- Grafting.—“ And a still more curious Illus¬ 

tration may be cited in the fact that it has also been found 

possible to graft a scion on the leaf in the orange/’ 

O&O p- 74- Fig. 32 gives a drawing of an “ anomalous 
form of orange/’ 

(2M OTE.—I have hazarded an explanation of this anomaly 
om pi. 241, fig. d.—E. B.) 

(£.) p. 75. €< Disjunction is not rare In oranges Some¬ 

times this takes place regularly, at other times irregularly ; 

occasionally In such a manner as to give the appearance of a 

hand and fingers to the fruit.’9 

** IML Duchartre mentions a semi-double flower of orange 
with, eight to ten distinct carpels in a whorl, and occasionally 

several whorls, one above another. De Candolle considers 

th.«e rind of the orange as a production from the receptacle, 

and this view Is confirmed by the specimens of Duchartre, 

in "which the carpels were quite naked, or had a common 

envelope truncated, and open above to allow of the passage 

of the styles and stigmas/9 

(ISfOXE.—I should say that not only the rind but all parts 

of the fruit are productions from the receptacle. The fact 

of Duchartre having found the pulp carpels quite naked or 

rirxcLless admits, as I have shown, of a different Interpreta¬ 

tion, and may only prove that the pulp carpels are quite 

distinct from the rind carpels.—E. B.) 

Cjfd) p. 134. Prolifcation of the fruit—“ In many instances, 

not: only the fruit is repeated, but also the outer portions of the 

flower, which wither and fall away, as the adventitious fruit 

ripens ; so that, at length the phenomenon of one fruit pro¬ 
jecting from another is produced. It is obvious that this 

form of prolification In no wise differs from ordinary central 

proli fication. Sometimes some of the whorls of the adven¬ 
titious flower are suppressed; thus M. Duchartre describes 

some orange-blossoms as representing alternating series of 
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stamens and pistils one above another, while the calyces and 
corollas belonging to each series of stamens and pistils were 
entirely suppressed. In other cases, doubtless, the carpellary 
whorl is alone repeated, the other whorls of the adventitious 
flower being completely absent.” 

“ Another condition, apparently sometimes mistaken for 
prolifi cation of the fruit, is that in which the carpellary whorl 
becomes multiplied, so that there is a second or even a third 
series within the outer whorl of carpels. If the axis be at 
all prolonged, then these whorls are separated one from the 
other, and produce in this way an appearance of prolifi cation. 
This happens frequently in oranges, as in the variety called 
Mellarose.” 

(ki) p. 335. Dimorphism.—Two or three cases cited by 
Mr. Darwin from Gallesio and Risso. “ Gallesio impregnated 
an orange with pollen from a lemon, and the fruit borne on 
the mother tree had a raised stripe of peel like that of a 
lemon, both in colour and taste, but the pulp was like that 
of an orange, and included only imperfect seeds. Risso 
describes a variety of the common orange which produces 
rounded-oval leaves, spotted with yellow, borne on petioles, 
with heart-shaped wings ; when these leaves fall off they are 
succeeded by longer and narrower leaves, with undulated 
margins, of a pale green colour, embroidered with yellow, 
borne on foot-stalks without wings. The fruit, whilst young 
is pear-shaped, yellow, longitudinally striated and sweet; 
but as it ripens, it becomes spherical, of a reddish-yellow, 
and bitter.” 

(/.) p. 369. “ Increased number of embryos ” (such as the 
germination of two or more from the same seed). 

(Note.—This I believe is only the repetition of the mul¬ 

tiple normal buds of the axillae of all Citrus.—E. B.) 
{mi) p. 389. ** Pleiaiaxy of the gyncecium ” (augmentation 

of the number of the carpellary whorls). 
“The orange is one of the plants most frequently subject 

to an augmentation in the number of carpellary whorls; 
sometimes this is due to the stamens assuming the guise of 
carpels, but at other times the increase occurs without any 
alteration in the stamens, or other organs. If the adven¬ 
titious carpels be exposed, they are covered with yellow rind, 
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v\fo£le those portions that are covered by the primary carpels 

destitute of rind” 

(Note.—Rfsso gives pictures in which the inner carpels are 

llstinctly covered with rind—oil-cells; and Rumphius gives 

ilso instances of orange within orange (ride pi. 241, in 

*rihich the innermost whorl is shown to be composed of rind 
>nly)._E. B.) 

No. 40. 

(^z.) The following dates, collected from various sources, 

** ay possibly be of some use to future investigators of the 

)i“lg‘in of the different kinds of citrus in India. 

u Several ancient nations, particularly the Tyrians and 

Egyptians, carried on commerce with India, 

€C It was partially conquered by Darius Hystaspes, who 

oarmed an Indian Satrapy 512 B.c” 

“ And by Alexander the Great, 527 B.C,” 

a And subsequently the intercourse between India and 

hie Roman Empire was much increased.” 

M Authentic history of Hindostan commenced with the 

on quest of Mahmoud of Ghuzni in 1004. Irruptions of 

vT alxomedans under this leader occurred between 1001-24 
""■y 5 ) L.X>. 

The above are taken from “ Haydn’s Dictionary of 

D a. ties.” 
44 A Jewish colony assert that they possessed Cranganore, 

ixteen miles N.W. of Cochin, so early as 490 A.D., and they 

asy they hold a copper grant to this effect from the 

T Indus”—Pioneer Maily 26 January, 1887. 

44 Whitaker’s Almanac ” says that: u So early as 664 A.D. 

^rabs began to make predatory expeditions against Bombay 
,nd Sindh.” There must, however, have been friendly 

ntiercourse between the Arabs and Persians and India long 

►eTore that, otherwise how could the colony of Jews have 

ot to Cochin so early as 490 A.D. ? The descendants of 

his Jewish colony still exist at Cochin. 
(<5#) Through the courtesy of Professor Cowell, of 

"sLrxibridge, and his friend Dr. W. Wright, Arabic professor, 

ho following book was brought to my notice, where I might 
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find something about the intercourse of Arabs with the East 
in early times. My object was to discover how early trade 
was carried on between the Arabs and India and China, with 
a view of obtaining some idea of the chances that the 
various kinds of citrus might have had of becoming dis¬ 
seminated through their means. The book in question is 
called, “ Relations des voyages faits par les Arabes et les 
Persans dans lTnde et la Chine, dans le IX® siecle de Fere 
Chretienne,” translated from the Arabic by M. Reinaud, and 
published in Paris in 1845. 

It consists of accounts related by a merchant named 
Soleyman, who made several voyages between Persia, India 
and China. At page 12 he relates that the merchandise 
(coming from China) is small in quantity and dear at Busra 
and Baghdad. One of the reasons for this is that fires are 
frequent at Khanfou, where houses are made of wood. 
Khcmjou is a Chinese port, and an entrep6t for merchandise 
belonging to Arab and Chinese merchants. Another reason 
is the shipwrecks which occur on the outward and homeward 
voyages. Then the ships are liable to be plundered, or are 
forced to make a long stay in certain places, which obliges the 
merchants to dispose of their goods out of Arabia, &c. See. 

At page 13 he says that the vessels for China start from 
Syraf, on the coast of Persia. This place serves as a con¬ 
venient entrepot for merchandise from Busra, Oman, ^nd 
other places. 

At page 15 he continues : After taking fresh water from 
Muscat, the vessels make sail for India, and after a month 
arrive at Koiilam-Malay (Quilon); Malay being the common 
name for Malabar, or country of Mala. After provisioning, and 
taking in water, they again start for the sea of Herkend, and* 
passing that, they come to the islands of Lenjcbalous. The 
people there are naked, and come in boats to take iron in 
exchange for amber, cocoanuts, &c. Thence, the ships go to 
Kat£k-bar (bar means either kingdom or coast, and is 
probably on the Coromandel coast). Between this and 
Quilon is a months voyage. The people of KalAhbar 
wear a kind of cloth round their loins. In ten days more 
they get to Betoumah (or Tmoumak) for water if necessary, 
md thence to Senef Is another ten days. From this place 
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aloes is exported, called Al-Senfy, In another ten days the 

island of Sender-Fonlat Is reached, where fresh water is also 

found. Finally, when, by Gods help, ships get safe out of 

Scnder^Foulat^ they make sail for China, and arrive at 

-Fhanfmt at the end of a month.” 

With a large variety of fruits in China, Soleyxnan mentions 

Zd citron, (9th century.) 

Massoudi, a celebrated Arabic writer, according to 
Remand, lived in the first half of the lotli century A.D. 

The publication of these tales (1st book) in Arabic was in 

the year of the Hegira 237 (851 A.D.), the epoch in which the 

commercial relations of the Khalifs of Baghdad with India 

a.nd China were at their highest 

In the preliminary discourse, at page 28, Remand says : 

The commercial relations between the Red Sea, Persian 

Gulf, and Eastern coast of Africa on the one side, and the 

Western coast of India on the other, are of great antiquity. 

There cannot be any doubt that this was the object of certain 

Phoenician expeditions, in which King Solomon wished to 

t3ke a part It was by this route that the products of Arabia 

Felix, of the coast of Sofala, and of India reached the 

Western nations. It was a commerce of great value. These 

commercial relations continued under the Greek kings after 

tlie death of Alexander. They were the basis of the great¬ 

ness of Alexandria, In Egypt, for some time, and of Seleucia, 

on the Tigris. Nevertheless, the voyage was slow and 

troublesome, on account of the periodical winds called 

vwzaussam (hence monsoon), and the ships were obliged to 

keep sight of the coast during their voyages. 

All of a sudden, a Roman navigator, named Hippalusr 

conceived the idea that a shorter and more direct line to 

India than that of the coast might be followed. At a 

favourable season he started from the straits of Babeimandeb 

(with the S.W. monsoon) for the Gulf of Cambay. Six 

months later, he availed himself of the change of wind 

(ISLE, monsoon), to return to his starting point The 

cexample of Hippalus was followed by others, and so the 

commerce of spices and silk got an unprecedented impetus. 

From that epoch the Chinese vessels, starting from the 

ports of the Celestial Empire, came to Java, Malacca, Ceylon, 
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and to the vicinity of Cape Comorin. There the exchange 
of the products of the East was made with those of the 
West. (Vide Appendix, No. 40, A.) 

In the 4th century A.D., the commercial relations between 
the East and West had become frequent and regular. In 
the nth century, the Romans had formed settlements at 
Aden, Arabia Felix, and on the Isle of Socotra, then in¬ 
habited by colonies of Arabs and Greeks, besides the 
indigenous people. The commercial activity of the Romans 
spread to the Persians, and from the very commencement of 
the Christian era, ships from India converged towards the 
Tigris and Euphrates. 

Of course, with all these riches on the seas, the profession 
of pirates also came into existence, in which it is said the 
Indians of the West coast were not slow in taking part. 

The Arabs naturally took an active part in this lucrative 
commerce. At first it was the Arabs who formed the greater 
part of the crews. Everything goes to show that, in com¬ 
bination with the Persians, they exercised from that time the 
same ascendancy, along those coasts, as the Portuguese in the 
sixteenth century did, after doubling the Cape. The-influ¬ 
ence of the Arabs and Persians increased as the prestige of 
the Romans diminished. 

When, however, Mahomet came on the scene,- the atten¬ 
tion of all was turned towards him, and two years after his 
death, Syria, Mesopotamia, and shortly after, Egypt and 
Persia, fell into the power of Sectarians. Then followed 
religious troubles, and intestine wars, and all commercial re¬ 
lations became entirely upset thereby. But in the midst of 
the most rapid and astonishing conquests, in the sixteenth 
year of the Hegira (637 A.D.), under the Khalifate of Omar, 
a fleet starting from the coasts of Oman, went to ravage the 
countries at the mouths of the Indus, and the coasts of the 
peninsula of India. Before the end of the seventh century, 
a colony of Mahomedan merchants had already established 
themselves in Ceylon. 

In the year 758 A.D., the Arabs and Persians were suffi¬ 
ciently numerous in Canton to get up a tumult in the town, 
and plunder it. 

Towards the end of the seventh century, a Mahomedan 
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^^cp edition took possession of Bahmanabad, Alor, and Mool- 
£a,n, and so on, until the Cape route was discovered by the 
Portuguese, and things took a different course. 

(Note.—From Reinaud’s account, it will be seen that from 
very remote period, Western Asia and Eastern Africa had 

Commercial intercourse with India, the Malay archipelago, 
aild China. This intercourse offered innumerable chances 
for many varieties of citrons being carried from China and 
Cochin China to the Malay archipelago, to India and Ceylon, 
stnd to Persia, Arabia, and Egypt. Then they could have 
fc>een carried only by means of the fruit and the seed. Sown 
^-g*ain at each place they became more or less naturalized, and 
improved or otherwise, by change of climate and soil, and in 
turn, new varieties arose through propagation by seed, till 
tlie citrons reached Southern Europe, and fell into the hands 
of professional gardeners, when probably other means of 
propagation were discovered, and the numerous varieties 
enumerated by Risso and Poiteau came into existence there. 
The discovery of the Cape route brought new varieties into 
Europe. ■ Later on Europeans disseminated this useful genus 
in the West Indies, and also in America and other places. 

There cannot be much doubt that the islands of the 
Ivlalay archipelago offered suitable homes for the different 
varieties of citrus, and there can hardly be a doubt that 
many kinds now in India, or their ancestors, originally came 
from those islands. Many of the originals may possibly 
have become extinct, owing to better kinds having been 
raised from seed. .The four words (probably there maybe 
many more) viz.—lirnboo or limoo) capas, kussumb and 
creese or krissen {vide App. No.’ 66)—being common both 
to India and the Malay archipelago, indicate that inter¬ 
course between the two parts must have been more or less 
great. The word usoh of the Khasia hills, and anssi or usse 

of the Malays, and possibly the udo, of udo dehi, in Ceylon, 
point to the same conclusion. With the exception, perhaps, 
of the citron, and some of its descendants, which may have 
been indigenous in India, or may have come across the 
Eastern border, and the simtara orange, which may also 
knave come directly from Yunnan, or Cochin China, across 
tlie Eastern border, there is no reason to suppose that all 

xr 
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the other varieties of citrus, including the kaghzi nimhoo 
or lime, did not come to India, originally from the Malay 
archipelago.) 

(c.) The following dates may also be of service. 
“ The Portuguese (Vasco de Gama) discovered the Cape 

route in 1497.”—“ Haydn’s Dictionary.” 
“ Vasco de Gama arrived at Calicut in 1498 A.D.”—Pioneer 

Mail\ 26 January, 1887. 
“ First Portuguese settlement in Cochin, in 1502.”— 

“ Haydn’s Dictionary/’ 
“ A celebrated commander, Almeida, landed in Ceylon, in 

1505 A.D., and assisted the Cinghalese against the Arabs, 
who harassed the island. The Dutch ultimately expelled 
the Portuguese, and took the town and fortress of Colombo 
in 1656 A.D. The Dutch took Cochin in 1663.”—Pioneer 
Mail\ 26 January, 1887. 

“Conquest of India by Sultan Baber in 1519-26/’— 
“Haydn’s Dictionary.” 

“ The Dutch visit India in 1601 ; and establish a United 
E. I. Co. in 1602.”— 

“ French E. I. Co. established in 1664.”—“Haydn’s Dic¬ 
tionary.” 

It appears that in the sixteenth century, the Portuguese 
possessed a number of settlements on the coasts of India, 
such as Dili (1510 A.D.), S. of Gujerat (this was surprised 
and plundered by the Muscat Arabs in 1670); Goa (1510 
A.D.); Mangalore (1528); (this was the resort of Arabian 
vessels from early times); Negapatam (1528); (this was taken 
by the Dutch in 1660, and made the capital of their settle¬ 
ments on the Coromandel coast); Bombay (1530 A.D.) ; 
Bassein (1532); Daman, further north (1534). The Portu¬ 
guese had also factories and influence at Honord, Canara, 
Calicut, Quilon, Masulipatam, and St. Thome Bandel, dose to 
Hughli, they obtained in 1599. Akbar allowed them to build 
a church in Lahore, and patronized them at Agra, and in his 
time they also settled in Dacca. So that in the sixteenth 
century the Portuguese not only almost monopolized the 
trade all along the coasts of India, but appear to have had 
great influence in the interior of India also, and the trade of 
their ships between India, and their possessions in the Malay 
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archipelago must have been great — Pioneer Mctily 26 
January, 1887. 

“ The Portuguese were the tyrants of the seas, and the 
terror of the Mecca pilgrims. They seized upon a number 
of maritime stations ; among others Ormuz, Diu, Malacca, 
and several of the Moluccas, whence they could command 
the trade of the East. They twice attempted to take Aden, 
but without success. Goa was their capital; from it they 
ruled over most of the towns on the Malabar coast. Francis 
Xavier sailed for the Indies in the same ship as the Viceroy, 
Martin Alphonse de Sousa. He landed at Goa on the 6th 
May, 1542. After three years’ preaching in India, Xavier 
sailed for Malacca, from which station he made a number of 
perilous voyages amongst the Moluccas, and the islands 
around. The Portuguese had already made some conquests 
in the Indian archipelago to render more secure the rich 
trade in spices. At this time Mahomedanism was being 
spread among some of the islands, half by voluntary con¬ 
version, and half by the sword ; and some of the chiefs pre¬ 
ferred the alternative of being baptised, to submitting to the 
law of Islam. The islands of Japan, already known to 
Europe through the travels of Marco Polo, had been reached 
by the Portuguese only eight years before, and Xavier, while 
at Malacca, conversed with navigators and traders who had 
visited that remote coast.”—The “ Blot on the Brain,” by W. 
W. Ireland. 

(d.) The Coptic Church of Egypt.—“ On this divided, and 
therefore paralyzed religious community, broke, in the seventh 
century, the great wave of Mahomedan conquest, and in an 
evil hour for themselves the Coptic Church cast in their 
lot with the conquerors. The fate of Egypt* was decided 
when the old Roman fortress of Babylon, to the south 
of modern Cairo, was treacherously betrayed to the Arabs 
in 638.”—Saturday Review, 19th Feb. 1887, p. 262. 

“The Arabs conquered Spain in 711 A.D.” 

“ Europeans first arrive at Canton in 1517” 
“Macao granted to the Portuguese in 1536.” 
“Moluccas (Amboyna the capital), discovered by the 

Portuguese about 1511.” 
“ The Dutch conquered them in 1607.” 

U 2 
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“Java reached by the Portuguese in 15n, and by the 

Dutch in 1595/” 
“Philippine Islands discovered by Magellan in 1521.” 
“ Manilla became the capital of the Spanish possessions 

in the Philippines in 1570.” 
“ First commercial adventure from England in India was 

in 1591.” 
“ English factories established at Surat in 1612, and Cal¬ 

cutta purchased in 1698.”—“ Haydn’s Dictionary/’ 

No. 40 (A). 

An interesting Discovery {Homeward Mail, 10th October, 
1887, p. 967) 

“ Mr. James, the Port Officer of Paumban, was lately on a 
tour of inspection of the Kilakarai channel. He found the 
beach strewn with broken pottery, earthenware, china, etc. 
On inquiry, he found that it was from an old town, which 
existed there in the time of the Pandyan kings. Coins were 
often found washed out by the sea, and several were given to 
Mr. James, some of which are Grecian, Roman, Arab, etc. 
He sent them to the Collector of Tanjore. According to 
Bishop Caldwell, Kilakarai is the place where Marco Polo 
first landed in India.” 

Supposing that the above is accurate, it confirms what 
Reinaud said—that Greeks, Romans, and Arabs all traded 
with India and China. There was, therefore, ample oppor¬ 
tunities for disseminating the different kinds of citrus grown 
in China, and taking them to the different places on the way 
between China and Egypt and* Syria. Those that could be 
carried furthest would naturally be those that had the thickest 
skins, such as the citron, the Pomum Adami (shaddock) of 
Palestine, and the Seville orange. There can hardly be any 
doubt that in those days the seed was carried in the fruit. It 
is said the seed will not germinate if removed from the fruit 
and kept long, but about this we do not know much. 
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No. 41. 

The following are translations from VoL II. of the “Herb, 
.mboyn.” of Rumphius. They are chapters on the various 
nds of citrus he found in the Malayan archipelago, about 
)0 years ago. I have also translated the Title-page, to 
tow that the work was edited by John Burmann, which may 
:count for some mistakes in the numbers of the plates, and 
r a few apparent contradictions, and probably typographi- 
.1 errors. Rumphius appears to have been very careful in 
s descriptions. 

Title-page. 

The Amboinese Herbarium of George Everhard Runa¬ 
nus, M.D. Hanavensis, senior merchant, and Consul in 
mboyna, celebrated by the name of the Indian Pliny (Plinii 
idici), and member of the illustrious Society of the 
cademy of Natural Curiosities of Germany. It includes 
any trees, shrubs, herbs, terrestrial and aquatic plants, which 
e to be found in Amboyna and the adjacent islands, accu- 
tely described, according to their forms, with their different 
Lmes, culture, uses, and virtues. It moreover gives various 
nds of insects and animals, many of them depicted with 
eir natural conformation, all collected for many years with 
eat pains and study, and made into twelve books, now for 
e first time, published in the Latin language, under the 
re and zealous editorship of John Burmann, M.D., and 
•ofessor of Botany in the Garden of Medicine of Amster- 
.m, and associate of the Caesarean Academy of Natural 
iriosities. The editor has added synonyms and observa- 
>ns of his own. 

Part Second. 

Amsterdam—Meinard Uytwerf. 
M.D.C.C.L. 

(a) Chap. 34, p. 96, VoL ii. 
Limo decumanus—Pompelmoes.* 

* Vide plate 59, figs. A and B. 
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Dutch—De Pompelmoes Boom. 
Malay—Lemon Cassomba (printed Lomen). 
M Now we shall narrate of the Lemon cohort, which occur 

in these aqueous portions of the East Indies ; and, at the 
same time, we shall demonstrate whether and how they differ 
from those in Europe. First comes before us the largest 
species of all, the Pomum Assyrium, by the French called 
Pom-sires, which, on account of its size, we have named 
Decumanum (huge). Of this we observed four species. 
The first has not a tall trunk, but is thicker than in other 
lemon trees,* although its branches are more slender ; and, 
therefore, as it produces larger fruit, they are often propped 
up. Its leaves have the common character of all lemon 
trees. Their inferior part, however, is cordate,t as if there 
another leaf had grown. All leaves, at their insertion, have 
a spine. Those, however, of adult and young trees differ. 
In the latter the leaves are more than 7 inches long ; their in¬ 
ferior cordate part is 2 inches, and the superior partj about as 
broad as the hand; at the edges, almost entire, smooth, and not 
serrate. If these young trees, however, are situated in shady 
places, their leaves become a span long, and their width 
that of six fingers’ breadth; and their cordate part has a 
width and length of three fingers’ breadth. The leaflet is 
rounded at the tip, and emarginate. To every leaf there is 
a spine, as long as the thumb-joint. The older these trees 
are, the less spines they have. In adult trees, the leaves 
are 5, 6, and sometimes 7 inches long, but their cordate 
parts are smaller and narrower, about the length of one inch, 
and half a finger’s breadth; and in all, certainly as wide as 
a whole finger’s breadth. They are divided by parallel 
nerves, which in young leaves are prominent below, and in 
adult leaves above. The old leaves become yellowish be¬ 
neath, and are downy. As the tree grows older, it has almost 
no spines, or sometimes slender and short ones, and then 
only on the young branches. 

“ The flowers are racemose, and in large white heads, with 

* It should be noted that Rumphius uses the word lemon generically, 
nstead of Citrus. 
f This refers to the broad-winged petiole of the pummelo leaf. 
X The leaflet 
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concave calices, with 4,** ancj rarely 5, oblong* thick 
Diitwardly reflexed. They are somewhat fragile, and 
rop off if touched. Their scent is penetrating, and 
iquisite than that of white lilies. . . . The fruit 
shape of an apple, as large as a man’s head, round 

tressed, but not so flat, as a common cheese. Exter- 
: has an even surface, excepting here and there a 
minence; for the rest, the whole surface is covered 
1 cells. Its colour is citrine, but not so shiny and 
,s in the citron (malo citrino). It is paler and more 
(flaccidus). Its skin is more than an inch thick, 
(fungosus), white, dry, and bitter. It emits a sul- 

;+ scent. 
> pulp forms a globe, divided into various segments by 
diate pellicles, mostly fifteen or sixteen in number, 
’ less, arranged as in an orange. This pulp is either 
purplish-red, resembling that of a pomegranate, and 
ith a vinous^ or acid flavour; but in very ripe ones it 
3 sweet like currants. In each of the largest segments, 
e two or three seeds as long as the joint of the little 
:ither smooth or rugose and white. In some of the 
its, however, there is not even one seed, or perhaps 
small. Such fruits are considered the best. Often 
four of these large fruits hang from one branch at 

.e time, which bend it down and frequently break It. 
:herefore, to be propped, In order to bear their weight, 
iver, only one or two be left on each branch, they then 
larger and more juicy. 

>ther variety of this first large kind is very similar 
a little smaller, but with a whitish pulp and an acid or 

md watery flavour. The latter is also considered more 
z, as In truth it is more allied to the subsequent 
ecies, the one having been given to us for the other. 

: that this variety is generally 4-petalled. Hasskarl says that 
e differences between Papedcc, and Citrus is .that the former has 

rind aroma of all the Citrus Rumphius describes by the word 
cs* 

Iways uses the word vinous in describing the flavour of Citrus 
think he means sub-acid, and not, as Gallesio thought, the 

wine. 
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“ The wood is pale, solid, and knotty. It does not crack 
easily, and when seasoned, is suited to handles of carpenters'1 
tools, more especially the thick roots, which are distinctly 
striated and veined. 

“It flowers in October and in subsequent months, and the 
fruit ripens in April and May * 

“ In Latin it is called Limo decumamis, or malum Assyrium 
decumanam ; in Malay, Lemon Cassombct,\ that is, red lemon, 
from its meaty colour. Some in Malay call it Jainboa, from 
the Portuguese Samboa, which properly denotes the Pomp- 
sires, or Poma Adami of the Spaniards, from which, however, 
these Indian fruits differ much. By the Javanese it is called 
Djurru, or Djerru, or Djerru-Matsjang; that is Limo tigrinus. 
In Macassar, Lemon Calucku, that is Limo Calapparius, from 
the size and form of a Calappus.% In Belgian, Pompelmoes* 
In Chinese,/#, or Noay. 

“These trees, in the East Indian regions are not common, 
and they are considered as having been, at one time, brought 
from higher regions.§ They are cultivated by amateurs in 
gardens as much for their fruit as for their shade. They 
build a wide stone plinth round the trees and tie their larger 
branches to poles. Those trees, however, which have a 
limited head and erect branches, and a tall straight trunk,, 
are not considered by them so suited to this mode of train¬ 
ing as the lower trees, with a larger and more expanded head. 
The Amboinese do not enlarge their trees (in this way), and* 
moreover, the fruit of those growing in their colder mountains 
is smaller and acid. These trees like a warm soil and a 
locality in the plains, hence the people of Banda always 
grow them better than the Amboinese, as the soil there is 
wanner. 

“ The fruit is often eaten raw and served with dessert. Its 
pulp, either alone or with Spanish wine, and prepared with 

* In India it flowers in February and March, and ripens in November 
and December. 

f Cassomba is the same as the Indian dye kussumb, made from the 
Carthamus tinctorius. 

t This word may have given origin to the Bengali variety called 
calamba, or kalama, meaning, in Javanese, cocoa-nut. {Calappa, 
Rumph. vol i. pi. I.) 

§ Probably more northerly regions is meant. 
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5tigar, becomes a pleasant refrigerant on hot days. The 
^•ddition of wine is made so that the fruit may not produce 
in~iping so easily- If this fruit be cut, it is important that 
^either the knife which penetrated the bitter skin, nor the 
^ands which peeled it should touch the pulp, because this 
Tien acquires a bitter taste. And hence, in order to open 
-his fruit properly, it should be cut by removing a slice from 
;he top and bottom like a pie-crust, and about an inch thick ; 
vhen the red pulp appears it can be got at better ; by this 
vay the remaining portion of the skin can be removed care- 
xalky by a knife without spoiling the pulp. This fruit is 
-a_p>ital for sea voyages, as it can be kept for a long time 
without spoiling, if gently handled, and taken from the tree 
‘-a.:refully, and not allowed to fall on the ground. It should 
>e hung up in the ship by means of strings, so that it may 

eaten during the voyage. It invigorates the stomach and 
Luenches thirst. 

The second species occurs in Banda, and agrees in foliage 
vitih the common one, but it has a taller trunk and erect 
tranches. Its leaves are rounder and more serrate at the 
edges. The inferior part is cordate, like that of Lemon Itam9 
*perhaps a little larger. At their insertion the leaves have 
. slender and short spine, not in all, however, and the spines 
.re not of any particular form. Its leaves are in their totality 
.bout 7 inches long ; the inferior part ij or 2 inches long, 
-nd thesuperior part (leaflet) about4fingers wide, and thicker 
han in the common kind, nor are the lateral nerves so pro¬ 
minent. They are more acuminate and equally emarginate. 
> timers, at the tip, are irregular, sinuous, and with excavated 
dges, as if they were going to form another cordate part, 
^hich in many is 3 digits wide ; in others, however, scarcely 
ne. 

** The fruit (of this second species) is smaller, not globose 
ut pyriform, resembling large winter apples, and if ripe, be- 
ornes thicker round the stalk, hence it looks gibbous. It is 
h>ont J afoot long, and certainly 5 inches across. Unripe it 
of a grass green, and becomes citrine as it ripens. The 

nip is redder than in the common one, and has a hollow 
mtre. It rarely has seeds, indeed, some are wholly seedless, 
lie flavour is subacid (vinosus). This species rarely occurs 
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in Amboyna, more frequently, however, in Banda, hence by 

some it is called Bandanese. 
" The third species of this tree bears fruit of the size of the 

globe or ball, which is used in the game . . . . ? (lusui 
conorum). Round the stalk it is equally gibbous. Its skin 
is neither very thick nor bitter, but it is hardly edible. Its 
pulp is white, very juicy, acidulous, and in the ripe fruit 
sweeter, as in the Limo Mctrtinjo. It bears smaller leaves 
than the preceding, and almost resembling the leaves of this 
Limo Martinjo, but they are stiflfer and smoother (more 
glabrous). Their cordate part is of the size of that of Limo 

Itam (Seville orange), and at their insertion here and there 
are short and not frequent spines. The trunk is taller than 
that of the common kind, and has many erect branches, like 
Limo Martinjo, but its head is larger. This variety is rare 
in Amboyna, and is there called Japanese, as it was first 
brought from there. It is not, however, held in great estima¬ 
tion, because its fruit Is neither acid nor sweet, and is mostly 
used for a rustic drink called c Pons* (Punch ?), which is made 
of water, arack, citrus-juice, sugar, and several aromatic in¬ 
gredients mixed with it one after the other. 

“The fourth species is rarest of all. Its leaves are like 
those of the first variety, but smoother (more glabrous), and 
at the edges not serrate, and rounded at the tip, where they 
have a short apex, or are bifid (emarginate). Beneath they 
are not downy/ as in the common kind. Its fruit, is largest 
of all, equally elevated (round the stalk), irregular and 
tubercled. Five or six hang from one stalk, and are covered 
with foveoli. The colour resembles that of other kinds. 
The skin is more than an inch thick, bitter and sulphurous. 
As to the rest, its scent and flavour are like those of others. 
The pulp is white, more juicy and sweet than in the common 
ones. It has hardly any seeds. In this kind there seldom 
are any. When peeled, it is of the size of an orange, which, 
in its pulp is larger than others. It is subdivided by a thin and 
pithy pellicle Some smaller ones, in their upper part (apex), 
bear a new layer of rind ; others, within this, have a small 
pummelo of the same substance, colour, and flavour, as the 

* ^ote Rumphius knew of a variety of pummelo which had not 
downy leaves. 
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rest of the pulp. This, however, does not occur in all, but 
only In a small number of the fruit of this kind of tree, and 
this phenomenon is mostly met with in those from Banda, 
whence this fruit was brought to Amboyna. The seeds of 
such fruit, sown in the latter place, readily germinate, and 
produce strong and perfect fruit, but they very rarely contain 
a second pummelo. 

€c In Batavia, there are pummelos also with a white pulp, 
but the red ones are preferred. None, however, there pro¬ 
duce a double fruit, unless they were propagated by seeds 
from those of Banda, where the finest grow in Plo-ay. In 
truth they are most difficult to propagate, as in these, 
seeds rarely occur.* 

<c This species (last or fourth), is called Limo Prcegnans 

(gravid or swollen). In Malay, Lemon Bonting, and also Lemon 

Banda„ See * Chinese Atlas ’ p. 131, in which the following 
occurs : 4 The proper native country of these trees and fruits 
is said to be the twelfth, and principally the Southern 
Chinese province Quantong (Canton), there called a Yeucu ; ” 
but by the Portuguese it is called Jamboafi which is the 
same as Zamboai 

“ The fruit of these exceeds in size a man’s head. Their 
pulp is red, juicy, and acidulous, resembling half ripe grapes, 
and if hung in the. house, they will keep good for a year. 
The leaves of young trees, crushed between the hands, give 
a very grateful odour, which almost resembles that of scented 
nails or hands. 

Observations by the Editor. 

“ These trees' and their fruit, described by Rumphius, are 
rather varieties than peculiar species ; by variation in the 
mode of growth, and in their soil, and by different modes of 
culture, from one species, so many have resulted. This tree 
is called Malus Aurantia Indica, with the largest fruit of all, 

** From this it is clear that in those days the art of grafting and 

budding was not known in the Malay archipelago; indeed, in another 
place Rumphius says so. The art of bruising the bark, and surrounding 

it with clay, to induce the formation of roots, as in layering, was known. 

-f~ In Ceylon the pummelo is called jamb ole, and they have also an 

orange called jamboo-nbrun. Probably these names are derived from 

fcwnboa. 
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called Pnmpdmus, with a pale or reddish pulp. (See llerm. 
in H. L. Bat., page 405.; Moreover, a branch of this tree, 
with fruit elegantly drawn, and by a figure expressed, is to 
be found in 1 Mcrian. Insect Surinam,'at page 2<j, where also 
see notes; also ‘Thesaur. nostrum Zeyl.,’ page 39, where 
also find many of its synonyms and authors. 

“ This is also that tree which is supposed by botanists to be 
the tree of knowledge, the fruit of which, in the terrestrial 
paradise, was forbidden to our first parents, hence, also it is 
called Pvmum Adami * a Cusp, and Job. Bauhino.' By 
one of these names it is also known by ‘ Phiknetii Mantissa, 
and Am.iltheo, 1. c., in Thesauro Zeyl., &c.' This tree is 
mentioned also by ‘ Valent in Amboimr descript., p. 188.'" 

(Nota benrv -It is evident that in the days of Rumphius 
pummclos were used in sea voyages, and as they kept long, 
they could have been easily taken all along the e.v-lrrn m.t ■! 
of the Bay of Bengal, and abo to India and Ceylon, win »<- 

their seeds might have been easily sown. It appear. how¬ 
ever, that in those days there was a tradition that the 
pummeio came to the Malay archipelago from the outh of 
China. In the days of Rumplmt., more than 2ot> years ago, 
there were many Chinese residents in that group of island , 
and, as he says in another place that the art of budding and 
grafting was not known in those islands, it may lie inferred 
that in China in those days this art was not known either. 
Possibly this art may have had it* origin in Europe, and w,c; 
thence transported to the East— 1C. B.) 

(it.) Chap. 35, p. 99, vol. ii. 
Malum Citrium. 
Lemon Sttssu. 

Dutch, Citroen, Boom.* 
41 In India (Dutch India) the citron trees do not grow into 

trees, but only bushes, with long and drooping branches like 
whips, so as to touch the grass. The leaves differ front those 
of all kinds of lemon trees, 

“ They are not cordate (that is they have no wings to their 
petioles), and larger than laurel leaves. They are oblong and 
subrotund at both ends. The edges are mostly serrate. 
They are also of a more pleasant green than those of other 

* Vide plate 141, figs, a and 11. 
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mons ;* four or five inches long ; two inches broad ; and 
Leir edges inwardly inclined. They have short spines in 
Dung trees at the insertion of the leaves, and long ones in 
te old trees; whitef flowers, larger than in other species, 
ith five long and thick petals, with feeble scent. The 
uit is of two forms, which, for the sake of distinction, I 
ivide into wild and cultivated,. The wild form is very 
)mmon, with a shape like that of the Spanish lemon, J but a 
ttle larger ; oblong, broad towards the stalk, and ending in 
mammilla. Here and there its skin has warts; the rest, 

owever, is smooth and yellow. Its fruit is about five inches 
>ng and four broad. Near the stalk it is tubercular and un¬ 
ifen. The skin is nearly of a finger's thickness; fungous 
ithout any sulphurous scent like other lemons ; but in- 
pid, and scarcely edible. The pulp is very small, and 
ardly occupies half the fruit; it is white, juicy, and acid, 
5 in others; but not so pleasant. Hence, it is used as a 
Dndiment only when others are not procurable. 

“ The fruit of the cultivated variety is double the size of 
le foregoing, resembling a melon about a foot long, and 
x inches across. Some, indeed, are a little smaller and 
lore warty than the wild one, and also terminate in a 
lammilla. The colour is not citrine but pale, and approach- 
ig more to green. Its skin is an inch thick. The pulp, 
owever, is like that of the wild one, but its flavour is 
lore vinous, and its skin more juicy and harder than that 
f the wild one, and very good for preserving. 

“ In Latin it is called Malum Citrium. In Malay Lemon 

lussu, that is Limo mammosus (like a mamma). In Belgian 
litroenen. In Portuguese Cidra,. In Amboynese, in 
Hitoea,5 Ussu wale, that is Limo repens> resembling a 
ope, on account of the long and flaccid branches. In 
Janda Usse Ala, that is Lemon Bras, or Limo orizarius” 

“ It is well (Rumphius goes on to say) here to mention a 
)hilological discourse on the origin of the word Citrus—by 

* It is well to remember that Rumphius uses the generic name of 

emons for all kinds of Citrus. 

+ Here are citron trees with white flowers, instead of purplish 

J It is evident that in the days of Rumphius a lemon—probably the 

ame as the modern Sicilian and Malta lemon, and that of the London 

ihops—was already known over Europe as the a Spanish lemon.” 
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Bauhin—libr. i, cap. 25, where he comes to the conclusion 
that the Etzadar in the Sacred Scripture means this fruit, 
that is, a branch of a particular tree, which the Israelites 
used to carry about in the feast of the Tabernacles. Hence 
the Chaldean name of these fruits—Extrogin—in the singu¬ 
lar Etog and Etrog; and hence also the Arabic Atrojg, front 
which perhaps the Greeks made k<t£oc. The Gorman 
Jews moreover about the 8th September, in the festival of 
the Tabernacles, still assemble to beg them from ... A 
(Marsilia), because they think no fruit more handsome than 
this Citrus. This is therefore the Malum medicum of Dius- 
corides; medicum. and persicum of Theophrastus ; or 
Malum aureum of the Greeks; Assyrtcum of the 
Athenians; Hespericum of Pliny, and the ancients. It is 
different however from the Citrus (Cedms) of the ancients, 
about which see libr. 3, cap. de Lingoo, and at its end. 

“ This tree is not frequent in these islands, and therefore its 
use is rare. Here and there, the one or the other variety 
grows in some plot near habitations. In Banda, it in more 
frequent, partly in forests, and partly in abandoned gardens, 
where they had been planted instead of hedges. In lianda, 
a large species is cultivated in gardens, whence also it came 
to Amboyna, but in the latter island, it is not so fruitful as 
in Banda. These Citrons are more plentiful in Java, and 
mostly on woodlands, as they are also in the Brazils. Every¬ 
where however it is a shrub, and not a tree, 

“The thick skins of both kinds are preserved in sugar, but 
mostly those of the cultivated kind are used. For such a 
purpose, the outer rind should be scraped off, and then the 
thick skin should be steeped in water for some days, and 
then boiled in sugar. Some however are candied, and served 
as dessert. This is done mostly by Chinese and Europeans, 
as the Indians are ignorant of this art, and they only make 
use of its juice as a sauce. 

“ A certain variety in Javanese is called Lemon Java, that w 
Limojavanus, because there it is supposed to be indigenous. 

“There is yet another kind, which grows slightly taller 
than the preceding ones. Its leaves are similar, but perhaps 
a little larger, more acute, with finely serrated edges, and 
everywhere with many long and sharp spines, so that it can 
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^*^rdly be handled. The flowers of this are smaller, the fruit 
°t>longr, rotund, and of the form and size of the Spanish 
^Haon. At its extremity it has also a mammilla,and externally 

is smooth. The skin of this is very thin ; the pulp more- 
°Ver is more plentiful, more juicy, and more acid than in the 

ones* This kind however is rare in Amboina, and has 
brought there from Banda. It is not used for other pur¬ 

poses than as an acid sauce or condiment, like other lemons. 
** Certainly a sweet and very pleasant citron + of a superior 

va.riety has been propagated by cultivation, the pulp and the 
slcin of which are both edible. Moreover it has an elegant 
follow colour when ripe. 

All these trees, as is also stated by other authors, differ 
from the Citrus (Cedrus) of the ancients, which grows in 
3Vla.uritania, on Mount Atlas, and which is a species of Oxy- 
cedrus, with leaves, fruit, and scent very similar to those of 
tiler Cypress. As is stated by Pliny, libr. 3, cap. 15, out of 
tlier wood of the latter, in ancient times, were made fine 
tables, called Mensae Citreae and Citrinae, on which, along 
with various figures and marks, could be traced imaginary 
tigrers, panthers, and leopards.” 

(c.) Chap. 36, p. 101, vol. ii. 
XJtno Tuberosus (fig. 2, Tab. 26)—(in Rumph. it is fig. 1, 

3£. B.) 
JLemon Martin. 
€C Among the species of acid lemons, which in all India are 

Sts plentiful as the sweet ones, the most noted for size, are 
those having many tubercles. Of these, the largest is called 
by the people lemon martin. When full grown, this tree is 
about the size of a common apple tree, but its branches are 
very crooked, as well as its trunk.* The leaves are very like 
tlxose of the citron. J (Vide pi. 141, fig. a of the Atlas.) 
Xhey are however shorter and not very cordate, so that their 
j>otioles appear only slightly winged. In the younger leaves 
this cordate shape is more apparent. At their edges they 
are equally serrate, and if roughly rubbed, they have by no 

* In this variety, it would appear, we have an approach to the lemon 

proper. 
This is like the madhkakree of India. 
Evidently Rumphius is here describing fg. 2 of Table 26, and not 

I of his illustrations. 
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means an unpleasant scent; moreover they are not binu-r. 
They are three or four inches long; in the younger lir,i»» Ji< , 
near the leaves, there are small ami weak spines, but in th«- 
old brandies, when the leaves have dropped off, tin y ai >• 
larger and more acute, and so cover the branches that fSir-y 
can be scarcely handled. In still older branches luavcvi 1, 
they become less frequent, so that they are as rare as in the 
small branches. 

“All flowers of lemons * fust form white Itnids, and frau 
these small flowers grow, consisting mostly of five, and m< 1 =• 
rarely of four white thick petals. On the contrary, in tin. 
species they arc larger than in the common l.inih, and 
formed of five petals, with their cvtcruu jnirplidi, lb- 
fruits are not uniform. Home are certainly as l.ir,y- a*, tw o 
fists, somewhat pyriform, or resembling a quim r, and round 
the stalk almost covered with large tubm ]«*■., (hr renminbi ; 
portion having smaller tubercles, resembling warts, * nln-r 
fruits, on the contrary are oblong, oviform, or ;« unikub* .g 
both ends, and covered all over with d< pres sed tuber. 1**<0 
larger warts. When ripe, tlie.se leiimic. fmm prett tern 
yellowish, and sometimes they are > rlfow or illtmr, a.'m >• t 
like tlie colour of Spanish lemons. The 4o*t i>* tolerably 
thick, and if peeled, it omits a *.ulph«rut»:( spray, wish h i> 
oily. The scent is grateful, and quite citrine*, .1 Is its (favour, 
at the same time it is bitter, and pungent to the tongue, 
The pulp resembles that of the European knwri, ant! j, ,irid, 
but feebler than in any other spcdirt, amt therefore it i. ab-. 
eaten raw, but as a condiment other* are preferred. Tin 1 
tree gives fruit almost all the year round. At tin: unit* ifor- 
it bears flowers, half-ripe, and fully ripe Irniom, It ropdr. . 
however to be carefully pruned, a-* more than other* if gni . 
many erect and spiny branches, which eufubk it. *1 fo« we 
have also observed in others. 

“ In Latin it is called Lime tubmum Martin ion, It >.k u-J-! 
certainly be noted that all the Indian specie,', uf lemon ,«!'• 
called by the Malays by the general term of Loamt, vi fob 
in Europe this name is given to only rnt ipene -s, Tlifo Um 
moreover is called Lmen Martin by the Malays I UiVi it 

* By lemons the author probably weans Citrus, tMkdmg 6tarts'<n> 
pummelos, &c. * ' 
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Tot: this name, however, is quite unknown to’me, but it seems 
that it may have first come into notice through a 

ortiugocse of the name of Martin, and hence its name. As 
kinds of fruit were not accurately described by the 

Jci authors, they were given the general name of Mali 
MTedzci, or Hesperici; in subsequent times however 

species were more carefully studied, and one was called 
% 1-^atin Limonium ; and in Pharmacopoeias, Limonem. This 

-we have retained, as, properly speaking, Limonium is a 
££rt>_ In vain may any one search for the derivation of this 
^rrne in European languages. The Arabic word is Leytun ; 
*0 “Persian Limum, which least of all approach Malum 

Similarly Torong, and Toronga; although this is 
3*&rgjer kind, and which the Arabs call Altrung, and Ottrog ; 
£ Hough properly speaking Torong is Persian. From this, 
fcO Spanish Toronja has come, by which is understood a 
tr«j$ larger than the one under discussion, and which has a 
teeter skin, and is of the size of a melon, such as is 
rnciribed in the preceding chapter. In some respects, how- 

our Martin resembles it very much. Among the 
rnboynese and adjacent people the Lemon Martin has no 
Meeual name, as to them it is mostly unknown. Generally 
nvcver, they call all lemons Aussi and Ussif while among 
c? IVIalays, they go by the name of Lemon; in Ternatd, 

; in Macassar, Lemo; in Java, Jeroc; in Baleya, 
/kt/s&c; in Banda, Usse; and the Chinese give them the 
r neural name of Cam. 

In these Eastern islands the Limo Martin is indeed to be 
unci everywhere, but nowhere does it grow spontaneously, 
among the natives of Amboyna, but only among Europeans; 
#ni which circumstance I infer that it has been brought 
mn elsewhere, especially by the Portuguese, who, perhaps, 
«gy have brought it to the East Indies from the West 
dies. Of all acid lemons, its pulp is the most vinous, hence 
titled into quarters and sprinkled with sugar it is eaten raw. 
f very refrigerant and acts as a laxative in sea voyages, 
however, it be eaten in this way, the white exterior skin 

otdcl not be wholly removed, as this tasteless substance 
rtpors the acidity of the other. Its skin is edible, if the 
terr rind be shaved off. The juice of this lemon is also 

x 
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used in a drink called Barepons* for preparing which it is 
better than that of other lemons, because less acid and does 
not cause griping. The peel of this lemon, moreover, con¬ 
tains an aromatic spirit (the essential oil) ; however, on land it 
is seldom used, except when cooked with fish or meat, the 
flavour of which it improves. This lemon is also used for 
washing the head, but mostly for want of other kinds. Its 
raw pulp, eaten with sugar, loosens and expels the phlegm, 
which gathers in the lungs, and which often causes an op¬ 
pressive asthma and a convulsive cough. 

11 Again, this tree does not grow to a great age, unless it be 
carefully pruned ami cultivated. It easily engenders certain 
larvm and then exudes a lot of sap and copious gum, after 
which it wastes away and peri.dies. It sometimes happens 
that half the trunk ami a portion of the head dies* The 
other half then, to some extent, gives meagre fruit/' ( Vide 
pi 129, fig. a.) 

(AV/if# bene,' 4n the original, either Rumphius or his editor, 

Burmann, must have made some mistake, as in the **expli¬ 
cit io” of tab. 2(\ fig. 1 is called A mm but the above 
description evidently refers to 2 fcalled in the explanation 
fJnw vmtrkmn), ho in the plates of my Atlas—No* tyj 
fitf, «—is the one with which the description of Lima iuberasus 
Martatkits tallies.—Ii, IV) 

(d) Chap. 36, bottom of page 102, vol. it. 
“ Lemon Purrut.—Besides the Lemon Martin above de¬ 

scribed there are other warty species, as we shah presently 
describe, of which first is Lima tvntrkasus ffi{*. I, tab. 2<>u* 
called Lemon Purrnt by the Malays, The tree of this grows 
to the size of the foregoing, but has a thicker ami narrower 
head ; it has also many erect branches. In foliage, however, 
it differs much from the foregoing {Lawn Martin, fig. 2). Its 
leaves are about 4 inches long, and the inferior part is so cor¬ 
date and large as to constitute almost half of the whole leaf, 
and so erect an to seem two leaves— one placed over the other t 

* In Ktmijilt. it is tit;, a. 
t The reader u requested in note tin;, and twit|>;»re it with figs. </ 

and e, pi. 225 of toy Allis ; and also with (tie hat of C. hyaris, de¬ 

scribed in Kurx's Her. of Hr. Hininx By inferior or cordate part, 
Rumphiu* means the longed pi-thk. 
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(inferior ejus pars cordata tanta et tam ampla est, ut fere 
dimidiam totius folii constituat partem, itaque erecta, acsi 
bina sibi essent imposita folia). At the edges, however, 
it is slightly serrate, thicker, and of a darker green than in 
the foregoing. Its flower is, of all, the smallest, consisting of 
four petals, and when open hardly as big as the nail of the 
little finger. Its fruit is half the size of the lemon martin, 
hardly equalling that of one's fist, and pyriform, but so 
covered with tubercles (sed ita tuberculis obsitus) that it 
hardly has the same shape (as the Lemon Martiii). Its 
tubercles, however, separately observed, are smoother than 
those of Lemon Martin. Mostly it is green, and when 
wholly ripe slightly yellow. Its skin is more solid and juicy 
than the foregoing. Its scent is pleasanter than in any other 
Indian lemon, and better than that of the Spanish lemons, or 
equal to them. The pulp is greenish, granulose, and very 
acid, with a certain sharpness, as if it were corrosive. It is 
not very juicy, but contains many seeds. The branches are 
covered with sparse small spines ; they are, however, more 
frequent than in Limo Martin. In truth, long spines in this 
tree rarely occur, hence it can more easily be climbed than 
the foregoing. 

“ In Latin it is called Limo ventricosust in Malay Lemon 
Purrnt., on account of its numerous tubercles, which, like 
warts, cover its whole surface; some also call it Lemon Papua, 
that is Limo crispus, from the form of curly hair which the 
Papuans have ; others then call it Lemon tay Ayam, that is, 
comparing it to fowl’s dung, from its shape, which it resem¬ 
bles, as if a lump of earth had been hardened by means of 
fowl’s dung ; in Ternat6 it is called Djuru purrut. 

“ It occurs in Celebes, and almost in all the islands of Am- 
boyna, as also in Banda. Everywhere, however, it is not 
common, but rare. It is the skins of these lemons that are 
most used. The rind is scraped off and mixed with a little 
water, and thus they serve for scrubbing the head after it has 
been previously washed and cleaned by other means, and the 
dirt removed. It then produces a nice smell in the hair. 

“The acid juice is rarely used in food, but mostly for the 
preparation of paints, for which purpose the most acid lemons 
are selected. Some also wash their head and body with this 

X 2 
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juice, but for this it is not suited, as its sharpness wears away 
the skin, especially if the sun shine upon it, and then the roots 
of the hairs become loosened and are destroyed. The fresh 
skin is also cooked with the gravy of meats, and it can also 
be preserved in sugar as well as that of Lemon Martin, but 
this is rarely done ” (Vide pi. 226, fig. a.) 

(Nota bene.—In tab. 26 of Rumphius’s book there are three 
figures. Burmann, in the explanation of this plate, states 
that fig. 3 (pi. 227, fig. a of my Atlas) is Limo ferus. Now 
its foliage does not agree with that of Limo ferus (pi. 226, 
fig. c of Atlas), but is identical with that of No. I—Limo 
ventricosuSy Lemon Purrut. I look upon it as a smooth 
fruit form of the latter. (Vide pi. 27, figs, a and b.) These 
are a smooth and a warty form of the khatta orange of 
India—both taken by myself from the same branch of the 
same tree in Benares. The smooth form is the regular crop, 
and the warty is the Dumrez crop. As fig. 1 and fig. 3 of 
tab. 26 of Rumphius* vol. ii., have identical foliage, it is 
more reasonable to look upon them as the smooth and warty 
form of the same Limo ventricosusy lemon Purruty especially 
as the foliage of both differs much from that of Limo ferus. 
Variations in the exterior of many Citrus are very common.) 

(e) Chap. 36 (last part), p. 103, vol. ii. 
“ The third species of warty lemons is Limo curamasy which 

has smaller leaves than the preceding (Lemon Purrut) ; 
otherwise they are similar, and especially with regard to 
their being made up of two pieces. They almost resemble 
those of Limo Maas, but their cordate part is larger. The 
fruit, however, is like that of Limo Martiiiy both as regards 
size and shape. This also is so irregularly round and shape¬ 
less, covered over with tubercles and fissures, as to prevent 
any decided form being assigned to it. Many, however, are 
longer than broad, and contracted round the stalk. Many 
have a dark green colour, inelegant, or from dark become 
green; at length, however, in some, yellowish spots appear 
They afterwards become rugose, and on all sides covered with 
tubercles, but these are not so pronounced as in Lemon Purrut. 

“ The pulp is white and dry, consisting of many granules, 
like pedicles ; nor is it so juicy as Lemon Martiny and, if 
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allowed to become fully mature, is indeed dry, and gives 
little juice, quite acid. The scent of the skin is strong, and 
not so pleasant as in Lemon Purrnt—nay, it has a goatish 
smell, and the leaves give off a similar scent. 

“ The seeds are oblong, slender, thin, and rugose; at one 
^nd, indeed, they have almost a tail, composed of several 
veins, which adhere to the intermediate pellicle. The 
branches are everywhere covered with spines, which, in the 
larger branches, become very small. 

“ In Latin it is called Limo unguentarmsy and by the 
Malays Lemo curamasy from a scented ointment, with which 
the body is rubbed, and in which the pounded rind of this 
lemon enters as one of the ingredients. 

“ In Amboina it grows in gardens in wild places,* and 
several are planted in villages, but these trees are little known. 

“ Of this kind nothing but the skin is used, which is mixed 
with this ointment. Some then rub the head with it, after 
using the lotion, mentioned under Lemon Purrut. This 
scent, however, is little liked by persons of our nation, as it 
is not pleasant, for which reason also it is not highly prized 
•by the inhabitants. Some, however, prefer it, and with 
greater effect use its cut up pulp, steeped in water, with 
which they wash the head. It removes the dirt and scruff 

very well.” 
(Nota bene.—In Ceylon the lima, which the foregoing 

Limo ventricosus closely resembles, has an acrid rind, and 
an unpleasant flavour in its pulp. The Cingalese do not use 
it in food, but only for washing the head. The plantation, 
coolies also smear it over their feet and legs, to keep off land 
leeches; and therefore in Ceylon it has got also the name of 
Kiidalu dihi, or Leech Lime. Europeans call it Caffre Lime.) 

if) Chap. 37* P- io4> vol. ii. 
“Limo agrestis. 
4t Lemon papeda. 
* Alf. de Candolle in his “Origin of Cultivated Plants” p. 1S0, 

translates “in hortis sylvestribusinto “shrubberies” I think what 

IRumphius means is “ gardens in wild places,” such as are to be met with 

also in Ceylon, in the midst of forests, and surrounding a few huts ot 
wood-cutters, See. The above description also agrees with that of the 

Uma of Ceylon, which is often found in similar places. 
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“ Dutch—Wilde Pap-Lemoen. 
“ This especially is an indigenous tree of these islands, and 

more common than all the foregoing. It grows taller than 
they, and has a crooked trunk and irregular and wild-like 
branches. The small branches, at the leaf stalks, have every¬ 
where sharp and hard spines, so that this tree looks more 
horrid and spinous than all the other species of lemons ; and 
hence it does not admit of anyone climbing it. The leaves 
appear as if formed of two leaves, but the inferior cordate 
part is much smaller than the other superior portion (the 
leaflet), and is tolerably broad. Both together are about 4 
or 5 inches long, and there are no leaves without spines. At 
the edges the leaves are only slightly serrate. Their oil cells 
are so large that they appear perforated, and the air can be 
seen through them. 

“ The fruit comes up to the size of Lemon Martin, but is not 
so pyriform, more round, smoother, and of a more solid feel. 
Here and there it has smooth tubercles, so that it cannot be 
called altogether spherical, but irregular and oblique. The 
colour is very yellow and even, and it is not foveolate. The 
pulp is totally white and juicy, and very sharply acid, so' 
much so, that alone its juice is not used in food, but is mixed 
with some other juice. The scent of the rind is citrine, but 
not so grateful as in the foregoing kinds. The wood is solid, 
hard, and yellowish, resembling box-wood. The roots of 
old trunks are yellower, and, at the same time, striated. 

“ These lemon trees like wild gardens, and their nature is 
more wild than that of other lemon trees. The Amboynese 
exhibit no care in cultivating and pruning them ; nevertheless, 
they hold them in greater estimation than our nation do, and 
they are to be found near all their villages. 

“ In Latin it is called Limo agrestis> because it loves the 
fields, and likes wild places more than all other kinds. It is 
also called Limo pultarius ; by the Malays, Lemon Papeda ; 
in Macassar, Par alii; in Amboyna, Ussi Lapia ; inTernate, 
Lemo Jabba, that is, the Amboynese lemon. It is found in 
almost all the East Indian islands, from Celebes to Amboyna, 
In Saleyera its fruit is largest and best. Certainly in Java 
and Baleya it is unknown. 

"The skins of these lemons are in no way used, but the 
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pulp is in daily use as a condiment and pickle, in a porridge 
or pap, by them called Papeda. Every mouthful of this is 
dipped in the juice, and then eaten. From this custom its 
name may have arisen. Always, however, some fish or meat 
broth is added, as otherwise it causes some griping, for which 
reason our nation do not use its juice much, but prefer other 
milder lemons. It is also used for preparing the fine pigment 
called Cassombct, from the dry flowers of the Carthamus,* or 
Cnicus flowers, for the preparation of which always the most 
sharply acid lemons *are required, as is clear from the des¬ 
cription of its preparation. For this reason, the inhabitants 
of Saleyera take for sale to Macassar this kind of fruit in 
greater quantity, since there the largest part of the Cassombct 
pigment is prepared and consumed. 

“ The roots of the old trees are largely used by the people 
of Macassar for making handles of large knives, and of the 
weapons called Krissen,\ made by them, since this wood is 
solid and streaked. 

“ Some of the Amboynese take a certain quantity of the 
juice of these lemons, and heat it on the fire in a pan, until 
half the quantity has evaporated, and the remainder has 
turned blackish. With this the Amboynese smear small¬ 
pox, so that it may suppurate and dry quickly. This cure, 
however, few can tolerate, as it smarts excessively. 

“Another variety of this species is called Lemon Carbtt, the 
fruit of which, of all acid lemons, is the largest. Its tree is 
higher than others, with many branches, and an extensive 
head. Its leaves are like those of the foregoing (Limo 
agrestis), but mostly they are larger — 5 inches long and 
more. In the upper part (leaflet) more serrate, in the lower 
or cordate part, it is smaller than the other by half, but as. 
broad. Hence these leaves also appear double. It has 
smaller spines than the other kind (Limo agrestis). The 
flowers are the same. The fruit is about the size of a child's 
head, some even larger than a man's head, not really round 
or spherical, but pyriform, rather irregular, and covered with 
large tubercles resembling those of Lemon Papeda. The 
rest is smooth, nor has it any foveoli: and when ripe it be- 

* Safflower, or “ kussumb,” of the natives of continental India. 
f Vide Appendix, No. 66. 
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comes yellow all over. Its skin is not thick, but solid, and 
with a strong, but unpleasant scent, resembling (aquam 
fortem/ * The pulp is white, very acid and sharp, so that, 
owing to its excessive acidity, it is not used in food. Its 
strong scent produces giddiness, and does harm to the head. 

“ In Latin, it is called Limo Taurinus; among Malays 
Lemon Carbon. The Malays, indeed, to all large things 
apply the name of Bull or Elephant, in the same way that 
the Greeks express large size by the preposition of the 
particle Bu. Hence, it would not be out of place to call 
this fruit “ Bulimonem.” In Macassar it is called Lemon 
Cambar, that is a tumid or swollen lemon ; in Amboyna 
Usse Ela Bal} or Djoboc Carboo. In Ternatd Lemo-Cabi, 
that is goatish-lemon, from its offensive smell. 

€i In Amboyna it rarely occurs, but more frequently in 
Macassar, and many there plant it on plots near habitations, 
on account of its shade. 

“ The juice of these lemons is mostly used for cleaning 
weapons, both of brass and iron, when they become rusty ; 
hence, some called them Lemon Padangh, that is weapon 
lemons. If the Malays and Macassarese clean their swords 
and weapons either with the juice of this, or with any other 
thing whatever, they are afterwards in the habit of giving 
them a blue tint. This can be done as well by the juice of 
these lemons as by that of Lemon nipis, if corrosive sub¬ 
limate (sublimatus mercurius) be* added to it, and which is 
called by them Warangau, By this composition the 
weapons are preserved from rust, but at the same time it 
poisons them. Certainly lemons are very useful for cleaning 
and brightening all sorts of copper things, either with their 
juice alone or mixed with charcoal, and afterwards freely 
washed in water and dried in the sun. 

“ It can also be used in preparing Cassomba. They may, 
however, prefer other lemons for this, as they obliterate more 
effectually the smell of dyed clothes than this taurine variety. 
Both these fruits here described, however, become covered 
with a soft gummy secretion. These and other acid lemons 
are used by the people of Macassar for washing their clothes, 
for which purpose they take a larger proportion of juice than 

* By a aquam fortem” Rumphius probably meant alcohol. 
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water. This, however, is chiefly done with the clothes of 
royal people, because, when these are so washed, they both 
better absorb and retain the odour of Musk and Zibeth, and 
similar odours.” 

Observation. 

It may be also noted that Lemon Papeda and Lemon Carbou, 
or Limo Bubalinus—“ a Valent, in Amboinse descript., pag. 
189”—are also mentioned. (Vide pi. 226, fig. b of Atlas.) 

Ci,) Chap. 38, p. 106, vol. ii. 
a Limo ferus. 
“ Lemon swangy. 
“ Dutch—Wilde Lemoen Boom. 
“ This species of lemon is also indigenous, or Indian, and of 

a wild nature. The tree is not very thick, and smaller com¬ 
pared with the others. Its head is small and its branches 
are straight. The leaves are like those of Limo Papeda, but 
rather longer and more acute ; about six inches long and 
more; the anterior part slightly serrated. In its middle, 
however, between the cordate and superior part of the leaf 
there is a bend, and the leaves are slightly inflexed. The 
fruit is smaller than that of all preceding ones, similar to 
the Spanish lemon, but smaller and tapering at both ends. 
Some are pyriform ; others are like the larger plums, oviform, 
everywhere covered with warts; dark green and slowly 
becoming yellowish, which colour is mostly observed in those 
which grow near buildings and are there cultivated. The 
pulp is small and granular, but juicy and very acid, producing 
griping. The scent is not unpleasant, citrine, but feeble, and 
mostly wild-like. The branches also bear long spines, but 
small ones on the twigs, near the leaves. 

“ In Latin it is called Limoferns ; in Malay L imoen Swangi, 
from its irregular and deformed shape. The Malays, how¬ 
ever, give the name of Swangi to such things as belong to 
the forest, are wild, and of irregular form, such as are mostly 
magicians and chiefs, whom they properly call Swangi. In 
Amboyna it is called Usse Malumeit, and Aussi Wolu. In 
Ternatd, however, Limo Titigela. 

“ In Amboyna it is mostly found in out of the way village 
gardens, and near their buildings. 
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" Its juice is rarely used, excepting such as the Amboynese 
use with their Papeda porridge, but mostly for the prepara¬ 
tion of the Cccssomba pigment. Then its skin and juice is 
cooked up with other medicines to enhance their power, 
especially with bitter potions, which are given to clear the 
body and correct bad humours. With its rind the head is 
rubbed after washing it, as has been stated of Lemoyi Purnct, 

but care should be taken that the juice neither touch the 
skin, nor drop on the body.” 

Observation. 

Under the name of Lemon Sivccngi it occurs in Valent. 
Amboinae descript, p. 190.—(Vide pi. 226, fig. ^of Atlas.) 

(k) Chap. 39, p. 107, vol. ii. 
" Limondlus. 

4t Limon nipis. 

"Dutch—Liemis Boom. 
" Of all the acid lemons this is the most common and 

most used (vulgatissimus et usitatissimus). Its trunk is more 
slender than that of the foregoing (Lemon Sivangy) ; scarcely 
thicker than one’s leg; mostly crooked and bent, having only 
few branches, which are crooked and spread out, and which 
bear numerous very short and spiny branchlets, the whole 
forming an extended and irregular head. The leaves are 
smaller than in any foregoing ones ; about three inches long, 
with a small hut very distinct cordate part, or winged petiole 
(‘parva, sed notabili cordata parte5 ; according to picture 
about 4th of the whole leaf). At the edges they are slightly 
serrated and of a much pleasanter green than other lemon 
leaves. The spines which are long and slender are firmly 
joined to the leaf insertions. The flowers are similar to 
those of the foregoing with five whitish oblong petals (his 
picture, however, shows only four petals), turned outwards, 
gathered together, and exhaling in the morning a grateful 
odour like those of Lemon Martin. The fruit is much 
smaller than the preceding: of the size of an apricot, 
globular, without tubercles, but some instead have .a marked 
furrow, and mostly near the stalk, or in the inferior extremity 
(apex), with a few tubercles resembling warts. At first the 
fruit is green and then citrine colour. Its skin is very 
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tlun (,kag-hzi) and lias not a greater thickness than the 
stalk. ^ The interior is full of pulp, white or greenish, and 
very juicy; pleasantly acid, and has a nice odour and 

avour. Its pulp and skin are almost like those of the 
Spanish lemon. The seeds are whitish, round, and oblong, 
and germinate readily if they fail on the ground, or are 
sown in it. Some of these fruits increase in size to those 
which in Europe are called Malum Orthomastteum (a 
variety of apple) which has a pleasant smell, when rubbed 
or held in the hand. If, however, these trees are not 
properly cultivated they produce small and warty fruit, 
which take a long time to turn yellow, and become covered 
with a gum-like secretion. 

“ This tree does not like a rich and fertile soil, hut a hard 
one, mixed with stones and old rubbish of decayed buildings 
^demolition mortar?). In such a soil it grows finer and 
luxuriates more. Sites, which are well exposed to the sun, 
suit it better. 

<f In Latin it is called Limmelius, or Lima tenuis. In Malay 
jLemon nipis, on account of its thin skin ; in Ternate, Lemo 
Java ; in Amboyna, Aussi Pipts; in Macassar, Lemo Capas, 
as it is not much larger than a cotton-pod ;* in Banda, Usse- 
ci'azve; in Baleyera, Djoboi; in Chinese, it is called Sujn 
Cez7ny which is the general name of the whole of the acid 
lemons. 

“ It is found from Java to all the East Indian Islands, not 
In the forests, but everywhere near habitations, planted and 
carefully cultivated. Moreover it fruits all the year round, 
hut at one season it bears more plentifully than at others. 

“ The j uice of these lemons is in daily use ; by it every kind 
of food is acidified, as all the people of India (Dutch India) 
vastly prefer lemon-juice In their food to vinegar, the lettuce 
excepted. This juice, used with food, tastes very nicely and 
is delicious. In the green state its skin is preserved in sugar, 
and the whole fruit is pickled in brine, to have it at hand all 
the year round. This pickle is made as follows : fresh limes 
are slightly scraped, to remove the green exterior; then they 
are pricked all over with a sharp pointed bit of wood, so 
that they may be covered with holes. Then for three or four 

Capas is another word common, to India, meaning cotton. 
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days they are steeped in pure water, to rid them c*f their 
bitterness; afterwards they are slightly dried in the sun, and 
finally they are pickled in brine, which is made of sea-water, 
saturated with salt to such an extent that an egg will float in 
it In this way they are put in well-closed jars, ami can lie kept 
good for years. They should remain in pickle for a month 
before they can be used. These lemons so pickled and mixed 
with powdered sulphur clean and dry up all kinds of debt 
eruptions, in such a way that the granulating surfaces 
become a dry scab. Instead of sulphur, powder of1 pyrius * 
can be taken, and if too irritating it should be mixed with a 
little lime. Indeed the two together mitigate irritation, as 
much as we found lime and Sirium (a kind of plant I do in 
mastication. 

41 In order to give a blue colour to steel blades, such as 
swords, and those called Krissett, there are no lemon** better 
than these. They are better than L mm and it mm 
carbon % which are not used except for want of the former, 

“ Moreover in them there is some mucilage, whit h, ulwa 
the juice is mixed with corrosive sublimate, or Varin*n* po * 
serves and adheres to the blades better. If these .iritis hr 
cleaned and polished by any other substance, then they air 
smeared over with this prepared juice, a * was explain* d in 
chap. 37, by which they at once, from blue become darker* 
They are then lightly cleaned with a dry doit*, dippt. d 
in oil, and put by. 

M Although in Europe we are taught that citrons can 
teract every poison, the contrary is taught by the Indents 
Certainly many poisons, not all however, are vxt m-d by 
lemon juice. This is established by these ;mm becoming 
covered with a blue colour. Moreover, th«#*c mostly forbid 
the use of this juice (in cases of poisoning, who may have 
(on some occasion) taken poison, and by experience had 
found that lemon juice gave it more power.f 

“If eight or ten of these limes are cut and their juice 
squeezed into a clean pan and allowed to Me for a night or 

* I have given the proper mmm m they are in KtitnpHitis, but 1 fear 
many of them are wrongly spelt. 

t It in not eaiy to get at the real meaning of these la.it sentences m 
the original. 
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eight hours, with half the quantity of water, a very good 
eye-wash is obtained, in which dim eyes are washed, if ex¬ 
ternally there be drawn over them a cloudy spot (leucoma ?), 
which hinders and bothers the sight. 

“ If these ripe limes be plucked by the hand, and suspended 
tied to a string, or some such other way, so that they do not 
touch each other, they can be maintained sound for a long 
time during sea-voyages. 

“In the month of December, 1677,* a young branch of 
Lima nipis was put before me, the two inferior spines of 
which bore, on their tips, flower heads such as these trees 
bear, with one flower already open. When, however, this 
cut branch was placed in water for the night, both heads of 
flowers dropped off, as if they had been in some way fixed on. 

“ The leaves are used to rub the hands with, if anything un¬ 
pleasant may have been touched. When crushed, they give 
a better citrine odour, while in others it is more sulphurous. 

“ The juice of these limes is also used in painting, and in 
preparing a pigment called Cassomba. For this purpose it 
is as good as that of lemon Papeda. For this purpose are 
also useful other kinds growing in Celebes, and on the east 
coast of Ceram. These varieties in Macassar are called 
Tsjamburaga. They are larger than Limo nipis ; externally 
granulose, and of a dark green. In the upper part (apex) 
they are smooth, where there is a small circle, in the midst of 
which a prominence is raised. The pulp of these resembles 
that of the common Limo nipis, and is acid, but its scent is 
not like that of the latter, nor is it so pleasant. The moun¬ 
tain people of Ceram, on the East coast, bring them down 
for sale to the villages of those coasts, where they are used 
cooked with fish, on account of their acid flavour. Certainly 
these can be kept longer and are more suited than others 
for carrying beyond the sea, as these and the Limo nipis 
don’t easily decay.” (Vide pi. 227, fig. e of Atlas.) 

Observation. 

Just as there are many varieties of lemons (Limonum), so 
there are many of Limes (Limonelli), which, properly speak¬ 
ing, are a smaller species than the former. Many varieties 

* That is 210 years ago. 
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occur ; not, however, so many as are made out by the Ik:!ow 
mentioned authors. Indeed, from the subsequent chapter, 
40, {Limondlus aurarius,) this is clear. 

" Many species of LimouclH, or varieties, are enumerated in 
Sloan, Catal. pi. Jam. p. 211, which are f(rouped with the <\ ami 
which are recorded in Then, nostro Xeyl., p. 14 3, win-re < hi< tly 
Indian species occur. Again, see Ray Dendr., p. 80; 1'hikn. 
Almag., p. 239; h’errar. 11esper. Belgic., p. 209; J, t ntnntdiit 
Ilespcr. Belgic, p. 9 ; Valent. Amhoin. desrript., p. too, 

{Neta bene.—There can be no doubt whatever that, kith 
from its picture and its description, this I.imvnellu*, or Lima 
tenuis, of Rumphius, Liman ni/>is of the Malays, i*. identical 
with the kaghsi nimboo of India, ami the Lime of Mon rrat 
—the C. medica var. acidu, of Brandi-. ami Jfwnhi r. I 
have entered into all the details of the uses of thi-, /, »;.<« 
nipis which Rumphius gives, not became they are of tnmh 
value at present, but because I thought them of * .<5»e im ¬ 
portance, to show to what extent this kagh: i nw;f n,> v. <. 
used in the Malay archipelago. It was not used only a . a 
condiment in food, and preserved in sugar ;n a ‘avert turat, 
but also used in medicine, and in the arts. Now, in otdrr 
that 2to years ago it should be there (vnlgalmmnm d 
usitatisfiimus), it must at least iiave been known there pro 
bably some hundreds of years before, to spread all over 
those islands, and to have been found of use in the art** and 
in medicine. Nevertheless, although found “ from Java to ,-*!] 
the East Indian islands," it was net found in Jurats, but rvrr.s - 
where near habitations, and carefully cultivated. 

Under those circumstances, there are only two way. «f 
looking at it: (a) Either it was an indigenous variety, pr< . 
duced in course of cultivating other kinds, and taking tlseni 
from seeds, as varieties are often thus produced in buropr.md 
elsewhere; or (b) it was introduc’d " tale quale" front rlu’* 
where. This lime is common to both Continental India 
and Ceylon, and to the Malay archipelago. There are other 
things which are common to both localities Midi as “Capa-. ” 
(cotton), and Cassomba (" Kuw.umh." t'urthamie, tsm tot hr /, 
and Kr'tssen (Kreese). There must therefore have been 
trade between tlu-se two places in olden time*, eqw.t tally 
along the coast of the Malayan peninsula, Burma, and 
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Hengal. Rumphius, moreover, states that this kaghzi nimboo 
was the one above others, which was particularly used “on 
f c-a voyages, as it did not spoil,” and “ that its seeds ger¬ 
minated very readily if dropped on the ground or sown.” 
Xhe question now is—did India get it from the Malay archi¬ 
pelago, or the latter from continental India ?) 

(i) Chap. 40, p. 109, vol. ii. 
" /, imonellm aurarius. 
"Lemon Maas-. 
“ Dutch—De Gonde LiemisBoom. 
“This is the smallest species of all the Lemons, the tree 

of which, nevertheless, grows as high as that of Lemon nipis 
- At tig h.si nimboo). Its leaves are smaller than those of the 
latter, at all events narrower; 2$- or three inches long, of 
which the cordate part is almost the third. They are not of 

brilliant a green as those of Lima nipis, but are dark 
jjrcen and spotted,* and their aroma is not pleasant. Its 
Uj;mc hlets (raches) are more scattered, and mostly hidden by 
tin: leaves, and the spines are of all, the smallest, and not 
ni.iiiy of them. The fruit is smallest of all, about the size 
• 4’ .1 large ball (globi sclopeti), spherical, and almost 
rovrred with small eminences, and mostly divided into 
■ k-ilhav furrows.f Above (apex), it is umbellicate. It remains 
I'ttin for a long time, but ultimately becomes yellowish. 
*1 he skin is thin, like a pellicle (kaghzi), and not very 
* t. enterJ. The odour can only be elicited by scratching it, 
;«n*S the odour is not citrine, hut rather aromatic, almost 
resembling LagondL The pulp is juicy, yellowish, trans- 
I i.jiviit, and very acid, with many seeds of the size of wheat 

' ;r-iiit'i. 
« \ n Latin it is called Limonellus aurarius. In Malay, 

/. itrnm Maas, not on account of its likeness to gold, but on 
; u.« onnt of its use as shown further on. In other languages 
it i:, called by similar names (that is for the same reason). 

1 4 he* leaves of the lima of Ceylon (C. hystrix) has its leaves spotted, 

.xnil tln ir aroma is not pleasant. 
1 Ail thin skinned Citrus have longitudinal depressions, or furrows, 
!tvt,.n the pulp quarters, especially when kept for a little time, as the 

-skin moulds itself to the pulp as closely as a tight-fitting glove. 
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In Tern ate, Lemo Tinagara ; in Macassar, Lento Bnleyu ; 

in Amboyna, Ussi Helctwan. 

“ It is found in Celebes, Ternatd, and Amboyna ; but in none 
does it grow abundantly. These lemons are not used in 
food, but mostly by goldsmiths, for cleaning every kind of 
golden article, which they afterwards intend to cover with 
pigment. For this purpose they use this lemon in preference 
to others, hence its name. They are also mixed with medi¬ 
cines and juices, and used for clearing eyes, for which they 
are better than others, as they are not so sharply acid and 
irritating. Where plentiful, there they are also used for 
washing the head and body, not so much for cleaning it, as 
to give it a nice scent 

u Compared to other lemon kind, the branches of this have 
many spines, short, thick, and hard.* The leaves drop off 
rather readily, and one part of the leaf easily separates from 
the other, and falls off (the leaflet separates from the winged 
petiole) ; so that the remaining part looks like the leaf of. 
some other tree. The leaves, if crushed, have not much of 
the scent or taste of lemon leaves. (Vide pi. 227. figs, c, c 

of Atlas.) 
Explanation. 

Also described in Valent. Amboinae, p. 190, under the 
name of Lemon Amas. 

(NotaBene.—This lime is thin-skinned and very small, with 
very acid juice, like a small kaghzi nimboo. But the rind and 
the spotted leaves have not a pleasant scent, although the 
character of the fruit has much of the kaghzi nimboo ; the 
leaves are more like those of the C. hystrix, that is, supposing 
the whole leaf to be 3 inches, its winged petiole or cordate 
part would be I inch, or about one third of the whole. Thus 
Limonellus aurarius appears to be half way between the C. 
hystrix and the Limonellus proper, or kaghzi nimboo.) 

(J) Chap. 40, p. 110, vol. ii. 
“ Limonellus Madurensis. 

u Lemon Madura. 
“ Dutch—Madurase LiemisBoom. 

* If I have read Rumphius rightly, before he said with regard to 
spines, that there were not many of them (nec ita frequentes), all citrus, 
however, have more or less spines. 
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** In Madura a certain species of small fruit, or sweet lemon, 
Occurs. It looks very pretty on its little trees, which are 
about 2 feet high. The branches, nevertheless, are strong, 
angular, and slightly striated. The leaves are solitary and 
simple, about the length of the thumb’s joint, and are of a 
ftnjger’s breadth, not cordate, and with equal but sinuous 
odjges. No spines are to be seen on the branches; the taste 
of the leaves Is bitter, and if held against the light they pre¬ 
sent the usual oil cells of other kinds of lemons. The fruit 
in spherical, compressed in the upper part, pitted all over, 
and of the size of a (?)... ball (globi sclopeti). They always 
remain green, and without much difference in their sizes. 
The skin is thin and juicy ; the pulp divided into cells, as is 
usual in other lemons ; taste subacid, and at the same time 
aromatic; the colour of the pulp is orange, with only one 
seed ; rarely two seeds are found, of the size of a wheat 
fgrain, acuminate at both ends. 

44 In Latin it Is called LimonellusMadurensis and Limonellus 
l*umilus (dwarf) ; in Malay, Lemon Madura ; this name, 
therefore, is probably from the island of Madura, situated in 
the gulf of the large island of Java, where it has its origin, 
and whence It has been brought, and carefully cultivated in 

the gardens of Batavia. 
44 The fruits are not eaten raw, but preserved with one or 

two of the leaves to give them a nice flavour; they are 

then served at table with dessert. 
« To-this I add, at the same time, another wild species of 

lAmondlus, which was brought to my notice since 1694 called 
lAnwneUus Angulosus. The fruit differs from all other 
lemons. It grows near the edge of the sea. It is called in 
Malay Lemon Utam Basagi, &c., &c” {Vide pi. 93, fig. a) 

(JNota bene.—This Limonellus Madurensis, both from the 
picture and the description appears to be no other than the 
Lumquat, or kimquit, of Calcutta, Lucknow, and other 
places. In Calcutta I am told it is grown in pots, for the 
decoration of porticos. Although Rumphius describes it as 

dwarf plant, either it, or one very like it, called hazara1 can 
be grown to the height of 6 or 8 feet. Probably it is late in 
colouring, and as it is used in its green state for preserves, 
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they may not have Riven Rumphius any chance of seeing its 
orange colour. The same happens to the Kandy orange, 
which is eaten while green, and therefore never seen when of 
an orange colour.) 

(k) Chap. 41, vol. ii. 
“ A urantium acidnm. 
“ Lemon Itam. 
“ Dutch—De Zunre Ornnje-Apptrl Room. 
“ Having described all the species of Indian acid lemons, 

there remains for us to treat also of the fruit of orange 
which constitute a peculiar genus, and which can by no mr.in** 
be produced from the foregoing kind*;, either by artificial 
budding or grafting, as some European* have bibriy thought 
and wrote. Moreover, these fruits throughout India grow in 
natural soil and among people who are riot acquainted with 
the art of grafting ami understand it not. 'lln ri f»*re I .m» 
certain that in the western part of the world tSii. art 'of pn,. 
ducing oranges from lemons,) had at no time t« >m pnrt rwd. 
Equally in Mauritania and Guinea, as in VVe .t India, .>»<! it * 
islands, all the forests of these oranges occur growing :,j»on 
taneously, and germinated there by their own natural power, 
These Eastern fruits, however, although they may riiiiVr 
somewhat from those in the West, as we shall show in the 
following pages, are divided into add and sweet kinds. 

" Therefore to begin with, acid oranges, commonly ralletl 
Lemoeti Itam, grow into tall trees, the trunks of which are 
rather thick, not round, but angular, and divided by furmws 
The tree has many branches, and the leaves, after the 
pummelo, are the largest. The cordate part G small com¬ 
pared with that of others. The whole leaf, however, j» 4 or 
5 inches long, of which the cordate part is of the sbe of the 
width of one’s finger, and very narrow. At the edge, the 
leaves are almost non-serrate and acuminate. They arc 
smoother and of a darker green than in the foregoing kind *. 
They are distinguished by strong and dnumis transverse 
nerves, and if crushed they emit a strong sulphurous* *<cnt. 
The spines are longer than in any other kind, and of the 

* The scent of the Seville orange leaf, which this appears u* he, 
“ sui generis," strong and aromatic. 
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length of a common needle, very strong and sharp, especially 
in young long brandies. In these they are often of the length 
of one’s finger. From the old branches and branchlets, how¬ 
ever, they mostly disappear, so that they can be handled 
without injury, and if the tree he carefully deprived of its 
young long branches it can be easily climbed. The younger 
trees for a long time are certainly not thicker than one’s arm, 
and everywhere, both on the' trank and on the branches, bear 
sharp and horrid spines. The flowers are white, like the pre¬ 
ceding, with five’petals, only they are a little larger. The fruits 
are spherical, oblate at both ends, without tubercles, and every¬ 
where covered with marked foveoli. The colour is dark 
green till they become wholly ripe. If they remain on the 
tree for a long time, often they tarn yellow, or orange, on one 
side, and some also colour all over; but these then are already 
over-ripe and spoilt. Their skin has a sulphurous odour, 
but less so than the sweet oranges, and it is of the thickness 
of about a thick quill. The pulp is divided into ten quarters, 
and they are as firmly adherent to each other as to the skin, 
so that they are not easily separated. This orange is, never¬ 
theless, very juicy and mucilaginous, and as acid as the 
Spanish sour orange (Seville), but not so pleasant, and rather 
bitter. It has many seeds, oblong, rugose, and sinuous, with 
a white and thick shell; beneath that is a purplish pellicle, 
and inside all is a whitish kernel. 

“ The wood.is whitish and sufficiently hard, but cannot be 
much used for implements because it is very crooked. This 
kind is more productive than any other species of lemon found 
in these regions. It fruits all the year round, and can be 
used daily. It grows in all soils, but above all, it prefers the 
proximity of human habitations.* 

“ In Latin it is called A urcmtium acidum ; in Malay Lemon 
Itam, that is black lemon (from its dark green colour); in 
Banda Usse Mettin ; in Amboyna Usse Metten. 

“ It does not occur in all the islands fof Maritime India. 
Moreover, in Java, Baleya, and Celebes, this orange is 
unknown. In Amboyna it is more plentiful, but in Ter- 
natd and Banda it is rarely met with. Although these 
oranges are full of juice, nevertheless they are rarely, or not 

* Presumably on account of the manure. 
Y 2 
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at all used with food, especially raw, as their juice, although 
vinous, is nevertheless unpleasant and slightly bitt« r. 'I le y 
are, however, used in a sort of rustic think, railed " Ton 
(Punch); hut for this, Lamm Martin is the he ,1. 1 hi1, dual: 
is not healthful, as it is made up of a lot of incnuip.itibl-' in¬ 
gredients, which are mixed in raw. The base-. of it, lm* 
ever, are the heating arack, and the refrigerating trimm yt'u <•, 

“Then these dark green oranges are excellent for ilocm.;; 
and polishing copper, whether alone or mixed with povd* (<■<{ 
charcoal, so that copper becomes bright and splendid, if at 
once it be washed in water and dried in the * tin. 

“These oranges are also very useful foi waiting the !,r.» h 
which they clean very well. They also dean ofj p< i* pir.it ;«.n, 
and don’t sting the skin as much as others, bus thr pmj>< 
they are first toasted over hot ashes, till they lightly haul 
and blacken ; then they are cut and used. '1 hey e.ti» hr a’ o 
used for preparing Onstnubn pigment, although i»« 5 ..V or, 
hut mixed with other lemons. They must he jiet-Vd 1 ,<■-bar 
squeezing their juice. This is also done when te-cd fm »3< ,ai 
ing copper.' 

“ I add another kind, which mostly occurs in Maras .,u and 
Baleya, and is there called Latum Marilyn, that i-t Inn at 
crispus and, Nitorpiperu, which is of the size of Lttna ittfts, «.r 
somewhat smaller, but at both ends either plane oi drpi'-,-.. d. 
resembling the sweet oranges of the Amboynrse ; »xtrtitally 
rugose, and all over covered with small tubercles rr nnblm ; 
grains of pepper, hence, probably, its name. 11 % skin, h >su w i, 
is thin, and can be easily peeled off, so that the pulp * an !>»- 
removed whole, as in the sweet oranges of Audio}) It < 
pulp is acid and used with fowl by the people of ’the e a * 

"Of this class a huge variety ocrurs in Amboyn.i, tl,r trvi.t 
of which grows to the .size of an infant's head. 1, xt» rn.d!y 
it is granulated, and has few seeds ; the pulp, h»wrv« >, Is i. » 
feebler flavour than the common onef-." 

Observation. 

As of lemons, h » of oranges, many are the varieties wimh 
have been enumerated by various anthoiThis „! <*», < m 

* In India them i. t mii;(’>1 omr ot.atjg* of the ’• " iknhtra" 

type, called “ khatti mringi? or “ Lmmtti trn.it mmhu." 
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"viz., that “ the pulp of the common orange (Aur. vulgare) is 
sour ”—Ferrar.-Hesper., 377, and Boerh. Ind. H. L. B., p. 239, 
■where see other varieties, also in many other authors quoted 
in Sloan. Catal., pi. Jamaic., p. 210, and the elegant figure in 
lllackwel. Herbal., Tab. 349, &c. 

This kind is also described by Valent, in Amboin., p. 190, 
under the name of Lemoji Hitam.—( Vide pi. 1, figs a and b 
of Atlas.) 

{N'ota bene.—The variety first described and the picture 
agree completely with the characters of the Seville orange. 
Although often the Seville is rough and sub warty, especially 
round the apex, I have met with specimens in South India 
which are spherical, and almost smooth. In Lucknow, the 
Seville orange called n&ranj, is often as smooth and shiny as 
an apple. Moreover, from Pertabghur, Oudh, I received a 
specimen which was rather ovoid, like an egg orange. Rum- 
phius only mentions the use of this bitter orange for punch, for 
cleaning copper, and for washing the head and the body ; also 
for preparing the Cassomba dye. He makes no mention of its 
Ixsing used in any way for preserves, so that it is likely the 
Chinese did not use it as a preserve either ; otherwise, the 
Chinese residents would probably have imported this art into 
the islands of the archipelago. The tincture of bitter 
orange peel is probably of Arab origin, as they were not 
only acquainted with alcohol, but they used the bitter orange 
in their Pharmacopoeia. I have never read or heard who it 
was that first made candied orange peel, and marmalade out 
of this orange. The Chinese preserved other kinds of citrus 
in various ways, and probably the idea was taken from them. 
The extraction of essences from its flowers, leaves, and peel, 

was probably of a much later period.) 

(/) Chap. 42, p. 113, vol. ii. 
“ A urantium Sinensc. 
“ Lemon Manis Tsjina. 
“ Dutch—Sineese Orange-appell Boom. 
« These fruits, by all the common people of Amboyna, 

are considered indigenous ; but it would be better to group 
them with the other Chinese oranges, chiefly for the following 
reasons: This tree is slightly taller than the preceding 
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(Seville), with erect brandhc*; it. r<muded head, how*’*/. r, i t 
larger and fuller, I he leave . are u irr< avt aitd ueAc «o a!r Ui-iH 

the foregoing; three 01 four incht ■< busy, ' i<4h, v. it A '-p *t ■ 
nerves, ,md scuit similar to the br.t On vide , lie ■1 *<'>*te 
part is as long as the breadth of oit'1'. !tti;;n ; ■< 1, .i.'.iv 
that its rordnle form can ‘car.i 1 y he 511 id,’ . tit * It » , 1 <w- 
ever, slightly broader than that »4 /..’«• e 3/<it!iu tr 
fig. 1. 'fab. :*4 of Rumpbin > nt/in-i be rm,.". a/.o r: but 
Union Punut, as it has an inum 11.» " par «otd it »; 1 ae 
also lemon Maitin imr.t r*,f» r to fig, .* <4 • m#e 1 at* I !'• ■- 
The young branches have long and iunoav ■•]»!»»• ;* in ti," 
adult ones, however, none aie pld/c. "1 he frms Ii.a* 
two forms. In one the oranjp . ate l.o ;»i iImi: j;i td* * da-r. 
The larger one;, aie libc tie ; N vtlb »r a little 
smaller ; *phrrital, except mar tin * tall-, v h»-i< tie i * *■. a 
protuberance ; at the top (apt x/ it i-. ti* ptr ■■•>-<5 -a:>! pitted 
with fnveoli. The te*>t *4 the lind i , -aiiooth, bet it Si i, nt.my 
small foveoli. The shin is MfSe-r llii* St, bin1,;'e ■, .a-4 • 1 ,Ay 

detached from the pulp. 1 ,\ti mahy, from go > n tan 
darker, although it b«* wholly matmc,’ Mon nv» 1, the < I, at 
is bitter, tiulphtmw;, and with a very stn »<; seem , if bn *m n, 
it emits a sort of vapour (spray of v--i, oil/, If thrw orange”, 
are plucked and kept for some time, one part tum , 
yellowish, as if they were true oranges, If, Imwavi, th^y 
ripen on the tree ami become wholly yrliow, thry a»t con¬ 
sidered dry ami mathThe e mo.tly do not ae-pun tW»r 
full size, hut drop off in that state. 

“The pulp of these is similar to that of tie* 1 pari.h 
orange, divided into many t.rgmrnbs ndlnrbtg the,. > to 
getlwr, and forming a globe; the centre i t hollov.. If 
the pulp should ire carefully cleaned of it . dry, * Ahy Lbirg 
which arc bitter. If this be done, it i* ra y j<* .rpuritr flic 
segments and eat them. The colour of tlm pulp i; o-dcido 
yellow, semi transparent, aiul tiivui, with Sm!>’ *, «ty 
(sub-acidity). The seeds are rather long, rotund, and 1* lid, 

* Like die jwiiule t,f all the t>j«* »f <»r ,»«,:<•>», a 0 eniy-v.i 
margined. 

t The young branches that },r<*bal!- i, ••«)<! ,.t t-fm to .at ih* h.ftg 
cartes given off from the main torn It, or from the !hi<kn U.*ut hn, 

$ In Kandy they have a similar »infara wattgr, who It, u«ey i*f, 
does not turn of .m orange colour. 
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"The other variety of this orange is a little smaller and 
smoother, depressed at both ends, more like the Spanish, 
orange, externally covered with minute foveoli, and with a 
thin skin, thicker round the stalk. The skin is also easily 
separated from the pulp, which is like that of the larger 
variety. This orange becomes yellower when on the tree, 
smd, if kept for some time, becomes completely yellow, like 
true oranges. These trees, in Amboyna, are not productive ; 
at Icast> they do not fruit every year. The trees, moreover, 
must be of full age before they bear fruit. They like the 
plains, and full exposure to the sun. Those that grow on 
the cold hills of Amboyna mature their fruit very slowly, 
a.nd arc mostly acid. These same trees do not grow to a 
very old age; they often give out an acid fluid, and exude 
Ifum copiously. Then, for one or two years, they give a large 
drop, which turns yellow on the tree, and afterwards the tree 
dies. This evil can be somewhat prevented, but only for a 
f*hort time ; if, for instance, the tree be so perforated, as to 
part with its superfluous sap. Others, on the contrary, drive 
a strong iron nail into the trunk. 

“In Latin it is called Anrantium sinense. In Belgian, 
J>imsr appels. In Malay, Lemon Manis Tsjina, which name 
is applied best to the last or smaller variety, since it grows 
more frequently in China, and is preserved in sugar by the 
Chinese, and sent everywhere. 

“ Some, however, as has been stated, call these fruits sweet 
oranges of Amboyna, especially the first kind, which is 
mostly cultivated by the Amboinese on their hills. By. the 
Portuguese it is called Laransa ; and in Spanish, Naranza ; 
t>ut by the Indian Portuguese Limondoce. The true Latin 
si .line of this kind is Malum aureum, and Hespericum, from 
which some think that Pomum anrantium, and the Italian, 
J*omcransi, are derived. I, however, think that all these 
names have had their origin from the new Greek word 
»r*pti*Ttav, and this from the Arabic nerang, or Persian naring 
or ttaran, which word denotes this fruit; and which, without 
doubt, the western Arabs (CEthiopes) once introduced into 
Spain, afterwards degenerating into Naranza. The new 
Latins, however, being ignorant of the . origin of its name, 
call it Anrantium, which squares better with the golden 
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colour, and the name of Pomi atirei. By the Javanese it is 
called Djerroc Leeki; in Macassar, Lemo Songalea, that is, 
Chinese lemons ; but in Amboyna they are called Massussu, 
and by the Chinese, Tyng-Cam. 

“Some Romans attributed to Palladio the honour and glory 
of first introducing into Italy the Asiatic citrons and lemons. 

“ This is very true of those fruits, but by no means true of 
the oranges, as the name of Hesperium Pomum amply shows 
that it came from the western parts of the world. The 
oriental, and especially these Indian oranges, do not differ 
in the least from the Spanish or occidental oranges, either in 
foliage or green colour of the fruit* It is easy to see that 
neither the western oranges were propagated from the 
eastern, nor the eastern from the western; and much less 
so were both of these produced artificially by grafting from 
citrons. 

“ They are found in almost all these oriental islands, from 
Java, Celebes, and the Moluccas, to Amboina. 

“ Many eat them raw on hot days to revive the stomach, 
but they act best on an empty stomach. The Chinese, in their 
own country, have very elegant round oranges of the second 
variety, which are smaller than the common kind. These 
they preserve whole in sugar, by making fissures in them, 
and flattening them into the form of large discs. In these 
little or no bitterness can be detected. They fill jars with 
them, and export them to other places. The Chinese in¬ 
habitants of Java preserve them in a similar manner, but, 
they do not know how to cover them so elegantly with sugar 
as they do in China. The Chinese also send these same 
oranges, wholly dry, wrapped in paper, to other countries; 
they are very grateful to the sick.” ( Vide pi. 116, (a) figs, a, b, 
cy and dy of Atlas ; also, pi. 93, fig. by which are the same.) 

Observation. 

This tree is called Malus aurantia sinensis by Jonstone, 
in Dendrol., p. 26, and in Sloan, Catal. pi. Jam., p. 211; and 
Aurantium sinense by Ferr. in Hesper., p. 430. It is that 
which is called Malus aurantia humilis by Casp. Bauh. in 

* It is probable that Rumphius had not noticed the difference between 
the Portugal orange and the s&nfara type of orange. 
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Pinac., p. 436, after Plukn. in Almag., p. 238, and Mala 
aurantia sinensia by Valentin Histor. simpl. reform., p. 212 ; 
and in Amboin. descript., p. 189, which closely resembles 
that called Malus aurantia regia, dulcis) Zeylanica in Thes. 
ZeyL, p. 39, &c. 

(Nota bene.—Both the picture and description of this orange 
agree with the characters of the simtara orange of India. 
On the back of the Tab. 34, from which I took these tracings 
of pis. 116 and 93, Buchanan Hamilton wrote: “ The larger 
variety is the Sylhet orange,5' (kamld, lemboo of Calcutta,) 
and the “ smaller variety the Midnapore orange.” Rumphius 
states that the larger variety does, not colour, and remains 
green even when ripe, like the so-called “ green orange ” of 
Kandy. It is not, therefore, improbable, that this very 
variety of simtara orange was introduced by the Dutch or 
the Portuguese into Ceylon. The Indian varieties of suntara 
are all orange by November and December, and are not con¬ 
sidered fit to eat till they are quite orange all over. In the 
description of the Kandy green orange, it will be seen that 
by keeping it turns completely yellow, as Rumphius states.) 

(m) Chap. 43, p. 115, vol. ii. 
“ Aurantium verrucosum. 
“ Lemon Manis Besaar. 
“Dutch—Zoete Oranje-appel Boom. 
“ Of all the kinds of lemon trees, this has the tallest trunk 

and head, but its branches are not so erect as in the fore¬ 
going. Younger trees have some spines, but old ones 
certainly none; sometimes, however, their remains are found 
on the branches, without points and harmless. The leaves 
are similar to those of the preceding, or somewhat larger, 
more than five inches long, and of three fingers' breadth ; 
acuminate, and slightly dentate at the tips. The cordate 
part is small, and can scarcely be made out, especially in 
adult trees (meaning that the petiole is only just margined) ; 
in younger ones, however, it is long and narrow, and can be 
better distinguished. The scent is more feeble than that of 
the preceding, and the flowers have also five oblong and 
white reflexed petals, larger than in others, the pummelo 
flowers excepted, to the grateful scent of which they 
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approach. The fruit is larger than that of the foregoing ; 
about as large as two fists, perfectly spherical, but covered 
with several large and hard warts, as if they were boil*. Its 
skin, however, does not become of so dark a green as In the 
foregoing, but paler, and is not so thick and sulphurous, 
and very firmly adhering to the pulp; m much so, that it 
cannot be separated, but must be cut with a knife. 1 lie 
pulp is divided by many, last simple pellicles which Jew;* 
ever cannot be separated into segments as in other orangey 
nor is its colour so reddish as in the foregoing, but yellow i .It, 
semi-transparent, sweeter and more juic y than the fotegomg ; 
hence many prefer it to that. This .sweetness moreover* f, 
not so mixed with that sub-nud (viuovn flavour, but u mote 
feeble and resembles that of cherrho. The M«r«k a tv ph sits 
fill, and larger than in the foregoing, and Us*’ tr ntsv i. mg 
hollow. The Ambuinese do not ran* for, and do no? t olfb 
vale this kind, as it doe; not suit cold hid bug hb *i 
gravelly black soil, mixed with sand, and wvll expo - d to 
the sun, such as ran be made in villages near habits Am*. 
By Europeans it is more frequently planted than the pir. 

ceding, as it grows more quickly, fruits earlier, and is mmi* 

productive, compared with the foregoing, 
“In Latin it is called Jan vmiuomm ; in JLlgian, /Wr 

Appdm; in Malay, (*emm jl/anis fk aar; it is aLo called 
Lemon Tsjina by th<^ Amboimrw, m this h mostly etsIHvufrd 
by the Chinese inhabitant o lit 1 crnulv, it is called Strie **%/, 
In China there are two kinds; one common, which is itooe 
called ; that is Limo regim$ and the other *Srn;» 
camp The latter is double the ske of the common kind, 
but not m sweet 

“The variety under consideration is not m common i§ 
the foregoing (the loose skinned simiam% it having been 
brought by the Chinese# and other strangers, to these islands* 
from elsewhere. 

“It is much eaten raw, and served at table wit Si dessert 
On such occasions the skin ii removed by a knife, iinil the 
pulp cut obliquely, not transversely, into pieces, and the pulp 
part saved as much m possible, as mostly this orange consists 

* Seng an«I Com may have entered into the namr* <*f the fndaa 
Ostaps » and mMmaIaf 
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of a number of simple large seeds, very closely set. The 
Chinese give this kind mostly to the sick, to invigorate their 
stomach, and excite their appetite, as it has no subacid irri¬ 
tant (vinosam acrimoniam) like the foregoing, and it does 
not make one perspire so much.* This however should be 
noted. These oranges should not be eaten in quantity after 
dinner, when the stomach is filled with various kinds of food, 
and especially when filled with milk, as then a choleraic flux 
may be often caused. I have seen this produced in a whole 
family of very well-to-do people, who, after drinking milk, 
used to eat these oranges. 

“ In Banda there is another variety which has sweeter fruit, 
and its exterior is similarly covered with warts. Its pulp is 
white, and wholly sweet when ripe ; indeed sweeter than 
those of Batavia. It is called Limon Pouleron; it occurs 
also in Plo-ay. 

“ In Madura, there is also a sweet kind of lemon, which is 
smallest of all, indeed smaller than Lirno Nipis, with a thin 
skin, and not bitter ; its pulp consists of many soft granules, 
and is very good preserved, for which purpose the Chinese 
inhabitants of Grissecka use it; this latter place is situated 
in the region of Madura. 

“ In Latin it is called Aur. Pumilum Mctdurense; in Malay, 
Lemon Suassi, and Lemon Colte. 

“The branches of all kinds of lemons (Citrus) are so 
manipulated and transplanted, that within a few months they 
begin to bear fruit. Such branches of old trees are selected 
as seldom bear fruit or buds. These are placed against the 
trunk, and pounded with a stone, so as to slightly bruise the 
bark. Then this part is covered with a rich and tenacious 
earth, so that it may not fall off. It is then enclosed in a 
split bamboo, or other integument. Such branches are after¬ 
wards let alone for five or six weeks, during which time you 
may reckon that the bruised part has emitted roots into the 
surrounding earth. Then the branch is cut off below the 
split bamboo, or other substance used as a wrapper, and 
planted as it is in a box full of good and rich soil. Then 
within a month it begins to fruit, but not more than once or 

* It is curious that Rumphius had discovered that Citrus juice checks 
perspiration, and therefore quenches thirst. 
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twice, and afterwards perishes. If, however, it is placed in a 
fertile soil, it grows into a perfect tree. This mode of pro¬ 
pagation is a common and profitable custom among the 
Chinese inhabitants of Batavia. They hire for themselves 
certain gardens, or lease a piece of land for a series of years. 
They practise this art with the object of obtaining fruit 
immediately. Others, in order that old trees may become 
productive, cut off many of their branches, ami transfix the 
trunk with a strong nail. This can also be done, and is 
equally effective with the trees called Nauru, and lionet 

Tanjougr 

OUseri'athm. 

This appears to he the same species, or at all events, 
variety, which is called Aur. Stdlatum, and raseunt by Pcrrar 
in Hesper., 395. {Fide pi. 59, figs, c, d, <*, of Allas.) 

{Nota This A ur. verruev.ann appear; t>» have all the 
characters of the Portugal or Malta orange, but it is a warty 
variety. It was not, however, common in the Malay archi¬ 
pelago in the time of Kumphius, some jt o years ago, It 
appears to have been then of mint introduction in those 
islands. Rumphius thought it was brought by the Chine- e, 
and speaks of it in connection with the f hittwe inhabitant % 
the natives not having at that time taken to it. Europeans 
however, frequently planted it in their gardens. On the 
back of Tab. 35 of Kumphius, Buchanan Hamilton wrote 
“ CMndpur orange.” What the latter is I don't know.) 

No. 42. 

The following layering-clay Is successfully used by (iirdhan 
Chawdre*, of the Horticultural Garden, Lucknow. He »iw* 
it with advantage for those plants that are difficult to layer. 
His receipt for making it is the following : 

5 seers, linseed oil-cake (alni-ki-khali). 
5 seers, Paddy husks (dhdn-ki-bhusij, 
5 seers, urud flour (urud-ka-ati). 
5 seers, fresh cow-dung. 
*25 seers, clay (chickni-mitti). 
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b\\ thro* ingredh nU ' houSd be mixed well together, and 
•mowed to*Jr<ay th*»r>aighJy in wafer, in a large nmdf 
f f Udc A* may b<* • *4iiiii asj, tlie perfume this compound 

M *h* tint agreeable. (iirdhar) says 
lf ,*? f 11 a < *f? *<n %!o43p r fIiis layering compost n fit: for use 
f| n \ t\< * *i *mv tree should tie introduced into 

f Ay ^ *7 U.e f el a* in^ ni«iiiiin^t i't4 ip’trn colour in 
%n banf;*’ l 4 r 14 f> <r e ; otherwise, it should tie allowed 

lnn^4il b* >'\ d * 4V f*4 *< me 11 inr longer, 
"I !V v, ay i'i' r < ■. MiV. 1 o?pj^if4ti/i|| J; a", follows ; tie .selects 

4 hrAh It ’ sd^d to Lyerb. Under a joint he tightens a 
J-* ’ i Imoir into tlir hark, and then knots the 
I '*#m\ IIc tl»^#i wmjc flir tied pail in this layering, day, to 
fV lv?o;tJi of about IWr iirtts ?# anil two indies across, giving 
it a pmdJe duj-r, I fr Minis file whole with doth and string, 
,oi4 1^‘iids §! I' fa Jn.41 in a ftof of rich soil, jnittinjt a heavy 
fan k <m the P*p of tie* cart Si* 11s orde r to prevent the layer 
iv<w springing tan, Tlir tightened hiring appears to cheek 
f!ir flow of %4p, and tattw 4 scat of callus to fie formed. The 
d*y aggrar* ifrn to %!hneli!e the formation of roots, which, 
r nding a tu~h joiftitiatti, develop cpikkly and fill the pot, 
1 he' }''*!, 11 de u!d l#e watered when necessary. By 
t!#>% nmmv Uy* r< have hern taken from plants winch will 
re t othrr^hr ! ; am! thorn which took a year to form 

r* o?% 1 ord’h by d , * method* f#n made to do so in a few 
is adSr. J ft ’ *' ad ' I f 4 air a hit of wire tightened rriiuid the 
kali- by isr is. <,f a pva t4 fht r *# would an aver «n well, if 
■0*4 Up 51 dta Vnmn roofs ,0 readily wlmii layered 
it*. tba Ian %r%flirr awl fd%u\th%t no day b needed, lint 
'4dy Ike U;btr?4r4 ’nots Oti^r kinds of dim , however, 
! ^kr too h aa,;yf to t-o.t, nnl therefore tlm layering day 
iMehf b* %ety iiM'fal where rafadify of layedna tv*ei an 
fihyr? lif^ <iiy slpadd tie prepared tome tiliir he fore it is 
regard, f foard that lit tSir hot weatht.r, if the pots are 
00i?^fr4 if?y# aod tit the niit4 wltnt the foliage was 
e five, flir fijf 1 v «! rpraddy than in the winter* 
Vt foot f<,* f, .afamed, ran lie easily * ern rai the siir- 
fatr of lip }s y mvd' r Ike hskk ; ofli n they toay hr ^ t u peep* 

o-ift of the dfoticop4 4io!iwhis li should hoof tin sMe% 

eft a level %itli the hotfoot# and not at the centre of tin: 
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bottom of the pot 
pot. 

No. 43. 

(a) Mr. Stevenson, of Sylhet, has kindly given me the fol¬ 
lowing names of the varieties of citrus grown in the Khasia 
hills. I give them here because they differ slightly from 
those given by Mr. Jerman Jones (See chap, on Origin of 
Citrus, &c.). 

Bengali Names. Khasi Names. 
1. Kamala.Uso S,ultra. 
2. Naringhi.. Sim. 
3. Moglai.„ Mongnr, 
4. Satkara ..... „ Kuhit 
5. K:\ki.. Yanpriang. 
6. KhAtajamir .... „ Kontplior. 

Of these (2) Naringhi, (5) Kaki, am! (6) Kithtajamir arc 
sour, and smaller than the sweet oranges, though of the same 
family. (]) Satkara is like a citron, am! is nut eaten ripe, 
but is cooked green, and used as a kind of nour ch/itnt, 
(i) Kawah) and (3) Magliu differ little. The rind of the 
latter is somewhat thicker, and its colour lighter than that of 
the common orange, the Kamath. ( Vide pis. 2$6 to 258.) 

(h) Mr. Anderson of Sibxftgur, Upper Assam, gives the 
fallowing names of the varieties of citrus there found. (See 

pis. 234 to 239.) 
1. RaMb Tenga. 
2. Jora Tenga. 
3. Skkla Tenga (bitter lime). 
4. Bar Tonga (big lime, not a pummeto). 
Also Naga Tenga, grown in Nnga villages, at an elevation 

of 1,500 feet. 

Appendix. 

Weeds should be kept out of the layering 
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No* 

Jn i Cijii Lrmihnr, writing **on the Flora and vege- 
f 4 b yodo* t ♦ of A’< \ mi*1 in fun: itf the journal*! of the A. II. S* 
tf Jndhu , ry * *' The v.yhm * firaVs f*f oranges and lemons 
in ^ v, A! 44^*;'J! ymu In tile garden at Saikwah 

*L l >*f I kav<* ju'if i!i„%c*rh*t! -Tt an orange-tree 40 feet 
la *4 vd«e h hr.it’% the a? amli of frail. There are several other 
t o '* ^ f an dbr I rnn#fii of the finest kinds are 
f- ;>•! w M flitoughont the haaotg and are a great treat to a 
1!, r t; Lvi mb mplorer, I often conn? on a loaded tree in 
tb tibht of a iji.ra j*5 i«i# with no w*<ter nearer than some 
n..a / ll’Kf aie ibosi#fam the rnn tins of an ancient cult*- 
% , , , Tlie very lm4 r groin I n*i r saw were growing 
*4 ,tl Lnt gfiuffth on 4 barren inland of neatly pure nand, on 
Fjt* I 4 * '~t i\> rhampoot* r The growth of flu* tree was very 
o MV4ji 44* I 4 any jAod of the Attrautfarca*. The lower 
* »4 ' . m tf.ubag ir hke along the ground,* and 

' 4 h.m.y LTot emit oomhefi of rip* perfumed fruits, 
^ em 4 nyae flan ell»4 apiece. I have converted 

i /> yA<* 1 d utfia?, and tun wan h for their iklfcionri 
? m 4 

*• • :* ft L led in j mmSdr that the soil in all tlume hills 
9 w*?> • t<4 tla gf^vtli of the tltriH fiilite An to 
b ni - nothing 4 ramr, both hy the aid of 
14 4» v, 3 4ff? in .o:4 ^thrf 4iiifiitiSf>t irryntg the seed about, 
? by «4 4 A hood all tin? ntrtw float 
m 4 imM r,#u!y b** t.trued loop di«itaiicrs during floods# 
It * mo*L4 ttnynhrw on land, tSi^ fniit would eventually 
»vr.*y and flic v-rd* v/ouhl grtitiiiwtcs Tin? oraugedree 
4 * s^rt hgJi, fdiiiSi I4ij4, Low Far r furiitioits i% not likely to 

\*A \r l^rn of |}|| ittnUWtt % 4fir!y# 4fi itlft llwh lllit, m fllf IIS 
1 fr# any yr**a! hright, It was probably of the 

» yfout * «#r |K*'tMb#y of the IWltigtd variety, amt {iro- 
fi44j 1 'c^iIJing lit fart, till lie ^/iiw m^tre probably seed* 
Iin*y* 4 

* tla% fn|'t-14^ fer i#f tSi€ t#ranrJici of 
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No. 45. 

Gardeners' Chronicle, 31st July, 1886, p. 154 Artiolr, 
Citron. 

“ In recent consular n-port-., appear interesting an omits >4 
this well-known ingredient of plum-pudding*. and weddim,- 
cakes. Leghorn Citron,is what it i-i u a!.dly termed, lint Iit»!e 
or none of the article is grown there, Sit ily ant! Cm i t 
furnishing the supply of the new fruit. The Citron tree i < <4 
the Citrus family, ami is as nearly like tin- lemon a < it » ,si 
well be. It is propagated principally from cutting., and 
flourishes near the sea in sheltered position-, and in war m 
and sandy soil. The tree resembles somewli.it an overgrown 
bush, and as citrons often weigh from fj to •'< lb ., each, the 
branches of the tree must be supported by props. The tr* < 
are subject to peculiar constitutional diseases, which kid 
without mercy. As the profit of the growrr depends largely 
upon his favourable situation, &e., it is hard to make even .1 
rough estimate of the business. Su|iponing the trees to lie 
planted 3 yards apart, and allowing fourteen citrons to each 
shrub, the average weight of the fruit per acre would 1« 
9,346 lbs. The price of this fruit in Leghorn is about - ix 
cents per pound, but from this must be deducted rr»4 . .4 
casks in which the fruit h shipped, about three dollar:, and 
cost of cutting and packing the fruit, two dollar t per t a k ; 
then general expenses of the citron farm are estimated at 
sixty-eight dollars per acre. The Cor dr. m and .SkdLu 
grower packs the fruit cut in halves in casks with brine and 
ships it to Leghorn, where there are nine factories for candy 
ing citron, employing 300 men. On arrival there in tie <«• 
casks, the fruit looks like huge lemons with tiam ndou 4y 
thick rinds, anil little substance inside. They remain in 
pickle some thirty days, and are tough and bitter. Tiny no 
then boiled in fresh water till .soft, cut into quarter, and ad 
the seeds carefully removed. They are then placed m j,u . 
with hot syrup, and for about three weeks the proportion of 
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t'n,# 'r* *’ '-wily im if'.i v 1 until no more sugar can be ab- 
•A * 4, 1 h** j i i & » jif*r cent. of sugar to loo per cent. 

* i hag. 1 hr garnla or** fifthly plaml on wire* netting to dry, 
*>nd % hvn ***ady air p<§* It 4 sit I hr * mall wooden boxen ho fami- 
4 if m i« 4!i'4i# a* dang tuny hr described roughly m the 
®m l j rr| * f 4 vp*v k*. %4 U'upm, padded to extract its bitter 
davmjr n*A 4b ->4)i fhr »41 ; limit boiled to make it tender* and 

4*011411*4 with sugar to make it palatable. An with other 
4ftklr%#4 i *mmru r, it k c *mplaim*d that the prices of 
* 4 oat a?r Imgdy irgitUtcd by speculation, varying from 
ion'll! 4 to t/ tints j*rr joiiim! ,it Leghorn. A anions fact 
r that near fitioii k imported into Italy than exported from 
ib thr pruprutfon fur fhr Sant three year* bring its ten to one. + 
1 hr ?a41 of C nfot is rniifiriitly adapted to the Citron shrub, 
fait lew tree* are, however, grown there, everything being 
abandoned for the staple crop* -sugar-cane, ft seems so hard 
for tommunifk* to learn the lesson of diversified crops; all 
"ugitraca*u% *i2S cotton, or all wheat apparently must be ex 
prrtrfl, f'tifta, Mexico, mid California offer advantages in 
fir f iiltufr nf the Citrut fruit % and are only awaiting enter* 
j thr Ut dr%r!op iftrse profitable purants" — American 
itU 

No. *|4 

Malta krmrt pelfo 4?raiding to lkthoo Sttkiit L&Lh 
receipt f 

<*#i Hr move the shin <4 the lemons as completely as you 
ciiu, tlien cut the lemons into four «jitarters lengthwise, but 
not completely, uti I tint the fpiartcr# may still hold together* 
Then between flit tptattcr* lilt in the following mixture of 
pn »*n*| mbrr ingredient*, and pack the lemons ho pre- 

pared in a |*if# which i% to he rolled daily for four or five: 
H4i*<t *i wSo fc wrrh, After that, pour in a quart bottle 
full of frctSi lemon Juice, and continue the rolling daily until 
the pickle becomes fit to cat* 

* If/ ttf* #t#ot icr.ii, •, t\a %%* %^mp n% fedicuted daily, and 

* 1 i,r ff thiit a k»?#^ 4 candied citron i§ until in Italy 
by 

2 
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x. N&mak (salt) 
2. Zeeri (caraway seed (?)) 
3. Gol-mirch (black pepper) 
4. Dhuni& (coriander) 
5. Adrak, or sdnth (ginger) 
6. Il&ici (cardamums) 
7. Laung (cloves) 
8. Hing (phul&) (assafoetida) 

10 chatanks* 

4 

2 tolas 
1 tola 
3 mashas 

Pound all these ingredients finely and mixed th< 
thoroughly, and add half a bottle of lemon-juice; then m 
them further and stuff the lemons between the quarters wi 
this mixture. This quantity is enough for fifty lemons. 3 
Phula-Hing this is what the Baboo means. Wrap the hi\ 
in a bit of teazed cotton, and burn it on a bit of cowdui 
fire. When the cotton is half burnt, the hing is to be pound 
and thoroughly mixed with the other ingredients. 

He particularly impressed upon me that in order to ke 
this pickle in good condition, from the time of being put in 
the jar, it should neither see daylight nor the light of a larr 
that is, it should be kept covered up and in a dark pla< 
When wanted for use, a lemon can be taken out by the har 
without exposing the jar to the light 

All I know about this pickle is that it is very nice, a: 
good to eat with meat, curry, &c. The baboo added that 
formerly made this pickle from limes, but now that he h 
tried the Malta lemon, he would never use the lime again 
he could get the lemon. 

(b) Others* pickle limes, skin and all, in brine and otl 
ways, much in the manner mentioned by Rumphius in t 
chapter on Limonellus or kaghzi nimboo, which see. 

(c) The Gulgul of the Punjab (pi. 186, figs, e and/), I a 
told, is pickled by cutting it into thin slices and packing 
in alternate layers with salt, pounded ginger, and jet 
(caraway). When the rind is well softened by the brine, t 
pickle is used in cases of enlarged spleen. 

* A chatank is 2 ounces ; a tola is a Rupee’s weight; and a mm 
about the weight of a grain of wheat.* 

« 
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No. 47. 

Mr. R. Blechynden, Junior Secretary to the A. H. S. of 
India, kindly sent me the following information. He thinks 
that Comilla, or Kumilla, the capital of Tipperah, the district 
near Dacca, on the east and south of Mymensingh and 
Sylhet, is close enough to the Khasia hills to make the 
suggestion, that oranges may be found wild there, plausible. 
He, however, adds that Dr. Hunter, in his statistical account 
of Bengal, says that the Pati nebu and limes are products of 
Tipperah, but oranges are not common. 

(NOTE.—I have a suspicion that neither kamld, nor simtara 
are names of Indian origin, but probably take their origin 
from the Chinese Kam and Seng) 

Mr. Blechynden further says that “ from the few words 
with which Roxburgh, in his ‘ Flora Indica,’ dismisses the 
subject of oranges, it would appear that they were very 
little known in Calcutta in his time.” He says : “ As they 
do not thrive in any part where I have been stationed, I 
cannot well enter into any satisfactory account of them/* 
Yet, in the “ Hortus Bengalensis,” it is stated that plants were 
in the Botanic Garden (Seebpore) before 1794, and that they 
were introduced from Sylhet. 

In Robinson’s Assam (1841) the native names for different 
kinds of citrus are given ; they are many, divided into acid 
and sweet limes, sub-acid and bitter lemons. He also gives 
two shaddocks, three citrons, and three oranges.—(Vide 

Appendix, No. 54.) 

No. 48. 

Dr. Maglieris decoction of lemon, 

Cut a lemon into thin slices, peel and all; add three 
breakfast-cups of water, and boil on a slow fire, and in a 

Z 2 
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glazed or enamelled vessel,* until the liquid is reduced to 

onc-third. Then allow the whole to stand exposed t«* the 

air for a whole night; and early next morning strain and 
squeeze the whole, and give it, all in one dose, to the patient 
on an empty stomach. In bad eases, it is better to give a 
similar dose again in the middle of the day. In that t t-w, 

double the above quantity should be prepared every day. 
This remedy should be continued until the patient i. quite 
well. Instead of one lemon, yon can use three limes similarly 
treated, or half a large khatta orange, or Ktmiaon lemon, «»r 
a Seville orange, or any similar quantity of any sour citrus, 

For intermittent fever, weakness, and cachexia after 
intermittent fever, or for enlarged spleen of recent standing, 
this decoction of lemon is very useful. For enlarged spleen 
it is only equalled in iny opinion by Fluoride of Ammonium. 

No. 49. 

Orange marmalade (" Francatelli's Cook's Guide "), 

Split the Seville oranges in quarters ; u/,e a sharp knife to 
cut out the fruity pulp from each quarter, without any of the 
white pith left on it ; and, as this is effected, pick out all 

the pips, and put the fruity portion in a basin, and the 
quarters of the peel into a large pan containing water. 
When this is completed, boil the quarters of peel in water 
until they are soft to the touch ; they must be then drained 
and put to soak in cold water for twelve hours; they are 
then to be again drained on sieve* (or any basket work) for 

two hours at least, to rid them of all unnecessary moisture; 
after which, they must be cut up in thin shreds by mean* of 
a sharp knife. Next, weigh the shreds and also the pulp, 
placed in reserve in a basin. For every pound of the total 
weight, allow three-quarters of a pound of white crystalline 
sugar—(Cossipore crystalline sugar fs the best, being totally 

* Metallic vessels are objectionable for boiling acidi in. Common 
earthen vessels, without glare, would absorb much of the liquid. In 
Agra they make cheap glased saucepans, much used by Mabotncdant, 
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free from treacle) ; then boil the sugar to the pearling degree,* 
then add the fruity part, sliced very thin, and the shred peel; 
boil for twenty minutes more, stirring the whole time. 

No. 50. 

Candied lemon and orange peel {from an Italian cookery- 
book). 

Split some Malta lemons or Seville oranges into four 
quarters, and remove the pulp as before (which, in this case, 
will not be wanted, and can be utilized in other ways). As 
you effect this, throw the peel into cold water. In the mean¬ 
time boil some other water and cook the quarters of peel in 
it till they are tender. Then lift them out of the boiling 
water, and put them again into clean cold water for two days, 
renewing the cold water two or three times a day. Then 
take them out of the water and drain them. In the mean¬ 
time boil some sugar to the pearling degree, f and when tepid, 
immerse the drained peels in it, and leave them there for 
eight days, taking care, however, to remove them everyday, 
and reboil the sugar to the pearling degree, and, when tepid 
repeat the former operation. On the eighth day, reboil the 
sugar as before, and simmer the peels in the hot sugar until, 
taking a little of the sugar and cooling it, you find it 
crumbles in your fingers into a flour-like powder. Then 
quickly remove the peels, and drain and cool them on 
sieves or other similar surfaces. Finally dry them in a 
slow oven (or in India in the sun, on dishes protected from 
the flies, with wire covers, or other similar appliances). 

I think citron peel, after pickling in brine, to remove the 
bitter taste, can be candied in this way also. 

Anybody with leisure, and not in a hurry to make a for¬ 
tune, might do a good service by experimenting on all the 
peels of the different varieties of Indian citrus. Natives, 

* By this is meant the pearl-like bubbles which form on the surface of 
the boiling sugar, at a certain stage. 

t Vide preceding note. 
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owing to their patience* are suited to work of this sort ; anti 
any philanthropic person or society might do them a service 
by teaching them how to camiy citron, lemon, and orange 
peel, so that they might be had fresh, and much nicer than 
the hard, stale imported candied peek* These are small in¬ 
dustries, quite suited to natives with small capital. 

No. 51. 

Lemon Jelly fori; pnally tuk rn, I believe, fouii the (enow. 

Slice the lemons v*Ty thin!). iif moving oil tin* To 
every pound of h uem$ abo, fbo^ pirn * of wotm, ; 
the sliced lemon,* in llii» wutvj kr !T nr b »ur- ; tTm 
boil them in thk same voder till qmw Pmdrr, awl b i thrin 
stand another twenty-foui hour*. W*Tpi ten .aid a Ldf 
pounds of Chissipore white sigir 'any truer of ts* 4 h- in ilio 
sugar will spoil thk jelly - for t ui li pound r4 lie* kukri it mi 
and water* IN! the ui.ott, v. nPu, me! lemons lid 4 hnh\ 
cooled on a plate, will rrt like 4 jniy. 

This receipt is applicable pi birne, oim;pce and olhrr 
citrus. If is a thin gclatimm »uinia!.oSig and, in my 
opinion, iiiPcJt iikrt tint? tile tlii% k# jamdikr, iiuiMmude of 
the chop 1. f* r, a idw* 04y of udnq the afithcorbutc; quale 
ties of h,moils, and oughI to be 4 good bnm\ 

Fresh finil * make the beat flavoured pro-em a logoff 

with toast ami butter, or cream, this jelly is very good, 

Mo* p. 

In St. Domingot Risso had met with an cirfwg r o /kof 
nfim; a large, thick-skinncrd orange, furrowed ami aulo 
warty. (Fide pi 40, fig. dj I men* \y * imugh, su free w,e» 
there given by preference to j/# 1 fufl *e/TT//# /,, 

There are many Instances on record in which various kinds 
of citrus were given with advantage in mites of fever, although 
the kind of fever is not often mentioned, (See chap, on the 
Hits of tie Citrus.) 
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X.*, 5?. 

,\ f t': ! «j » . ’ i;*, .,n opportunity of string the citrus 
?. •, f , ' i '.i*, Kidh-y and Mr. (lullam to note 

t>.. ■ ; ',r . j si ,.,<■! ,,uA that of t Sir young shoots in 

;•'i J,,-y m«- th<* following, which may, perhaps, 
’! • i ■ •. ‘I';.-- ».!,.)< >. ><f th- trees are given in the 

J j : ' V \ . '■! , I s < + ts '-’A'; 
; ., % ■ ,r Mttk t * flowers large, Malta lemon 

i( *•<? 11. 
«, ’,V.f /, f ti»W’r. rvrr slightly tinned with 

: v *, /, *, <i.,t. i'/' *i 
, / r; * 'Mr,;,«) flowers, large, cohmml mi; 

';„i <-i, -j'-rn. 
/■ • nu;.)//, flower,, </«// crimson; shoots 

t'rccii, 
g flower;, Mttall, very faintly coloured 

* t !, 1; 4 
, . u-.r.uJ fhandhi ll'rtvrr*!, smuU (»i*c of kemla 

u. » , /,: u\i*.t j;twn. 
; '},• ( /;• odd; tt'Av.T-, '.i/a* of the last, with 

•, .. t,;. ^ ,4 t.Mdt aimson; shoots, 

•i* p ■ r ting'* * f lijoD/e in the young 

; , , < * Ml, . 1 ,, »j.-y >' „•< Jop, and possibly the fore- 
. • V/'”> 1 11 <: hi1 »*u>: sUsp*, if any of them 

} 1, -n Mr. <i 'Mi-,, .dh unmp'm-: ■ 
, .» ,r g. ’ < i , •'« .5!, white, tinged purple ; 

% > lU * J *\u r$4 rtjt 
.. '..n.r, White, tinged purple; 

t ,b..di 
.,.r 

*11 * 
■J j'j'.vrt , h'tg'% V.l.;b“, tinged purple; fdioots, 

' /, MMt.i /.•*-{.« • p*.t»5r ,»ud «..!><», Ungctl purple ; shoots, 

hr.gHt riic^n, 
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$, Kama or KJiattA—flowers, white, tinged purple ; shoots, 

green. 
6. Turunj— flowers, large, tinged purple; shoots, green, 

occasionally tinted purple. 
7. Bfjrnri— flowers, large, white; shoots, green. 
8. flowers, white, slightly tinged purple, occa¬ 

sionally pure white; shoots, green ; the whole tree extremely 
thorny. 

9. A'erw—flowers, large, pure white; calyx tuberded ; 

shoots, slightly hairy. 
10. Aflowers, small, j inch diameter, white, tinged 

purple; shoots green. 
11. Jhambiri -dowers, small, | inch diameter, white, faintly 

tinged purple ; shoots, green. 

N". 54- 

Tilt* following not ices r if < itmi varieties are t alien from \\T‘. 
Robinson's " Account of A v..»m ": 

Aetd limes.-- Nunn Tenga, tihuui mum tenga, 
Sieeet lime. - -Mita mmu itng/t. 
Acid limes, ■ Jumir tenga; Hanne tenga ; Pdti salung 

tenga; Hue sailing tenga; Clml'M tenga ; JVnrengi tenga. 
S»l>-field temam.—t Jnilld tenga ; Ahigh chdAlb tenga. 

I/alaugei mi>ri tenga ; feta ntori tenga; /for mui left;,a, 
A hitter lamm.— Tita-Karnim ; Jhnm tenga; ant. a \iwt 

lemon, called Ptini mart taiga. 
Shaddocks,—White, Bngd rohth taiga. Red, Uanga rnhau 

tenga. 
Citrons.—Bar jord taiga ; Bird jord tenga ; Bon jmi 

tenga. 
Oranges.—BintoriA tenga; Kama/d taiga; and Jemlru 

tenga, 
(In writing of the Assam vegetables, he mention* four 

classes. The fourth class he calls Tenga, or acids used a* 
seasoning.) 
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55* 

In If Mitt t >uhn banm Cttimiimsist p. 141, the fol- 
D^nuj vaikthu iif film 4 .ire enumerated :•— 

t, 1 d<vmmnu 

a I, ani'intium ■ tittwfjMufw; md also, narangtt— 
• -rr4 Alum* 44 Dinars Aurangabad, KhasiaMLs, 
14 M* it 1.4'* fuVrr fruited / 

4 c\ I if * 4 HI, .nnla. U<*%Um,ih,u under this, No. 3, he 
/y**"- tV ii4uiutifj lUfiflirt ; < 

r;dttuiU\ vf 4* id lime, 
i'ttft- nrkh\ Miinnmii f>uiitl Ifinr. 

H>1 ;ujt <m!k i\ J«au <an iff fiiitr, 
nd,'<\ ihh k \kinm*4< oval lime, 

f 1 /1 w , $a er/ 4 t kma yelhnv jen ul lime. 
/Vjtnur jf// Dry $ ?>v J, MteiMili %k timed lime. 
/.’4j#’ e. A,,,, rumd, *.iii ,mSt 4;tftiirc! lime, 
vuv 1 u.4u 4 Dfjp\ };h*li<* 4% rjioti^y skinned lime. 
Au1 m'i hum, 4 Imee? fSuLdJjiU'd sort, from Muscat 

, 1 lue M *, Mif i u 7 .* ’ u *-f t , 
*' 1 I e,4 u «04 rA # *m erf * >, 

f • * ek*?r 4, fffj f< < t*f, 
; 1 Vm ,rr e 1 - I an MieUe > nmlnmi 41 of Humph.). 

^4 ’ a In->! 4 new sort of cmiftihkm, by 
1 .>!; r.; f)e * It m' h'.shmt;h ^* IWr^tmUu I have never 
*4,?? if Ira*! t!ir- JW;%mM ufnnftt India. Dr, Warinit 
**v hr. rh*t now '.| mu k-f Iieiu/ ituy have taken this name 
U u V* ml 'i l %t , i 9 V Aj*|e nOlX, No, o4 

No. J4 

to# Itntrf tm^nhk, ?'4h Janmay, pt 169. 
/I ttttmm Kxteriar kmoii4iket lint all the interior 

compartment*, except one, are lit colour, flavour, and per- 
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fume those of the orange, the solitary exception having the 
attributes of a lemon. Those who are curious in such 
matters should consult our vol for 1841 and 1842. The 
subject is also discussed briefly in Darwin’s ' Domesticated 
Animals and Plants.’ Various explanations' have been 
offered, but, so far as we know, the only one based on actual 
experiment is that of Gallesio, who tells us that he impreg¬ 
nated an orange with the pollen of a lemon, and that the 
fruit borne on the mother tree (orange) had a raised stripe of 
peel upon it, like that of a lemon, both in colour and in 
taste. Supposing this statement to be accurate, we have 
thus an instance of the influence of the pollen, not on the 
germ only, but on the germ-case, or ovary, which is of course 
part of the mother plant.”* (Vide pi. 259, for what Risso 
calls “ Bigaradier Bicolor,” and “ Bigaradier Bizarrerie.”) 

No. 57. 

Baron Hubner’s “ Through the British Empire,” vol. ii., 
p. 271 (Australia). 

“ Enormous .but almost tasteless oranges were served with 
the dessert. I am told that the trees which yield them, and 
which were planted by the convicts, have deteriorated from 
want of proper care.” 

No. 58. 

From the “ Penny Cyclopaedia ”—Citrus. 
. “ In China there is an enormous variety of Citrus, with its 

lobes all separating into fingers of different shapes and sizes, 
whence its name of fingered citron. The Chinese esteem it 
very much, both for its rarity and for the grateful odour of 
its rind. They place the monstrous fruits on porcelain 
dishes, and have them in their apartments to fill the air with 
fragrance.” (Called Fo-show-kan, or Buddha’s hand.) 

* It is doubtful whether the different varieties of Citrus are so easily- 
mixed up as Gallesio’s experiment would imply. 
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No. 59. 

The following information was kindly given to me by Dr. 
Murray Thomson, Chemical Examiner to Government, 
Roorkee. 

“ The formula of cane sugar is C12 H22 On, and of Grape 
sugar C6 H12 06 H2 O. The sugar of an unripe orange is 
chiefly grape sugar, but as the orange ripens, cane sugar 
appears, and when quite ripe the grape and cane sugar are 
in nearly equal quantity, viz. about 4*5 per cent of each. 

“ The formula for citric acid is C6 H8 07. Of course you 
will understand that this formula is based on the new atomic 
weights for carbon and oxygen—C12 and 016. Oil of lemon, 
and oil of orange peel are chemically identical. They are 
hydro-carbons of the group C10 H36.” 

No. 60. 

Prof. Asa Gray, in his “ Structural Botany,” p. 288, para. 
545, calls th’e edges of the carpels “ leaf-margins,” as in 
fig. 618 (caltha palustris) or marsh marigold, and the oppo¬ 
site suture he calls midrib. 

In p. 260, para. 478, he says “ carpel, or carpophyll denotes 
pistil-leaves, i.e. seed-bearing or fructiferous phylla (leaves). 
A carpel may be a pistil of itself, either the only one of a 
blossom, or one of several, or it may be a constituent of a 
more complex pistil. In either case, a carpel is the homo- 
logue of a leaf.” 

Para. 479.—“ The ovules are peculiar structures normally 
arising as outgrowths from the margins of the leaf, or some 
part of them ; sometimes from the whole, or a special por¬ 
tion of the upper or inner surface of the leaf.” 

At p. 299, para. 577, he says, “the Hesperidium (orange, 
lemon, lime) is the fleshy fruit of a free, many-celled ovary, 
with a leathery rind, and is a mere variety of the berry.”* 

* It would appear to me open to question, whether the Hesperidium 
ought to be classed with the berries. 
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No. hi. 

Names which appear to hr common to lama ami .1 >3>■»» 

—Sttlurchry AV.’/r'.m, April v tdSy, p, (s.'t. 
“ Hut the Japanese i<*»Mime the yatddmt;! ro<*t <4 tim 

hasu (Ndurnbo muafeia ■ J' tw.h *Uvd, baked, find, or i<v5. < 
to a flour, in sonje.. With the * m\’> they make * a;' and 
pastry. //»/»« 11 the vnl;;.u, lie- put** j.ip.m* *■«• uaw . tit* 
Sinico Jaj*ain*'a‘, \vhi< h i*. Haddni ti», an*! ’• n r'*d, 1 r * -* 
corruption of the (.hiricr /vc, the water lily.I *>■' 
Distyliuni rauiimaun (tui, <»r 1 u\u , h.i * ;«•»;; hr* a ■ 1 e: 
Japan f*»r whcrla *>;; 4, and it t mb'*, air , strsjMV'V,- by 
all the ;>rrat native putt«-»i< . in lie if tvn*- i . c 1 m 
the {aitlou i celadon green, i.le -a n a - *',7; 

In India they * at not only tie' ,/> *4 tlv Ac.' ;>1 1 '■* > •*.- 
bium sjks ioami;, *>r pink lot t , under the n are* * 5 o ■ •**/ 
ghntit), hat also it-. long tout , »»d< r the is am* «>< / * *>■ 
Half the latter word, and tie Nos* * Japan* n.,*„ * t », 
appear to riuan the Mim* thin \ t -<a lioddlmt nm '■•■•u.m . 
have carried this name from one rountty to tin* otle t * 

Then a *u*rt of dfloiva un.** *, rap.-d *df certain v»hb m Jmh t 
is called Sitiji. It is rise*I for w.eimis; * lot hr*., 104 pro dm-,:, 
anti ghtzing pottrry, Can th< - Indi in wool »Va//r li nr any 
connection with the Japanese .Sryi :* If so, the.c two 
ami perhaps many others, would appear to inditat- »nt<r- 
course, of a very ancient date, between the two <«'V.tn< *■. 
In the same way we find tit fit% h<*tl«n) and h';,- »,*«/» 
(safflower/ and J.tmtm fcitrusj common to both India am! the 

Malay archipelago. 

No. 62. 

The following arc speculative considerations, to account 
for there being frequently no juice vesicles on the sides of 
the pulp quarters or carpels, but only on th 
side of the carpel I have seen many instances, in which 
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iV ;,..b !*■, ;»jn ,*• at. * ftotn tlx: sides of the carpel (see 
I < b ;> i .»«•! h \ a. ought to lie the raw, supposing they 
v* r ),• ui 4-. I'.-o, to ti'c «<j! M’Sl’i of the leaves. In the latter, 
t’.‘ < •• ■ *31. an* di .viiiisia!' <3 all over the leaf, and not only 
i,<- n *.?,<■ midrib, It i. urveffliidt". i a fart that generally the 
,* <• '■ .*,. .a5.1' from that part of the carpel which goes 

5 !)ii tie* 1 itonuf* h »i •* A the pulp-bull. This circum- 
•'i. * *" I '.hail endeavour to explain in the following way: 

iji ejitje of the J!r peiiditmi, or Citrus fruit is fixed. 
<iruimfrnn<e move, outwards as the fruit grows 

•m-1 /1/'.}>?./«, \VV shall Mippu.e that in the ovary, or when 
tie* h< p'-ridium is quite young, the oil-cells of the carpel 
•>?< o*) a level with its edges, or nrarly so. It will be evident 
that, the edges of the carpel, forming the centre of the fruit, 
L<-stip fixed, some part must give way as the blade of the 
1 .«t|« 1 is pushed outwards by the growth of the juice vesicles. 
'Ib* o f. *r those portion*. of the carpels, which have stretched 
gradually to adapt thrmsrhrt to the filling of the vesicles 
with jour, will tw? those which now form the sides of the 
* wp< 5, amt which arc usually free of vesicles. (See pi. 106, 

« , 

I hi-, rising.*,vay nomctimei goes beyond mere stretching, 
amt tm putts arc torn a-,under by the bursting power of the 
- v-mlt-i. This o< air,, generally in the shntara 
.ad 1 mouv* group,. whi> h ,In then* case?;, not only 
tS, *,*.;->> r.op' l i. *.«• pataU d from the central column, but 
. ,*». n t.,< of tlx* » itp'd iv.rlf are torn asunder. 

pi j,‘ op t.:j /.tin* f'-ntr.d 1 ohmm remain * isolated at A, 
*,,,'.,> .1 i tin- h.,v'- b**n torn away from it, and only 
}, -, j, >;p .1 1 stnmnmt .dioii by ra”.*sr. of the radiating fibres. 

'1 hr < .o;-r;*. tlr'fli'.'-lve-. are all «■ b**-.*d, 
i'; * \ fd5»*t,i th«- i »-ntra3 rolnmn dragged to the one 

by 4 «p;»,rd rurp.d, wb:t<* almost all the other carpels 
o ?)' t only rr<«dnt fo»m tie* r-mtre, leaving then* a hollow 
't Jmt are burst r,pn* with the points of their juicc- 

*,r «>*, ting into thr hollow »■I*itre. 
1'j -* >ho**s this hurting f ,n<* in a more exaggerated 

o. 0 tearing the mitral <’doiitn into several part i, A, A, A, 

• i > § i!# t h <4? m t** ’< *4 ?tir »f4ngrt ;*ml allictl 
Utn*'*, i* *?**!* M mrtMftjr, *'Wff II ttfht 
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and bulging out the circumference of the carpel also, on 
both sides of the mid-ribs, e, t‘, as well as tearing open mmm 

of the carpels. 
VI J2t fig. r, shows an instance in which tin* attachment 

of the juice-vesicles was not only on the circniiifereiiee 
portion of the carpel, but half way up it^ side-* to it, v, 

PL 106, fig. r» shows the usual altarJiiiieni of the vrddtsi 
on the outer wall c', while the two sidr’*, which Stave gradually 
stretched like India-rubber nieiiibr.iiir-s are free of vcsides. 

As will be seen in the amfarnt group, «nu of the diaraiicr. 
of this variety is a hollow centre, when the fruit reaches 

maturity. 
In pin. 125* e and isft, i\ is shown another effect *4 ex* 

pannion. At a certain puriorl of maturity, and after tSie pulp 
carpels have been dragged front the rrsitial roltmm, their 
expansion in arrested* while that uf the ar rtmi ;;<***% 
m that the latter h also drayyrd away from tlir prjp % .trprK 
leaving a hollow npacr brl vivrn the pu3|eb.*Jl and the %kin. 
These oranges have a curious puffy frd* ami the jmljs bad 

rattles within them. 

m 

No. % 

In the British Museum, Assyrian Court, Nimroud, among 
the basso-relievos with cuneiform inscriptions, arc Nos. 3, 31, 
23, 24, ag, 29, 33, 34, 38 and 39. In the* occur figure., 
making what have been called “mystic offering’*," In .dl 
cases the figure has a basket in one hand, and in the other 
something like a large pine cone. This appear* to be rather 
a citron than a fir-cone, as ha* teen supposed. In one caw 
the mammilla of the citron at the apex is clearly traced. The 
sculptor has shown the warts of the citron as uniform, much 
as he has shown the curb of the hair ns a serie* of uniform 
nodules. These basso-relievos are put down a* contentporaty 
with the reign of Assur-nn rir pal, ateut HHn t.c, Probably 
the Jew may have obtained the idea of using the citron in 
some of their religious ceremonies from the Aavyrtan* during 
their captivity in Babylon. The citron appear* to have been 
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«f /.ah 4 \\px , f;i J,.ivr trui rarily grasped by the five 
ta ;a •. '-a* h t!i«> r in pi. t;g /#t ami ir*/, c 

Ua^upi -cMl*/ r jb r '% 4 of people are carrying 
ll*r 4'?4' ! * tie Ur, 1 no an* carrying a fruit like a pitic- 
•4 ' •' * " b -.tralhrar ra*\ Tin? jmtr apple, being an 

pbmb *♦ *dd nr ft luvr befit known in Assyria in 
? 1 •; - %,*y ap| ,iir»H v* that tltmt? tivn mat arc each 

1 •*> •* ; * A b - ** * * no> n |m fia ! ing a,a annHliing rare and 
v* vh*-*h4 11a- I Jar nhlm> traded hugely with India and 
*Aav..5; fi Cra* V.-/ itt* Iiav*' !rr n liftlr diltif ally in intro* 
t;- 11- tm- iiif ,n hiUt ,\ ytr.t a! a very early date* 

Xo *>.p 

1b. f/a.rr, K 1,4 » if flaw the (AnJutils (hrmuk of 
M * M-4 a* r * p. .1§ % 

Ffutf f ;4/o a/a n ;** 44w Ao//;, /Te* 

4 < ^ fr ?b!i Va rJVfe.d ay *» N Abort atjai car* load i 
< > < o r < i e-ji > v«dl la m.rd < tr4 fiiatt this district 
1 <> r llr ti« * t'if ♦, /1 / f jam, <* iryttlafn ship* 
r a' ! *t ]a ^ a , / t/r } 4 tan e*,.n tLai m overaupply 
• . v 31 : * ? . i * 3 a' i ( An ;* b > t ?la « tiirf ill lift'! of 
** * < .*< ns ' ( rv 

' I i * *o ' A % * , * < * fna A c dial the wltlt^ 
/* >• */ w e ,5 .i f* % * tK> 4:4 1 / a nm, *Many of 

M.jt, 5 «■ > ' r >i t /*. ra% r»4 taaty otha *# worn 
k 1 >4 r * v i \ rt *,1 a < l hi the stiir nay 
t #J > (t L - 4 ,*o 4 tb,4 u sJS It *11 tin* firrt 

4 ,fi r/f$ , t; Vi a \ a *, a, , ndy tCtivi t»» 
, ar f i I irr ! a >* tbr tlM4 S^i * t#f«"ft loUitil 
4, ia« ; lw fbr t,s I !b.t tbr bf j»*j! imt did not 
»m * + *- | ^ * i f \ % f % r Jf » tv %* faff*! that th*‘ 
* ffi ' t u{ i *r . \u %t s ♦* b a a ,r \* 1 « » '* ,* I t * * t«i ji.itrnt 

» i / , m », * a ' t «' f* f a 4 * * 4 41<" !r r t t,wv** f»y bs.r 
*4 r f | * | * ,4,4 A «u n, in *\ r h,$\%hmh$n f##;«/ 

? 4 4.4 # # * 4, » fe,r ^ I 4 ' ; ' l V t44f I < 
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an apparatus fnr applying a gas 1m nr,m;p4 and tr* < , 
which it is claimed will lull all mm!c hi);;', ttidenjt in; arm; 
the tree. A tent is r«tn\!rw ted nv< r the tree, and tjjr >;.j, j, 
generated in the tent. Many are »>f «.pinsun that the 
destruction worked by the white m ah- bug ;md uth<T p< • 
is due to the fact that fertilizers nut having been u-.rd, tb<* 
soil is becoming impoverished. The fact that a > ,n j<* 
orange-grove at San Gabriel, which fur some years h is It s „ 
fertilized, is free of scale-hugs and other pests, seenv. to 
indicate that the true remedy is good husbandry." 

No. Gj, 

Trifacial Orange. 

In Undlcy's "Theory ami Practice of Gardening,** 2nd 
edition, p. 359, the following (recurs 

Rev. G. C. Rcnouard, writing to the Gardeners' Chronicle 

in 1841, when residing in Smyrna received a fruit which 
was said to be from an orange tree grafted on a lemon tree. 

*' It was of the size of a large orange, with two or three 
patches of lemon neatly stuck on it, the colour, almost to 
the very edges of the different piece*, being distinctly that 
of the respective fruits; and, on removing the rind, which, 
as in a common orange, was all of one piece, the portions 
beneath the lemon-coloured parts had not only a con i» 
able degree of acidity, while the orange had its proper 
degree of sweetness, but they were separated from their 
sweet neighbours by a distinct membrane, which in ■.» < * 
degree accounted for their difference in t.iste. The pulp 
was also, I believe, of a lighter hue. The patches of 
lemon were merely superficial, and of no great thkkrir 
They made bumps, or irregular elevations, on the rind of 
the fruit.’* 

The Gardeners' Chronicle of the 22nd September, 185$, |», 
628, also mentions this no called Trifacial orange, and give* 
the mode of producing it artificially on the authority of Mr, 
St, John, who gives it on the authority of Bogbas Jousiuff, 
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of Alexandria. The latter appeared to have obtained this 
variety from his home in Smyrna. He says “ It may be 
obtained by grafting the embryos of a lemon, a citron, and 
an orange in the following manner:— 

t( One of the three seeds is wholly skinned, so as to lay 
the embryo quite bare. Each of the other two is half¬ 
skinned, the skin being removed from one side only. This 
being done, the naked embryo (or naked seed\ according to 
Lindley) is placed between the two others so as to be in con¬ 
tact with their skinned sides, and the whole are bound to¬ 
gether with fine grass. They are then planted, and ulti¬ 
mately the trifacial fruit in question is borne.” (! ?) 

The mode of producing this variation appears to me an 
oriental myth, which may possibly have originated in the fact 
that one orange or lemon seed often contains three or more 
buds, and in germinating, produces three or more young 
plants in close contact. This is a well-known and common 
thing in citrus seeds. 

Risso and Poiteau in their monograph of the citrus give a 
picture of the Bigaradier Bizarrerie, which I have repro¬ 
duced in pi. 259, c and d. It is, in my opinion, no other than 
this so-called trifacial orange, but the theory of its origin is 
different 

“ According to Pierre Nato, a physician of Florence, this 
4Bizarria’ occured thus: A seedling of the Seville was 
grafted (with what variety is not stated). Its strange charac¬ 
ters were noticed in 1644. It was supposed that the graft 
failed (jnanqui d la grejfe), and the gardener omitted to 
re-graft it. It threw up a shoot below the graft, which eventu¬ 
ally produced this ‘ Bizarria/ ” Other cases of “ Bizarria ” are 
quoted as having occurred elsewhere. 

This 41 Bizarria ” orange is said to have been subject to 
many variations. It flowered twice a year, some flowers 
were white, resulting in either S6villes, or sweet oranges ; 
more frequently, it had dull white flowers, resulting in mixed 
fruits, or flowers tinged purple, resulting in citrons. 

Sometimes the citron influence was limited to the rind 
only ; sometimes it affected the pulp also. Sometimes a tree 
which gave mixed fruits for some time, ended by giving only 
simple ones. A variety of “ Bizarria ” in Nice gave all the 

A A 



shoots green, and all the flmvers white, hut some orange 
were very sweet, and some very sour. He adds that llir 
** Biaarria M can be multiplied by grafting, but it varies mm l 
It is as inconstant as it is strange. Mr, lltiard, Mora«gi 4u 
of Paris, had one in tKtKt which was Mtty yean old, are! *c 
which were mixed fruits, and pur** citrons, It was grafted ut 
the citron, and would probably end by producing only tie 
latter. 

In pi 52 of Riv o and Fuitcan, p. ;*< j on w edition by S m 
Breuil, iKyay this M nu'fonfr*fo Hi iiwaHias two Uni!* ui ivm\ 
—one is half orange like and half citron hie, and tin other 
with pmis n'troudike, alternating with pul ♦ whbli ate JeffeM 
like; some flowers are white, and some putpex but the /#u* < ■ 
in the* plate appear all of >*»e bind, ultlmogh in flir text f . 
stated that they ate often curled mi dUMfusl with ll 
petiole eillirr naked or liripn ndy winy d, v JaF the f? ait ", 
sottteiiutrs ordinary, and one tine * j mil) H ulh* u p,t?t * 
lemons or citrons ; and the juilp in »oum \ ly * as * % an J n 
olhets acid ami bitter, 

I don’t think I ever examim d a Minis tree in India loan 
which I could not gather Iran'' that re .esnbh-d itoo u 
some other vanc-ty. Me h tree would appear to report,* <' 
among its own typical foliage, J<si\e\ *10 to speak, of /#** ru.'r 
awafon* Ho that a div« raty of /#ik// in the tilim M I 
slnmhl s,$y# a very rjitmmm «a*i nir* nrr* I have given in fie 
Atlas many forms taken from tlsr taintr tree, 

Darwin, in 11 Animals and Haiti 1 under Uotiicsticatlej/ 
fjinl Ktiition, vol 1, jh 417/1 under the heading id 
hybrids, nays,111 hr famous /i/ramn orange oUu < a ■ fM*. 
parallel caw to that of f V/A/« Adtwii, The ysokcrg 1( j . 
itt lb|»}» in Flr#retin% raioal this tree, dec Used thu if vo« .» 
seedling, which had brut graftnl, and aflrr the yiuft bd 
perLltef! the itock sprouted, and produced flm />#< ttm m 
(lallesio, who carefully examined several hvrns; sprum*'- 
tirtcl compared them with the description gam by 
original deftcriber, 11 Nato, slates that the tree produces, *8f 1 h* 
write time, leaves, flowers am! fruit, identical mtfft the b?!f>; 
orange,and with the citron of Florence, arid Irkrwbe r,ontja* s o 4 

* I w«Ud r»prtfiil!y If the graft fimdtd, hm* tmM it afoot 
tjte tfc$ck, and %m rise m a gmfchylridt 
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f' e\ v, aU i hind\ either blended together, both extern* 
*>dy md r.u r i *rr sited in variotn ways This tree 
* "-A po .< -pat^d h\ t ultitpp* and retains its divei sided char- 

* 1 i *dh d fn/iftta/ oianye of Alexandria and 
* •»*♦?**'* o .'onhe * in if, ^ntrial nature the hiutrria, and 
d:V i <e*h, lu tie4 omit;;** leiftp of tin* sweet kind ; thin and 
*V m bVndr d fn ;Tii!f*r in tlir fruit, or are 

p: eV j whs* ' t on \W atnottee; nothin;; is known of 
? < * * *< • n K e4 \n thr * Hi/ mm* many authors believe 
tb.ii ;t ; * * at hj iutd ; I b«l»r K nn the other hand, thinks 

r »-rdir ay hybrid, with the habit of partially re- 
% f tfe* ; by !*u !* in fir tw»* pap nl forms ; and we have seen 

ih ‘ yr< m let i mum i often arm * spontaneously” 
'iifc f t itire; the view *■? of o> many liifjli authorities on the 

ii ,j|f: i $nd /#i/hra/omn p \ If would appeal little less than 
,?n Moj'>opjoov t fm toy j at! to fitter any reimuks. lint, I 
I^ttvr m fir mWe t of S* tenet: f otipjfi to state my views on 
f. j reap /. 

I do n >f ledrve thit tiff4 various :.p«des of citrus 
p-.eVy* t* '< f!'j m fu tSa'h y»4!r«» All my exprumrnts to 
n . Vi'it Is ® iiie,f pollen, proved failures, ami 
M? 1 n , ■/ hi» also irofdfd hi» opinion that they tfa not 

v f fo oi tie* y« tuk ov my of fiiarailrr of tie* Seville, 
, \ jij ,[!dr.’ l/e;r iii !«<!$», all three always propagated 

U ’ . A..*' J i hi ^ " eh that tie y do not intermix. 
i ?. ? # r * , oomyio, and lemon; bdiifj 

o*o ' ¥ *• thr ' .* - ■ i !m' ee! fjif fi i »/ iiiaitye’^ f think per- 
rhe i \ p '’he ^ er/iernny have Iren taken 

i i ^ »% o /1- ;• e s, s r '! npith i/, \Vf do not ritally 

t < , |i, . - , * , , O ,%f * < -t ‘ J, o?au*;e Colour 
t i ^ , , s /'S,nn lit v*e f!o know that in 
! , r iff) < • .e <d If s.(< ,* t w.e\*;e foaa a diy '^sio?U In U 

r , * , r in o nek / * ar/oe e In life bumar, citron 
; , ,« k . /f < f?r* .o tie' lain «mp, and in olhei 
%)4m| r t4,n i y o oil* a tieor wady than the dry* 

111 oeio r i rJt H^rcable In nth I that tiUlftv 

<r 4i H, , f * ’a * v^et in e* ir nmwh*m lontiectrd 
v, ah /? ea# oo^ \\ r umiW ah i toil the fliIka#oit parts of 
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we have only to suppose that in tin? cases of a^tivaf/y mixed 
fruity some of the vessels nourishing I he warty p irts may 
have hern of huy^r at li hr (u variation that might souirtiincs 

happen), and thin would give rise? to more In tut pm a* a ml 
consequent wiriiness in those strips, Then one rmw*l have 
much difficulty in eondudin;.; that a change in the rmd might 
give list* to same change in tin* corresponding or adywriit 
carpels of the jnilji, and so also induce a change in their 
colour and flavour, for we no more know wlut produces 
sweetness or sourness in the citrus, than we know what pro¬ 
duces colour, No doubt these characters may he inherited, 
hut the variations are infinite*. 

For my just, taking tin* vkw fin? !» .?h tm4 and pulp 
carpels are modifu atiuii * of I think that flw ** mix¬ 
tures in one If III f of the £ if fir** I ihtV f *<♦, ‘hly * %p! dm* ! by 

simple Iwd Mri'itum, without ,mydo'"t mibimi ^ 

pollen or graft, whatever the* »;//'< *4 t hi Amd vwAttmn may lie. 

It appears that in India the nan4 m-s*' a v 
and therefore maybe the ^nue as l*uu*$ *,f Mv<* .Malays 
which Kumpluus mention, in Ids * l^pfwm tie* C itrma 
The a*; u'lp of a oil i Augn ,i # pmjs in 4 review of 

the Royal Jobihv L Atifuftoti at Liverpool, says with ie ^rd 
tn the folk# lion of arms that 11 it laiigrs limn flu* bey 1 vh in 
'acese' to the Josdon jjun * Tim wool tur^ apje e- to 
be another, %vltklt i« common to both India and tlw Mmh*y 
archipelago. 

Mo* 67, 

Th6 following catalogue mm eouitcotiAly brought to my 
notice by Dr, Trimcn, Director of the Royal Botanic (iardeft 
of Pcradcniya, Ceylon. 

11 Catalogue l’lantarum in Horto Rotanico lfog<m«rtt*i cub 
terum alter" (Batavia (844), by Ju*tu* Kurd IIa««karl 

1 have extracted from it the following hit of citrus plait#-, 
f• ri6 ^ * 
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No. 952.—Papeda, Hsskl., differs from citrus in having a 
plane four-toothed calyx, with four petals, twenty-four 
stamens, with their filaments all free. Papeda Rumphii, 
Hsskl. (Lemon Papeda, Rmph. Amb. II. 104, t. 27), 
Djeroek poerroet (Frutex, arbor). 

Petioles large winged, leaves ovate obtuse crenate, 
with transparent dots ; flowers in terminal racemes ; 
fruit sub-globose, thick skinned, warty; pulp greenish, 
bitter, and very acid. The petals externally are of a 
dull rose colour. The flowers are among the smallest. 

No. 953.—Citrus, L. Endl. Gen. 5514. Citms ovata (Hsskl.), 
Djeroek tanjoeng boerrah (Arbor). 

Petioles almost naked, leaves ovate, rather acute, 
crenate-serrate; flowers sub-corymbose, with thirty sta¬ 
mens, the terminal corymbs few-flowered ; fruit sub- 
oviform, skin rather thick, yellowish-green ; pulp pale, 
juice acid ; petals totally white. 

Citrus amara, Hsskl. Djeroek post, or Dj. Licmoh gedeh 
(Arbor). 

Petioles almost naked, the larger leaves elliptic, or 
ovate-oblong, obtuse, sometimes retuse, with large cre- 
nations ; flowers . . . .; fruit globose, golden yellow, 
thin-skinned ; pulp yellowish-green, juice bittcr-acid. 

Citrus crass a, Hsskl. (or C. J avanica, Bl. Bijdr. 140?) 
Djeroek honjeh gedeh (Arbor). 

Petioles almost naked, the larger leaves ovate or 
obovate, oblong, obtuse or retuse, crenulate-serrate; 
flowers with forty stamens, petals whitish, oblong ; fruit 
citrine, oblong, with a very thick skin ; pulp small, juice 
acid. 

Citrus limonellus, Hsskl. (an Amlt ?), almost spineless, 
petioles almost wingless, leaves ovate, or ovate-oblong, 
obtuse crenate ; flowers almost solitary, fourteen to 
twenty stamens ; fruit globose, thin-skinned, shining 
yellow, and adherent; pulp pleasant and very acid ; 
leaves, flowers, and fruit among the smallest. Var. a. 
Oxycarpa, Hsskl. Djeroek niepics, or Dj. tiepies (that is 
small). Limonellus, Rumph. Amb. II. 107, t. 29. 

Fruit mammillate acute; leaves rather acute, petioles 
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slightly winged. Far, k Amk!)'carpa% IfsskL /yWwl* 
liemoh (Arbor). 

Fruit with a depressed extremity; leaves rather 
obtuse, petioles almost naked. 

Citrus nahilis, Lour. 
Petioles almost naked, or slightly winged ; IiMVrs 

ovate oblong, or elliptic, and rather obfu^\ etiafo 
cremate; flowers wills twenty >4.utinv.; fruit drpir^rtL 
globose, skin very thick and racily rarp irated, pulp 
golden-yellow, juice very abundant and very p5iM*..»nt •• 
fruitful 

Far, a, ehry$imrpa% I task I. AJerark djaftak* 
Loves narrtiwed at flic? base* and aprv, rather obtuse 

or cmarginate, petioles generally almost naiad ; skin of 
fruit greenish golden-yellow*. 

Fat\ k nulam^aifa, If .ski P/rm ! mraniiii; 
black). 

Leave* with an obtir-e ba*»% ofP n with a bond or 
emarginata apex ; mature fiust dm I, green, d odiably 
the green orange of I Vylon K. II * 

Fat, r, mu r< * nr fit, f Ivdil ff/t r* rk dp fern h nfid?, 
leaves with an acute tenure ami up* % * \ib t arotr, 

obtuse, or rounded ; petioEu aSmol nuked; uunm: it ml 
smaller by half, skin grreitLfoyelSow, t titru* jnpuntat. 
Thill*. Hbltl /re Id jap. I 3$. f, If, 

Fur. iro, with globose fruit 1* e» L IL Kmknu J a prat 
(raiiall trn > 

Far, It, with elliptic fruit, I* c C IIL» fnprn 
(small tree;, 

Citrus fiyrif0rmis% Ilsilcl Djtrotk pandjmig (meaning long). 
Petioles slightly winged* leaves elliptic m ovate'dliptic, 
acute at both ends, or filler obtuse, edges curved hack- 
wards, crenatc; flowers with twenty-four to thirty niit- 
mm$; fruit pyriform (or obverscly oviform, with iittcn- 
uated base); skin rather thick* pulp citrine and very 
pleasant; petals white on both sides; branches with 
large or minute spines. 

Cttrm attraniium, Elsno, Dc Prdr, I, 539- Ifl. Jiijdr, i,yt, 
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i'utu'k f japonka minor), that is Japanese 
imail *7.if? v, IVti*4ri oheordate; loves oval or ovate, 
•V* i >\Kvlr4 or rasher acute, crenulatc, more than six 
tiinr% Li '*• r than fin.* petiole; ; all the axils armed with 
4 vrty !>a?■; and round spine („» poll); flowers . • . 
ha;? *;h i .**, \ .r t okiti other thick, pulp pale ; 
;ah c \r$y 4!/JVi ah!*\ sweet and copious. 

n'r;/; >f,\ vccom, l„ lh% l#rdr. L % p), 111. Ilijclr. 140^ Djcrock 
44V ''iinn* 40 uuny varit?H«*s not yet sufficiently 
km v.n ! * me i4f !!pr*xf: widien, with a large de~ 

Hrw^ fniit ; ityiaK *t+id*i%tn9 with a smaller and 
%h:\%tc«,\n\ fVnit amt tliiii skin; (rj Djeraek pandan$ 

^ if Ji a line!* *44 « ; (ok Djtraek tmijang, two varieties of 
the* ^.cnr» Hmdmarpa^ Hsskl (red pulp); (//) Leu* 
« a,Il'4%?d, ''pah* pulp). 

gfm /a.mJrtt Hv.Jd. (ai Sphmwarpa, Usskl. Djemek 
A % 1,1m h A* $ mraning acid gtolime), 

iMmk ■, iifcMr dt*af* fovr * large* oval, rather acute at 
V th % nd s iriuv^ cfrfiatr ; flower* . * „ .; fruit large, 
*;3 -Viv e/v4rn y-IWw, okui tSikk, jnilji greettish-yellow, 
' >'• j •' .4-4!, r r*- xxj*\ik%%u d, 

•' 4 '4V^.;,c 11 % 44. Itj'hwi: zliuiM pnmljnng f meaning 
* ?, * J nv„! with fin* rudiment of the style 
.«• 1' a. t ^ 44 4, 4rnf# fiufi4i?i?Illtn 

, > 4>, IJ 4 U, ityrt^h htdit?, 
is \, ' > -m he’ * 4i?n^ laaiiclij snim.tmie** obcordate, 

- -i;^ etii'" , 4 or tr 4?vl -4 at* rly ringed, leavru oval, oh- 
a<\ > * 1^4 , b.* ? i >muh*i more ut kvi rHuse, with 

4.4144 ' A-Urtytr wvr4 and r renal*:; flowers racemose, 
knsgn-44a tlnity-*i\ ^i,itnrtr»; f?nit ohlong, obtuse, with 
sk.r 1 ,, 4* '.bgMty ,4J4iin,j?rfi 4 nkill of an oraitgy colour, 
¥>\u$U\ jH’if r 44 ri 44#! Jedp Is 4. 

^ // 4 .* / /*nf tp$, 
J44 »#ia|44 mJx4$ leave'i oliSong, or elliptic 

nKtida i4atc*ei% with an acute or rounded 
lei44 vj"*"’v, .irate \atmimr% ^ulsreHnr, fisargiit c.trtil- 
*r>yn n» t, $?i ♦*rvr4# efriiatr j axillary, straight,and 
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short; fruit oblong mammillatc, of tin: shape of 
Papaya (Papita of India, 1C ILj ; skin thin, yellowish’ 
green, pulp white, juice acid. 

(NotK.~— 1 don't quite see what lias been gained by giving 
all these kinds of citrus Latin names. They do not appear 
to diminish, but rather to increase the confusion.-*'-K. Ii| 

No. fitf. 

Regarding Chinese terms of orange Arr t 1 a-kr<l JW. 
Dr. T. de Lacoupcric, tlsr Urn t\ur «d thr 11 d>) J,Kum ,4ml 
Oriental Record, fur some help, I Jr v*uy msUr-.j \y fi-plrnd 
as follows 

u In Clinir ,r, la alii (in thr vmfh Lnaln if a * x 1; PI * a a h y, 
is the * < Itni'i JapuiiiiSi,1 

11 IMuifi L fir roulie Mran;;< ; Kan bn tiw with l. m 1, L 
thr Coolie mandarin orange if i!in* mdd? 0. 

MTin* Utrus flrf iitiiaiia, in I lure- * r. 1 died w# \hn, wlrn h 
name, being esfirmely old, is tmef pothafdy the ai.tr?# drnt 
of the to:s\ and ymi mmfeaC* 

Notj^ - In tlsr word tlu’nf* w*< pr<>b,ddy have flir fir’.t half 
of the name Suntam,m hrnpi(m$t 1 hr an’iqmty of ^ f/^l# 
the name f^r pummel**, confirm** itiy ‘t»*pi*MO) that find huge 
dints originated in China, ami that llm iiaitit; was prohahfy 
the parent of I hr grifniV In the Kinma hul% ami *#.»;<% 
or w4 in the Malay archipelago, 
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A:. V ‘ 'I- 'HJiMS WHICH OCCUR IN THIS 

V. *, .. ,Vui unit 11 AU K Not GENERALLY 
\\ * V* f |’i 4 , 

/ » * i ■* « r ' • s. i .c 

4 , f ‘ > * * jtM I u ire , . I &«% 
, > ^ i \ , c( rrti|l iff iiKlIlgCI* 

,.{'<> > \* h . ‘ />' * . H ^ > 

J , * * i i .SO IH t 1' * ■» 

,o , f .. f a , o - . ► / \ ?4 

1 ’ , , A 1 <1 1 f> * f ■* 4 *«w 

•o , - J ' ..'('C i ' ' .f oi * 4 ‘-Ttlsir, 

r ‘ * 4 ' * *« 
* r ; , ,i d * ',T{*V f ,N«/ *| t A 1* i| V, *! Nlfflll 

, , , » / -* , * ! / *f< „ 

V , . r ; < .4 <t | C , / ‘ i >'* 4«l’4cr- Nfl.J. 

< i .»*.?#,'> A ■ 2 a* 4c 

i ' i • ; 1 *’ I - r fi» ,4 fc, 

* f , " < i 1 *f • 4 f*.CUU4 

, , *, » • .’ ■* a 4 h. , i 

; ,, , , i c (_*-•,(,’! 'f 

v , 0 j ,. > • i. « i ,^ i. ? • ’ a. ,;f #r >» -mU 

v ,« » r .. ' | » f< ' f , 1 

,* ,, ,f, , ^ «r - > >i ,%r# 4 4;4 , ifm?rc' 

J , , , t» ., / H Of 

; ., «> »ac ' .a -.I » t I * (41 f 

* rK t i At** /* li i$f|4 ^ ^ to infiiit tlttmtigi* 

" f , l , t, ¥ 'fi f t * , iu |4 i * 4* t 

/ / - , 4 • * ' 

/ ,** | > J /f»4 *r| 3 % Cl f 4 I 4 Af,*# r‘^* 

I f , f^# 4 4 pAtwtf, 

1 j%f v # 4tj, |:,44 i» r f #4«04? t'f *’ 4 S$f^”mS 
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Carpel, transformed leaf farming the whole or a part of flic fruit 
Cm$is% sulphate rtf mm. 
Chakiitra^ name «»f a vatiety of jmiwmda 
Chatt*iuri\% miMiiiiig sis, fingers applied to lingered ertrons. 
Chmma^ a Imd. 
Chtiti\nk\ two ctfitnrs 
Cftmr, tmm* *4 4 km4 of mama* in S. India. 
C/amu/nr, a head man in native r*,t ddrAtiirtgo 
Cmdale, shaped like a * mivent tonal lira?*. 
Corolla, the unwn, or * chaise?! v.hml t\ a 5 
Cotyledons, Sira teavr* ni gmmnatmtt, *1 s*o-d ]<#hrs. 
Cremate, festooned applied to edge , #4 leaver 

u DentinatwC L tint Hr hn,;e. 
Hhnn% han hot km^ of A’- mm. 
u Hilly A'C ill 4010 tJOJt. 
Digit atr, fsngrml 
ihimnu\ sn mid, or mil of ststviit t.rop of my ft am 

Etirtriptiatf, non lied a! site inatgmd 
Ktrog and Atrog, sod to lie IfrAmt In * dr.ei* 

Famm% a pja 1 shade tssrd for 1 mdlr *. 
/din«#r»d/it I fmd, Hr ** fwgmtrtC* 
44 Forte,f It than for Miotig* 
14 Fmcdi^ tin* jmiliolr d**psev*joir« m the nod of iJtaftjft* iftil |gft*fMt*» 

g luol til Httubttfrtmn alpha Wf, 
<Md/, Sandnr.ppLr r 
H ViMnun^* not downy* 
C#W#rf nanir of 4 kind of huge wM Afpff«m* 
Guigut, xuxm of a kind of lemon, 

or a ftiftt! <4 teuton from CAtitgoIi 
Cy««,f turn, female |»irfinri of a flower* 

//ni#f or ///4Vff#y» Ctpjtarw ftephuia, 
//fill##, native phy*?r wtt* 
M*ihbxif 4 variety of small ttmir mange* 

variety of orange in Ceylon, 
it in tit, flit* fntti of any * litas. 

Homologous, applied la organs whkft ant mmptedagk.ifly iht twit, 
tdilumgh ap|iit«nily tptfit different, and may wi (tiftarent 

mmtm pmmmh in Ceylon* 
Jmniri \ 
JamMm ImmnmJMamiM. 
f mtMri J 
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ibntn, a variety of Suntara orange of Ceylon. 
Iri, name of a loose-skinned sour citrus, 
small lake. 

of Hindostanee alphabet. 
, Hind, for large. 
ra or K&mla, name of a kind of loose-skinned orange. 
, dried cow-dung, used for fuel. 

Kankree and Kakree, a kind of melon. 
, used for both Seville and Khattci oranges. 
; or Kaonla, name of a loose-skinned late orange, 

sour. 
occurs in Emp. Baber’s memoirs—meant for GulguL 
name of a citrus in Emp. Baber’s memoirs. 

lannooy means orange in Canara. 
, an implement for digging, 
a small variety of orange. 

^ | variety of orange in S. India. 

-n&nm, variety of Siintara, orange in Ceylon. 
'a, wholesale purchaser of fruit. 
t-dlhiy Cingalese name for leech-lime. 
tat, a very small sour orange. 
tky name of an Indian fruit tree, 

vitrified bricks or clinkers.' 
r, lime nodules, used for macadamizing roads in India. 
rce, like a Kathar, or jack fruit 

late, lance-shaped. 
a variety of flat, loose-skinned orange of Poona. 
, part of a compound leaf, joined on to the petiole. 
?, generic name in Bengal for all citrus, 
name of Citrus hystrix in Ceylon. 
i, the same as nimboo. 
lemon of Emp. Baber’s memoirs. 

?, Hind, for fox. 

n, a stage made of bamboos. 
'tphl nighunty Sanskrit book, in which lemons are mentioned. 
-akrccy sweet melon, applied to large sweet citrons. 
by Hind, for moon. 

| variety of pummelo. 

dind. for gardener. 
\illcty projection at the end of a lemon or orange. 
.illate, like a nipple. 
%y a kind of citron in Tulu language. 
ted, applied to petiole with very slight side expansions. 
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Mtlf/m, till! weight of a grain of wheat. 
Maundy 80 11*4, 
Maudingt variety of citron in Hornhav. 
“ Medic ■!/" nf Media. 
Menrni, denotes division«, Midi a** ;anef«ur.. 
Midrib, the piinripnl nerve i*f ,t Kd. 

term m Vigj* t 'hm-e* th*4 a”**", *»f ‘.eeond €f«f>. 

Mi a ifile, that » mi le* int< sitev-4 «ft‘ fM-, a 4 
AUihit) I Islet f**i -aver}. 
Morphology, the tsMftdoniiatmv *ahe t ?hr jati* *4 . n anaii-ii of fdati! 

have itmirrywii! m the t lr* 4 
Mur%Vdit% jur ,rm» 
Mi4sdttd<;\ i omsjahm t*f MwMJrdmpu* 

Mi|*j«r*e<l Modi* if fi tm** bft <e n, ;«\ 
Nand% a large r iitlten p i?, av bat .*» a to1- 
Mmimi* \ 

I iwiiir ♦ of orange m Kmp I .4<t <\ § ^ 
iViim/i/ ) 
/Vbwftbi/ atid n.trAnAhh 4 v.vktv <4 /<*> obi 
Ntbfmi) ft id au oi.tng^ m !n * * 

i’4Uf4y of t tffojt Hi f r d1 n 
Xrji4jf?»\ iaiitl of Poem hum Xrp.d, 

ilitid, fut hmo/i- 
Node, ilir |uit of a '4*411 whtdt heal •> a > it, 

Obhite, drptrv.ed at both end*#, 
Obovair, nn*4 vdy ovate, 
C)bftiw% liliini, 
Ohvmrly, invri *.rly. 
Ovary, the %rrd v* v^I wink yrt aft fl 
Ov«k, tin* a%hh\ bet mi e fcrfili# lifoif 

KmtK* U'Wrttn 
Pmihiftih* lower garden* 
Pctlit clir.df %utk**tL 
Pirn Mdm mwtn’* %mrxt orange m fVyhrn. 
Petiole, kafkhtlk. 
ProUtkathm* *i kidding. 
Fitter ettc rf down m mtfme of pi,tin i, 
Pumhi inmi in Ce)it*n, 

Eitce$ttef a Itsitirii of ft**wm with etjtul vbilki arranged t»n m mm» 
kmg of Ifftimis* 

fttreptaf kf the? cmmmm iitfifwff of the p&m *4 4 

MMmit miky; nppltatl to a tnftwto-hkflr variety of *4«ft§t, 
Mmgim9 imtm m Stmiam orange, 
MmP jttict* 
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(p. means page of text; and pi. means plate of Atlas.) 

A. 

Abortive axillae, angles between 
crenations of leaf, p. 

195 
„ leaflets, crenations and 

serrations of citrus leaf, 
p. 195, 2ir 

Advantage of restricting certain 
varieties to certain soils, p. 171 

“ JEgle marmelos ” (bael), pi. 242, 

243 
„ „ gum vesicles of, 

pi. 242, 243 
„ „ pubescence of, 

p. 36 
„ „ pulp carpels of, 

pi. 242, 243 
Agasi trees, useful in shading 

orange and lemon nurseries, p. 

132, 137 
Alexander’s expedition to India, 

p. 50 
All fruit of India and Ceylon, 

plucked unripe, p. 164 
All parts of the flower, productions 

of the receptacle, p. 189 
Alteration of rind whorl by selec¬ 

tion, p. 188 
Amarakosha (Sanskrit book), p. 

215, 232 
AmiMd or AmaMd, p. 29, 31, 41, 

42, 222, 2 51 
„ of Ajitmal, pi. 61 
„ Benares, pi. 65 

AmiMd of Bulrampur, pi. 63 
„ Lucknow, pi. 62 
„ Rampur, pi. 64 
„ Rohilcund, pi. 60 
„ Shahjahanpur, pi. 66 
„ Ulwar, pi. 90, 91 
„ kald.n of Calcutta (dhi 

kaldmba), pi. 

68 
„ „ Lucknow, pi. 

67 
„ „ Saharanpur 

(keem), pi. 69 
Amool-dodan of Ceylon, p. 7, 219 
AmratfiMl, p. 44, 74, 249, and pi. 

192 to 195 
„ derivation of name, p 

242 
Analysis of orange - wood ashes 

(Liebig), p. 94 
Anomalous form of orange (Mas¬ 

ter’s), p. 212 and pi. 241 
Antiquity of Pummelo in China, p. 

360 
Antiquity of trade between W. 

Asia, India, and China, p. 286, 
• 287, 288 

Appendix, p. 247 
“ Arancio forte,” p. 5 
Aranj of Ceylon, p. 219 
At-annl, p. 20, 39 

„ of Delhi, pi. 116 
„ Etawah, pi. hi 
„ Gonda, pi. 112, 

113 
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, ,Va/o»*.* *f b, India, j*. C|» 

; f ¥ *%A i 1 ip 
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Citron Mauling of Mangalore, p. 
3fl» 4|t 236, and pi. 142 

„ iWlitf'nm of Cry Ion, p. 64 
and pi. 15 f 

„ Shiiinmj of the Bengalis, 
p. 64 

n Shknm of Ceylon, p. 64 
and pi. 151 

„ sweet, from Sahnrunpur, pi, 

„ tnrunj or tamn/\ p, 63, 64, 
C.f Clt hh *]|, 2 J4, 248 

w Vint) of the Arabs, p. 64 

Citron group, p, 63 
»■» Hot, rlt»tt% of, p. 64, 66 

11 Citron ” of the French, p. 611,78, 
fff»l 

Citron, ordinary, probably known 
to the Assyrians, p. 350 

tt fingered, probably known 
to the Assyrians, p. 351 

Citron pec!, candied, p, 146, 14S 

3# 
Citrons, classification of, p. 66 

„ of Bombay market, p. 70 

and pi. 143# *44* *45 
I4«t *54 

„ probably known to the 
an* nmt Assyrians, p. 72 

„ proper, birthplace of, 
ilimliiftil, p, 235 

,, nw of among the Jews, p* 

m 
11 Citnii itsrnnutim," Linn. p. % 

H aurantitim 4mmtM of C3al* 
Itnio, 1 liar, of, p, 3, 19 

„ Miiniiitiiitn sifieitse” of 
Kiinipli, char. of, p, 3 

ff ititstiatr*/4 p, 2n| 
11 flergamia ” id Waring1* 

Iltarmarop. of India, p. 

n bigatadia** of Bmo (Seville 
f#4»p* h 2, ami pi 8 

w «Ii4|itt*!r% on, by Kittiipltktf, 

p. 29I 
ff rleromana/^iabrmn* forms, 

P* Ji 
11 11 



Citrus dmmiannpubevrw e of, j 

p. 3A Jh 3". -45 
„ flower;, colour* of, p, >n, j 

,141 
„ fruit, Aiu;r*r« of, p. ? $<*» 151 j 
n n comp?** *ol i,l two 

whorl•*, p. r/m i 
lE; 

n M fie*h, .eh .mu 'S'i over 
bottled f% jn 

174 : 
„ fiuiti, all flo.it wrll, ji. 1/1 
„ ftr*ra” of Loutciio, p. $, 

217 : 
f# f*emr*, vrry 1 nhy*ri to V4r*4« 

ItMffS p. t?o 
„ pmtip of, with I.ujp* 

fHtliob***, 11, -* 4 
„ liy^fih n of hwv, p, 77 
n important 1 njftif'* of, 5« 

I?t?luffi, m 
„ leaf, ;i trifoliate 

leaf, p* ;v/\ 207 
„ limommiutltpirj ^ f Ur **<*, 

p, Uj 
lf ntrtiiwiP rniiMilnnl the 

$jr.»twlpatt*nf 14 i'll oilin' 
|i* 354 

ft rnedh 4 \mm% m„ IM, 
t Il4ffi p> 7| 

ff sue#It* >k* p!Nj#n, p, Uk 
>f iiiwlif 4,°pto|>rtf 

t wintry of, p 70 
yt inrtirrf»<# vat. •* 4n*l4f'? «te* 

*<i»p. *4 p Ko 
fl nohihV*!* || 
ft twhth% in»$jf#f iiriil minor,* 

}i. $B 
i, §tS;trti% pofyjpnio « xrntwx* 

mms p« spy* 
„ pulp* #ifi inner whorl of or* 

pd*, p. ife# 
n region*,« mlwli may 

have t't #,aiir4 ttt»ft. 6§ 
* «4, ail* aiiitiifi of tirJtipli 

Imi% lit# p< 3»| 
» trees, in Europe in tint of 

Jotm Gtaric, p* alb 

Citrus, trify'i.tu from 1 3|fl 
„ tiifo!i.*te S»uf of. |‘7 2 ;f<„ 314 
„ vitktfsr* ft <40 A%..uu |*L 

•M5 fi /|*| 
„ „ in tl.o ‘Aw.omv 

l!4!^y *v, 
„ „ 11 «tir ,]m V* n!Af. 

1h »\ u.Utb 
1 -A $*. « U 

» ff ; U<r>r-' of, 
pi -tiptop! 

,, „ ft? lit K!i.ro,4!>$I1fo 

pi 
,, wthh 4t h‘?f! llrtiialiy4tf 

1* ^ • 
< *b ’>4, * of filo'ior | . 4: 4\ to foflll 

|irffio t f?4 *, p *' »t 
C \4o it |ir 1 C‘ ,4 >1 A » '4% fv! 

firli 7* W f-< " 4'. * y, ! | 
Toli,,!! , X f ot,o 4 holp Iff 

rv y ’ i? 
f Anuinrt»4,44 |«s »!./ ».f 

p, I Vi 

C7#li airnfiV y of fs4ftw# 

hi 0*4.4\ 4fol 

\S4b;*t p 2 3^4 

,* iVfitiy 4«vl In4i4ft 

r,4f,|rp |i, 241, t Jft 
Cr»ifi|o#nion #4 lyr ybtff’iUt m4 

A Jr&fif i‘4ihm¥ |4 f^i 
C oinpn4fw.it ij of 

1^11^1* 141 
i*mnp*mml k,ift of 

fte Soul, hi o| 4U4fc?li* 
p. 

t 'mw krn*mfh fn 341 
lAmr f#nit lnttun f »4 tl.r Awytun 

m^nmurt^%tp ; >% 
CAmirf4 4poi> #tf piitvwtal |s4r»iff 

p. loi 

Ciilfsi’^tittii of numr® m Ifer^al* 

P f#i 
w ihtmyr m lifllip pt 

t^#i iv% l#^l 

y> Of4 

lltlll* fl. f|g f| 
it 

\ P* 
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Cultivation of orange in Nagpur, 
p. 106, 107 

„ orange in S.Europe, 

P- 103 
„ orange trees, com¬ 

bined with other 
trees in Delhi, p. 
123, 124 

Curious lemon, p. 345 

D. 

Dates of events in India and 
Malay archip., p.285,290,291,292 

De Candolle’s theory of the orange 
rind, p. 189 

Derivation of citrus names in India, 
p. 214 

Descent of the citrus, p. 193 
Destruction of orange crops in 

Florida by frost, p. 275 
Difference between orange and 

shaddock, p. 20, 21 
Difference between the orange and 

the lemon, p. xv 
Disadvantages of sojourn in 

Florida, p. 274 
Discovery of Greek, Roman, and 

Arab coins in Ceylon, p. 292 
Disjunction of carpels, p. 179 
Dissemination of citrus by birds, 

p. 41, 194, 202,267 
Distance to which fresh fruit can 

be carried, p. 173, 174 
Dogs and pigs, fond of oranges, 

p. 92 
Doubling of fruit (?) Synearly, pi. 

83, p. 42, 199, and xvii 
Dumriz crop, advantage of, p. 136 

„ or aftercrop, p. 3,13, 14, 

I5> 17 

E. 

Emperor Baber’s memoirs, p. 247 
Epiphyllum sp., diagram, pi. 245 

Evolution of citrus fruit, p. 199 
„ of citrus fruit by the help 

of parrots, p. 201, 202 
Exceptions to law of Phyllotaxis, 

p. 188 
Experiments, need of, in citrus 

germs, p. 129 
„ of nature, in perfect¬ 

ing the Hesperi- 
dium, p. 201 

„ with orange trees in 
Lucknow, p. no, 
in, 112 

Exports of oranges and lemons 
from Sicily, p. 279 

Extension of citrus trade in India, 
p. 172 

F. 

“ Feronia elephantum 99 (Kaithdi), 
pi. 244 

„ „ pulp, car- 
pels of, pi. 
244 

Fertilized seed, an important in¬ 
strument of variation, p. 196 

Fever-orange of St. Domingo, 

P- 342 
Flotation of citrus, p. 39, 40 
Flower, a transformed branch, 

p. 178 
Flowers of sweet lemon, colour of, 

P- 77 
„ true-lime, colour of, p. 81 

Food of plants derived from at¬ 
mosphere and soil, p. 104, 105 

Forest fires, a probable cause of 
extinction of species, p. 198 

Fusion of ovaries (syncarpy), p. 42, 
199 

Future trade in lemons with Russia, 
p. 172 

G. 

Gallesio’s observations on orange, 
p.8 

B B 2 
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Gelatinous lemon marmalade, p. 
147,342 

Geographical dhuDmtUm of ritnin 
for trade in Isttlii, 
p. 170, 171 

GoebelN view of pulp 1 ell?*, j*. 187 
G^ranimhm, jt, 211 
Green orange «f i.Vylon, traveh 

well, |i, 163 
Gutyuli vaiirty of t ktmt |i, n» i;, 

59* 73* 77* 241, *im! |4%» t!4s 
I $7, i&M, *iH 

Gun^nhr nimhm% vat <rtv of r itw>, 
li, 16U 

If* 

IfakiM'Mmmmt, in fever, p, 11| 
HitiilarlS Iht of ntrii* pUnt*, 

to I fort Hot, flii||nrf p, |%i 
limim orange, origin of mmm9 

p,33t 
Hesperidium, a variety of the 

berry Uhp, 347 

t* considered m double 
fruit, ft iff© 

Homology of bud, spine, nil cell, 
juice vetitele anil 
*m!, ft, mt) 2# 

tt leaven and carpel*, 
P* S47 

,1 rind fell* and pip 
celft, p* »f 1 

11 steil«l»ifj> atMi f#rdi» 
n»ry bud*, p* 177, 
*91» »3 

n (possible) of bnuidb, of 
Ipplfffttfit and com* 
pound leaf, p, 209 

Hooker, Sir J,# on botanical cha* 
ractcr of cittu#, p, % 

1. 

Identity of AVfl#/ nimkw with 
Limonelititof RumptL, 
p* SI 

Identity of /nVrni of CVd(<t;, ;nv! 
*Sh^u*; frf/ of fi, 
and 1 .invi ^roV'.''"-v.ri 
of Kniofih , |«, <’f* 

Import .inn* oS I;o^ tvo-r'-v,] in 
oiniigr gt |«, vj 

Iinjitiit'i *4 m I* 

Jl, /'V» 
ft, tajii # t Irtri'.vi m 3;ng* 

land, p. Ill 
Indi in l# llnhyfnfM " ;/ .rt jfnhk » 

|i, **.;<, ,?vr# 

Infff* ^'ire h»4i-i ;*r;d 
M.day 4i<In|i? c\*dffv<r i4# |n 
2''n 

fnti"d’vtn4i *1 tirr*», ht the 
A/otr%, p. 2 cn 

h 

JitmMk of Ceylon, p, t 11 
/###lr# or /amtrt\ m j&mMfi, p, 

K 149 
» of Ai»IV4S|4* ii^i 

Jkamk\*i%ut p* *% |4 <*», 
&»#m 114 

§& *11 
»t fff«*f§» |0 G| 
11 of AlUfcaWI, §4 t n 
p li Ci tSehuranpr {««• 

fip|# pi 117 
it pi, 131 
#t Cat**4tt4, fi i|| 
m Central Hrovincti^ |4 

t|i 
m f*on4a# pi i;% 
» fflligliH'iih $|# 
ft Liirfetiu*, pi 1 |i# 114 

i» Rohikontlf pi $ 31 
it Hheheninpr, pL 

n Iliihlihattimif, pi 135 
/#r« fnt/j of p» 77 

iMfffrfit fenirt rff 
pi ill 

I 

# 

{ 
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|^t‘Vr^kk% ! \u*h 41 J Kh ttL) oranges P* *7 
fs| j;rA L*.»d, „ timHiton of, in 

’*1- ^4 ' 4n$^s,i#r* ! fever, p. 149 
.m 4 ver !, |i, ill, f# ttwii of, p.y7 
'5»' I Kilt-iJ, [I, 11, 7j, 7.), 248 

„ 4 * Ortv, |f!t t'/f | KdmA\ p, 249 
M »I j .f einpd < K$msh% p. i, jsjy 

*4 * rip* #1 *4?!* ‘ Kibhlet ami AW////V orange of 
\i 1 1 * t ft '• Madras, p, flu, 2$H 

„ #1* 4 ?4f|irbt | Kil&*h*mn*n) of i annra, p, 162 
|4 ?.«, if*# j Kiwn^mmiim of Roxburgh, p, 77 

w ir A%< n'* fm »*w!r> j KuJalu tPhi of Teflon, p. 82 
#4 ^uprb Jmag j Kumymt orange, p. 42, 45,48, 51, 

devoid 4, ! S4 3JX 
p wK nr$ 

«i Ktmhtf 

|4 1/4 
iltirr §4 ?f>, 

K. 

KAghtAtCM* Jrwmi, p, 71' 

w it 11## m ♦»* 4 h*4g<* fibml, 
p, fiL 1/9 

w f# dr.ndmm n *4, m 
11 tlAy 4T* In- 
r**:>hy,p 1 Km 

M „ vjvJ 4 m 41 v4* 
K:^. )» |*.« 

AWJ#m m AVm#! ft *4 Braga!, 

ft, 14,1 <tt*l ***'* 
A 4mtUA K4m%tS *4 

I* 44* ip* 

AMmMm A*4mt* t**4 Brng.*), 
ft, 39% *jo4 *n4 $4 1 a m ran 

A 1# *# 4.#*# *4 the t ft || 
$%alf*u n^Mi" 

i%'£ »‘4» II 
p. til 

A >***f«<*f 4 Ahnora* p, 2|J 
A*w#i4 p, fk If* p# 

f<M, M, mt4 pi* 
144 M 

*1 ti*4**!** B §1 
# feffgiO $4 fiJfff#, 

p, IJO 

; l. 
i 
l Llr<t<t of Poona, p. 58, 244 
] Ladling rlav, Lift know receipt 

f«r, p. 33a 
Leaf, 4 frannftmtied branch,p. mi 

„ cwrdilered m a modified 
branch, p, 195 

j », „ m an expan- 
! hitm of the 
| kirk, p, 176 
1 l^avei, at ^nhititiite,i for ovules, 
| p. 2ft 
1 „ of &hm ftatiti (i4 llryophyl- 

Inifi ralydnum ”), p, 
f 177# 

w trtiedsffie (KtighuAnim* 
1 1#L 215, 226, 233 
? Le^ffiil ahwit orange in 
^ bylliet, p* 229 

Marait and Iterahne^s diagram 
1 of mange flower, ft. ill 
'* I,gm§0K ncneiic name in Bengal, 

, fi. 44 
i n origin of name 
j p» ,n 3W 

itmuitif/Almi, p, if, 67,77,and 
ftl 2101« 214 

„ {!} /immtf tmm Central 
1 Brov,, pL 

210 
„ „ Ceylon, pL 

I 3t«,2ia 
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Lemon (?) Ath\rra, from .Saharan- 1 IXflMlfl 
pur, pi. 213 j pi 22 1. ■*** 

ft ,» Vhv;tt\ fil j it „ fji.%4 4 44'j-vj, 
214 | pi J' 1 

• n IfMn\ p. 77, 24*!, | if „ f?«4« " i.A ^ 4,‘ 

nml fii 2*4% 222 : F'M*'- 1. 2 

tf „ frum h.th:ininptir, | n ** ifil^A v, if : t 

|ll 222 trAiA, p, ;%% ; 

ft „ Sluthphm* j tf ,-15 \|frr 414 4 - »4» f\ 

n n I.«'■!*• t» r#r|i.»|f ji *;% *;;% au4 |4 1 / * 

mm, pi, j 1^7 

»» AiriW, nf ktirapli, ft, 221 n *4 ft 1* ^ 

»» f1 fjj «tf 1,##si4p lint); ! !» f44*;jft <»% f- / 7'* *57 

fil 1H4 »* /5ir5 If • * , f-\ I /« 

Tf dec m!»ti«t in frvrr, p, f|A 1 14 >1 fjfr !,} ' f-l 1 ur\p)t * |f, 7 '? 

W ; n f, 7 ,hh*h,u* p, I',% f 4» 

n (Imvatiun *4 j*. I I>4% r 

245 |) ; 

if EttiflrJif httm J.Miiip*ir, f?t ] w „ U > m 1 !.**'-* ,*h, 

!«$ j.j, .—1 

tf < lenity, ft, 77 »«wl |4, 1 5 | 1 m Airf7///,% fs* 14 Ah 1,4j.*,r 

tf grmif% p. 73, ami p! ?*;v !*♦ ft, ivl* ivs 
j m |*|4 

ft gul/jtlt p. it, 7 % 77» 2l7'# 1 tt *, Elicwtf|jg|ii i:sii 

mi i t# ii M «i«»l 1 # w# §ii 1 w # 

tf t> frwi* l5r 11 ris c?<| f#t . » fl MifftCjit, |4, if J 

t*6 

m II Jafpt'lfi, pi pi Ifi 

M » m immlk p, %, 

n n ffwlil pt | 77# 
m,nn j fil. if 1 ft# 

tt fl If 1411 1 Illlfltlf | 1 if | 

»*7 ’ *♦ fCitifwi tif 1I1? 

m » ##ff?. If, j |i il*it ^ 4 

n ff ft, l|f p} it wMtmiim fit 

it tum% §4 SO$, 30^, !«»#t 117 

m it xnmtty ftotti |#t 

m n \*m fcimw, fit m% 3 If 

n GimjpttiAt ft* ff, iiif 2|if ft w flulmmfiir, pi 
»»d pi* 199, mt f«jl# 

m Kqgkti AVA)#, from Ajit* j m f# rAf nits, pi £*{$ 

fnulf ft 1 If j tt ff |»i HU 

m 11,7|* 74# i|S j t# 
n Kwm»nimh0 of lltxb,, | in 

P* 11 \ m m fl $tu 

m Malta, of, in | nh 
isidki p* fi $$ m iA Hmnph*, pi 
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n< - v, m,. 
J i i , $ i M 

'■r ■••■') ‘ ' J’i! 
I»rv , ( * . » >4 ?., ■ ,i 4 u ' k in, 

, I 
.* s ’• % 1 4« V *4 

I. r(- \ * i ^ , % >4 < ttAU;*r Wood 

Vi 
/V«# f# 4 l r/ i *r *4 ff | '' * 

- ’ tM’ ' <* * , # *4 pftjoV, 

f* * t * «<1 * ‘If \f r f I p* |m|| 

< ) , p. 4# and 
I " 8 

H « P \ , f * *6*,?, | , .11 
1 if*.**, ** »y *4 ItJ# 2*$o, 

$ * ■* I S’ 
it ft,"** k* %flf 14111s 

'h *44ay *$uh»p<f 
l Mt 

„ « f t }, •} |J * ®| 

, f4*5 •.**# «t# pi r s 
u *r- tv. v- **t» 
, $« #* A.o l $ ow* * * ff«li 

i ** X* >*Ui ‘ { |4 1 w 4 \ ! 

t . *•*., s< % 1 114 
1 '•?’)’ * W*,./, p >i 

n 14 ° t / ' ’\ 'I I u.oph « |4 

‘ fl ‘ u 1 ' ‘II 

1t - t i , tf b At iph , ft, 
’ '■ ■ , .' 4 ; ■■• >:} 

* > *’t H il#l| It f 

1414inn Unuu n cif Rumph., p. 6a 
♦lint pi, 3*7 

„ ii nut *fit Humph, (Kughxi- 
itfffiWi), pral>able origin 
nlt p, unci pi. 327 

*t lulu i nun iiartinkiui ** of 
k tint pin»pi. 129 and 178, 
pt fi|» ji7i 

n initiiM# av% n of Humph. 
f’<m»witliif ph 226 

*» vt ntt p mu *11 of Humph, 
k, Iiyurit of Kttr/..), p. 
b U ptfi to 30H, (warty) 
pi, JJh 

u lutnondht r’ ol Humph, (true 
Iit«ici# p. 314 to 319, and pi 

*•7 
#l I/tmunu a* idrf#tttta#w leave* of, 

|#S. 2ts 
** 1 fruit digitdof Hliso, 

p. tffoaitd pi, 178 
„ u ft mt rornlM of likio, 

pi I7» 

„ mdmutruf* of Htssci, pi 
tjH 

Ltm t * of r,iii|«ror Baber, p. 73, 
24H 

Um\p vety of Sitnimt orange tree*, 

P’ ^ 
M 1 uu%** pit kiH‘or*tnge w of Hong 

Romp \h * 71 
I iv% of power of irveriicirt, p, i6 
L#i%r of ottm, among native* of 

Ifikw, p. 145 

f ^ r*# 
u*'<4nov " <1 I»»ir4p|, 

.^1 ^ pi ^ 
ki i Rv?o|4i,, |#l , 

1 
owl .4 Sleap!i, 

, t ‘,*% t p J'v to 
> .am }1 * 1 

/f f t h ,< t l ? *# 
^ 1-44 ^ f , p 'i v, 

I « wv " * I 31 <4apb * 

h PhS^i 

or.1 **;;*"'» p *♦ 
M>b$twftJi m^hunt Hatrikrit lKK?k), 

p ?|* 214* a |2 
o fifpft f |i, 3% 66, % 

>li* Mb 
,11,141 p, 24 | 
MiMM origin of 

twme, |i, 220 
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M.r .ty urrhip., imp'tiMW'i* <sf, in 
<ii^st*jiii!i*i!ir®!< *4 t ?!iii *» ft, \*m 

Malta *»nii»gc i:?*mfft j». i*;, ami j»I. 
41 to $# 

41 Malum finium" of Humph 

(citron), |ft j«i It) jftj ami j*l. 

141 

Mandat in uranic, f lifftafr-ftifiitaMc 
to, ft* i*7 

tt t, I?rr%f m/<* *»f* if! 

flir A/fitrv, |i, 

n(* 
Manure, advantage of* m frwf **«!• 

ttvation, ft* ws 
ft for r>r»ui^e tier ft p, t*.** 

* what nwih of, available 
fur orange eulfiv., |#» 
i«ft it/* 

Manuria! tilrm of th«* Klmu 
flood s ft, l^i 

Manuring of orange iir*ft jt 11 $, 
n%UH 

Marmalade of Sr nil** m.tr-ftft p 

*47 
J/#f#/#%# ftsfiftflft J4 17, M. * /) 

Mirpirl lift Neville ofang**, |*. ft 
Miyake yfj of Lowm# regarding 

i( C Imwmmit p ift 

„ of Mwitplft ii 4 ndm>* I »'»*) 

vrntte ovu** and **»■ 
m% am! fWu p 4 ft >'4 

Marin iif et,?ifitting c%ft oil from 

nml, p< 14,1 
Mw|ili»l«#gy fi ihv *tHn\ p, 171 
MttiUjftlr auxiliary Wl% of * mm, 

1% »7», \ 
Mm'Mm p, ;„*1 
Mnnhnk of Pnnm, §*, 1^/7 3if 

M* 

N®$g*tmg% meaning MfMtfr (red 
itftd)* p, aif 

Name, of orange* in Kha*i.i lull*, 
P* 337 

Aftft * r waK !ft lift 1 
f , ?i„ •* ,1, ft y ftft 

X/» mft\ | I, X 2 J14* .?U. it ft 

■•'■' 4 / 
A-ft #0/, j* I, /?ft 5ft ft * 
A A.ifft » I ft I ft 1 
Aftrfaw ft 1 p ft ft ft 317, 

.ft 4 j?l 1 '» 
Aim/ ''.ft 4 a h % v * ft ft% > and 

ft ji ft 7 
„ ft/ft# ft | 11 
n * ft/ftM.'/, |i, 1 ft 1 ‘ft i ft 

ft >, i4 ftft ai#4 |4 | ft Aa* 

„ sr.^k ft |i 'ft|* +iral |4v 3^1 

5 ^ 1 4 

»» '3^ ;"ft 4ft -ft » Sft 
fi 77 

1* v 11 
*» |f 11 

AW;.14 ft ft |>. * 
ftilirffti, i ),r,ift 4ft4 ft'/rafl, 

<4 , m Aftftftft#*, |t I 

fJ7 

lllftrfiiftti \n r#f 

I#. 144 

I mi fkr» rfmftfft* ri 
4ml %»rff *7 , p 7 

CliS’< elk III * ifftn I^.n p | fft 

|i, i;; 
#i k.#i4€if line# §#!• 

lit 
n l«»i t«m an &i*ant*gty 

»» prjhp ntm% Ia 
|i» ^74 

it #f muff 

llffl# pulp rf||ftpk \t0 
wo 
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' fl'H 1 ", i * * I / * 
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